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SUMMARY OF THESIS
Sarah Murphy (student no.016208519)
This dissertation will examine the development of Czech piano music through the key figures of 
Smetana, Dvorak, Foerster, Fibich, Novak, Suk, and Janacek between 1840 and 1912. This 
period begins with the early piano polkas of Smetana and ends with the last major solo piano 
work of Janadek in 1912. The chronological framework of the dissertation is important in 
defining its purpose: the early nineteenth century was a key period in Czech society, and one 
characterised hv aesthetic debates Central to this was the Ndrndni nhrnzp.ni [National Revival]., 
and the social and cultural framework is essential for a full understanding of the output of the 
composers in question. At the start of the National Revival, music became invested with an 
ideological burden which meant that composers were responsible for creating a specifically 
Czech form of expression. One of the key dualities explored within this dissertation is that of 
F.uropean influence vs the absorption of Czech and Slavonic folk music in the musical languages 
of the individual composers, so the issue of national vs international is of primary importance 
here.
The ideological backgound of the National Revival meant that opera was afforded more 
attention, and other genres were marginalised as a result of this focus. This introduces a second 
duality namely that of piano music vs opera Previous literature examining, this period of Czech 
music has focused upon opera and neglected piano music. That which does exist is in Czech, and 
these writers have concentrated upon detailed analyses of individual works, meaning that a more 
macroscopic approach linking and connecting the key Czech composers of the period has not 
existed. This dissertation aims to combine this Czech literature with modem scholarship on 
surrounding figures and musical movements in order to give a fuller and more multifaceted 
account of the period in question, and the role of the piano within it.
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ABSTRACT
This dissertation will examine the development of Czech piano music through the key figures of 
Smetana, Dvorak, Foerster, Fibich, Novak, Suk, and Janadek during the period 1840-1912. This 
period begins with the earliest piano polkas of Smetana and ends with Jan£5ek’s last major solo 
piano work. The chronological framework is important in defining the purpose of the 
dissertation: the early nineteenth century was a key period in Czech history, and one 
characterised by aesthetic debates Central to this was the Ndrodni nhmzeni [National Revival]^ 
a burgeoning sense of national identity after centuries of Habsburg rule. This social and cultural 
framework is essential for a full understanding of the output of the composers in question and, at 
the start of the National Revival, music became invested with an ideological burden which 
meant that composers were responsible for creating a specifically Czech form of musical 
expression This means,, in tunv that one of the key dualities explored within this dissertation is 
that of European influence vs the absorption of Czech and Slavonic music in the musical 
languages of individual composers.
The ideological background of the National Revival meant that some genres were 
afforded more attention and significance. Opera was the most public expression of nationalistic 
sentiment, with the effect being.that other genres were marginalised This introduces the second 
duality to be explored in this dissertation, namely that of piano music vs opera. Previous 
literature on this period in Czech music has focused upon opera and, in doing so, has neglected 
piano music. Any pre-existing soure material which does focus on Czech piano music during this 
period is in Czech, and the writers concentrate upon detailed examinations of particular works, 
meaning that a more macroscopic approach which looks for links and connections between the 
key figures of the period has not existed. This dissertation aims to combine this Czech literature 
with modem scholarship on surrounding figures and musical movements in order to give a fuller 
and more multifaceted account of the period in question, and the role of the piano within it.
The nine chapters that follow examine the period in question from a variety of 
perspectives The first chapter is an introduction to the issue of nationalism, and examines the 
way in which it developed both prior to and within the chronological period under examination. 
This chapter will also examine the wider issue of Romanticism and the place of the piano within 
this aesthetic, examining and exploring the range of genres created for the instrument by both 
Czech and foreign composers. Chapters 2-5 explore the relationship between Smetana and 
Dvofak, and examines how an understanding, of how these composers were perceived bv 
contemporary commentators can help us to appreciate the part each of these composers played in 
the nationalist debate of the second half of the nineteenth century. The significance of the piano 
in the output of both Smetana and Dvofak will be considered, along with a consideration of what 
genres each worked in and what influences they absorbed at different stages of their 
development Chapter 6 will focus upon the piano music of Fibich and Foerster and, in doing so,, 
will also explore the connections between Czech music in the 1890s and the wider musical and 
cultural environment of the European fin-de-siecle. Chapters 7, 8, and 9 examine the piano 
works of Novak, Suk, and Janadek in turn, and the subsequent conclusion provides a summary of 
the main issues explored within the dissertation, as well as suggesting ways in which the subject 
could be extended and explored as Czech music developed in the twentieth century
AUTHOR’S NOTE
1. ABBREVIATIONS
The following abbreviations are used frequently throughout the study:
RH/LH: Right hand and Left hand (in the discussion of piano figuration and texture)
NG2' Stanley Sadie and John Tyrrell (eds)' The New Grove Dictionary o f  Music and Musicians 
(London, 2001).
JAWO: Nigel Simeone, John Tyrrell, and Alena NSmcova: Janacek's Works: a Catalogue o f the 
Music and Writings o f Leos Janacek (Oxford, 1997).
LJOLP. Jifi Vyslouiil (ed.): Leos Janacek ‘O lidove plsni a lidove hudbe \ dokumenty a studie 
[T eoS Janadek ‘On folk music and folk song.’> documents and studies], (Prague* 1955)
2. CATALOGUE NUMBERS
Throughout this dissertation, works are consistently referred to by a catalogue number. The 
numbers used in conjunction with each composer come from the published catalogue of works 
for that composer. The following list provides a summary of these:
Bed rich Sm etana' J i fi Rerkovec Tematicky kntalogskladeh Redricha Smetany [Thematic 
catalogue of the works of Bedfich Smetana] (1999).
Antonin Dvor&k: Jarmil Burghauser: Thematicky katalog, bibliografie, prehled zivota a dila 
[Thematic catalogue, bibliography, and survey of life and work] (revised edition, Supraphon, 
Prague, 1996).
Zden$k Fihioh Vladimir Hudec' 7Aenek Fihich: tematicky katalog [ZdenSk Fibich- thematic 
caalogue] (Prague, 2001).
VftSzslav Nov£k: MiloS Schnierer and Ludmila Pefinova: Vltezslav Novak -  tematicky a 
hihlingraficky katalog [VitSzslav Novak -  thematic and bibliographic catalogue] (Prague,. 1999) 
Josef Suk: Zden&k Nouza and Miroslav Novy: Josef Suk: tematicky katalog skladeb [Josef Suk: 
thematic catalogue of works] (Prague, 2005).
LeoS Jan££ek: Nigel Simeone, John Tyrrell, and Alena NSmcova: Janacek's works: a catalogue 
o f the music and writings o f Leos Janacek (Oxford, 1997).
3. DATES OF COMPOSITION
The dates of composition provided for each work have been taken from the catalogues above.
4. TRANSLATIONS 
Translations of titles
The translations of the titles of works discussed in this dissertation have come from a variety of 
sources. For each composer in question I wanted to use a standard source for a translation and 
aimed to use those provided in the worklist of each composer in NG2. However, for the works of 
Smetana,, titles are provided in Czechs German^ and French in NG2> and English translations are 
not given consistently. There are also no English translations given in the two collected editions 
of Smetana’s piano works (those published by SNKHLU and Supraphon given in the subsequent 
list of music examples), so for the piano works of Smetana I have used my own translations from 
the original Czech: where I have encountered problems, the help of Jarmila Hickman has been 
invaluable
For the other composers discussed in this dissertation, the translations given in NG2 
worklists have been used: these have been checked for consistency against those provided in the 
catalogue for each composer, except in cases where this was not possible (the Novak thematic
catalogue is entirely in Czech and provides no English translations of titles). Where there has 
been inconsistency between the two, this has been explained within the text and an explanation 
provided as to where the used translation is derived from.
Translations of Czech articles
The translations of the numerous Czech articles used as sources within this dissertation have 
been made by myself with the extensive help of Jarmila Hickman. Where we have come across 
words which have an inexact translation into English, these have been explained within the text 
itself
Presentation of titles in different languages
Where the original tile of a work is in Czech, the first time it is discussed the title will be given 
in its original language in italics (with a catalogue number derived from the publications 
discussed in no.2 above) with an English translation in square brackets. When it is discussed 
hereafter, it will be referred to by its English title in italics. When the original title is in German 
or French, no English translation will be given.
MUSIC EXAMPLES
The music examples in this dissertation have come from a variety of sources, all of which are 
outlined below:
CHAPTER 3
Exs 1, 2a, 3a, and 5a: Chopin; Preludes, Henle, Munich (2007) and Chopin; Etudes, Henle, 
Munich (1983).
Exs 2b, 3b, and 8: Bedfich Smetana klavirni dilo [Bedfich Smetana piano works], volume 1, 
Supraphon (Prague, 1982.)
Exs 4, 5b, 6, and 7: Bedfich Smetana klavirni dilo [Bedrich Smetana piano works], volume 3, 
Statni nakladatelstvi krasne literatury, hudby, a umeni [State publisher of literature, music, and 
art], SNKLHU (Prague, 1957).
Exs 9: Robert Schumann, Klavierwerke, Band II, Henle (Munich, 1977).
Exs 10: Bedfich Smetana, Composizioni per pianoforte, volume 2, Supraphon (Prague, 1986) 
Exs 11: Bedfich Smetana, Macbeth a carodejnice [Macbeth and the Witches], Supraphon 
(Prague, 1989).
Exs 12,13, and 14: Bedfich Smetana, Composizioni per pianoforte, volume 4, Supraphon 
(Prague, 1987).
Exs 15: Bedfich Smetana, Composizioni per p ianofortevolume 6  ^Supraphon (Prague 1987) 
CHAPTER 4
Exs 1: Chopin; Mazurkas, Henle, Munich (2003).
Exs 2: Bedfich Smetana klavirni dilo [Bedrich Smetana piano worksl, volume 2, SNKHT ,TJ 
(Prague, 1982).
Exs 3 and 4: Bedfich Smetana, Composizioni per pianoforte, volume 7, Supraphon (Prague, 
1990).
Exs 5: Dvofak, Slavonic Dances, op.46. volume II, Boosey and Hawkes (London).
CHAPTER 5
Exs 1: Dvofak: Tema con variazioni, Soubome vydani d61 Antonina Dvofaka [Collected edition 
of the works of Antonin Dvofak], Artia (Prague, 1955).
Exs 2: Dvorak: Silhouety [Silhouettes], Soubome vydani dSl Antonina Dvofaka [Collected 
edition of the work of Antonin Dvofakl, Supraphon (Prague, 1981)
Exs 3: Dvorak: Eklogy [Eclogues], Hudebni matice (Prague, 1921).
Exs 4: Dvorak, klavirni skladby, SNKHLU (Prague, 1961).
Exs 5: Dvorak: Poeticke nalady [Poetic Tone Pictures], Kriticke vydani [Critical Edition], 
Supraphon (Prague, 1955).
Exs 6; Dvorak: Suita [Suitel, Kriticke vydani [Critical Edition!, Supraphon (Prague* 1977) 
CHAPTER 6
Exs 1: Fibich, Z hor [From the Mountains], MSstska lidova knihovna [People’s Municipal 
T ihrarvl (Prague, 1955)
Exs 2: Foerster: Sneni [Dreaming], Urbanek (Prague).
Exs 3: Foerster: Erotovy masky [Eros’s Masks], Universal Edition (Vienna, 1916).
Ex.5a: Wolf: Gedichte von Eduard Morike, Peters (Leipzig).
Ex.5b: Wolf: Gedichte von Michelangelo, Peters (Leipzig).
Exs 4 and 6; Fibich: Nalady, doimy a upominky, Soubome vydani [Collected editionL. volumes 
1/1,1/3, and 1/4, Supraphon (Prague, 1952).
Exs 7: Fibich: Malirske studie [Studies of Paintings], Orbis (Prague, 1951).
CHAPTER 7
Exs 1: Novak.: Serenddv, Simrock (Rerlin> 1896)
Exs 2: Novak: Barcaroly, Simrock (London-Hamburg, 1929).
Exs 3: Novak: Za soumraku [At Dusk], Simrock (London-Hamburg, 1897).
Exs 4: Novak: Muj Maj [My May], Supraphon (Prague, 1980).
Exs 5: Novak: Bagately, Urbanek (Prague).
Exs 6 and 7: Novak: Sonata eroica, Orbis (Prague, 1951).
Exs 8: Novak: Pisne zimnich nnci [Songs of Winter Nights]^ Artia (Prague,. 1960)
Exs 9-13: Novak: Pan, Artia (Prague, 1963).
CHAPTER 8
All of the music examples in this chapter (with the exception of those references given in the 
chapter itself) come from:
Josef Suk: Klavierwerke, volumes I—III, Elite Edition 4024, Simrock, (London-Hamburg). 
CHAPTER 9
With the exception of those listed below, all of the examples used within this chapter have been 
reproduced from.
Souhnrne kriticke vydani del Lease Janddka [Collected edition of the works of I eo$ JanaSekl, 
volume F/I, Supraphon (Prague, 1978).
F.x.3: Janacek: Ndrodni tance na KJorave [National Dances in Moravia.F.SNKHTJJ (Prague,. 
1953).
Exs 7, 8, and 9: Janacek: Moravska lidovapoesie v pisnich [Moravian Folk Poetry in Song], 
Hudebni matice (Prague, 1947).
Ex. 10: Novak: Plsnicky na slova lidove poesie moravske [Song set to Moravian Folk Poetry], 
SNKHLU (Prague, 1955)
All other examples discussed in this chapter have references provided within the chapter itself.
1CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
In investigating Czech piano music from Smetana to Janadek, the period under consideration 
spans 1840 (the time of Smetana’s earliest piano polkas) to 1912 (the date of Janadek’s last 
major work for solo piano). This time frame covers an interesting and significant period in music 
history in general -  the transition from Romanticism to modernism. In Czech culture 
specifically, there were important socio-political events that were to have a huge effect on the 
nation, and these also had an effect on the music produced during this period. This dissertation 
will examine the way in which Czech music relates to the significant wider European artistic and 
musical movements o f the period and, in doing so, will investigate the individuality and 
uniqueness of Czech music in general, and its repertory for piano in particular. Consideration 
will be given to the idea of ‘Czechness’, and to whether certain musical characteristics can be 
identified which demonstrate this, or whether the very notion of a national style is something 
externally imposed upon a work.
As a counter-balance to the idea of a nation possessing unique musical characteristics, 
the dissertation will also examine how Czech piano music shares features with the piano music 
of other major figures of western Europe, and whether it is receptive to the wider movements 
and directions of the nineteenth century or follows a separate path in response to its specific 
socio-political, cultural, and musical environment. In considering this, an examination of the 
piano’s role in the aesthetics of the nineteenth century is necessary, along with a study of the 
relationship of the repertoire for the piano in comparison to other significant genres of the 
period. In order to situate Czech piano music meaningfully within the context of wider 
developments in the nineteenth century, a clear background of the major figures, genres, and 
styles of piano music in western Europe will be provided, enabling a move from the wider, 
general characteristics of the period to specific, localised, ‘national’ elements. Before 
commencing an examination of the main features of the period in question, the notion of
2nationalism will be introduced, as the duality of national and universal is crucial to an 
understanding of what a specifically Czech form of expression may be.
Nationalism is an ideology that reached its most powerful state of expression in the 
second half of the nineteenth century, but that is not to say that the movement had no effect prior 
to 1850, merely that the forms it took, and its ideological assumptions, were different. The most 
important question with regard to this dissertation is how the whole notion of nationalism 
affected the development of Czech music during the nineteenth century. Within pre-existing 
studies of Czech music, opera is generally defined as the dominant vehicle of nationalist 
expression, with piano music remaining on the peripheries of the Czech national consciousness. 
This dissertation will attempt to redress this balance by exploring the importance and 
significance of the piano both to the individual composers in question and to the development of 
Czech music throughout the period under consideration.
If the term ‘national’ stands for all that is unique and individual about the music of a 
nation, this in turn presupposes the existence of a dominant musical culture. The musical life of 
the nineteenth century is commonly defined as a period of German cultural hegemony,1 with all 
other musical languages and styles defined by how they relate to this dominant musical force. In 
order to understand how this situation came into being, a discussion of the connections between 
the main ideologies at the beginning of the nineteenth century, namely the Enlightenment, 
romanticism, and nationalism, is necessary. The Enlightenment was an intellectual movement 
that occurred in the latter part of the eighteenth century, and was characterised by the rejection 
of superstition and the supremacy of reason. However, despite the importance given to this 
codification and organisation, the movement anticipated the arrival of romanticism with its 
emphasis on the Sublime, a ‘moment of transcendence that escapes the grasp of normative, 
conceptual models’.2 During the Enlightenment, philosophers placed great emphasis upon 
language and speech, an idea that was significant in the beginnings of nationalism. Johann
1A term used in Taruskin (2005), p.463.
^ eard  and Gloag (2005), p.59.
3Gottfried Herder’s Abhandlung iiber den Ursprung der Sprache (1772) proposes that each 
language is a unique manifestation of ideas and values and that^as a result, each nation has its 
own particular form of expression, an assertion that constitutes the beginnings of national 
thought.3 It is significant that these ideas were expressed by a German, as this nation was in need 
of a greater sense of definition and identity at the beginning of the nineteenth Gentmy, following 
the French Revolution and the rise of French imperialism, and Taruskin states that, during the
rv»rir»H o f  t h o  P n l i a h f p n m p n t  f r o r m a n - c n o a l r i n o  InnHc \wprp a ‘n o l i t i r a l  nnrl r o l ic n n n c  r r n T v  n u i l t ’ 4^  m m-m mm m m »*■ m » rBr—’ f , f * " f • • r  r i rrnr * *** if c * *r'f *r_l ^
A form of unification could be achieved through a common language and folklore (evoking a 
common history), and a significant element of Herder’s writing was the new emphasis placed 
upon Volk&ttimlichkeit (‘foifcness’).
Folk culture was defined by Herder as embodying essential authentic wisdom and truth, a 
result of its removal from the sullying influence of cosmopolitan urban centres, and this 
redefinition of folklore led to a great explosion of published folksong collections. Bohlman calls 
this activity ‘reclaiming history for the nation’ and defines it as a ‘bottom-up’ approach whereby 
the music of the peasant classes forms the basis of a national music.5 Various German 
anthologies exist from the early nineteenth century, including Des Knaben Wunderhorn (1806 
and 1808) and Deutsche Lieder far Jm g  imd Ait (1818), which can be considered as building on 
Herder’s early contribution Stimmen der Volker (1778—9). However, it has to be noted that the 
texts of many of these folksongs were not authentic but were written by leading Romantic poets 
such as Goethe, thereby connecting folksong with the beginnings of romanticism.6 An example 
of this is Goethe’s Erlkonig,, whose syllabus of Germanic nature and mythology, forests, 
nocturnal spirit worlds, hidden reality, invisible truth, and the-superiority of nature- over culture- 
all connect the idea of folk culture with the ideals and images of romanticism, as well as the 
notion of a specifically German form of expression^ illustrating how the connections between
3Discussed in Taruskin (2001), p. 691.
4Taruski» (200-1), p. 69-1.
5J3ohlman (29.04), p .
6See"Taruskin (2(ftU), p.693.
4nationalism and romanticism are crucial in the establishment of a dominant German form of 
expression at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Indeed, the expression of concepts such as 
the Sublime and the Infinite, along with notions of human individuality and subjectivity, 
dominate the writing of German poets and philosophers of the early nineteenth century, 
providing further evidence that the ideals of romanticism were first articulated as part of a 
German cultural agenda.7
The emergence of a German nationalism alongside the beginnings of romanticism 
provided material for composers such as Schubert and writers such as E.T.A. Hoffmann. The 
latter can be credited with the first well-documented use of the term romanticism (in an article 
from 1810)8 and, significantly, the association of this term with the instrumental works of 
Beethoven. Important points that arise from Hoffmann’s writings on Beethoven are the 
dominance of instrumental music (‘absolute’ music which, with its indefinite abstraction, made 
music ‘the most Romantic of all the arts’)9 and the creation of what Dahlhaus terms the ‘cult of 
the genius’,10 which became linked with both the idolisation of the virtuoso performer and the 
emphasis upon subjectivity within romanticism. Pure instrumental music was endowed with 
values of spirituality, inwardness, and an ability (through its abstract nature) to express the 
Infinite, towards which Romantic art was constantly striving. In defining instrumental music as 
the supreme expression of Romantic ideals, the final link of the chain is in place connecting 
romanticism with the dominance of a German instrumental style. The writings of E.T.A. 
Hoffmann and A.B. Marx had the effect of universalising German music and, by the middle of 
the century, instrumental music was identified in the minds of many Europeans as a German art, 
with Taruskin noting that ‘the programme of German nationalism quickly metamorphosed into 
one of German universalism’ .11 The German cultural hegemony of romanticism is therefore a
7For more details o f  the ideas o f  Kant, Fichte, Hegel, Schopenhauer and Nietzsche, and their connection to
Romanticism, see Beard and Gloag (2005), pp. 161-2. Further information on the relevance o f  Nietzsche to Romantic
thought can be found in Dahlhaus (1980).
8Beard and Gloag (2005), p. 162.
9Quoted in Beard and Gloag (2005), p. 162.
,0Dahlhaus (1989), p.2.
1 tarusk in  (2001), p.693.
5result of the derivation of the values of this movement from the folk collections which provided 
the basis for the beginnings of German nationalism, meaning that the presence of a universal 
style was itself derived from a celebration of the uniqueness and individuality of a nation. For 
German nationalism ‘what began as a philosophy of diversity became one of hegemony [...] In 
the history of no other modem art has nationalism been so pervasive -  and so covert -  an 
issue’.12
The presence of this universal German style and its emphasis upon instrumental music 
goes some way to explaining the rise in status and the development of new genres for the piano 
during the nineteenth century. Romantic piano writing is characterised by the presence of a 
diversity of musical genres and styles, many of these constituting a move away from the strict 
sonata forms of Viennese Classicism towards a freer and more fluid form of expression. The 
idea of subjectivity is important, not only in freeing music from the rigours of a strict form but, 
by incorporating elements such as autobiography and programme, emphasising a solo instrument 
as the ideal means of communication. The significance of socio-political elements also has to be 
taken into consideration, and the rise of the bourgeois middle classes in the nineteenth century 
had a huge impact upon musical life, with these emancipated individuals becoming the ‘taste- 
bearing’ strata of cultural life and defining the type and style of musical event that was 
significant. The subsequent emancipation and professionalisation of musicians led to a greater 
number of public concerts, chamber music events, and choral societies. In addition to these 
larger scale public events, amateur music making was at a high during the nineteenth century, 
meaning that the market for smaller scale, more intimate genres for solo piano grew rapidly. 
Linked with this is the growth of the salon, a crucial venue in the history of music, and hugely 
significant in the development of new genres for the piano in the Romantic period.
The importance of the piano during the nineteenth centuiy can be seen in the way in 
which the instrument seems to embody the juxtaposition of large- and small-scale genres within 
romanticism. On the one hand, the intimate albumleaves, songs without words, impromptus, and
,2Taruskin (2001), p.693.
6sketches are characteristic of the small-scale, intimate environment of the salon whilst, on the 
Other, the virtuosic figuration of large-scale orchestral transcriptions dominated the concert halls 
The piano genres developed in the first half of the nineteenth century thus embrace the principal 
dualities of the age, namely virtuosity versus intimacy and concert hall versus salon, and the two 
figures related most closely to these styles and venues were Franz Lrszt (181 i-1  S86) and 
Fryderyk Chopin (1810-1849), whose output and personalities were to have a significant 
influence upon the development of Czech piano music
The establishment of a German cultural hegemony at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century had an impact upon the development of a national consciousness in other countries. The 
notion of creating a national stylewould havrhad particular resonance-in the-Czech lands as 
they had been politically and culturally dominated by Habsburg rule for centuries, leading to a 
complete Germanisation of their culture and a relegation of their language to that of a lower 
class.{ i However, during the first half of the nineteenth century there was a growing national 
consciousness which can be observed in the creation of polka music by Joseph Labitsky and 
FrantiSek Hiimar, the Venec [Bouquet] from 1835-44, Trantisek SuSil’s -collection -of Moravian 
folksongs (1835) and the Kytice z povesti narodnich [A Garland of National Tales] by Karel 
Jaromir F.rben (1842) Tn common with the beginnings of German national ism > it can be seen 
that folksong and dance is also at the heart of a national style in the Czech lands.14 However, the 
way in which an essentially regional and social phenomenon came to symbolise the collective 
consciousness of a nation has to be investigated, and this is the process by which the national 
became the nationalistic, moving from something cosmopolitan and inclusive to something 
politicised, competifive, and exclusive Tndeed, the wav in which the features of German 
folksong came to constitute the universal style of romanticism can be seen as part of the same 
process. As Taruskin states ‘nationalism is a political movement with cultural ramifications’,15
13More information on this can be found in Tyrrell (1988), pp. 1-3 and in Buiga, Simpson and Slavikova (2001), 
pp.266-275.
14See Buika, Simpson, and Slavikova (2001), p.270 for further details.
HT&rusKih (2U0T), p. 683-.
7and important changes in the movement mid-century intensified its power. Political events in the 
Czech lands during 1848 led to a stifling.atmosphere of centralisation and Germanisation in the 
1850s, which in turn further stimulated the Czech nationalist movement.lty
Once nationalism became overtly politicised mid-century, questions of what constituted a 
national styte became complicated. The movement is essentially a bourgeois phenomenon and 
thus demonstrates the move from the ‘bottom-up’ process mentioned previously to a ‘top-down’ 
trajectory, from national characteristics being, intrinsic to the music to being.externally 
imposed. ^  The bourgeois classes appropriated folk music for the purpose of representing the 
nation, demonstrating that what counts as national is to do with reception and definition, matters 
decided upon by the political and intellectual-elite. Folk music moves from national to 
nationalistic through recontextualisation (from rural to urban -  what Bohlman terms the 
‘national journey ’ j 18 and politicisation.
With the correlation of folk music and nationalism a further question is provoked: can 
nationalism be modem? If composers are essentially restricted to using pre-existing material 
(from what could be defined as iess sdpiusticafed’ musical cultiffes) dOCS this create a conflict 
between nationalism and modernity? Bohlman notes that in order to be modem, music requires 
freedom and autonomy, and the demand for composers to use folksong restricts and taints this 
element. Nationalistic music based upon folk music thus has to ‘undergo a process of aesthetic 
levelling* in which it speaks in the language shared by the broadest cross-section of a nation’s 
population.’19
The correlation between nationalism and modernism is central to understanding Czech 
nationalism and in establishing a cultural context fbr the works of Bedfich Smetana (1824-84). 
Smetana has been defined as the ‘founding father of Czech nationalism’, a definition derived 
from his operatic output (most significantly Branibofi v Cechdch [The Brandenburgers in
,6For details o f  this, see Taruskin (2005), p.443 and Samson (1991), pp.205-239. 
n These terms are used by Bohlman (2004), pp.4T-8.
I8BoWman (2004), p.86. 
b o h lm a n  (2004), p.20.
8Bohemia] (1862-3), Prodana nevesta [The Bartered Bride] (1863-70), Dalibor( 1865-70) and 
Libuse (1869-72)) and the cycle of symphonic poems Ma vlast [My Fatherland] (1872-9). This 
definition sits alongside that of Smetana the modernist and enthusiast of Liszt and the ‘New 
German School’20 expressed in his earlier symphonic poems Richard III {1857-8), Valdstynuv 
tabor [Wallenstein’s Camp] (1858-9), and HakonJarl (1860-1), the piano tone poem Macbeth 
a darodijnice [Macbeth and the Witches] (1859), and the concert studies from the period 
1858-61. As a way of understanding how these two definitions can exist simultaneously, the 
notion of how modernism existed in the Czech lands in general and Prague in particular has to 
be explored.
The musical culture of Prague in the nineteenth century was one of cosmopolitanism and 
eclecticism. The city embodied a fully Germanised culture whose predominant musical activity 
was opera-going. The importance of opera as a genre had been established through the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and was a reflection of Prague’s enthusiasm for all things 
foreign.21 During the early part of the nineteenth century, the city began to develop further as a 
musical centre, with opera theatres established, the Conservatory and Organ School opened (in 
1811 and 1830 respectively), and many music societies were formed which sponsored regular 
concerts and encouraged the work of foreign composers.22 Although an orchestral tradition was 
not as established as that of opera, there was still clearly an enthusiasm in Prague for all things 
modem in this medium. The establishment of the Cecilieverein and the 2ofin Akademie in 1840 
meant that orchestral music was put on a more professional basis, and the Wagner concerts at the 
2ofin Akademie between 1854 and 1856, along with other concerts promoting the latest musical 
works of Liszt and Berlioz, demonstrate that the Prague concert-going public was receptive to 
the most modem musical styles of the time.
20 A term first used by Franz Brendel in 1859 to refer to the music o f  Wagner, Liszt and Berlioz, composers who were 
linked by the notion o f  a German spirit. This is discussed in Beard and Gloag (2005), p. 119.
21For further information on this, see Buiga, Simpson, and Slavikova (2001), pp.267-275.
22More details o f  these developments can be found in Buika, Simpson, and Slavikova (2001), pp.267-70.
9By 1860, Prague was a cosmopolitan musical centre presenting modem music in all 
genres, and the subsequent decade (often defined as the zenith of the Narodni obrozeni [National 
Revival]) is crucial in understanding the development of a Czech style. The opening of the 
Provisional Theatre in 1862 meant that opera became defined as the fundamental genre of 
nationalism, one that had the ability to express the notion of a collective consciousness through 
the use of stage and chorus (the latter providing the audience with a reflection of themselves, and 
the former framing the nation with the proscenium arch).23 Opera’s strength within a 
nationalistic environment is its ability to carry nationalistic sentiments through the creation of a 
network of symbols and allusions to the myths and stories o f a collective past and, as Bohlman 
states, this genre is part of the process by which nationalism ‘rescues the nation for history’.24
The definition of Smetana as a nationalist is therefore the result of a ‘top-down 
trajectory’. The subject matter of his operas, their performance at the Provisional and National 
Theatres (with both buildings providing a focus for nationalist sentiments), and the historical 
timing all meant that, whatever his musical style, Smetana’s operas would be perceived and 
received as nationalist. The reception of his operas demonstrates clearly the way in which 
nationalism is imposed externally, as Smetana consciously rejected what was established as the 
primary necessity of any nationalist style, namely the incorporation of folk music into his works. 
In rejecting folksong as backward-looking, Smetana was trying to create a Czech style linked to 
the wider movements of European romanticism, believing that Czech music should be able to 
compete with the rest of Europe in terms of being modem and forward-looking. Smetana was 
‘recreating the past with the techniques of the fixture’,25 and the way in which his operas create a 
canon of Czech nationalism reflects the cultural and socio-political environment of the time 
more than any musical elements intrinsic to Smetana’s style.
The height of the nationalist movement in Prague was in the decades between 1860 and 
1890 when, in addition to the opening of the Provisional and National Theatres (in 1862 and
^Discussed by Bohlman (2004), p.97.
^Bohlman (2004), p.86.
25Taruskin (2005), p.448.
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1881 respectively), there were many political organisations developing and gaining strength.26 
However, what the claiming of Smetana’s operas and symphonic poems by a nationalist ideology 
demonstrates is that the essentially cosmopolitan musical environment of Prague pre-1860 had 
continued, and the performances at the Provisional and National Theatres during subsequent 
decades reinforces this point.27 The creation of a specifically Czech style by Smetana had in no 
way affected the appetite of the Czech public for foreign music, and the co-existence of foreign 
and national further supports the notion that it was context and reception, as opposed to musical 
style, that defined Smetana as a nationalist. As Taruskin states ‘neither Czechness nor any other 
artistic character is an essence waiting to be tapped by genius [...] Czechness is a construction in 
which producer and consumer must collaborate’.28 Once this notion of a national style had been 
established, Czech musical culture became more closely connected with wider European 
movements at the end of the nineteenth century, but this was followed by an increase in 
nationalistic fervour in the first decade of the twentieth century (a time when conflict within the 
Habsburg Empire was intensifying, culminating in the independence and establishment of an 
independent Czechoslovakia in 1918).
The resurgence of nationalist feeling in the first decade of the new century takes us to the 
other end of the dissertation, demonstrating that nationalism is significant at both ends of the 
period in question. The framing figures of this dissertation, Smetana and Leo§ Jan&dek 
(1854-1928), can both be seen as Czech nationalists, but how does this nationalism differ and to 
what extent can the differences be explained by the change in historical and cultural context? A 
way of answering this question is to examine how the idea of nationalism is expressed by the 
individual composers; Smetana rejected folksong as being backward-looking, whereas Jan&£ek 
saw the music of his native Moravia as containing the seeds of modem Czech music (and speaks 
of the same notions of authenticity and truth expressed by earlier nationalists). The distinct and 
individual origins of Bohemian and Moravian folk music have a significant part to play in how
“ For details, see Samson (1991), p.230.
^For evidence o f  how this is reflected in opera performance, see Tyrrell (1988), p.40.
“ Taruskin (2005), p.456
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they were used by composers, and these issues will be examined in subsequent chapters. Both 
composers saw the idea of nationalism as coming from different sources, yet they have 
essentially the same aim: to create a specifically Czech music.
Janddek’s use of folk music is essentially different to that of his nineteenth century 
counterparts in that he actively collected music ‘on site’ as opposed to working from collected 
editions. This reflects a more scientific, positivistic approach on the part of the composer, and 
one more in tune with twentieth-century thinking. As JanaSek began his collecting activities in 
the 1880s, his approach can be seen as an illustration of the dominant aesthetic of the age. 
However, as his career spans such a large period, his compositional development can be seen in 
the light of the movements of romanticism, positivism, and modernism. In terms of his use of 
folksong, the point made previously about folk music being regional and social as opposed to 
national was fully appreciated by JanaSek, who took the features of a particular area and 
transformed them through their combination with other facets of his musical personality to 
create a truly individual style. What is clear is that the duality of national and foreign is still veiy 
much in attendance in JanaSek’s music, creating a further connection with the beginning of the 
period in question.
This dissertation explores the development of Czech music from Smetana, through 
Antonin Dvofak (1841-1904), Josef Bohuslav Foerster (1859-1951), ZdenSk Fibich 
(1850-1900), Vitdzslav Novak (1870-1949), and Josef Suk (1874-1935) to Janadek. It is worth 
noting at this point the way in which this view of the development of Czech music differs from 
that created by writers such as Otakar Hostinsky (1847-1910) and Zden&k Nejedly (1878-1962). 
The former, whose significant writings occur during the latter part of the nineteenth century,29 
enthusiastically championed Smetana as the voice of Czech modem music and, through his 
writings, created important dualities which are influential throughout this dissertation, namely 
national versus universal (or Czech versus foreign styles) and modem versus conservative. These 
issues were to become central to the ideological opposition of Smetana and Dvofak and the
■^Tor a full list o f  his writings, see Fuka£ (2001), p.749.
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creation of separate ‘camps’ in the latter part of the nineteenth century. The contrast between 
Smetana and Dvofak was essentially that of modem and conservative (the former’s modernity 
being derived from his connection with the New German School and the latter’s conservatism 
from his absorption of the style of Brahms)30 and, as progressive and modem were the keywords 
in relation to the creation of a Czech style, Smetana was seen as being the dominant figure in 
Czech nationalism. In his writings on Smetana, Hostinsky makes explicit the connection 
between the Czech composer and the most modem movements in wider European romanticism, 
and emphasises his instrumental works as key to understanding the development of his language.
Hostinsky’s definition of Smetana as a progressive modernist is continued in the writings 
of Nejedly (throughout the first part of the twentieth century)31 who believed that the line of 
development in Czech music should run from Smetana through Fibich and Foerster to Otakar 
Ostrdil (1879-1935). In creating this map of Czech music, Nejedly both emphasises the 
importance of opera in the development of Czech music and betrays his own backward-looking 
assumptions. Nejedly was brought up in the atmosphere of German late romanticism and saw the 
future of Czech music as essentially a continuation of this (hence his enthusiasm for Fibich and 
Foerster). The connection of Czech music with wider European movements was crucial to 
Nejedly, and he always connected the notion of Czechness with a modernity intrinsically linked 
with the most progressive tendencies of the rest of Europe. As such, Czech music would only be 
meaningful when combined with foreign influences.
History has refuted the hypothesis of Nejedly, most significantly in the international fame 
of both Dvof&k and JanAdek. Nejedly marginalised these figures in his vision of Czech music, 
denegrating the approach of Dvofak (a conservative (initially) unconcerned with opera) and all 
those connected with him (Nov&k and Suk as his pupils, Janadek as a close associate). Janadek 
was defined by Nejedly as a ‘Moravian separatist’, whose dependence upon the incorporation of 
features of Moravian folk music was regressive and inhibited the development of a modem
30A further issue here is Dvorak’s move from his early ‘Wagnerian’ style to a more conservative language modelled 
upon that o f  Brahms. This will be examined in more detail in the subsequent chapters.
3,For a full list o f  his writings, see Tyrrell (2001), p.748.
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Czech style. This dissertation attempts to provide a more complete picture and, through a 
consideration of a wider range of composers and focusing on their piano works, another 
perspective is provided, one that highlights new possibilities and ways of understanding the 
development of Czech music.
The subsequent chapters consider the output of Smetana, Dvofak, Fibich, Foerster, 
Nov&k, Suk, and Janadek against both the changing musical environment of the Czech lands and 
the background of wider European romanticism. The main criteria for the inclusion of 
composers in this dissertation is an assessment of how important they were in the development 
of Czech music and how significant writing for the piano was to them. In this context, 
significance is judged both in terms of volume and the ways in which the writing for piano may 
have foreshadowed developments in orchestral and operatic genres. On the basis of this criteria, 
the inclusion of Dvofdk may be questioned: however, he is considered as the ‘stepping stone’ to 
the later generation of Novak, Suk, and JanaSek (who has to be seen as part of this later 
generation, despite him being bom a generation earlier). Relatively little weight is given to 
Dvofak as his piano music is not a significant part of his output, but selected examples allow for 
a comparison with Smetana, and with that of his pupils Novak and Suk, thus demonstrating 
further Smetana’s importance as a piano composer and the individuality of the later 
developments of Novak and Suk. The works of this later generation have to be understood 
against the changing cultural context of the 1890s, when a lessening of nationalistic fervour led 
to a greater connection and absorption of ideas from the wider European musical atmosphere. 
Throughout the works of this decade there is a sense of Czech music becoming more multi­
faceted and fully receptive to the dominant movements of the beginnings of modernism.
By the end of the nineteenth century there were established different musical centres 
espousing different musical ideas. In 1890, commonly defined as the beginning of modernism,32 
the key figures were Gustav Mahler (1860-1911), Richard Strauss (1864-1949), and Claude 
Debussy (1862-1918), and the dominant ideologies of the time were focused upon the urban
32Beard and Gloag (2005), p. 109.
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centres of Paris and Vienna. The former was concerned with Impressionism (which began as a 
movement in the 1870s) and the related literary movement of Symbolism, and both of these 
movements have further connections. Impressionism can be linked with positivism in its 
emphasis upon perception and reality and Symbolism, in its concern with individual perception 
and the human subconscious, shares aesthetic concerns with the Expressionism dominant in the 
fin-de-siecle culture of Vienna. Expressionism can also be linked in some way with the ideas of 
Decadence, and both movements are dominated by feelings of crisis and alienation, with art 
being a refuge from the mundane everyday world. Artists and musicians looked inwards, leading 
to the linking of music and art with the newly developed psychoanalytic movement pioneered by 
Freud, and this atmosphere of introspection and the revelation of a subconscious inner world is 
significant in understanding the context behind the piano writing of Fibich, Suk, and Jana£ek.
In the first decade of the twentieth century (a particularly important time in Czech piano 
music, in which the major works of Nov&k, Suk, and Janadek were produced) the music of 
Debussy is a important influence, and his form of ‘musical Impressionism’ was hugely 
influential upon Czech composers. If Debussy provided the connection with French musical 
thought, then Strauss and Mahler provided the link with Vienna, and these twin influences 
further demonstrate the connections Czech culture had with wider European centres at the end of 
the nineteenth century. The duality of Czech and foreign influences is present throughout this 
dissertation, and the different ways in which this is explored within the output of each composer 
is central to the argument. The works of Janadek demonstrate this perfectly and provide a 
summary of the issues under investigation and, despite his eventual position as a member of the 
twentieth-century avant-garde (a position afforded to him through the international recognition 
of his operas, and so chronologically beyond the realm of this dissertation), he still remained a 
Romantic in his connection to programmaticism and an ardent nationalist in his commitment to 
making Moravian folk music the heart of a modem Czech style. Thus, the previous dualities 
outlined remain present against the changing backdrop of the wider musical movements of the 
end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century. The piano works of the
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composers under consideration are important in enabling both a full understanding of how Czech 
composers reacted to wider contemporary movements, and how ideas initially explored in the 
piano works are later transferred onto the larger musical canvasses of the orchestral and operatic 
works, thereby illustrating the significance of the piano in creating a specifically Czech form of 
musical expression.
Any study of this kind obviously builds upon a pre-existing body of knowledge. There is 
little literature on the piano works of the composers under scrutiny and, in the most substantial 
Smetana biography in English (Large 1970), the works for piano are not discussed in any depth 
or related to the stage and orchestral works in any way. Various articles by Czech writers have 
been useful in both discussing specific aspects of the piano music and in demonstrating the 
composers’ fundamental connection to the wider movements of European romanticism, and 
publications by Kundera (1949),33 Gabrielova (1979, 1983), and Trkovska-Volkmerova (1974) 
have proved indispensable in gaining a picture of how Smetana’s piano works demonstrate his 
connections to other major figures of the period, such as Liszt and Chopin. However, although 
the works of these authors are enlightening and provide a starting point for a full consideration 
of Smetana’s piano works, they tend to be selective and focus upon one particular work or 
collection of pieces, meaning that macroscopic relationships, tendencies, and directions of 
development tend to be undermined and neglected.
As many of these articles were written some time ago, there is also the fact that much 
modem scholarship is not taken into account -  an example of this is Kundera’s (1949) article on 
the relationship between Smetana and Chopin. Although this essay is revealing of the extent of 
the similarities between these two men, it can be extended and enriched by absorbing some of 
the contemporary thinking on Chopin by writers such as Samson (1988,1992,1996) and, 
combining an application of Schenkerian thinking to Chopin’s long-range harmonic organisation 
with the information on Smetana’s piano works provided by Kundera, a fuller and richer account 
of the composer’s development within his piano works is provided.
33Full details o f  these articles can be found in the bibliography.
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Whereas the relationship between Chopin and Smetana seems to be relatively well- 
documented (at least in Czech scholarship), that of the connection between the piano music of 
Smetana and Liszt is neglected and this dissertation hopes to rectify this, highlighting similarities 
in technique between the two men through an examination of Liszt’s early piano works, 
similarities which reach their ultimate conclusion in Smetana’s taking of Liszt’s symphonic 
poems as a model for both orchestral and piano works.
In the case of ZdenSk Fibich, there is little literature on the piano works. An article by 
Gerald Abraham (in Abraham 1968) takes as its source Nejedly’S writings (1925) on the intimate 
programmatic background of the Nalady, dojmy a upominky [Moods, Impressions, and 
Reminiscences]. This emphasises the way in which these small-scale pieces are programmatic 
and highlight elements of the composer’s personal life (this emphasis on the personal and 
programmatic in scholarly writing on the piano works is something that continues in the 
literature on Suk and Janadek in particular), rather than a study of how these pieces may be 
influential on a wider scale. There is also little written on the two significant piano cycles, Z hor 
[From the Mountains] and the Malirske studie [Studies of Paintings]. An examination of these 
works reveals how Fibich responded to the prominent musical models of Smetana and Dvofak 
and, consequently, how his musical language differs from and develops their individual aesthetic 
ideas.
In considering the piano output of Novak, much of the literature can be found in the 
journal Zprdvy Spolecnosti Vitezslava Novaka [Reports of the VitSzslav Novak Society], where 
several writers (Trojan 1989, Doubravovd 1990, Vackova 1991) examine the piano works from 
various viewpoints, thereby providing a useful introduction to this significant corpus of works. 
However, in common with Czech writing on Smetana’s piano works, these articles tend to 
concentrate upon single works rather than creating connections between both different works by 
the same composer and contemporary works by other composers. Connections between Novak 
and his contemporaries are explored in Novak a Suk [Novak and Suk] (Stdpan 1945), which not 
only highlights points of contact and conflict between these two composers, but also situates
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their work within the context offm-de-siecle cultural thought. One area that has been neglected 
is the relationship between Nov&k and Jana£ek, particularly in terms of the connection between 
them in their individual responses to the folk music of Moravia. This has wide-ranging 
consequences for understanding the position of these two composers in the development of 
modern Czech music and this dissertation aims to explore this previously neglected area of 
study.
The piano music of Suk has tended to be neglected in favour of his orchestral works and 
the definition of him as a performer (as a member of the Czech Quartet). There exists in Czech a 
comprehensive book on Suk’s piano music (Filipovsky 1947) yet, although this text is useful in 
providing detailed studies of individual works, it is limited by isolating these works and 
concentrating on details rather than taking a more macroscopic view and situating the piano 
works within Suk’s output as a whole.
The music of Janadek has attracted considerable scholarly interest, but because of the 
dominance of his operatic output it tends to be these works (along with associated concepts such 
as speech melody) that have benefited the most from this interest and, consequently, there is a 
limited amount of literature dealing purely with the piano works. The most up-to-date biography 
of the composer (Tyrrell 2006, 2007) is useful in outlining the importance of the piano in 
Janadek’s transference of the features of Moravian folk music to western instruments (but does 
not demonstrate the fundamental significance of the piano in defining the composer’s highly 
individual form of expression), Beckerman’s volume on the composer’s theoretical concepts 
(1994) provides an alternative perspective from which to examine the piano works, whilst 
Ades’s article on JanaCek’s long-range harmonic thinking (1999) in the piano works does much 
to rectify the reliance on the programmatic and the personal in understanding the composer’s 
piano style. This is supported in Czech scholarship by the work of Jiranek (1978) and Jirasky 
(2004), which has done much to highlight the technical elements of the composer’s musical 
language. Jana6ek’s piano works are highly dramatic and, in recognition of this, one aim of this 
dissertation is to explore the significant connections between the piano works and the operas, as
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the same impetus essentially underpins both genres. In terms of situating Janadek within the 
contemporary musical environment the work of MiloS StSdfon (1998) has been invaluable, and 
these links also provide a different context for the piano works, enabling a consideration of 
Janadek’s attitude towards, and absorption of, the contemporary ideas of the early twentieth 
century.
As a whole, this dissertation aims to enrich the literature fundamentally in the areas of 
language and context, bringing much Czech scholarship to an English-speaking audience and 
thereby increasing and enriching existing knowledge on the subject. In using the work of Czech 
scholars, it aims to build upon their foundations by exploring in greater detail connections 
between individual composers, and between composers and the surrounding contemporary 
artistic movements, thereby allowing the development of Czech music a wider context than it is 
normally given. It also offers a counterbalance to the literature on opera which has dominated 
scholarly discourse for decades, and the situation of the piano works in the context of the 
composer’s overall output provides a new perspective. This viewpoint allows a greater 
understanding of both the individual development of the composers in question, and the way in 
which they reacted to their contemporaries, both Czech and foreign.
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CHAPTER 2 
Smetana, Dvofflk and the birth of Czech nationalism
The figures of Bedfich Smetana (1824-84) and Antonin Dvofak (1841-1904) are 
synonymous with the creation and development of a Czech national school within music, and 
a full exploration of the contribution of each to the nationalist debate during the second half 
of the nineteenth century is essential for both an understanding of their individual courses of 
development and the effect that each had on subsequent Czech composers. The latter part of 
the nineteenth century became a ‘polemical battleground’ in Czech culture, with Smetana 
and Dvofak being placed against one another. Writers such as Otakar Hostinsky (1847-1910) 
and his pupil ZdenSk Nejedly (1878-1962) dominated Czech writing on music until the 
latter’s death and promoted Smetana as the ultimate Czech national composer, often at the 
expense of other figures. Dvofak particularly suffered at the hands of these writers, and their 
opinions of him and his work also had an effect on those composers (amongst them Leo§ 
Janadek, VitSzslav Novak, and Josef Suk) who aligned themselves with him.
A fundamental question is to what extent foreign influences played a part in the 
creation of a Czech national school in the 1860s, which can be seen as the key decade in the 
growth of Czech nationalism. Prague in the 1850s and 60s was an active musical centre, with 
many German, French, and Italian operas being performed (Wagner’s Tannhauser and 
Lohengrin were performed at the Estates Theatre in 1854 and 1856 respectively)1 in addition 
to orchestral concerts of the music of Liszt, Wagner, and Berlioz (with the establishment of 
the Cecilskd Jednota and the lofinska Akademie in 1840 putting orchestral music on a more 
professional basis) and, within this musical environment, the Czech public were made aware 
of, and became familiar with, the most progressive musical developments of the nineteenth 
century. The acceptance of Smetana upon his return to Prague in 1861 confirms this as, at
lBu2ka, Simpson, and Slavikova (2001), p.270.
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this time, the Czech composer had just spent five years in Sweden during which his musical 
language had been completely redefined through intensive contact with Liszt and his circle in 
Weimar. His emergence onto the Prague concert scene was initially through the symphonic 
poems (with Richard III (JB 1.70, 1857-8) and Wallenstein's Lager [Wallenstein’s Camp] 
(JB 1.72,1858-9) both performed in a concert on the Zofm  Island in 1862)2 he completed 
whilst in Sweden, all of which display Lisztian stylistic influences. Through these works, 
Smetana associated himself with contemporary European musical developments and, through 
his subsequent definition as a nationalist composer (a status attributed as a result of his 
operatic production), a connection between Czech national music and contemporary and 
progressive European developments was created.
For the Czech public, opera was the highest, most significant, and most widely 
attended form of artistic expression. As Nejedly states, the theatre was ‘not a place of 
entertainment, but a hallowed place, a shrine, a school, where the nation had to speak with 
the highest form of its own language about its feelings and its dearest aims’.3 The Provisional 
and National Theatres (established in 1862 and 1881 respectively) provided a focus for the 
development of Czech opera, and genres such as operetta or ballet were dismissed as ‘merely 
social phenomena symptomatic of the frivolous and decadent societies in Paris and Vienna.’4 
In documenting the creation of a specifically ‘Czech’ operatic style, both Hostinsky and 
Nejedly looked positively upon Smetana’s connection with contemporary and progressive 
foreign influences. Hostinsky acknowledged Smetana’s importance as a national figure 
alongside his absorption of the ideas of Wagner and Liszt, believed this to be desirable, and 
stated that ‘sooner or later, it is inevitable for Czech opera to move in a Wagnerian 
direction’.5 Nejedly reinforces this and, in 1901, he wrote that:
2Ottlova, PospiSil, and Tyrrell (2001), p.540.
3From D&jiny opery Ndrodniho divadla [The history o f  opera at the National Theatre] (1935), quoted in Tyrrell 
(1988), p.9.
'‘Tyrrell (1988), p.9.
5Hostinsky, in his book Bedfich Smetana a jeho boj o modemi deskou hudbu [Smetana and his struggle for 
modern Czech music] (1901), quoted in Burghauser (1995), p. 10.
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Smetana’s slogan was modernity and Czechness, so he sided enthusiastically with the progressive Weimar school, 
with Berlioz, Liszt, and Wagner. He was the founder o f Czech music by virtue o f  the fact that he based our 
national opera on modem Wagnerian music drama [...] and our symphonic literature with his first symphonic 
poems culminating in the cycle Md vlast. 6
Smetana’s absorption of progressive and innovative contemporary musical influences was 
therefore seen as being beneficial to the development of Czech music, and his commitment 
to raising Czech opera to a standard comparable with that of contemporary European works 
was subsequently to become set against the efforts of Dvofak, who became associated with a 
more conservative style.
Dvofak emerged as a composer at the beginning of the 1870s, a time when a Czech 
national school of opera was in the process of being established by Smetana. The younger 
Czech composer’s formative musical experiences were defined by performing (as a member 
of the Provisional Theatre orchestra) Smetana’s ‘Swedish’ symphonic poems alongside 
works by Liszt and Wagner, and Dvofak’s earliest compositions fully absorbed this 
progressive musical style. However, after his opera Krai a uhlir [King and Charcoal Burner] 
(first version, B21,1871) was renounced by the Provisional Theatre (in 1873, after it was 
realised that the performers could not cope with the difficulties involved),7 the composer 
turned away from progressive contemporary influences towards a more conservative and 
Classically-orientated approach and, simultaneously, also began investigating Czech folksong 
through the collections of FrantiSek Su§il (1804-1868).8 Through the adoption of this style in 
works such as the Moravske dvojzpivy [Moravian Duets] (B50 and 60,1875 and 1876), 
Slovanske tance [Slavonic Dances] (piano duet version (B78) in 1878, orchestrated (B83) in 
the same year), and Slavonic Rhapsodies (B86, 1878), Dvofak secured his international 
reputation and, by 1880, these works had been received with great success around the world.
6Quoted in Tyrrell (1988), p. 10.
7Clapham (1966), p.269.
8His collections of Moravske narodni pisni s napivy do textu vfcuMnymi [Moravian folksongs with tunes 
included with the text] were published in Brno between 1835 and 1860 -  see VyslouSil (2001) for more details.
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In simultaneously turning to Czech folk sources and away from a more progressive, 
Wagnerian style, Dvofak created a link between nationalism and a more conservative style 
which directly contrasts with the approach of Smetana. Dvofak’s involvement with foreign 
publishers in order to secure an international reputation (with the German firm Simrock 
publishing the Moravian Dances, Slavonic Dances, and Slavonic Rhapsodies in Berlin)9 
which was not based upon opera (the highest form of national expression in the eyes of 
contemporary Czech commentators) but upon orchestral works was also a sensitive issue, 
with Nejedly stating that ‘Smetana was a thousand times the more potent artist since he never 
sold off his art, in which nationality was a basic element, in return for a little success 
abroad’.10
For all of the above reasons the figures of Smetana and Dvofak came, in the latter part 
of the nineteenth century, to symbolise a conflict between progressive and conservative 
forces, in many ways a reflection of that being experienced within wider European 
Romanticism, namely that between the Liszt-Wagner and Brahms camps. In Czech terms, 
this was translated into the ‘progressive’ Lisztian Smetana and the ‘conservative’ Brahmsian 
Dvofak (whose early Wagnerian influences were soon played down), and these definitions 
became locked into political debates between the starocech [Old Czech] and mladocech 
[Young Czech] parties.11 These definitions of Smetana and Dvofak have held a great deal of 
power in Czech writing and have affected both how the development of Czech music has 
been perceived, and how certain composers have been evaluated. However, these judgements 
and evaluations have been made on the basis of an examination of composers’ operatic and 
orchestral works and, in neglecting other genres, many areas are left unexplored. By focusing 
on the piano music of Smetana and Dvof&k, this chapter yields new and interesting areas of 
study which will serve to provide a more multifaceted approach to both their compositional
^ o r  details o f  Simrock’s early involvement with Dvofak, see Clapham (1979), pp.43-5.
10Quoted in Tyrrell (1988), p. 11.
1 d eta ils  o f  these political parties and their association with Smetana and Dvofak can be found in Tyrrell (1988),
pp. 10-11.
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development and what part each has to play in creating and developing a Czech style.
The status of the piano in the development of Smetana’s musical language
The writing of piano music was an important activity in Smetana’s compositional life, yet 
relevant to the investigation of the status of piano music in the development of a Czech 
nationalist debate is the fact that there are significant ‘gaps’ in his output for the piano. 
Between 1863 and 1874, and 1877 and 1884 he produced no works for the instrument, an 
unusual situation considering its previous dominance in the composer’s output. Table 112 
illustrates that during the first of these periods Smetana’s focus was upon producing operas, 
revealing that his reputation as the creator of a specifically Czech opera was established at a 
time when composing for the piano receded into the background, and this sudden neglect of 
the instrument can be linked to a number of different elements in the composer’s life. 
Between 1856 and 1861 Smetana was in Sweden and, upon his return, the increased 
significance of the Czech National Revival movement during the 1860s would have 
encouraged the composer to become involved with both the nationalist debate and writing for 
the newly-built Provisional Theatre. The composer’s move towards opera upon his return to 
Prague demonstrates both his awareness of an increasing nationalist consciousness and his 
recognition that opera was the principal genre for the expression of these sentiments. The 
definition of Smetana as the ‘founding father’ of Czech nationalism rests upon his operas and 
the cycle of symphonic poems Ma vlast [My Fatherland, JB 1.112, 1872-9] and often 
neglects to consider the type of musical personality that Smetana had developed prior to the 
1860s, developments that occurred primarily within his piano works. From Smetana’s period 
of apprenticeship (which ended in 1846) to 1862, the composer wrote almost exclusively for 
the piano, only diversifying to include orchestral symphonic poems following his contact
12JB numbers are from Jin Berkovec’s Tematic/cy /catalog skladeb Bedricha Smetany [Thematic Catalogue o f  the 
works o f  Bedfich Smetana] (1999), used in Ottlova, Pospisil, and Tyrrell (2001), pp.537-58.
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with Liszt during 1856-61, and the presence of such a large corpus of works for the 
instrument points us towards a deeper understanding of the image of Smetana as a 
nationalist. At the beginning of the 1860s the increasing strength of the National Revival and 
the concentration upon creating operas for the newly-opened Provisional Theatre existed 
alongside the fact that the Czech public were used to being exposed to a whole range of 
foreign influences (the operas programmed at the Provisional Theatre during the 1860s 
indicate that, although this was a key period in the development of a specific Czech style, 
there was still enthusiasm for foreign composers and their operas),13 meaning that the 
definition of Smetana as a nationalist did not necessarily coincide with a change in his 
musical style. An understanding of the composer’s development and absorption of influences 
before 1860 can help in an appreciation of how the definition of nationalist was applied, and 
an examination of Smetana’s piano works is useful in revealing what foreign models and 
influences the composer had previously responded to. As Yeomans states ‘Smetana absorbed 
the compositional techniques and pianistic idiom of Schumann, Chopin, and Liszt [...] and 
successfully made them his own. His vast piano repertory gives a far better picture of his 
compositional evolution than his more popular orchestral and operatic works’.14
Table 1: Smetana's piano works in the context of his vocal and orchestral output
VTAR PIANO WORKS STAGE WORKS VOCAL/CHORAL
AND
INSTRUMENTAL/ 
CHAMBER WORKS
1840 Louisa Polka (JB 1.1)
Georgina Polka (JB 
1.2)
1842 From A Student’s Life 
(JB 1.9)
1843 Memories o f Plzen (JB 
1.17)
13For details o f  performances at the Provisional Theatre during the 1860s, see Tyrrell (1988), p.39. 
14Yeomans (2006), p.63.
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1844 Bagatelles and 
Impromptus (JB 1.19)
Studies in harmony, 
counterpoint, and 
melody -  song forms, 
marches, fugues, and 
canons (JB 3.1-17) 
(1844-5)
1846 Two Studies (JB 3.18)
Studies in variation, 
rondo, and sonata 
form (JB 3.20-3)
Sonata in G minor 
(JB 3.24)
1847 Six Characteristic 
Pieces op.l (JB 1.35)
(1847-8)
1848 March fo r the Prague 
Student Legion (JB 
136)
March for the 
National Guard (JB 
1.37)
Albumleaves op.3 (JB 
1.65) (1848-56)
Three Salon Polkas, 
op.7 (JB 1.60)
(1848-54)
Three Poetic Polkas 
(JB 1.61) (1848-54)
Sketches opp.4-5 (JB 
1.66-7) (1848-57)
Son2 of Freedom (JB 
1.38)
Ceremonial Overture, 
op.4 (JB 1.39)
1849 Albumleaves op.2 (JB 
1.51) (1849-50)
1850 Polkas in £  major, G 
minor, A major (JB 
1:55-7) (1850-3)
1853 Triumphal Symphony 
(JB 1.59) (1853-4)
1857 Richard I lf  op. 11 (JB 
1.70) (1857-8)
1858 Concert Study in C 
(JB 1.73)
Wallenstein's Camp, 
op. 14 (JB 1.72) (1858-9;
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1859 Sketch to the Scene o f 
Macbeth and the 
Witches (JB 1.75)
Souvenir o f Bohemia 
in the form  ofpolkas 
opp.12-13 (JB 1.76-7)
(1859-60)
1860 Czech Sons (JB 1.78)
Hakon Jarl, op. 16 (JB 
1.79) (1860-1)
1861 Concert study *On the 
Seashore9 (JB 1.80)
1862 Fantasy on Czech 
Folksongs (JB 1.83)
The Brandenburgers in 
Bohemia (JB 1.87) 
(1862-3)
The Three Riders (JB 
1.84)
1863 The Bartered Bride (JB 
1.100)(1863-70)
1865 Dalibor (JB 1.101) 
(1865-70)
1868 Czech Sons (JB 1.96)
1869 LibuSe (JB 1.102) 
(1869-72)
1870 Ceremonial Chorus (JB 
1.99)
1872 My Fatherland (JB 
1.112/i-iv) (1872-9)
1873 The Two Widows (JB 
1.108) (1873-7)
1875 Dreams (JB 1.103) The Kiss (JB 1.104) 
(1875-6)
1876 String Quartet no. 1 
From My Life (JB 1.105)
1877 Czech Dances -  1st 
series (JB 1.107)
The Secret (JB 1.110) 
(1877-8)
1878 Three-part choruses for 
women’s voices (JB 
1.109)
Czech Sons (JB 1.111)
1879 Czech Dances -  2nd 
series (JB 114)
The Devil's Wall (JB 
1.122) (1879-82)
Evening Songs (JB 
1.116)
1880 The Dowrv (JB 1.119) 
Prayer (JB 1.120)
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1882 Motto (JB 1.123)
String Quartet no. 2 (JB 
1.124) (1882-3)
1883 Our Sons (JB 1.125)
During the two decades between 1840 and 1860 there are two clear directions that can be 
observed in Smetana’s piano music. The first is his experience of local music-making in 
Bohemia, resulting in the composition of polkas, and the second is his connection with 
European Romanticism, leading to the creation of small-scale character pieces (such as the 
albumleaf and sketch) during the 1840s and 50s but, rather than being distinct, these two 
directions were clearly connected. The concentration upon writing for the piano during these 
decades can be partly explained by the fact that Smetana was proficient upon the instrument 
and, until his time in Sweden, he worked towards a career as a touring virtuoso. This 
accounts for the importance of the instrument to him and, through his performance of 
Romantic repertoire,15 he would have gained a knowledge of major figures of the period such 
as Chopin and Liszt, something which was reinforced in his compositional training during 
1843-6.
Smetana’s works from the 1840s and 50s demonstrate his appreciation of foreign 
models such as Chopin and Schumann, and show him writing for the piano primarily as a 
salon instrument. Alongside these works is the composition of polkas and, although this 
could be interpreted as a vein of nationalism running through the composer’s output right 
from the start, it has to be appreciated that, during these decades, the polka was transformed 
from its functional origins to a genre that reinforced his connection with European 
Romanticism as opposed to being an assertion of national sentiments. Smetana’s 
development of the polka parallels that of the mazurka in the work of Chopin, and the ways 
in which these two composers develop dance forms to the level of abstract, stylised pieces
15The composers Smetana performed as a pianist in the period before and during his apprenticeship were Bertini, 
Schubert, Liszt, and Chopin. Details can be found in Large (1970), pp.9-10.
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independent of their original functions have many similarities. During the early part of 
Smetana’s career, the polka was not invested with the political and nationalistic significance 
with which it became associated at a later stage, but this is not to suggest that Smetana was 
unaware of the rising nationalistic feeling in the Czech lands or the political climate in which 
he was working, and the Pisen svobody [Song of Freedom] (JB 1:38, 1848), the Slavostni 
owertura [Ceremonial overture] (JB 1:39, 1848-9), and the Triumfdlni symphonie 
[Triumphal Symphony] (JB 1:59,1853-4) all demonstrate his reaction to the significant 
political events of 1848. However, in terms of his musical development through the piano 
works, the connection with wider Romanticism and foreign models is the most significant 
during the 1840s and 50s.
In 1840 Smetana heard Liszt perform in Prague and, through the Hungarian, Smetana 
became aware of a great deal of Romantic piano repertoire, particularly that of Chopin. This 
event will be given full consideration subsequently, suffice to say here that the experience of 
hearing Liszt play affected the young Smetana deeply. Although the works produced between 
1840 and 1856 do not show the effect of this, Liszt became central to Smetana’s development 
following their intensive contact during the period 1856-1861. From 1857, Smetana 
responded to Liszt’s symphonic poems with his own experiments in the genre {RichardHI, 
Wallenstein's Camp, and HakonJarl (JB 1:79, 1860-1)) and the increase in scale and timbral 
possibilities offered by working with an orchestral palette had a significant effect on his 
piano writing. The continued importance of the piano is demonstrated through the concert 
studies (JB 1:73 and 1:80 from 1858 and 1861) and the piano tone poem Macbeth a 
darodijnice [Macbeth and the Witches] (JB 1:75, 1859), works which demonstrate increased 
scale, textural variety, and virtuosic elements common in the piano works of Liszt, but which 
had no precedent in Czech piano repertoire. The contact with Liszt during this period 
reinforced Smetana’s connection with the most innovative and modem musical 
developments of the nineteenth century, something that was to become more significant in 
the subsequent decade.
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The 1860s were fundamental in redefining Smetana’s position within Czech culture. 
Prior to this, he had not established himself as a major figure in Prague musical society, and 
the lack of success he had experienced in his aims to become a major touring virtuoso almost 
certainly played a part in his relocation to Sweden in 1856.16 However, upon the composer’s 
return to Prague in 1861 the piano became less significant, and only three significant solo 
works exist from this time, namely the Fantasie na deske narodnipisne [Fantasia on Czech 
Folksongs] (JB 1:83, 1862), Reves [Dreams] (JB 1:103, 1875), and the two series of Ceske 
tance [Czech Dances] (JB 1:107 and 114, 1877 and 1879). Although the piano plays a less 
important role in Smetana’s compositional output from 1860 onwards, the composer’s new 
role at the centre of the creation of a national school affected his output for the instrument, 
and both the Fantasia on Czech Folksongs and the second series of Czech Dances focus upon 
creating compositions from original Czech folk sources.17 There is no one unifying direction 
in Smetana’s writing for the piano from 1860 and, although the Fantasia and Czech Dances 
reinforce the composer’s involvement with nationalist debate, the remaining work for solo 
piano, Dreams, recalls the style of earlier ‘salon’ compositions for the instrument in the 
1840s and 50s.
The dominant perception of Smetana as the founding father of Czech nationalism is 
derived fundamentally from the operas and symphonic poems produced in the final two 
decades of his life and, as a result of this, the early part of his development is often neglected. 
Through an examination of his works for solo piano other facets of Smetana’s musical 
personality are revealed, and an understanding of how the composer’s musical language 
developed before the key decade of the 1860s enables both a more thorough understanding of 
Smetana’s musical personality and of how Czech nationalism developed during the second 
half of the nineteenth century.
l6Smetana wrote in a letter to his parents (dated 23 December 1856) ‘Prague did not wish to acknowledge me, so 
I left it’ (see Ottlova, PospiSil, and Tyrrell (2001), p. 539 for further details).
17These sources will be considered in more detail subsequently.
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Dvorak and the piano: a comparison with Smetana
The piano never occupied a central position in Dvofak’s development, as table 2 
demonstrates. Whereas Smetana was an accomplished pianist who had ambitions for a career 
as a soloist, Dvofak was competent on the instrument but, in terms of his role as a performer, 
his focus was the viola. During his studies at the Prague Organ School (1857-9) he played 
viola in the concerts of the Cecilia Society taking part in programmes of Mendelssohn, 
Schumann, and Wagner, as well as hearing Liszt conduct his own works (March 1858) and 
Clara Schumann performing (March 1859). After graduating in 1859, he was principally an 
orchestral musician (playing in the Provisional Theatre orchestra), an activity fundamentally 
important in this formative period of his development as, through his orchestral playing, he 
would have been fully submerged in the contemporary musical environment of Prague. 
Dvofak participated in concerts on the 2ofin Island conducted by Wagner in November 1863 
(where works included the Faust overture, the Prelude to Tristan and Isolde, and extracts 
from Siegfried and Die Walkiire\ and was also involved in performances of all of Smetana’s 
‘Swedish’ symphonic poems (in 1862) and works by Berlioz in 1864.18 During the late 1850s 
and 1860s the composer was exposed to a whole range of contemporary foreign influences, 
all of which had an effect on his own compositional development, and his experiences with 
contemporary music at this time can be seen as parallel to Smetana’s with Liszt during the 
latter part of the 1850s.
Through playing in the Provisional Theatre orchestra, Dvofak would have become 
aware of the role Smetana had in developing Czech music through his operas. The younger 
composer’s recognition of the importance of composing in this genre in order to gain a 
foothold in Prague society can be seen in the fact that the first work through which he
,8See Ddge (2001), p. 778 for further details o f  these concerts.
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announced his activities as a composer was the opera Krai a uhl'if [King and Charcoal 
Burner] (B21,1871).19
Table 2: Dvofak’s piano works in the context of his output as a whole
YEAR PIANO WORKS STAGE WORKS VOCAL/CHORAL 
AND ORCHESTRAL/ 
CHAMBER WORKS
1862 String Quartet no. 1, op.2 
(B8)
1865 Symphony no. 1 The 
Bells ofZlonice (B9)
Symphony no.2, op.4 
(B12)
Cello concerto in A 
(BIO)
Cypresses (B ll)
1868 String Quartet no.2 
(B17) (1868-70)
1869 String Quartet no.3 
(B18) (1869-70)
1870 Alfred (B16) String Quartet no.4 
(B19)
Dramatic Overture 
(overture to Alfred), op. 1 
(B16a)
1871 Themes from  *King 
and Charcoal Burner * 
(B22) (1871-3)
King and Charcoal 
Burner -  1st version 
(B21)
1872 Heirs o f White 
Mountain. o d .3 0  CB27)
Serbian folk poems, op. 6 
(B29)
Songs from the Dvur 
Krdlove Manuscript, 
op. 7 (B30)
19The numbers used to identify Dvofak’s works are derived from Jarmil Burghauser’s Antonin Dvorak: 
Thematicky katalog, bibliografie pfehled zivota a dila [Thematic catalogue, bibliography, survey o f  life 
and work] (Prague  ^1996).
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1873 Symphony no. 3, op. 10 
(B34)
String Quartet no.5, op.9 
(B37)
String Quartet no.6, 
op. 12 (B40)
1874 Potpourri from *King 
and Charcoal Burner 9 
(B43) (1874-5)
King and Charcoal 
Burner -  2nd version 
(B42)
The Stubborn Lovers, 
op. 17 (B46)
Symphony no.4, op. 13 
(B41)
String Quartet no. 7, 
op. 16 (B45)
1875 Vanda, op.25 (B55) Symphony no.5, op.76 
(B54)
Moravian Duets, op. 20 
(B50)
1876 Theme and 
Variations, op.36 
(B65) (1876 or 1878)
Moravian Duets, 
op.29/32 (B60)
Piano Concerto in G 
minor, op.33 (B63)
String Quartet no. 8, 
op.80 (B57)
Stabat Mater, od.58 
(B71) (1876-7)
1877 Scottish Dances, op.41 
(B74)
The Cunning Peasant, 
op. 37 (B67)
Moravian Duets, op. 3 8 
(B69)
Symphonic Variations, 
op. 78 (B70)
String Quartet no. 9, 
op. 34 (B75)
Bouquet o f Czech 
Folkson2S. op.41 (B72)
1878 Slavonic Dances -  1st 
series, op.46 (B78)
Slavonic Dances -  1st 
series, op.46 (B83)
1879 Silhouettes, op.8 (B98)
(1875-9)
Slavonic Rhapsodies, 
op.45 (B86)
Festival March, op. 54 
(B88)
Czech Suite, op.39 (B93)
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Prague Waltzes (B99)
String Quartet no. 10, 
op. 51 (B92)
1880 Eclogues, op.56 
(B103)
Albumleaves (B109)
Piano pieces op.52 
(B110)
Symphony no.6, op.60 
(B112)
Violin Concerto in A 
minor, op.53 (B96/108 -  
revised version)
Gypsy Melodies, op. 5 5 
(B104)
1881 Dimitrij -  1st version, 
op. 64 (B125)
My Homeland, op. 62 
(B125a)
1883 Hussite Overture, op. 67 
(B132)
Piano trio, op.65 (B130)
1884 The Spectre's Bride. 
op.69 (B135)
Symphony no.7, op.70 
(B141) (1884-5)
1886 Slavonic Dances -  2nd 
series, op.72 (B145)
St.Ludmilla. od.71 
(B144)
In Folk Tone, op. 73 
(B146)
1887 King and Charcoal 
Burner -  3rd version, 
op.14 (B151)
The Jakob in -  1st 
version, op. 84 (B159) 
(1887-8)
Slavonic Dances -  2nd 
series, op.72 (B147)
Mos5.od.86 (B153)
Piano Quintet, op. 81 
(B155)
1888 Love Songs, op.83 
(B160)
1889 Poetic Tone Pictures, 
op.85 (B161)
Symphony no. 8, op. 88 
(B163)
1890 Reauiem. op. 89 fB 165)
1891 In Nature's Realm, 
op.91 (B168)
Carnival, op.92 (B169)
Othello, op. 93 (B174) 
(1891-2)
1892 Te Deum. op. 103 (B176)
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1893 Symphony no.9, op. 95 
(B178)
String Quartet no. 12, 
op.96 (B179)
The American Flag. 
op. 102 (B177)
1894 Suite in A, op.98 
(B184)
Humoresques, op. 101 
(B187)
Dimitrij -  2nd version, 
op. 64 (B186)
Biblical Songs, op. 99 
(B185)
1895 String Quartet no. 13, 
op. 106 (B192)
String Quartet no. 14, 
op. 105 (B193)
Cello Concerto in B 
minor, op. 104 (B191)
1896 The Water Goblin, 
op. 107 (B195)
The Noon Witch, op. 108 
(B196)
The Golden Spinning 
Wheel, op. 109 (B197)
The Wild Dove, op. 110 
(B198)
1897 The Jakobin -  2nd 
version, op. 84 (B200)
A Hero's Song, op. 111 
(B199)
1899 The Devil and Kate, 
op. 112 (B201)
1900 Rusalka, op. 114 
(B203)
1902 Armida, op. 115 (B206) 
(1902-3)
Table 2 illustrates that many works were composed before this opera (including symphonies, 
string quartets, a concerto, and the song cycle Cypresses), but it was with King and Charcoal 
Burner that Dvofak resigned from his position in the opera orchestra and focused his energies
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on composition. The work initially met with success and recognition, and its overture was 
conducted by Smetana on 14 April 1872.20 The launching of his compositional career with an 
opera demonstrates both the composer’s awareness of Czech nationalism and an 
understanding of the genres valued within the cultural environment in which he found 
himself. At this point in his life, Dvof&k wanted to go and study with Liszt in Weimar,21 and 
his commitment to the most innovative contemporary European influences can be seen in the 
opera King and Charcoal Burner, the Wagnerian traits of which are evident in the 
declamation, harmony, and orchestral treatment. However, it may have been this ‘over- 
ambitious’22 innovative modem approach which caused problems in the planned mounting of 
the work, with Smetana (who was, in 1873, the conductor at the Provisional Theatre) stating 
that ‘it is a serious work, full of ideas and genius, but I don’t believe it can be performed.’23 
This was a serious blow for Dvofak, and it led to a complete change in direction and a 
renunciation of this early period of experimentation.
Following the lack of success of King and Charcoal Burner, Dvofak turned to folk 
sources for inspiration. Simultaneously, he began to take a more Classical approach to 
composition and, between 1877 and 1881, Dvofak took Brahms as a model, combining this 
‘new Classicism’ with Slavonic folklore. This period is particularly significant as, during this 
time, Dvofak’s international reputation was formed and, fundamental in the creation of this 
was the submission of a selection of his work for the Austrian State Stipend in 1877 (after 
being awarded the grant several times before).24 Amongst those pieces submitted were the 
Moravian Duets of 1876 (B60 and 62), which gained the attention of both Brahms and 
Eduard Hanslick (who were on the awarding panel). Brahms immediately recommended the 
pieces to his German publisher Simrock, who published them and subsequently 
commissioned the Slavonic Dances. Simrock’s enthusiasm for these ‘national’ works was in
^Clapham (1979), p.26.
21D6ge (2001), p. 779.
22Clapham (1979), p.31.
“ Clapham (1979), p.29.
24D6ge (2001), p.779.
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line with Dvofak’s own compositional interests at the end of the 1870s and, in addition to the 
Moravian Duets and the Slavonic Dances, the composer also produced the Slavonic 
Rhapsodies (B86, 1878). These works gained instant international success and, throughout 
1879-80, the Slavonic Rhapsodies were performed around the world, achieving success in 
Dresden, Berlin, Budapest, Vienna, and London. Indeed, George Freemantle wrote in the 
Manchester Guardian on 20 Nov 1880 that ‘these semi-barbaric themes possess a freshness 
and charm which do not always accompany more classic forms’,25 suggesting that it was the 
combination of folk features and elements of Classicism that made them stand out from 
contemporary Romantic repertoire, with the quasi-folk melodies enlivening the essentially 
conservative musical language.
Dvofak’s international success was mirrored in Bohemia and, in 1878, he was made 
an honorary member of the Prague Hlahol, the chairman of the musician’s section of the 
Umelecka beseda [Artist’s Society], and was commissioned to write music for special 
occasions (the works of 1879, namely the Slavostnipochod [Festival March] (B88), Ceska 
suita [Czech Suite] (B93), and the Prazske valciky [Prague Waltzes] (B99), are all examples 
of this). This suggests that Dvofak’s fame rested upon the definition of him as a nationalist 
composer, yet his style was significantly different to that of Smetana. From an initial 
appreciation of contemporary innovation and the music of Liszt and Wagner, Dvof&k moved 
onto the Classically-orientated, conservative style which guaranteed his international 
reputation. Whereas Smetana’s status as a composer rested upon the genres of opera and 
symphonic poem, for Dvofak it was orchestral and chamber works that were at the heart of 
his oeuvre.
The piano was a peripheral force in Dvofak’s musical development and his first 
works for it were not independent works specifically written for the instrument, but were 
derived from his opera King and Charcoal Burner, with the Motivy [Themes] and Smes 
[Potpourri] from King and Charcoal Burner (B22 and 43) composed in 1871-3 and 1874-5
“ Quoted in Clapham (1979), p.46.
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respectively. The connection of the piano with other genres continues in the Silhouetty 
[Silhouettes] (B98,1879), a work which brings together fragments of many earlier 
compositions. The first independent work for solo piano is the Tema con variazioni [Theme 
and Variations] (B65, 1876 or 1878)26 which demonstrates Dvofak’s change of direction 
from modem contemporary models to more Brahmsian Classical formal structures. Although 
the focus of this study is the solo works of the composers in question, the significance of the 
Slavonic Dances (which were originally in piano duet format (in 1878) before being 
orchestrated later in the same year) has to be considered and, through these two formats, the 
composer ensured the widest possible dissemination of the work, with the orchestral version 
being performed in concert halls throughout the world, and the duet version in amateur, 
middle-class, household music-making.
The fact that Dvofak’s reputation had been created through the efforts of foreign 
publishers, conductors, and orchestras was significant in the way the composer was perceived 
in his homeland. Although both Brahms and Hanslick had made it clear that if Dvof&k was 
going to be successful he would have to think beyond the ‘provincial backwater’27 of his 
native Prague, during the 1880s the political tensions and anti-Czech feeling in Vienna meant 
that Dvofak’s works were given less prominence abroad, leading to an increased awareness 
on the composer’s part of how he was perceived in his homeland.28 After 1880, he requested 
that all of his title pages were printed in German and Czech translations, and it would seem 
that the amount of time he spent abroad during the 1880s served to intensify his need to be 
seen as Czech. In 1886 he stated that ‘twenty years ago we Slavs were nothing. Now we feel 
that our national life is once more awakening [...] the powerful Czechs, the Slavs, the 
Bohemians, to whom I belong and to whom I am proud to belong. ’29
^The confusion over the actual date o f composition o f this work is presented in Doge (2001), p. 803.
^In a letter dated 11 June 1882, Hanslick states that ‘I feel that it would be a great advantage if  you were to live 
one or two years away from Prague [...] after such great initial successes your art requires a wider horizon, a 
German environment, a bigger, non-Czech public’ (Clapham (1971), p.249).
^These issues are discussed in greater detail in Clapham (1966), pp. 10-11.
^Interview for the Pall Mall Gazette, 13 Oct 1886, quoted in Clapham (1979), p.81.
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Table 2 suggests that the 1880s were a period of some confusion for Dvofak, and the 
lack of a clear direction in his compositional development is demonstrated in the 
concentration on the revision of King and Charcoal Burner (B151, revisions occurring in 
1887) and the song cycle CypriSe [Cypresses] (with the original (B11) 1865 version revised 
as the Plsne milostne [Love Songs] (B160) in 1888). However, the 1880s is the most 
significant decade in terms of understanding the role of the piano in Dvofak’s output. The 
piano works produced in this period are small-scale, technically undemanding collections 
(the Eklogy [Eclogues] (B103,1880) and op.52 Piano Pieces (B110,1880)) which show the 
composer writing predominantly for the amateur pianist. It is not until the Poeticke ndlady 
[Poetic Tone Pictures] (B161, 1889) that the piano instigates a change in overall 
compositional direction, and the emphasis upon programme within this work continued 
subsequently in the orchestral concert overtures from 1891-2. In these works, Dvofak stated 
‘here I am a poet as well as a musician’30 and this connection with programmatic writing 
creates parallels with both Smetana’s earlier symphonic poems and those of his Czech 
contemporaries Josef Bohuslav Foerster (1859-1951) and ZdenSk Fibich (1850-1900) 
(whose piano cycle Z hor [In the Mountains] was written two years earlier than Dvofak’s 
Poetic Tone Pictures), as well as with the general musical environment at the end of the 
nineteenth century.
This change of direction in Dvofak’s writing was interrupted by the time he spent in 
America (1892-5), and the offer of a teaching position across the Atlantic demonstrates 
further the importance of Dvofak’s international reputation as a ‘national’ composer, as he 
was engaged in America primarily in order to facilitate the creation of a national style. These 
demands can be seen in the change of direction in Dvofak’s output, which now becomes 
dominated by ‘American’ works (the American Flag (B177,1892-3) and the symphony Z 
noveho sveta [From the New World] (B178,1893)). The piano works completed during this 
period (the Suite in A and the Humoresky [Humoresques], B187 and 188, both 1894) reflect
30D oge (2001), p.782.
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this concern with creating an ‘American’ style, and demonstrate Dvofak’s contact with Negro 
spirituals within a return to the more abstract technically undemanding style explored in the 
earlier Eclogues and op.52 pieces. The way in which the composer’s time in America 
disrupted his exploration of a new period is demonstrated by the way in which Dvorak 
returned to programmatic composition in 1896-7 with the creation of five symphonic poems 
(B195-199,1896-7) and, in these works, the composer infuses the form with Czech national 
sources (with many of the works using the romantic ballads of Karel Jaromir Erben’s Kytice z 
povestl narodmch [Bouquet of Folk Tales] as a source).31
Dvofak focused on opera in his final years, stating that ‘over the last few years, I have 
written nothing but operas. Not out of vanity or the desire for fame, but because I consider 
opera ffie most advantageous of genius fdrffie nation foo. Large sections of society Reafsticii 
music, and hear it very often.’32 These operas came at the beginning of the twentieth century, 
when Czech opera had gone  ^through a number of significant change which will be  discussed 
subsequently. The focus upon opera at this stage of his career can be seen as a demonstration 
.of the fact that Dvofak. appreciated the fact .that, composing for the stage .was still essential in 
order to be recognised as a specifically ‘Czech’ composer and to have a significant place in 
the national consciousness
The previous sections have provided an overview of the piano works in the outputs of 
both Smetana and Dvofak and, in addition to giving an outline of the most important 
directions in their compositional development, have given consideration to the significance 
of the instrument within their compositional output. Although both composers played a 
crucial part in creating a canon of specifically Czech works, in being the older of the two, 
Smetana was responsible for the foundation of a Czech national school meaning that, in 
many ways, Dvofak responded to the directions and styles explored by the older composer.
As a reflection of this, the following chapters will consider firstly Smetana’s piano works in
31 See Clapham (1979), pp. 144-7 for further details o f Dvorak’s incorporation of Erben into the symphonic
poems.
32D o ee  (20011. d.785.
detail and then use a comparison of his Czech Dances and Dvofak’s Slavonic Dances as a 
springboard for a detailed exploration of the instrument’s role in the younger composer’s 
output.
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CHAPTER 3 
The place of the piano in Smetana’s output
The significance of the piano in Smetana’s early development has already been outlined, but 
what needs to be explored further in the early part of his life are the two significant facets of 
his musical personality, namely performer and composer, and the extent to which each 
impacts on'his output for the piano. Throughout the first part of Smetana’s compositional 
career, the two figures that loom the largest in both of these areas are Fryderyk Chopin 
( i  810-49) and Franz Liszt (1811-86).
The beginning of Liszt’s influence upon Smetana came when the young Czech 
c ^ ^ s ^ w e f i t  toPraguetostudyinT839-40,^witfiTiis aitteiitioii focused u p ^  
concert pianist. During this year, he attended a concert given by Liszt in 1840 and the 
Hungarian’s playing had a profound effect on Smetana, both as a performer and as a 
composer.33 Indeed, the experience of hearing Liszt possibly provided the impetus for 
Smetana’s intended sets.of _YariatiQns.Qn.themes.from.the.Bellini.Qpera/.Capw/er/.e./ 
Montecchi (1839-40, JB 2:2). These works are incomplete, but the fragments that do exist 
contain brilliant cadenzas and passagework^ both of which point to Smetana having a 
formidable technique at the time.34 The experience of hearing Liszt was, however, somewhat 
negated by the fact that Smetana left Prague and continued his schooling in Plzeft in the latter 
part of this year.35 This change in musical environment, from the diverse musical experiences 
of Prague to the limited activities of Plzeft (where music existed almost solely as an 
accompaniment for dancing), led to a Change in Smetana’s compositional focus, defined by a 
move from virtuosic variation sets to the creation of polkas (see JB 1:1, 1:2, and 1:9).
ft was only during 1840-1 that Smetana began to consider composition as an 
important activity, and he received no formal training in it until 1843. Aside from the
33Details o f what Liszt may have played in his Prague recitals can be deduced through a study o f Walker (1983), 
pp.445-8 , where a list o f repertoire performed by Liszt during the years 1838-48 is given.
34Larg.e (1970).. p. 10.
35 Smetana’s lack of educational success in Prague is examined in more detail by Large (1970), pp. 10-12.
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unfinished variation sets mentioned above, Smetana’s early compositions were small-scale 
dances for the piano^ including three Improm ptus (JR 1 4-6> 1841-2 Y. which he regarded 
highly, stating in 1841 ‘these are the first of my pieces to be written in a decent way: that is 
not in a style. Only gnomes and ghosts could dance to them. I hope to see them in print and at 
this time begin real composition.’36 In 1843 he returned to Prague to engage in a systematic 
course of training in music theory,37 yet despite this quest for theoretical knowledge, Smetana 
was still focused upon a performing career, stating that he wanted ‘to become a real virtuoso 
and not just a pianist’.38
Smetana began his studies with Josef Proksch (1794—iSt#)33 in August 1843, who 
provided him with a reinforcement of his previous musical experiences, championing 
Ohopifi, -Schuffi&fBh Beriiox j tiad Liszt, fiav£ KBo wifi
through performing their works.40 Proksch based Smetana’s course of tuition on A.B. Marx’s 
Die Lehre von dermusikalischen ^Composition41 and he also subjected him to a systematic 
study of harmony and composition by the theorist Antoine Reicha (1770—1836)42 which, with 
its-concen t andhematic constn^tipn, would.have reinforced tfee
principles outlined by Marx. The exercises completed by Smetana (JB 3.1-17,1844-5) 
illustrate that he was given a thorough grounding in the fundamentals of harmony> 
counterpoint, canon, and fugue by Proksch, as well as being taught to write in a number of 
different styles (including songs, marches, and variations), something that becomes 
significant in his early writing for the piano. His period of apprenticeship culminated with the
36I .arge (1970) . n 14
37Smetana’s comment to Liszt in a letter o f 23 March 1848 stating that (at the age of seventeen) he was ‘unable 
to distinguish one note from another’ reinforces this lack o f  knowledge, and is discussed in Large (1970), 
pp. 23-6.
38Large (1970), p.23.
^^pToksch was an outstanding pianist, clarinetist, theorist, and" teacher, respected" and denned as one o f  the finest 
musicians in-Prague. Ke^studiedwith Johann Logier in Berlin, and on his Eeturn.to Prague in t i i C  183QS, h v  setu p  
an institute based upon Logier’s methods, creating an institute that was thought to be more progressive than the 
Prague conservatoire.
^ See Large (1970). pp. 9-10 for details o f the pieces Smetana worked on as a performer.
41Published in Leipzig in 1837- details given in Bent and Pople (2001), pp.539-540.
42Published works include Traite de melodie (1814), Cours de composition musicale, ou complet et raisonne 
d'harmoniepratique (1816-8), and Traite de haute composition musicale (1824-5).
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composition of the Sonata in G minor (JB 3:24, 1846), but his first important piano 
composition from his period of apprenticeship was the B agatelles et. impromptus (B agatelv  a  
impromptus) [Bagatelles and Impromptus] (JB 1:19,1844), a collection of small pieces 
significant in locating Smetana within the framework of wider European Romanticism. The 
effect of hearing Liszt in 1840 can be seen as two-fold and, in addition to encouraging the 
desire to become a virtuoso performer, Liszt also provided a connection with a composer 
who would be hugely important in Smetana’s Bagatelles and Impromptus: Fryderyk Chopin.
Through Liszt, Smetana came to know the music of Chopin, and his admiration for 
the op. 10 studies (composed between 1830 and 1832) was such that it led him to state that 
‘from the moment that I understood these pieces I saw what my future task would be’.43 This 
statement was made bythe cf>mposeroTf 12 Noveihbcfl879, dt^fofistfc^ 
a figure whose significance continued to the end of Smetana’s life (an issue which will be 
-explored-subsequently in a considcration of theiinks between Smetana’s polkas and 
Chopin’s mazurkas). It also reinforces the Czech composer’s admiration of Liszt’s 
interpretation of the op. 10 studies^ and the Hungarian composer can: be sgen as. a ‘vessel’ 
through which the music of Chopin passed. Although Liszt was clearly an important figure to 
Smetana during, his early development in terms of his compositional style* Chopin was more 
significant. Smetana’s writing for the piano throughout the 1840s and 50s is dominated by 
small-scale salon pieces and, in writing in genres such as albumleaf and sketch, his style is 
far removed from the virtuosic, large-scale, concert works of Liszt. The connection between 
the Bagatelles and Impromptus (1844) with Chopin’s op.28 Preludes (1838-9) demonstrates 
Smetana’s knowledge and appreciation of the Polish composer, his attachment to the piano 
as a salon instrument, and his connection to the wider European Romantic tradition of small- 
scale character pieces for the instrument.
43-Kundera(1949), -p.-l-l.
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A comparison of the Bagatelles and Impromptus and Chopin’s Preludes op.28
Smetana was an enthusiastic performer of Chopin’s works and, as Jan Neruda states, 
‘Smetana regards himself as Chopin’s second interpreter and maintains that he learnt to play 
these compositions only from Liszt who had heard Chopin himself play them.’44 Kundera 
asserts that the Bagatelles and Impromptus are Smetana’s own version of Chopin’s op.28 
Preludes45 and there seem to be many points of connection between the two collections 
which demonstrate both Smetana’s enthusiasm for Chopin and his connection to wider 
European Romanticism.
Chopin’s op.28 Preludes are significant in the context of the development of the 
piano miniature in the first half of the nineteenth century. Composers such as Chopin and 
Schumann built upon the previous exploration of small-scale genres such as the impromptu 
and bagatelle by Schubert and Beethoven respectively, and created a form of expression that 
contrasts with the contemporaneous extrovert, large-scale, virtuosic arrangements of Liszt. 
However, in creating the op.28 Preludes, Chopin challenged his audience to accept the genre 
on new terms. The prelude was traditionally a Baroque form which acted as an improvisatory 
introduction to a larger piece and, in terms of his own performance of the works, Chopin 
often used them in this way, but he also played them as individual pieces in their own right, 
independent of any other work, creating the new genre of the concert prelude.*6
The problem of how the Preludes should be understood can be perceived as the 
‘problem of the miniature’ in nineteenth century piano music. Jeffrey Kallberg47 discusses 
the status of the miniature and explores how there existed a ‘hierarchy of genres’ in 
nineteenth century music, with smaller forms being considered ‘coquettish, feminine’ and 
more suited to the amateur pianist, whereas the genres considered of real value were the
^BartoS (1955), p. 129.
45Kundera (1949), p. 18.
^The development o f this genre, along with a discussion o f  how Chopin programmed the Preludes, is outlined in 
Kallberg (1992), pp. 138-9.
47In his article ‘Small forms, in defence o f  the prelude’, included in Samson (1992), pp. 124-44.
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sonatas and symphonies. Kallberg suggests that this value system meant that Chopin’s 
compositional voice was limited, with even Schumann stating that ‘his effectiveness is 
limited to the narrow sphere of piano music, whereas with his powers he might climb to far 
greater heights.’48
A further challenge posed by the Preludes is whether or not they should be considered 
as a cycle. This reinforces the point made above about larger forms being valued more 
highly, and the fact that many contemporary performers will only perform the whole set 
(rather than extracting individual numbers) demonstrates ‘a continuing distrust of the small, a 
refusal to accept [the preludes] at face value’.49 Difficulties in perceiving these miniatures 
are compounded by the fact that they use a historical genre (and thus one loaded with 
conventions and expectations) to create small-scale fragments lacking in any programmatic 
explanation, and it would appear that even Schumann (whose own piano cycles from the 
1830s created similar perceptual difficulties, as will be examined subsequently) was 
disturbed by the notions of brevity and disorder that characterise the set.50 In creating the 
Bagatelles and Impromptus, a collection of piano works that connect with the Preludes, 
Smetana simultaneously became involved in a fundamental debate within nineteenth century 
piano music.
The individual preludes in Chopin’s op.28 are generally monothematic and lacking in 
development, and this connects them with Smetana’s Bagatelles and Impromptus, within 
which each piece tends towards being based around one idea. The cyclical tonal plan of the 
Preludes (with its pairing of relative majors and minors) further demonstrates Chopin’s 
relationship with the Baroque, and Smetana’s Bagatelles and Impromptus begin with 
Chopin’s major-relative minor pairings, but in the end restrict the keys used to eight, stopping 
the pairings at three sharps (C major-A minor, G major-E minor, D major-B minor, A 
major-F# minor).
'“Writing in the Neue Zeitschriftfur Musik on 2 N ov 1841- quoted in Kallberg (1992) p. 132.
49Kallberg (1992), p. 136.
50Kallberg (1992), p. 133.
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In terms of musical language, there are many elements of connection between 
Chopin’s op.28 and his op. 10 Studies, and this perhaps further explains Smetana’s 
enthusiasm to create a piano work so closely related to that of his Polish counterpart.51 A 
number of the Preludes are extremely virtuosic, with good examples being nos 16 and 19, 
both of which build on the consistent textures and moto perpetuo figuration so prevalent in 
the op. 10 studies. A further characteristic of the op.28 set (and one which would have 
compounded difficulties in perceiving the set as a cycle) is the changeability of styles 
between individual preludes. This is demonstrated by the change of mood between no. 15 
(with its delicate, quasi-noctume textures) and no. 16 (a presto con fuoco etude), with the 
abrupt change between the two heightened by the fact that no. 16 begins with declamatory 
triplets, a statement that seems unconnected to either the previous piece or the subsequent 
musical utterance (see music examples la  and lb). These abrupt changes are emphasised by 
the brevity of some of the Preludes, a good example of this being the ‘whirlwind’ of sound 
presented in no. 5 that disrupts the cantabile style of both nos 4 and 6. The brevity of the 
pieces means that the musical argument often feels incomplete and the endings ‘seldom give 
comfort’,52 often feeling incredibly sudden and more than a little incongruous when 
juxtaposed with the preceding material. In nos 2 and 4, the endings consist of cadences which 
disrupt the textural constancy of the remainder of the piece, whilst in no.4 the cadence is 
further separated by a rest, underlining the abrupt closure (see music example lc).
5,Smetana’s enthusiasm for the op. 10 studies is discussed in Large (1970), p.10. 
52Kallberg (1992), p.139.----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Ex.la: Chopin; the final 14 bars of op.28 no.15
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Ex.lb: Chopin; the opening of op.28 no.16
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Although there are many connections between the Bagatelles and Impromptus and the op.28 
Preludes, obviously the differences in individual situation and status between the two 
composers at the time of composition has to be considered. When writing the Preludes, 
Chopin was going into the final decade of his life and had already achieved a good deal of 
international fame as both a pianist and a composer, and this contrasts with Smetana’s 
position at the beginning of his musical career and just starting to explore the piano as an 
instrument. However, these differences withstanding, Smetana’s musical language does 
contain many Chopinesque elements. Throughout the op.28 collection, Chopin uses a good 
deal of linear chromaticism in order to create a complex surface texture supported by 
structural vertical harmonies.53 This approach can be seen in both op.28 no.l (which is 
essentially a decoration of I and V) and no.4 (a I-V-I cadential progression expanded 
through linear chromaticism), and these examples correspond with Smetana’s no. 1 Nevinnost 
[Innocence] and no.4 Touha [Longing], where the Czech composer expands basic tonal 
harmonies with linear chromatic progressions (see music examples 2a and 2b).
Ex.2a: Chopin; op.28 no.l, illustrating a complex surface texture
A gitato.
cresc. _
53The development o f  this harmonic language is explored by John Rink in his article ‘Tonal architecture in the 
early music’ in Samson (1992), pp.78-97.
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Ex.2b: Smetana; no.l of the Bagatelles and Impromptus, showing a I-V -I progression
A lleg retto  - Innocente cresc.
marcato
------------
cresc.
iV A  i
T X
This collection of pieces also demonstrates Smetana’s response to the single ideas and 
constant textures of Chopin’s Preludes, with each of the Bagatelles and Impromptus (the 
exception being the binary structure of no.2) being based around these elements. A good 
demonstration of these similarities is through a comparison of op.28 no.21 and Smetana’s 
no. 7 Laska [Love]. The opening of the Chopin example combines a cantabile melody line 
and simple harmonic structure with intervening harmonies that create surface chromaticism, 
a point of similarity with Love, in which the basic harmonic structure created through the 
interaction of melody and bass line is somewhat disrupted by the surface complexity 
provided by the accompanimental chords (music examples 3a and 3b).
Ex.3a: Chopin; the first 8 bars of op.28 no.21
Cantabile. --------u &'
£ *
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comparison of Smetana’s piece with Chopin’s Nocturne op.9 no. 1) and he also states that 
Longing (no.4) is the most Chopinesque piece in the set, noting the similarity between its 
accompanimental pattern and that of Chopin’s op. 10 no 9 and op.28 no.24. However, the 
observation of such microscopic surface similarities would seem to neglect the main issues 
raised within Smetana’s connection with Chopin at this stage of his career. In the Bagatelles 
and Impromptus, Smetana created a collection of small-scale individual pieces that depict 
various different moods and characters and, in doing so, he explored the same notions of 
contrast and changeability used by Chopin. In addition, Smetana’s harmonic language 
demonstrates the linear chromaticism of the Polish composer, and the idea of virtuosity 
(which plays an important part in the op.28 collection) is also an emerging part of his musical 
language.
Smetana’s use of the op.28 Preludes as a model demonstrates the enthusiasm for 
Chopin which had been created through hearing Liszt perform the op. 10 studies. However, it 
is reasonable to suggest that the op.28 Preludes were a more appropriate model for Smetana 
(as an apprentice composer) than the large-scale and virtuosic op. 10 collection, yet they still 
contain the exploitation of piano texture and create the kind of technical demands that may 
have impressed Smetana in the studies. The connection with Chopin and the Romantic 
tradition of the piano miniature is also significant in a consideration of the subsequent 
development of Smetana’s piano writing which, for the next decade, focused upon the piano 
as a salon instrument through the creation of collections of character pieces for the 
instrument. In the Bagatelles and Impromptus, Smetana’s first significant piano work, he 
both created a work which had no equal in Bohemia at the time and cemented his 
relationship with wider European Romanticism.
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Sm etana’s compositional exercises: the final step towards the Sonata in G minor
After the completion of the Bagatelles and Impromptus in July 1844, Smetana turned to 
producing exercises in a range of different forms and styles as part of his apprenticeship with 
Proksch. This set of exercises (JB 3:1-17) includes examples in song form, marches, fugues, 
and canons, and perhaps what is most significant about these studies is the way in which they 
allow Smetana further opportunities to build up and experiment in a range of different styles, 
textures, and harmonic approaches, a process which began in the Bagatelles and Impromptus. 
Good examples of the range of Smetana’s activities in the exercises are the Notturno 
[Nocturne] from February 1845 (reinforcing the connection with Chopin in its texture created 
through flowing arpeggiation and cantabile lines) and the Skladba C moll [Piece in C minor] 
which explores an imitative texture, perhaps demonstrating Smetana’s relationship with 
Baroque models, a connection which may also be attributed to his experience of hearing, 
playing, and studying the opp. 10 and 28 collections of Chopin, with their emphasis on linear 
motions and Baroque forms and figuration (music examples 4a and 4b).
Ex.4a: Smetana; the Nocturne from the 1845 compositional exercises
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Ex.4b: Smetana; Piece in C minor from the 1845 compositional exercises
1
There is also evidence of an extrovert, virtuosic style developing within these 
exercises, and both the Pochod valecmku [Soldiers’ March] and Pochod triumfdlm 
(Triumphal March] (from October and December 1845 respectively) are dramatic, and 
challenge the pianist with greater technical demands, such as rapid octaves and scalic 
figuration, combined with the ‘signature’ elements of a march (dotted rhythms and repeated 
rhythmic cells). This style is also present in the Charakteristicke variace na thema deske 
ndrodnlpisne [Characteristic Variations on a Czech National Song] (February 1846) and the 
association of an extrovert, virtuosic style with a Czech folksong makes this work a precursor 
of the nationalistic works for chorus and orchestra (the Song o f Freedom and March fo r  the 
National Guard) that followed in 1846 and 1848, thus signifying a musical response to the 
socio-political turbulence that defines this period in the Czech lands. Smetana rarely based 
his works on Czech folksong sources and, following these variations in his apprenticeship, 
the next piano work to do so is the Fantasia on Czech Folksongs from 1862, by which time 
Smetana’s relationship with Czech nationalism had been completely redefined.
The creation of a technically demanding style of piano writing continues in the two 
studies (JB 3:18) completed in January 1846. The first study {ye formepreludia [in the form
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of a prelude]) cements the connection with Chopin explored in the earlier Bagatelles and 
Impromptus, and has clear surface similarities with the Polish composer’s op. 10 no. 1 in its 
consistent, widely spaced figuration based on arpeggios and linear chromaticism decorating 
basic harmonic progressions (see music examples 5a and 5b for a direct comparison). The 
use of the genre of a prelude reinforces the connection made previously with both Chopin’s 
studies and preludes and Baroque conventions and models. Both studies show Smetana’s 
continuing concern with exploring virtuosity, demonstrating his own abilities and aspirations 
as a performer at this stage in his life, and also providing a precursor to the later concert 
studies, the piano tone poem Macbeth, and the Czech Dances, all of which place the 
composer’s writing for piano on the concert platform as opposed to the salon.
Ex.5a: Chopin; op.10 no.l
Allegro. (J* He.)
legato .
3 6c.I8•  8 6 6 J . m
Ex.5b: Smetana; opening of the Etude in the form  o f a prelude
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The Sonata in G minor (JB 3:24) marks the end of Smetana’s apprenticeship period 
and was composed between July and October 1846. The fact that Smetana ended his period 
of training with a work in sonata form is significant, and reinforces the argument presented 
earlier that the sonata was seen as a more valued genre, one which demanded more thought, 
control, and planning on the part of the composer than the creation of sets of miniatures. It 
also demonstrates an attachment to tradition and, indeed, was a genre that Smetana never 
used again in his writing for the instrument. Subsequently, the composer returned to the 
creation of miniatures, demonstrating his commitment to Romantic innovations as opposed 
to the more traditional and conventional approach implied through the use of older forms. 
Prior to the Sonata in G minor, Smetana’s experiments with sonata form are illustrated by the 
Skladba C dur [Piece in C major] and Skladba B dur [Piece in B flat major], both from 
March 1846. In these pieces the composer shows both an appreciation and understanding of 
the conventional functions of tonal and textural contrast inherent in sonata form, and a 
willingness to deviate from them and move towards a more through-composed form which 
emphasises a greater sense of connection between ideas.
The Piece in C major begins with a lack of clearly defined first subject material and, 
rather than reinforcing the tonic, the first section of this exercise is more transitional in terms 
of its deviation from the tonic and its introductory, dramatic character (music example 6a). 
The second subject is clearly outlined in terms of a change in texture and its presentation of 
the dominant, yet Smetana also explores the second subject more thoroughly, presenting it 
twice in different ‘characterisations’ (music example 6b). The creation of a more through- 
composed form is demonstrated in the lack of a closed exposition area, the musical argument 
progressing through to the development section without the clear perfect cadence in the 
dominant that traditionally defines the exposition. A similar sense of continuation can be felt 
in the Piece in B flat major, where Smetana breaks down the divisions between exposition 
and development by exploring the two subjects more extensively in the ‘exposition’, meaning 
that
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the development area has less purpose. As with the previous exercise, there is no clearly 
defined cadence at the end of the exposition section, meaning that the musical argument 
seems to ‘flow’ into the development section. What these exercises demonstrate is Smetana 
looking towards a form which, whilst exploring some of the conventional characteristics of 
sonata form, aims to create something more unified and through-composed, with a greater 
sense of connection between ideas.
Ex.6a: Smetana; Piece in C major, first subject area bars 1-11
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Ex.6b: Smetana; Piece in C major, second subject material bars 25-41
#•Jl 1JLi
JL
The Sonata in G minor brings together all of Smetana’s developments under Proksch 
and presents them within a four-movement structure, the scale of which is unparalleled in the 
composer’s output up to this point. The first movement is an example of Smetana writing 
monothematically, with the material for the whole movement being derived from the opening 
bars. These present a melodic cell (a turn) combined with harmonic diversity, providing a 
dramatic opening characterised by harmonic changeability. The first movement lacks a 
clearly defined first subject and, subsequently, the ‘turn’ figure of the opening bars becomes 
the basis for an introductory section which creates drama through rapid semiquaver 
figuration exploiting the whole range of the keyboard and preparing the arrival of the tonic 
through the repetition of diminished seventh harmonies and increasingly fragmented textures 
(music example 7a). The arrival of the tonic in bar 22 restates the basic thematic material of 
the opening but then becomes more transitional in its move towards the relative major. The 
material at bar 29 is the first clearly defined thematic area, but is in the key traditionally 
reserved for second subject material (music example 7b).
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Ex.7a: Smetana; first 21 bars of the first movement of the Sonata in G minor
Sod ten uto Allegro
poco a pocor/tn ru .
uccalrr.e ra s e
: locoM to
loco
i f  . ^ 4 ^ ^  | q *  | »i* ft  h <  j y  ,
i
Ex.7b: Smetana; first movement of the Sonata in G minor, bars 29-37
dolce
pesante
tJ ') P
*  *  x  x  x  x  x
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The second subject of the Sonata has some similarities with Beethoven’s Pathetique 
sonata, in the rhythmic constancy of the accompanimental figuration and the registral shifting 
of the melodic line (music example 7c). This connection with Beethoven’s piano sonata 
continues at the beginning of the development, where the opening bars are presented again in 
a contracted form. In the creation of a highly dramatic work in sonata form, Smetana may 
have been responding to Beethoven, as he was a figure studied under Proksch and, as one of 
Smetana’s pupils recalls ‘although Smetana revered Liszt deeply, for him Beethoven stood 
out far above everybody else’.56
Ex.7c: Smetana; second subject of the Sonata in G minor, bars 54-61
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56The recollection o f Countess Elizabeth Thun (a subsequent pupil o f Smetana), quoted in Large (1970), p.27.
In the first movement, Smetana explores a range of textures (the development section 
includes complex stretto entries based around the rhythm of the second subject) and aims for 
a dramatic intensity and scale not evident in his previous piano writing. Before the coda at 
the end of the exposition, dramatic unison chords in both hands drive down towards the 
leading note of G minor, followed by a bar of silence, creating tension between keys and 
through the lack of resolution of implied harmonies (music example 7d).
Ex.7d: Smetana; first movement of the Sonata in G minor, bars 76-85
loco
dim. . . .  smnrza/ulo
The recapitulation is interesting tonally, as it contains shifts between the tonic major 
and minor. The dramatic writing that characterised the exposition continues here, and 
Smetana adds a coda which presents the opening bars in different harmonic settings, 
providing a dramatic disruption to the musical argument (music example 7e). The sense of 
drama continues in the return to the B flat major of the second subject in bar 266, and there is 
a tension here between this key and the original G minor, with the latter eventually gaining 
prominence, the heightened tension created through the use of Neapolitan harmonies and 
rests highlighting the return of G minor at the end of the movement.
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Ex.7e: Smetana; first movement of the Sonata in G minor, bars 252-269
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The second movement continues to demonstrate Smetana’s dramatic writing, and 
opens with harmonically ambiguous detached semiquavers which build up to create a quasi- 
improvisatory, cadenza passage leading into the presentation of the main thematic material at 
bar 15. The movement exemplifies what Smetana had learnt as a result of the 
experimentation in his apprenticeship exercises, as it consists of two ideas and proceeds 
through the continual recharacterisation of the main thematic idea, with the secondary idea 
being transitional in its presentation of a sequence of chromatic harmonies (music example 
7f).
Ex.7f: Smetana; the ‘secondary idea’ from the second movement of the Sonata in G 
minor, bars 33-41
The initial statement of the main thematic idea consists of a melodic line accompanied by 
syncopated chords and a bass line defined by dotted rhythms. There is a sense of culmination 
in the way Smetana develops this idea, as the second presentation includes arpeggiated 
figuration as an accompaniment, and the third incorporates demisemiquaver triplets. This 
rhythmic diminution provides a sense of direction towards the climactic final presentation, 
which further reinforces Smetana’s concern with virtuosity in its widely spaced textures 
(exploiting the whole of the keyboard) and dramatic repeated triplet chords (music example 
7g). The texture here recalls Liszt and, the treatment of material (in its changing 
characterisation) also demonstrates Smetana’s use of the Hungarian’s technique of thematic 
transformation.
Ex.7g: Smetana; (i) initial presentation of the main melodic idea from the second 
movement of the Sonata in G minor (bars 15-23)
(ii) the second presentation of thematic material bars 48-55
marcato
(iii) the third presentation of thematic material, bars 83-90
(Tem po I)
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(iv) the climax of the development of thematic material, bars 115-120
The third movement uses a conventional scherzo and trio structure, and the writing is much 
simpler and more regular than that of previous movements. The final movement is unusual in 
that the expected rondo structure is replaced by the abrupt juxtaposition of two different 
ideas. The lack of connection between these ideas, along with a good deal of ‘transitional’ 
material and repetition means that this last movement lacks the sense of drama, intensity, and 
forward impetus that defines the first two movements. However, despite this, there is still 
evidence in this movement of Smetana’s exploitation of the instrument, and the presentation
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evidence in this movement of Smetana’s exploitation o f the instrument, and the presentation 
of technically demanding, virtuosic textures. The final section of this last movement also 
illustrates Smetana’s continuing concern with creating connections between movements, and 
the juxtaposition o f G major and minor recalls the first movement, as does the use of 
dramatic rests before the final ^ chordal perfect cadence, which provides a fittingly extrovert 
ending to the culmination of Smetana’s achievements during his apprenticeship (music 
example 7h). As Large states, in this work Smetana ‘throws off his student fetters and comes 
of age’,56 and with it he completed his apprenticeship and emerged technically proficient in 
his trade.
Ex.7h: Smetana; final part of the fourth movement of the Sonata in G minor, bars 
435-453
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The continuing development of Smetana’s language in his works for the piano
Smetana’s writing for piano after the end of his apprenticeship continued in the same vein as 
the Bagatelles and Impromptus, and he returned to the descriptive, programmatic small-scale 
pieces from this first collection and went against the large-scale sonata structure with which 
he ended his period of training. From this point until 1856 (when Smetana went to Sweden)
56Large (1970), p.36.
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the composer’s writing for piano concentrated on this ‘salon’ style of composition, 
developing through the Six morceaux caracteristiques (Sest charakteristickych skladeb) [Six 
Characteristic Pieces] (1847-8, JB 1:35), Stammbuch-Bldtter (Llstky do pamatnlku) 
[Albumleaves] op.2 (1851, JB 1:51), 3 Stiicke (Tri skladby/Ustky dopamatnlku) [Three 
pieces/Albumleaves] op.3 (1849-50,1:65), and Skizzen (Crty) [Sketches] opp.4.and 5 
(1848-57, JB 1:66 and 1:67 respectively), and an examination of these genres demonstrates 
Smetana’s continuing relationship with the wider context of European piano music. '
The Six Characteristic Pieces are defined as opus 1, showing the importance that the 
composer attached to them, and they essentially extend the scale and emotional range of the 
Bagatelles and Impromptus. The pieces have descriptive titles and the cycle is important in 
its beginning of Smetana’s personal contact with Liszt (he dedicated this op.l collection to 
the Hungarian), something that was to become significant in his development during his time 
in Sweden. Through the correspondence that exists between the two men, it can be seen that 
Liszt admired the collection, and this letter dated 30 March 1848 demonstrates his 
enthusiasm:
I would like to express my warm thanks for the dedication which I accept with all the more pleasure since the 
pieces are the most outstanding, finely felt, and most finished that recently have come to my note. I might perhaps 
permit myself one criticism namely with regard to the title o f  the first one Gretel in the woods. The canon seems 
to me too scientific a form for Gretel. The simple title In the woods would, in my opinion, be preferable.57
The main development that can be felt in the Six Characteristic Pieces is the way in 
which Smetana explores the capabilities of the instrument in pieces of extended length and 
emotional range. However, although the individual pieces exploit contrast and changeability, 
many commentators have focused upon the need to find connections between the pieces, 
reinforcing the previous point about the status of the miniature and its associated perceptual
57Barto§ (1955) p.27.
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problems (and perhaps resulting from imposing the same analytical techniques as were 
relevant in the Sonata). Although connections between pieces seem tenuous, Large states that 
the collection is monothematic59 and that the pieces are all related to the descending scale 
presented in the first piece. This proposal is further supported by Sequardtova, who states 
that ‘the composer decided upon one single unifying idea. An idee fixe became the common 
expressive denominator which is brought out with greater or lesser clarity in the musical 
structure of the individual compositions. ,6°
A contrasting approach to the cycle is provided by Gabrielova.61 In agreement with 
Large, she notes that the cycle of individual pieces is united, but the basis for this unity is not 
similarity of thematic construction but ‘organised contrast’. The first instance of this is in the 
tonal organisation, and the pieces are arranged through the juxtaposition of tonic major and 
minor through a cycle of fifths (with no. 1 in C major, no.2 in C minor, no.3 in G major, no.4 
in G minor, and continuing until the D minor of the final piece). In addition to the tonal plan, 
Gabrielova notes the mathematical balance in the cycle between different moods, tempi, 
dynamics, and methods of construction.62
In response to the above comments, it would seem clear that Smetana works to an 
overall tonal plan yet, thematically, there would appear to be no obvious motivic 
connections. A reason why commentators may have looked for connections is perhaps that 
the opening of no. 1 V lese [In the Woods] appears as a kind of ‘subject’, in its role as the 
basis of an initial imitative texture. No. 1 demonstrates the extension in Smetana’s descriptive 
writing in the multi-faceted approach he takes to creating a musical depiction of the woods. 
The first section, in its chromatically shifting chords and imitative upper voices, depicts the 
depths of the forest, full of darkness and shadows, whereas the middle section continues the 
imitation but in a scherzo, dance-like style, with a simpler harmonic structure, providing a 
release of the tension created in the first section (music examples 8a, (i) and (ii)).
59 Large (1970), p.31.
60Klavirni dilo [Piano works], volume I, Prague (1982), p.XLII.
61Gabrielova (1974), pp.330-3.
62Gabrielova (1974), p.330.
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Ex.8a: Smetana; no.l of the Six Characteristic Pieces (i) first section, bars 1-18
M oderu to  (J  a 84)
Canone bene pronum
I ..... i J-iO
15
m.d.
(ii) contrasting middle section of no.l, bars 31-39
poco  a  poco  accelerando
P iu  a lle g ro
f i g —
I tLLT, CCSr CZ?
n tempoa lle n t .
The way in which different aspects of the same image are explored continues in many of the 
other pieces. No. 3 Pastyfka [Shepherdess] starts with an introductory idea (thereby 
connecting it to the first piece) before commencing with a pastoral theme in a melody and 
accompaniment texture with simple harmonic support. A further facet of the pastoral image 
is then explored in the subsequent section, which uses arpeggiation to suggest ‘hom-calls’ 
before a reprise of the opening idea. This piece builds on the idea used in no.3 {Idyll) from 
the Bagatelles and Impromptus, with similarities in key, texture, and the interaction o f two 
ideas.
The Six Characteristic Pieces therefore juxtapose notions of unity and contrast. The 
harmonic plan for the pieces provides an element of overall organisation, as does the way in 
which the individual pieces are organised (generally exploring two contrasting areas, both 
relating to the overall depiction of the title). This can be demonstrated in a piece that shares 
its title with one of the Bagatelles and Impromptus, namely no.4 Touha [Longing], and a 
comparison of these two settings illustrates Smetana’s developments in the later cycle. No.4 
of the Bagatelles and Impromptus presents a consistent texture dominated by shifting 
chromatic harmonies beneath a simple, cantabile melody (music example 8b).
Ex.8b: Smetana; Longing, no.4 of the Bagatelles and Impromptus, bars 1-6
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In contrast, no.4 of the Six Characteristic Pieces is a more extended structure. The piece is 
based upon a theme built around descending intervals, and this develops through a series of 
different variations, with the accompaniment being subjected to decoration through 
syncopation and the addition of triplets (music examples 8c). The middle section depicts a 
more turbulent facet of the title, presenting a contrast between spread diminished seventh 
chords and improvisatory, staccato ‘hom-call’ figuration, which eventually develops into a j f  
dramatic chordal climax (music example 8d), before the return of the opening theme in a 
final variation. Kundera maintains that this piece is the principal source of Chopin’s 
influence in the set,63 and he makes a direct comparison between Longing and Chopin’s 
Nocturne in G minor op. 15 no 3. However, as with Kundera’s comments about the 
Smetana/Chopin connection within the Bagatelles and Impromptus, such partial and surface 
comparisons reveal little about either the development of Smetana’s piano writing or the 
significance of the instrument within his overall output.
63Kundera (1949), p.22.
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Ex.8c: Smetana; opening of op.l no.4 (i) bars 1-9, the initial presentation of the theme
Amluntino piu moto (J - 71*
jo
pLr-
ii/m.___
(ii) the first variation of the theme, bars 18-25
coma ssoprtt
(iii) the second variation of the theme, bars 34-41
VP m.d.
J-
Ex.8d: Smetana; the middle section of no.4, bars 49-59
tempo
What the Six Characteristic Pieces illustrate is the duality of unity and contrast, with 
Smetana using certain recurring elements (the exploration of contrasting settings of an idea 
within each pieces, the overall tonal plan) to connect pieces, whilst the surface effect is one 
of contrast, both within and between pieces. A good example of this is between nos 1 and 2, 
where the imitative texture of In the Woods is disrupted by the driving semiquavers of 
Vznikajici vdseh [Arising Passion]. The first section of no.2 is lacking in any clear thematic 
idea and, harmonically, tension is created through the continual use of appoggiaturas. The 
initially tense, aggressive character is transformed in the middle section into a dolce melody, 
with the dissolution of the appoggiaturas leaving flowing, legato semiquavers as an 
accompaniment. The final section of this piece also reinforces the importance of virtuosity in 
Smetana’s language, being marked con bravura, the hands crossing in rapid changes of 
register, and the distance between the hands exploring the whole of the keyboard before a 
final powerful unison statement brings the piece to a close (music examples 8e).
Ex.8e: Smetana; no.2 from the Six Characteristic Pieces, (i) bars 1-6
V iv a c e  (J. = 100)
m nrcaio la  m elodiaban
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(ii) the transformation of starting material from no.2, bars 28-37
dolca
m.rl. I
PP
m.ri.
35
(iii) the final section of no.2, bars 112-124
m . d .m.^ s.
»f
t-
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Virtuosity is also present in no.6, Zoufalstvi [Despair], where drama is created 
through sudden and abrupt changes of texture and register and, as in many of the other 
pieces, the composer explores two different facets of the character of the title, with the 
frustration and tension o f the first section contrasted with the sense of emptiness and 
isolation depicted in the second (music examples 8f)- Smetana’s exploration of unusual 
textures and registral extremes is also demonstrated in no.5 Valecnik [Soldier], which 
illustrates the composer writing in a very unpianistic way, with thick spread bass chords 
accompanying a triadic, fanfare-like melody.
Ex.8f: Smetana; no.6 of the Six Characteristic Pieces, (i) bars 1-12
P r i'S to  r u b u to  (Jv= i.Vj)
1* ^  k
io
___ erase.
(ii) the second thematic idea of no.6, bars 49-58
as
- 4
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The Six Characteristic Pieces show Smetana extending his musical language to create 
a variety of characters and support a wealth of different associations and programmatic 
depictions. The composer also explores the way in which material can be ‘recharacterised’ 
and transformed (creating both contrast and unity within a piece), and this is a technique that 
would become significant at a later stage, when Smetana began to absorb the musical 
language of Liszt’s symphonic poems. Despite the fact that commentators have looked to 
find connections and uniting elements, it would seem to be in the exploration and 
exploitation of contrast that Smetana makes the biggest developments, and his 
experimentation with the piano’s capabilities was to continue through the subsequent works 
for piano, namely the Albumleaves opp.2 and 3, and the Sketches opp.4 and 5.
Hi vvbfkiflg^Tffi'fifegenre i^Monship-wtdt
contemporary European Romanticism. Nejedly asserts that the pieces are a ‘perfect 
-expression of thc-contcmporary bourgeois society' in which Smetana then mowd’ and that the 
pieces have a ‘richness of shapes and individual formations. ’63 Helfert describes the pieces in 
a far less positive way, seeing them as evidence that Smetana was losing his muacal 
independence and imitating Schumann’s style and, as he states, in these pieces ‘the notes of 
gvict parallel tcx the notes of Scho r r * ’6^  A. final, and mnct convincing, argument 
comes from S^quardtova65 who sees the Albumleaves as being a series of ‘study sketches’ 
that enabled Smetana to progress to the musical language demonstrated in his later piano 
works.
At this point in his career, Smetana was still committed to a career as a soloist, stating 
that ‘I want to travel the world as a virtuoso, accumulating money and gaining a public 
position as choirmaster, conductor, or teacher’.66 However, his concert tours were 
unsuccessful (he was relatively unknown, and his concert programmes were extremely
63Nejed1v (1924V n 30
64Quoted in Gabrielova (1979), p.246.
65Sequardtova, Hana; Pfedmluva k edici klavimiho dilo Bedficha Smetany [Introduction to the edition o f  piano 
works ofBedfich Smetana], vol.4, Prague (1968), pp. VIII and XII.
66Ottlova, Pospisil, and Tyrrell (2001), p. 538.
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demanding)67 and in 1848 he created a music institute in Prague, using the evening concerts 
he established there as a vehicle for displaying his own pianistic talents and imprinting 
himself on the consciousness of the Czech public.68 In addition, he gave piano lessons to 
aristocratic families and played as a chamber musician in concerts he organised in the city, 
and the music that he was writing for the piano at this stage therefore reflects the musical 
environment he was working in rather than his ambitions as a piano virtuoso. Alongside the 
composition of the Albumleaves and Sketches, Smetana was also working on the Three 
Poetic Polkas and Three Salon Polkas (both 1848-54), reinforcing his previous connection 
with Chopin in the creation of stylised pieces which go far beyond their dance origin.
The genre of the albumleaf: connections between Smetana and Schumann
Smetana’s writing of albumleaves provides further connections with European Romanticism 
in the form of Schumann’s Bunte Blatter op.99 (1838—49) and Albumblatter op. 124 
(1832-45), and a comparison of these pieces with Smetana’s opp.2-5 highlights both the 
Czech composer’s creative debt to, and independence from, the models of his 
contemporaries, with commentators noting the existence of various stylistic similarities 
between the two.69 Smetana had a considerable knowledge of and respect for Robert 
Schumann (1810-56), and the Czech composer showed the Piano Sonata in G minor to 
Robert and Clara Schumann whilst they were in Prague giving concerts during January 1847, 
in addition dedicating his opp.2-5 to Clara.70 In order to assess the relationship between 
Smetana’s albumleaves and Schumann’s opp.99 and 124 collections, the way in which the 
latter approached the genre has to be understood and, despite many similarities between the 
two composers, Schumann’s development and use of the genre is somewhat different to that 
of his Czech contemporary.
67Evidence of the type o f concert programme Smetana performed can be found in Large (1970), p.40.
68For further details o f Smetana’s performance at these concerts, see Large (1970), pp.50-1.
69See the comments o f Nejedly in footnote 64.
70Large (1970), pp.53-4.
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Throughout the 1830s Schumann focused on writing for the piano, producing major 
piano cycles such as Panillnns (1830-1 \rC_.arne.val (1834—5Y. and Krp.isleriana (1838) Tike 
Smetana, for Schumann the piano was a significant medium in his compositional 
development, and his status as a pianist-composer provides a further connection between the 
two figures. Literature was a major influence upon Schumann’s artistic development, and his 
fascination with the writers Jean-Paul (1763-1825) and E.T.A. Hoffmann (1776-1822) 
exerted a major influence upon his compositions from the 1830s. The idea o f the ‘fragment’ 
was dominant within the literary output of these figures, with Jean-Paul stating that ‘life is a 
constellation of fragments’ ,71 and this notion of an incomplete, fragmentary utterance can be 
found in Schumman’s musical output, linking his explorations to those of Chopin, and 
-tT&id&S ofMcdMpetefieSS aM^he Miftiiiiur’e dp. 28
Preludes.
The notion of the: fragmait explored by Schumann in his piano cycles is bound up 
with what John Daverio defines as ‘the discontinuity mode of utterance’.72 This fragmentary 
means o f expression was.cju.cial to the whole Romantic worldview, and ‘fantastic poetry, 
sentimental poetry [...] can only be presented in fragmentary form; Romantic fragment
form’.73 Sch iimann. nnnrinlftg derived. flOUl P nmantip liteTStUie tQ CTCate CycleS- that
are both unified, coherent wholes on one hand, and chaotic jumbles of fragments on the 
other These cycles present a kaleidoscope of contrasting, ideas and yet hang together as a 
coherent whole through various means of connection employed by the composer. Daverio 
identifies several elements of Schumann’s technique derived from literature, namely 
quotation (of himself, other composers, or popular tunes), interleaving (a technique derived 
from E.T.A. Hoffmann’s novel Kater Murr which combines two narratives, creating a sense 
of discontinuity and ‘an organisational mode based entirely on the principle of 
incompletion’),74 and Humour (a stylistic duality, using ‘high’ and Tow’ styles to create an
71Daverio (2001), p.763.
72In Daverio (1993), p. 53.
^Daverio (1993V n 53 
74Daverio (1993), p.61.
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element of satire and comedy through their collision).75 Schumann’s aim is to ‘poeticise the 
fragment’,76 setting out to disturb listeners, who are. continually challenged through the 
creation of fragment complexes and associative chains of discontinuous musical ideas, and 
this emnhasis on disruntion. contrast, and discontinuity makes exnlicit the connection withc r  '• -• c
Chopin’s Preludes previously noted.
Schumann’s works within the genre of the albumleaf are linked with the exploration 
of the fragment, yet the pieces of the Bunte Blatter and the Albumblatter are collections of 
individual pieces coming from different parts of Schumann’s life, and can be seen as ‘cast­
offs’ from the composer’s piano cycles.77The opp.99 and 124 collections therefore exploit 
notions of change and contrast without the need for connection, coherence, and unification 
demanded within a cycle. Smetana, in the Six Characteristic Pieces, experimented with 
change, contrast, and the depiction of different moods and characters, so the works of 
Seftumaftft Would Iiave pfbvided ail idealniodel Tuf iiifti, and would iiave’teHrfbfced softie of 
the ideas that Chopin’s Preludes had introduced Smetana to previously.
Schumann?sop. 9£ presents a variety of different forms, styles, and textures. Nos 4., 5, 
and 6 exploit this changeability by contrasting the simple chordal style of no.4 with the rapid 
triplets of no. 5 (presented within a mofo perpetuo ‘etude’ texture) and the delicate wait? of 
no.6 (with accompanying chromatic harmonies). This juxtaposition of contrasting styles can 
also be found in nos 10 and 11 > the first of which is modelled upon the improvisatory style of 
a Baroque prelude, the energy and movement of which contrasts with the intensity of the 
thick chords of the ‘march’ of no. 11 (music examples 9a).
j .h id  M jii ld iu ii  i s  i c i i i i c u  Luc u io ic k /u c  u i  tii.v ia iiL ^  cu m  a u u u u m ^  il l  xua .vc iiO  { i z z a j , p . u u .
76Daverio (1993), p.88.
^Details o f the chronological development o f opp.99 and 124 can be found in Daverio (2001), pp. 809-10.
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Ex.9a: Schumann (i) the beginning of op.99 no.10
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(ii) the beginning of op.99 no.ll
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Both opp.99 and 124 illustrate the combination of ‘high’ and ‘low’styles, with op.99 no. 14 
presenting a quasi-polka texture and op. 124 no.7 a ‘landler’, the traditional simplicity of 
which is disrupted by Schumann’s addition of chromatic harmonies, providing a 
demonstration of the kind of stylistic duality explored within these collections. Op. 124 also 
provides an illustration of Schumann’s use of self-quotation, and no.3 consists of two ideas 
that are completely unrelated, the latter of which appears to quote material from the 
composer’s Aufschwung [Soaring] from the collection of Phantasiestiicke op. 12 (1837), 
creating an abrupt collision of ideas (music example 9b).
Ex.9b: Schumann; op. 124 no.3, demonstrating the idea of self-quotation
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As a foil to the almost continual contrast, Schumann also occasionally creates musical 
connections between numbers, as demonstrated by op. 124 nos 13 and 14, where the final 
cadence of the former completes in the latter, an element which creates a duality of 
continuity and contrast (music examples 9c), and Schumann still exploits the idea of change, 
with the pieces contrasting in speed, mood, and texture. These rapid changes of mood, in 
addition to the constant textures and lack of development that characterise many of the 
pieces (e.g. op. 124 no. 17) connect opp.99 and 124 even more closely with Chopin’s op.28 
Preludes.
Ex.9c: Schumann op.124; demonstration of the connection between nos 13 (i) and 14 (ii)
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A further similarity between the Schumann and Chopin collections is the way in which some 
of the individual numbers end abruptly and seem unconnected to the rest $  the musical 
argument and, in op.99 no. 8, the sudden appearance of the cadence after rapid semiquaver 
movement has similarities with some of the final cadences in Chopin’s op.28 (compare 
previous music example lc with music example 9d below).
Ex.9d: Schumann; final 5 bars of op.99 no.8
zurnckhaUend
Schumann’s opp.99 and 124 sets are collections of pieces lacking a unifying element, 
and they exist as individual fragments rather than cycles, exploiting contrast and change in 
the juxtaposition of different textures and styles. Smetana’s Albumleaves opp.2 and 3 and 
Sketches opp.4 and 5 constitute the Czech composer’s musical response to this and, in many 
ways, build upon the ideas explored in the previous Bagatelles and Impromptus and Six 
Characteristic Pieces. Whereas Schumann’s opp.99 and 124 were derived from the piano 
cycles from the 1830s which absorbed ideas from Romantic literature to create forms which 
juxtaposed contrast and unity within coherent cycles, Smetana’s intention was never to create 
unified cycles. Despite this difference, the opp.2 and 3 Albumleaves demonstrate Smetana’s
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absorption of the idea of the musical fragment, and op.2 no. 1 illustrates the type of 
fragmentary utterance that Smetana explores within this genre. The musical argument lacks a 
clear starting point, and the listener feels as though they have been ‘dropped’ into the middle 
of a piece, with the constant texture and lack of development providing a connection with 
both Schumann and Chopin in the op.28 Preludes (music example 10a).
Ex.lOa: Smetana; op.2 no.l, bars 1-6
A l l e g r o  f J  = i78] 9454
staccato 3 seinprc
5
Smetana orders the numbers to maximise contrast, with the lack of clear melodic definition 
and syncopation in no. 1 giving way to the cantabile singing line of no.2, and the sense of 
movement and animation in no. 5 being followed by the static chords of no.6. The abruptness 
observed in many of the Schumann examples can be found in op.2 no.3, which ends with a 
quasi-improvisatory dim ed accel. (in which the musical idea ‘evaporates’ rather than having 
a defined conclusion -  see music example 10b).
Ex.lOb: Smetana; op.2 no.3, bars 73-end
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d i m .  I’d  n c r e l .
Op.2 no.6 creates connections with both Schumann and Chopin as Smetana focuses 
upon the harmonic perspective, beginning with a Chopinesque non-tonic opening and 
progressing through linear chromaticism (music example 10c). Harmony is the primary 
directional force and any melodic development is restricted and minimised. Kundera notes 
the influence of Chopin here, comparing Smetana’s op.2 no.6 to the Polish composer’s op.28 
no.4 and stating that in both pieces ‘a simple monotonous melody receives constantly new 
colouration from changing harmonies’.79 However, whereas Chopin uses linear chromaticism 
to extend and decorate a basic harmonic structure (I-V-I), Smetana’s harmonic approach is 
less unified and focuses upon exploring remote tonal areas, thereby emphasising change and 
contrast over structural unity.
Ex. 10c: Smetana; op.2 no.6, bars 1-21
so tto  voce
A n d a n t e  m a  n o n  t r o p p o  [ J  = 120]
*AJiX "Aiii, 5clJ.[ u n a  c o rd a ]  con  AJD,
[p o co  erase .]
s im i le  S
79Kundera (1949), p.24.
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Smetana’s acknowledgement of the influence of Schumann comes in op.3 no. 1,
>
entitled Robert&Schumannovi [To Robert Schumann]. The piece is extrovert in style and 
more extended than many pieces in the set, and the inclusion of syncopation, chromaticism, 
and changes of mood betrays the influence of the dedicatee. The op. 3 collection further 
exploits the juxtaposition of contrasting styles, with no.2 being an example of a simple 
strophic song, and the final piece of the set (no. 3) being extrovert and quasi-etude in style, 
using the moto perpetuo figuration of Baroque models (music example lOd (i)). The 
extended scale and virtuosic element of this final number perhaps demonstrates Smetana’s 
consideration of the individual numbers as a unified whole and, in placing such a piece at the 
end of a collection, provides the set with a sense of closure. However, the way in which 
Smetana uses a gradual descent in pitch and fragmentation of texture creates a less definite 
ending, as the musical argument seems to literally ‘evaporate’ (an element noted previously 
in conjunction with op.2 no.3) (music example lOd (ii)).
Ex.lOd: Smetana; op.3 no.3 (i) bars 1-10
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(ii) the final section of op.3 no J , bars 43-end
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The Sketches opp.4 and 5 continue in much the same vein as the preceding 
Albumleaves in exploring different styles, from the constant triplets of no. 1 to the imitative 
opening of the Ictyla [Idyll] (no.2) (whose ending and decorative melodic line recalls some of 
Chopin’s Nocturnes) and the Mendelssohnian ‘song without words’ texture of Vzpomlnka 
[Reminiscence] (no.3). As in the op.2 Albumleaves, Smetana creates a fitting conclusion to
57 ^
[m > ]
= W = A
[non rit.J
1
[scm pre dim .] [PP]
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the op. 4 collection with an extrovert, dramatic piece which makes significant technical 
demands upon the pianist, combining fugal textures with chromaticism, and complex 
textures with virtuosic triplet figuration (music example lOe). This piece demonstrates 
Smetana reaching beyond the boundaries of the piano miniature and aiming towards the 
concert pieces produced in the following decade.
Ex.lOe: Smetana; op.4 no.4, bars 27-34
rit.
simile
(a tempo) 45
f  a s.iai “marcm
(a tempo)
— dim.
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The final set of Sketches op. 5 shows a similar range of styles, textures, and moods, and the 
collection also has connections with the Poetic and Salon polkas which the composer would 
have been working on at the same time. Although op.5 no.3 is not a polka, the opening idea 
has a close relationship with the first of the Trois polkas de salon (Tri salonnipolky) [Three 
Salon Polkas] op.7 (1848-54, JB 1:60) (music examples lOf), showing that the composer was 
exploring the same approach within all of his compositions from this period.
Ex.l0f: Smetana; (i) op.5 no.3, bars 1-7 and (ii) no.l of the Three Salon Polkas, bars 1-8
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The Albumleaves and Sketches demonstrate Smetana’s extension and development of 
the descriptive and varied musical language explored in the Bagatelles and Impromptus and
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Six Characteristic Pieces, and the composer exploits the resources of the instrument to create 
different moods and characters, experimenting with styles and genres from a range of 
historical periods. Smetana responds to a range of models from wider European Romanticism 
and, in doing so, creates collections of piano miniatures without precedent in the Czech piano 
repertoire. That this originality was appreciated at the time is demonstrated by the journalist 
FrantiSek Ulm’s review in the journal Bohemia, where he stated that the sets were ‘most 
accessible. Full of unusual poetry, short but expressive, with unexpected harmonies which 
are unforced and spontaneous’.79 Clara Schumann’s reactions were less positive, and she 
stated that ‘it does not seem right to seek the romantic in the bizarre. In other pieces, too, I 
could wish to find a bar here or there harmonically pleasing’.80 Her comments here concur 
with those she made about the piano works of Schumann,81 and this reinforces the 
connections between the fragmentary musical utterances found in both composers’ works.
The Sketches and Albumleaves constitute a period of experimentation for Smetana, 
and his piano writing subsequently changed significantly as a result of his experiences with 
Liszt. His experimentation with different textures and styles within these smaller-scale pieces 
led him to a fuller understanding of the piano’s resources and capabilities, all of which were 
exploited in the concert studies, Fantasia on Czech Folksongs, and the Czech Dances. 
Gabrielova concludes that the Sketches and Albumleaves are a kind o f ‘author’s test work’, in 
which Smetana addresses the problem of finding a confident, unified compositional 
language.82 After the Sketches there were many important developments in Smetana’s 
musical language, connected with his increased contact with a figure who had played an 
important part in his life right from the start: Franz Liszt.
79Large (1970), p.53.
80Letter from Clara Schumann, dated May 18 1852; reproduced in Bartos (1955), pp.30-1.
81 See Daverio (1993), p. 50.
82Gabrielova(1979), p.251.
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Liszt’s continuing influence on Smetana’s development: the ‘Swedish’ period
Smetana spent 1856-60 in Goteborg .^ and it was during.this ‘Swedish period’ that the 
influence of Liszt, already pervasive as a performer in the Czech composer’s early 
compositional career, became even more intense, resulting in both a change of direction and 
a new artistic momentum in Smetana’s life. At this point, Smetana was still pursuing a career 
as a concert pianist, and it is perhaps the combination of this indecision about a career path 
and the relocation to an unknown country, together with the renewed contact with Liszt, that 
facilitated the development of a new stage in Smetana’s compositional career.
The musical environment in Goteborg contrasted with Smetana’s own progressive 
musical outlook, and the composer wrote to Liszt on 10 April 1857 that ‘people are here 
continually i n d ^ h l i d i i s  [.. :]"-tfr6y ale more
recent composers’.83 One of Smetana’s roles whilst in Sweden was to promote a more 
contemporary and adventurous musical culture, and his programming of Liszt and Wagner in 
his capacity as director of the music society Harmoniska Sallskap demonstrates his 
awareness and< enthusiasm for the most-progressive strands of European Romanticism.84
Liszt played a key role in drawing Smetana out from this atmosphere of isolation. 
The Hungarian had been resident in Weimar from 1848 (remaining.there until 1861) and 
formed the Neue-Weimar Verein, an association of about 30 musicians promoting concerts of 
new music and heightening awareness of contemporary innovations and aesthetic concerns.
In 1859 the Verein became the focus for the ‘New German School’8^  and Franz Brendel 
turned the Neue Zeitschrift fur Musik into a mouthpiece for Liszt and his ideas on 
contemporary music. Whilst in Weimar, Liszt organised Wagner and Berlioz celebrations (in 
1852 and 1855 respectively) and championed Wagner, premiering Lohengrin in 1850 and
83Ottlova, Pospisil, and Tyrrell (2001), p.539.
84For details o f works performed, see Ottlova, Pospisil, and Tyrrell (2001), p.539.
85T,arg_e (1970) provides the following, definition ‘the new German school of composers centred around Weimar 
and had Liszt and Wagner at its head. The term was coined to distinguish the work o f these composers from 
others who drew their inspiration from classical models.’ (p.69)
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mounting Der fliegende Hollander and Tannhauser regularly.86 During this period, Liszt was 
concerned with the creation of symphonic noems>and defined progressive music as being, 
inherently linked with a programme, stating that ‘in programme music [...] the return, 
change, modification, and modulation of the motifs are conditioned by their relation to the 
poetic idea [...]. All exclusively musical considerations, though they should not be neglected, 
have to be subordinated to the action of the given subject’.87 By aligning himself with Liszt, 
Smetana was defining himself as a progressive composer whose ideals and compositional 
development were in tune with the most innovative and forward-looking of his European 
contemporaries.
8 August 1856 is the first documented meeting between Smetana and Liszt at a 
banquet givenbyLiszt forthe Czcohfw&fii&f and compostrf A1 ex andef Drey schock (1 £13—6 9), 
and this was followed up by a series of meetings between the two composers when Liszt 
Gam^to Prague^for ten days between 20 and 30 September 1856; It is known that Liszt also 
gave Smetana copies of some of his recently published symphonic poems (including Tasso 
(1847-54) and Mazeppa(\&5\-4yf%and the Czech .composer’s study afthese would surely 
have had an effect upon his subsequent musical development.
D uring, his time in Swederr Smetana became immersed in the ‘Liszt circle’ and 
made two particularly important trips to Weimar during this period. The first was in 
September 1857 for the Goethe-Schiller celebrations (during this visit he heard Liszt’s Der 
Ideale (1856-7) and Faust Symphony (1854-7)), and the second was in June 1859 when he 
heard the Prelude to Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde}9 The hearing of these new works would 
have stimulated Smetana’s creative ideas and pointed the way towards his formulation of a 
new musical language, and his letters90 point to him seeing Liszt as a major figure of musical 
innovation at this time.
86Further details o f these activities can he found in Walker (2001V. n 770 
87Liszt, writing in Schriften, quoted in Scruton (2001) p.398.
88Saffle (1993), p.299.
89Ottlova, PospiSil, and Tyrrell (2001), p. 539.
^ a rto S  (1955), pp.47-8.
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The musical products of these meetings with Liszt are the three symphonic poems 
Richard III (1857-8, JB:1:70), Valdstynuv tabor [Wallenstein’s Camp] (1858-9, JB 1:72), 
and Hakon Jarl (1860-1, JB 1:79), and the work for solo piano Macbeth a carodejnice ze 
Shakespeara [Macbeth and the Witches from Shakespeare]92 (1859, JB 1:75). The creation of 
orchestral symphonic poems demonstrates both the connection with Liszt and an expansion 
of the range of timbres and textures available to the composer, and these aspects were to 
redefine his approach to the piano when he returned to it in Macbet§  and the concert studies.
The Czech press reacted to the symphonic poems positively, acknowledging 
Smetana’s debt to Liszt but more importantly recognising that, in embracing Lisztian 
compositional techniques, Smetana was defining himself as a progressive involved with the 
most innovative musical techniques. The following review was written in 1862 (at the height 
of the National Revival) and betrays clear enthusiasm for Smetana’s progressive tendencies:
The overall architecture in general, the character o f  the motives which were clearly inspired by something other 
than musical compositions, the thematic arrangement o f them into a massive construction, the sharp, glaring 
contrasts in the widely differing effects [ ...]  the unrestrained arbitrariness in his use o f harmony and modulations 
[... ] if one can judge by only one hearing, Richard III and Wallenstein's Camp seem to out-Liszt their 
predecessors.93
Following the symphonic poems, Macbeth and the Witches (1859) is defined as a 
‘sketch’ and was never published in Smetana’s lifetime. Large notes that, although the pencil 
sketch made by the composer is complete, no fair copy was ever made in his lifetime. The 
manuscript is also marked with the words ‘will be accepted’, which presumably indicates 
that the composer felt it fit for publication.94 It is likely that the sketch was to form the basis 
of an orchestral symphonic poem that the composer never completed, and there have been
92This title will hereafter be shortened to the more commonly used Macbeth and the Witches.
93Review written by F.B.Ulm in Bohemia 6 Jan 1862, quoted in Saffle (1993), p.325.
^Large (1970), pp.91-2.
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attempts to orchestrate the work,95 but it has remained an independent piano work, with the 
few ‘gaps’ left by Smetana filled in by Roman Vesely and Vaclav StSpan.96 The work 
demonstrates the composer extending and expanding his writing for the piano (as a result of 
his experience with orchestral timbres and textures in the symphonic poems), creating a 
large-scale virtuosic work more suitable for the concert platform than the previous salon- 
orientated collections.
Macbeth and the Witches is a musical depiction of the first scene of Act IV of 
Shakespeare’s play, a scene which explores both Macbeth’s inner turmoil at his own evil acts 
and the fragility of his power, with the appearance of ghosts bringing prophecies from the 
sphere of the supernatural. The drama of the interaction between the supernatural and the 
worldly clearly provided a stimulus for Smetana’s musical imagination, and the opening of 
Macbeth depicts effectively the wealth of images and emotions inherent in the literary source 
in the Lisztian quasi-cadenza sections. These create tension with their harmonic ambiguity 
and lack of clearly defined tonal centre, and the f f  feroce idea reinforces this with the 
repetition of seventh harmonies (diminished and dominant), depicting musically the presence 
of supernatural powers (in the ‘whirl’ of sound in the cadenzas) (music example 1 la).
Ex. 11a: Smetana; opening of Macbeth and the Witches, bars 1-7
Quasi cadenza (Vivo)
meno f  preeipitato
P  s im ile
x
95Large (1970) notes the orchestral version made by O. Jeremias, p. 94.
^This information is provided in the introduction to the Supraphon version edited by Jan Novotny, published in 
Prague (1989), p.3.
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A llegro non tanto
£ f  fe roce
The subsequentpiii moderato idea (at bar 12) is ‘marked’97 in the way in which it stands out 
from the surrounding musical argument and, in its register, clear major harmonies, pp  
dynamic, the idea is associated with Macbeth’s uncertainty at this point in the narrative. The 
association of these repeated chords with the figure of Macbeth is demonstrated from bar 26, 
where they are recharacterised to become a fanfare figure combined with a tremelando bass 
(reinforcing the sense of foreboding and instability inherent in the narrative), depicting the 
sense of majesty and ceremony linked with Macbeth’s monarchical status (music example 
1 lb). The way in which Smetana maintains tension throughout this first section demonstrates 
the expansion in his musical language and, through the juxtaposition of various musical 
ideas, he not only provides an effective depiction of the literary source, but exploits the 
resources of the instrument to create a dramatic, extrovert, and virtuosic introduction.
Ex.llb: Smetana; Macbeth and the Witches, bars 23-31
Piu moderato
1
97The concept of ‘markedness’ (or ‘the valuation given to difference’) within musical discourse is borrowed from 
Hatten (1994). He provides further definitions and discussion on pp.34-8.
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The tempo di marcia section (from bar 49) builds on the previous fanfare idea and 
depicts Macbeth by combining various associated ‘topics’ (regular march-like rhythms, huge 
majestic chordal textures) to create a musical depiction of the external narrative.98 The 
writing is less pianistic and the maestoso chords (from bar 55) seem suitable for 
orchestration, but the juxtaposition of this material with the previous cadenza material 
effectively depicts the narrative (which contrasts the human fallibility of Macbeth with the 
supernatural powejs of the Witches) (music example 1 lc). Smetana also draws on his 
previous musical experiences of dance genres, and the setting of the witches dance as a 
chromatically distorted polka demonstrates this (music example 1 Id).
Ex. 11c: Smetana; Macbeth and the Witches, bars 49-61
Tempo di m arcia,m oderato ______
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98The term ‘topic’ and the concept o f topical analysis is derived from Leonard Ratner’s Classic Music (1980). 
Discussion can be found within this text on pp. 1-32.
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Ex.lld: Smetana, Macbeth and the Witches, bars 103-114
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The composer builds upon Liszt’s technique of thematic transformation throughout, with the 
repeated chords changing from their initial tentative presentation, through the anticipation of 
being associated with the tranquillo figuration, to their part in the majestic, march-like theme 
of Macbeth. The constant reappearance of material from the opening section creates a sense 
of developing narrative and effectively reveals the changing emotional framework. A good 
example of this is the way in which the allegro non tanto chords from the opening are 
presented alongside contrapuntal sostenuto material later in the work, depicting the conflict 
between Macbeth’s exterior status and his inner turmoil. The way in which Smetana 
recharacterises the inner melodic line of the sostenuto in the subsequent section (from bar 
175) creates tension through the juxtaposition of sudden pesante outbursts within 
increasingly chromatic harmony, with the dotted, ‘march-like’ bass line constituting a 
constant reminder of Macbeth’s monarchical status (music example 1 le).
Ex.lle: Smetana; Macbeth and the Witches, bars 153-178
A llegro non tanto
i f f
f*s I p i W l p
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Sostenuto ibs
m olto aspressivo
d im .
A llegro noil tanto (J = cai04)
■ 3 ___________________ 1 7 5
a 2 l l17
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The final pages of Macbeth and the Witches demonstrate Smetana’s capacity for 
writing in a dramatic, extrovert, and virtuosic style, and the rapid octaves, chords 
encompassing the entire keyboard, tranquillo figuration, and rapid arpeggiation, all presented 
within a large scale programmatic work, illustrate the composer building on his previous 
(smaller-scale) explorations of the instrument’s capabilities (music example Ilf)- The 
connection between Liszt and Smetana continues in the Czech composer’s experiments in the 
genre of concert study which, coming both before and after Macbeth (the Concert Study in C 
and On the Seashore are from 1858 and 1861 respectively), both inform and are influenced 
by the style of writing explored in this piano tone poem.
E x .llf: Smetana; Macbeth and the Witches, bar 298-end
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Between 1858 and 62, Smetana composed two concert studies which further extend 
the piano writing observed in Macbeth, namely the Konzert Etude (Koncertni etuda) [Concert 
Study] in C (1858, JB 1:73), and Am Seegestade -  eine Erinnerung (Na brehu morskem -  
Vzpomlnka) [On the Seashore -  a Reminiscence] (1861, JB 1:80). The earlier piano works 
demonstrate that the Czech composer had always had a leaning towards more virtuosic, 
extrovert writing and, with his renewed contact with Liszt and his experimentation with 
orchestral textures, Smetana embarked on the creation of large-scale, virtuosic works for the 
instrument that parallel those of his Hungarian contemporary. Smetana had explored the 
genre of the concert study at an earlier stage in his development, completing the Etuda A 
moll [Study in A minor] in 1846, during his period of apprenticeship. This early study lacks 
the imaginative and diverse textures of the later studies, but it does demonstrate Smetana’s 
outstanding pianistic abilities and his early enthusiasm for using the piano as a vehicle for 
dramatic virtuosic display. These features are developed both in the Concert Study in C and 
On the Seashore, the latter of which combines virtuosic writing and technical demands with 
an external programme, reinforcing the link with Macbeth.
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The Concert Study begins with quasi-toccata figuration, with the interlocking 
patterns formed reminiscent of Liszt. As in Macbeth, Smetana creates tension through 
harmonic ambiguity, and the bar of silence following the final arrival on a dominant seventh 
intensifies the sense of expectation (music example 12a). The whole of the opening section 
has little melodic definition, and creates momentum through percussive interlocking chordal 
patterns which challenge the pianist through both their continual presence and the way in 
which they explore the whole range of the keyboard (music example 12b). The study 
juxtaposes contrasting characters, illustrated by the way in which the opening toccata 
accelerates towards the subsequent Volante with its high register and flowing pp  arpeggiation 
(which reminds of the figuration used in the opening of Liszt’s concert study 
Waldenrauschen, composed four years later in 1862).
Ex.l2a: Smetana; Concert study in C major, bars 1-20
Vivacissimo [J-.ca i«o]
f  m a r ir l la to .,  
m.d. l
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Ex.l2b: Smetana; Concert study in C major, bars 21-32
T e m p o  I
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Smetana’s fundamental concern in this study is with exploring contrasting textures and 
characters and, despite its initial gentle character, the Volante section continues with 
virtuosic writing, including rapid figuration that forms mini-cadenza areas (music examples 
12c). The composer also explores the idea of thematic transformation and material from the 
Volante forms the basis of a virtuosic final section, recharacterised through the addition of a 
chordal accompaniment and the exploitation of widely spaced registers (music example 12d)
E\.12c: Smetana; Concert study in C major, (i) beginning of Volante section, bars 
129-131
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(ii) the combination of Volante thematic material with cadenza material, bars 147-150
4
2 gk* 1 Jt 2 1 4 3 3
CO/I P
Ex.l2d: Smetana; Concert study in C major -  combination of ideas in the risoluto section, 
bars 220-234
R i s o l u t o  [pocov sostenuto]
ca tcmpoJ
P.vim Hi
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The opening of On the Seashore has parallels with Macbeth, with the opening quasi­
cadenza section creating drama through harmonic ambiguity, and a sense of tension and 
expectation reinforced through the abrupt rest following the rapid ascending figuration 
(music example 13a). The emphasis is on the exploration of texture and character more than 
thematic development and, in this work, Smetana has the added impetus of a visual image to 
focus upon, the continuous ascending and descending arpeggio figuration creating ‘waves’ of 
sound (music example 13b).
Ex.l3a: Smetana; On the Seashore, bars 1-3
eggtenssuno e prccipitato  V  * 
f  i--a=a
I ?  4  1 2
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Ex.l3b: Smetana; On the Seashore, beginning of the main thematic idea, bars 4-5
‘5a. *
M oderato  ma non troppo  [J , ra-sol
A :i i -  •=> 4
leg g icro  c sem pre  in v a c isx im o
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The sense of momentum in this study is created through the harmony, which is characterised 
by enharmonic reinterpretation and rising chromaticism leading into the subsequent allegro 
idea. Smetana creates a connection with the opening tonality (enharmonically reinterpreting 
G sharp minor as A flat major) and uses interlocking octaves and a high dynamic in his 
exploration of the whole range of the keyboard to create a ‘stormier’ interpretation of the 
waves of the initial section (music example 13c).
Ex. 13c: Smetana; On the Seashore, beginning of allegro idea, bars 52-55
A l l e g r o U .  J]
f f f
J
What this second concert study demonstrates is the composer’s greater awareness of the need 
for connection between sections in the creation of a unified and coherent large-scale 
structure, and these concerns had clearly been at the heart of his endeavour in Macbeth, 
which also uses thematic transformation and recharacterisation of material to create a 
musical depiction of a literary narrative. Although On the Seashore lacks the detailed 
programme of the piano tone poem, it still uses the illustrative element to provide a backbone 
for the extrovert, technically demanding, large-scale study.
In 1860, Smetana left Sweden, returning to his homeland to re-establish himself in 
Prague, and an appreciation of the atmosphere in the Bohemian capital at the beginning of 
the 1860s is crucial to our understanding of the changes in the composer’s output throughout 
this decade. The Prague Smetana would have experienced was at the height of the National
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Revival and, being relatively unknown in his homeland as a result of his absence in Sweden 
for the past four years, the composer became fully engaged in the nationalistic elements of 
Czech cultural life. He worked as choirmaster of the Hlahol choral society (1863-5), as 
music critic of the journal Narodni listy (1864-5), chairman of the music division of the 
UmSlecka beseda (1863), and conductor of the Provisional Theatre (from 1866). Opera was 
the dominant genre within Czech cultural life and, through his work in this genre in the 
1860s and 70s, Smetana became the ‘founding father5 of Czech nationalism, a definition that 
has to be considered alongside the composer’s works from his ‘Swedish’ period which 
created connections with the most progressive musical directions of the second half of the 
nineteenth century.
During the 1860s, the piano receded into the background as opera became the 
dominant genre for Smetana, and one important in gaining him significance and status within 
a Prague focused on the development of a Czech national style. However, before Smetana 
began to focus on opera, he completed a piano work which demonstrates both his need to 
continue writing for the instrument and to respond to the cultural environment within which 
he found himself at the beginning of the 1860s: the Fantasie na ceske narodnipisne [Fantasia 
on Czech Folksongs, JB 1:83,1862).
Before considering the musical language of this work, it is necessary to understand 
the context of its creation, and in particular the significance of the use of Czech folksong in 
the creation of a national style. At this point, it is significant to note the remarks of Count 
Harrach,98 who stated in 1861 that ‘as far as music and singing is concerned, I lay down as 
the first and the chief requirement, dependent on the assiduous study of Czecho-Slavonic 
folksongs and the music pertaining to them, that it should have a truly national character’.99 
In stating this, Harrach created a link between composers’ use of folksong and the 
development of a specifically Czech style and, as Tyrrell states, ‘folksong proved to be an
98Count Jan Harrach (1828-99) offered a prize for the best opera and libretto on a Czech theme in 1861, and was 
thus a significant figure within the increasing Czech nationalist consciousness.
"Quoted in Tyrrell (1988), p.209.
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easy slogan, one taken up enthusiastically by the conservative camp’.100 Through the 
performance of his symphonic poems and explicit connections with T,is7t Smetana had 
already asserted his alignment with the progressive directions of Romanticism, and his 
comments on the use of folksong within composition make clear his distance from Harrach. 
Smetana stated that ‘imitating the melodic curves and rhythm of our folksongs will not create 
a natural style let alone any dramatic truth -  at the most only a pale imitation of the songs’101 
and Hostinsky (in his 1901 publication Bedrich Smetana a jeho boj o moderni ceskou hudbu 
[Bedrich Smetana and his struggle for modem Czech music] notes that the composer 
explicitly uses folksong in only three works, namely the Fantasie sur un air bohemien (1843, 
JB 1:12) for violin and piano, the Characteristic variations (1846) for piano, and the 
FcH&ajHa'fmCzeVfrFtf 1862.10- Theferbre, iTcwbe sug^^ed ih^^e^m pbsef-
was against the ‘simplistic’ incorporation of pre-existing folk melodies into independent 
works, arid it cari b^ sc^n that tWG of the above t h ^  work& werC producxxi m Smetana^s 
period of apprenticeship, which raises the question as to why the composer turned to the 
iscoipofatm  of M k melodies, m  the Fmtoem  oearly thirty yegrs.later in. 1862.
The beginning of the 1860s saw an intensification of the National Revival in Prague, 
and this can be observed in the definitive publication of two enormous collections of folk 
texts and music, namely FrantiSek SuSil’s Moravske narodni pisne s napevy do textu 
vradenymi [Moravian Folksongs with Tunes Included with the Textl (which completed its 
seven-year serial publication in 1860) and, more importantly for Smetana’s piano work,
Karel Jaromir Erben’s Prostonarodni ceske pisne a rikadla [Czech Folksongs and Nursery 
Rhymes], the melodies of which were published in 1862 and followed subsequently by the 
texts in 1864. This latter collection was also dedicated to Count Harrach, which may provide 
further explanation of why Smetana chose to quote melodic material this collection in his 
piano Fantasia. A consideration of Smetana’s situation in 1862 reveals a composer very little
100Tyrrell (1988), p.209. 
l01Quoted in Tyrrell (1988), p.217.
102Ouoted in Tyrrell (1988).. p.218.
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known in Prague (having just returned from Sweden) and, following the success of his 
symphonic poems (which presented a progressive musical language), he would surely have 
recognised the need to establish himself both within Prague musical life in general and, more 
specifically, within the growing national consciousness. With the Fantasia Smetana could 
satisfy both of these needs, as the work was flamboyant and virtuosic enough to provide an 
effective platform for his own performing skills and, through the combination of this style 
with the Erben folksong melodies, it provided an extrovert, large-scale musical statement of 
his nationalist intentions.
There are many parallels between the Fantasia and some of Liszt’s transcriptions of 
opera, song, and orchestral repertoire.103 Smetana’s work demonstrates a variety of different 
textures and the focus is upon contrast, with little attention given to creating a coherent and 
unified large-scale structure. Smetana’s aim is a celebration of Czech national song (he wrote 
the work to be performed by himself in concerts mounted to raise funds for the building of 
the National Theatre),104 and the Fantasia fuses national sources with a musical language 
influenced by Smetana’s experiences of Liszt’s compositional style. Both the composer’s 
prior experience of writing for the instrument and his exploration of different techniques is 
fully exploited here, though what is significant is the way in which Smetana ‘marks’ the 
original folksong sources, their simple harmonies and textures contrasted with the extended 
cadenza figuration with which they are framed and juxtaposed.
The quotation of original folksong material is unusual in Smetana’s piano output 
and can be found both in this work and in the second series of Czech Dances from 1879, and 
the circumstances surrounding the creation of this work will be examined subsequently. 
Within the Fantasia Smetana makes clear the difference (and distance) between pre-existing 
and original material, and applies many of the techniques found previously in the symphonic
103Many o f these transcriptions (e.g. the Reminiscences de Lucia di Lammermoor o f 1835-6, and Lieder von 
Schubert o f 1837-8) were made early in Liszt’s career as a touring virtuoso pianist, so it is likely that Smetana 
may have experienced these works when he heard Liszt perform in Prague in 1840.
104Ottlova, Pospisil, and Tyrrell (2001), p.548.
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poems, Macbeth, and the concert studies. The composer subjects no.351 from the Erben 
collection to extensive transformations and, in doing this, the connection with Liszt s early 
piano transcriptions is further reinforced (music examples 14a).
Ex.l4a: Smetana; Fantasia on Czech folksongs (i) initial statement of no.351 from Erben
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(ii) first transformation of this material, bars 38-41
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(iii) further transformation of this material, bars 59-61
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The concentration on contrasting styles is exemplified through the juxtaposition of the 
virtuosic and technically demanding cadenza sections which are involved in the 
transformation of no.351 with the simplicity of the following example, which shows the 
composer’s incorporation of no.392 from Erben (music example 14b).
Ex.l4b: Smetana; Fantasia on Czech Folksongs, quotation of Erben no.392, bars 80-90
Quasi Presto[J * 112]
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What this work represents is both Smetana’s recognition of the contrast between the highly 
developed, progressive musical language with which he had been surrounded and the 
expectations of a national style based upon folksong, and the need to create for his previously 
favoured instrument a work which celebrated his homeland and demonstrated his enthusiasm 
at being present in Prague at such an important time in the country’s cultural development. 
Although the work is not Smetana’s most technically advanced and innovative, it illustrates 
the way in which, at the beginning of his time back in Prague, the composer connected the 
piano with the expression of nationalistic sentiments. Following the composition of the 
Fantasia, Smetana neglected the instrument for thirteen years, and when he returned to it 
with the collection of Reves in 1875 his status as a composer had changed significantly.
In the years between 1862 and 1875 Smetana established himself as the focus of 
Czech nationalism through his operas, and Branibori v Cechach [The Brandenburgers in
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Bohemia] (JB 1:87, 1862-3), Prodana nevesta [The Bartered Bride] (JB 1:100, 1863-70), 
Dalihor (JB 1101 1865—70V and Lihuse f.TR 1 102 1869-721 were all comnleted during thisS '  r  r r  - S '  r- / -  -  -  "  ^  '  C  -------
period, demonstrating Smetana’s awareness of the centrality of opera in the Czech 
consciousness, an element which led to the piano receding into the background of his 
compositional life. In 1874 Smetana began to go deaf, and this led to him having to give up 
his conducting position at the Provisional Theatre, as a result of which he became 
increasingly isolated. Whilst in the early stages of his illness, Smetana underwent several 
treatments, many of them paid for by his aristocratic pupils. These pupils also came to visit 
him a good deal during this illness, and the composer dedicated the piano cycle Reves to 
them.
The titles of the Bagatelles and Impromptus, Six Characteristic Pieces, and Salon and Poetic 
polkas were all given in Trench, and this illustrates that, in Reves, Smetana was returning to 
the treatment of the piano as a salon instrument distinct from its extrovert and virtuosic status 
in Macbeth, the- concert studies, and the Fantasia, The titles of the individual numbers 
suggest the composer’s exploration of subjective emotions (in Le bonheur eteint [Faded 
Happiness] (no 1) and I.a consolation [The Consolation] (no 2)Y reminiscences of his 
teaching and performing career (in Au salon [In the Salon] (no.4)), and elements of Czech 
nationalism (En Boheme: scene champetre [In Bohemia: a country scene] (no.3), Pres du 
chateau [By the Castle] (no. 5), and La fete des paysans bohemiens [The Festival of the 
Bohemian Rustics] (no.6)).
The use of nationalistic ‘symbols’ is significant here. Whilst producing Reves, 
Smetana was also working on the cycle of symphonic poems My Fatherland, and the 
movements Sdrka and Zceskych luhu a hdju[From Bohemian Fields and Groves] were both 
completed in 1875 (with the composer having already written the Vysehrad and Vltava
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became invested with a huge amount of nationalist power and images such as the castle, the 
Vltava river, the legend of Sarka, and the peasant rituals and folksongs of the countryside 
became connected with the expression of nationalist sentiments. During the 1860s,
Smetana’s operas presented an explicit collection of images that were imprinted upon the 
Czech national consciousness,106 and this can be seen as having an influence upon his piano 
writing in the cycle Reves, which combines different elements of his musical language in the 
depiction of internal emotions, reminiscences, and national symbols. Therefore, even though 
the piano was marginalised at this point in Smetana’s career, the employment of the same 
symbols and points of reference found in the operas and symphonic poems can still be 
observed.
The musical language of Reves is a fusion of the many different strands that 
Smetana explored throughout his previous output for the instrument. Both nos 1 and 2 
{Faded Happiness and The Consolation respectively) use the type of quasi-cadenza figuration 
found in Macbeth and the Fantasia and, in both pieces, this figuration acts as both a mood- 
setting introduction (in no.l, music example 15a) and an outburst of personal emotion (in the 
fragments at the beginning and end of no.2). Faded Happiness illustrates Smetana’s use of 
the Lisztian technique of thematic transformation to depict a variety of emotions, from the 
dramatic waltz of the first presentation, through the more extrovert virtuosity of the 
appassionato, to the delicate scherzando of the final transformation (music examples 15b). 
Interspersed with these transformations are sections which contrast with the main theme, 
areas marked by the change in register, ‘filigree’ decoration of triplet semiquavers and the 
way in which they frame the main material.
106This nationalistic reference system is discussed in Tyrrell (1988), pp.6-8.
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Ex.l5a: Smetana; no.l of Reves, opening virtuosic cadenza material
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Ex. 15b: Smetana; no.l of Rives (i) presentation of main theme, bars 1-6
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(ii) first transformation of the main theme (bars 39-46) followed by the second (bars 
47-53)
I l l
/’
The first two pieces of Reves explore many different facets of the emotion indicated 
in the titles and, because of this, there are many contrasts within them. No.2 begins with an 
expressive, chromatic, and contrapuntal texture, the intertwining of parts creating an 
atmosphere of introspection (music example 15c). However, the tension latent in this 
opening is realised in the subsequent piu mosso section (from bar 31), and its agitated triplet 
figuration provides a similar contrast between introvert and extrovert styles as that found in 
the first piece. The chromatic harmonic language and intensity of the first two pieces is 
contrasted with the simplicity of the writing in the third piece, In Bohemia, demonstrating the 
composer’s juxtaposition of a more complex musical language with a simpler style 
associated with peasant music-making and Czech folk music (music example 15d).
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Ex.l5c: Smetana; opening of no.2 of Rives -  cadenza material followed by main theme
Moderato
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The cycle as a whole combines many different styles. No.4 (In the Salon) presents a 
waltz which, although initially simple and written for the salon, is transformed through the 
addition of dramatic octaves and virtuosic accompanimental figuration, making the piece 
more a stylised dance in the manner of Chopin than a functional composition. The 
exploration of contrasting styles is made clear through a comparison of In the Salon with the 
pieces that frame it. No. 3, In Bohemia, begins with a simple unison statement that develops 
into a dance-style texture with a regular melody and accompaniment texture supported by
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simple harmonies. Smetana creates a multi-sectional piece by employing many other 
compositional techniques, and the opening dance is disrupted by dramatic, quasi-cadenza 
figuration which brings the section to an abrupt close. The initial material returns in the final 
section, this time in a rubato setting in a low register, with thick spread chords giving the 
light-hearted opening theme a sense of gravity, which could be perceived as Smetana taking a 
style associated with folk and peasant music-making and investing it with drama and 
intensity (music examples 15d).
Ex.l5d: Smetana; no.3 of Reves (i) opening material, bars 1-9
Moderato e rubato
4 545
P X
(ii) second section of no.3; piu allegro material, bars 21-30
Piii allegro 1J
p in  do le  a
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meuo allegro
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(iii) subsequent ‘quasi-cadenza’ material, bars 37-46
erase, nw lto ail acre /or.
.1 d
sJ f  sJ f >m
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(iv) reprise of the opening thematic material, bars 153-160
Tempo I.
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No. 5, By the Castle, takes a symbol invested with nationalist significance and 
underlines its majesty and power through the musical setting. The dramatic intensity of the 
unison opening is reinforced through the whole first section, dominated by powerful octaves 
and exploiting the whole range of the keyboard, and the fanfare figures incorporated into the 
accompaniment provide further references to the celebration of the nation. The middle
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section of Smetana’s ternary design explores a more personal, intimate response, and the 
dolce amoroso ma con espressione quasi-nocturne texture provides an indication of the depth 
of emotion felt towards the nation (music examples 15e). The piece ends peacefully, in quiet 
contemplation of the previous expression of the grandeur of the nation, and the final piu lento 
and subito p  markings demonstrating the composer’s creation of a more intimate expression 
through chromatic shifts before the final cadence.
Ex.l5e: Smetana; no.5 of Reves (i) climax of the first section, with ‘fanfare’ 
accompaniment, bars 15-22
.Pm  m o d e r a t e)
m
m
(ii) middle section of no.5 of Reves, bars 27-33
[ J «ca 521
dolce am oroso  m a  c o n  espressione
. O A .
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A different view of nationalism is found in the final number The Festival o f the Bohemian 
Rustics. This piece has similarities with both the polkas and other dances from the 
subsequent two series of Czech Dances and the earlier works for piano such as the concert 
studies and the Fantasy. The opening of The Festival o f the Bohemian Rustics recalls the 
quasi-cadenza figuration found in previous piano works in its martellato octaves, constant 
semiquavers, and rhythmic syncopation (music example 15f).
Ex.l5f: Smetana, no.6 of Reves; opening material, bars 1-13
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The subsequent Vivo ed energico section recalls a polka texture which is subsequently 
subjected to Lisztian thematic transformation, creating similarities with the sectional, 
virtuosic writing found in the Fantasia (music examples 15g). This piece therefore represents 
a collision between the presentation of a folk dance (in the use of the polka, a genre invested 
with national power through its use in operas such as The Bartered Bride, as will be 
discussed subsequently in relation to Smetana’s development of the polka) and the types of 
writing influenced by Liszt that Smetana had explored in his previous piano works.
Ex.l5g: Smetana, no.6 of Reves; (i) vivo ed energico polka material, bars 30-41
V i v o  e e l  e n e r g i c o  [ J - c a  112]
L j 1 a  ( J
(ii) subsequent piu lento section, bars 102-109
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The Reves therefore present Smetana’s writing for the piano in microcosm. In the 
Salon looks back to the collections of Albumleaves and Sketches, whereas the more extrovert, 
virtuosic figuration found in many of the pieces can be seen as originating in the concert 
studies, Macbeth, and the Fantasia on Czech Folksongs. Reves is also a fusion of personal 
and national elements. The first two pieces explore the composer’s personal interior world at 
this difficult time in his career, when his health was in question and his future seemed 
unstable, forcing a sense of reminiscence and recollection. In contrast, pieces such as By the 
Castle and The Festival o f the Bohemian Rustics illustrate Smetana’s use of symbols invested 
with national power through their use in the operas and symphonic poems, and their 
transference onto the piano works. In doing this, the collection of Reves leads directly onto 
the final piano works of Smetana’s life, the two series of Czech Dances which are the 
culmination of the composer’s previous exploration of the genre of the polka, and these 
works both reassert the previous connection with Chopin and provide a point of comparison 
between Smetana and Dvofak, in particular the expression of nationalistic sentiments in their 
works.
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CHAPTER 4
The reassertion of Chopin’s influence: a comparison of the mazurkas with Smetana’s
polkas
The development of the polka in Smetana’s output connects the composer with both wider 
European Romanticism and Czech nationalism, and the relationship between Smetana and 
Chopin becomes significant again here, with many illuminating comparisons being present 
between Chopin’s development of the mazurka and Smetana’s parallel advances in the field 
of polka composition.
Chopin began using the genre of the mazurka in 1825 (with the completion of the 
first version of op. 7 no.4 ) and followed this in 1826 with the composition of the op. 5 Rondo 
a la mazvr. The first of the ‘sets’ of mazurkas was the op.68 collection, which was started in 
1827 (with op.68 no.2) and quickly followed by the nine mazurkas of opp.6 and 7 (1830-2). 
Chopin continued composing in this genre throughout his life, and the last mazurka he ever 
wrote was completed in 1848-9 (op.67 no.2). Smetana began composing polkas in 1840, 
with his first works being the Louisen Polka (Louisina Polka) [Louisa Polka] (JB 1.1, 1840) 
and the Georginen Polka (Jirinkova Polka) [Georgina Polka] (JB 1.2,1840), and his work in 
the genre culminates with the polkas of the first series of Ceske tance [Czech Dances] (1877, 
JB 1:107).106 However, whereas Chopin’s work with the mazurka is continuous (from 1830), 
Smetana’s use of the polka is more sporadic, and there is a distinct gap between the Souvenir 
de Boheme en forme de polkas (Vzpomlnky na Cechy ve forme polek [Memories of Bohemia 
in the form of polkas] (JB 1:76-7,1859-60) and the first series of Czech Dances from 1877 
which has to be considered when investigating the place that the mazurka and the polka had 
in the musical development of the respective composers.
Chopin began working with the mazurka in 1825, and it is revealing to consider both 
the type of musical language the composer was exploring and his personal situation at this
106This is the Berkovec number for the first series only, which contains the polkas.
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point. In 1826, Chopin began formal composition classes at the Warsaw Conservatory, but 
between the years 1817 and 183(V the composer focused upon producing, virtuoso piano 
music for the concert platform, and was involved in Warsaw society giving numerous salon 
and concert performances. Many of these ‘bravura’ concert pieces were inspired by Polish 
music, consisting of dances such as the mazurka, polonaise, and krakowiak (examples of 
Chopin’s use of these genres can be seen in the Fantasy on Polish Airs op. 13 and the Rondp 
a la krakowiak op. 14, both from 1828). These were delined as ‘social pieces’, written for the 
society in which he engaged as a pianist, and he defined these works as being ‘nothing but 
glitter, for the drawing room, for the ladies’.107 Therefore, in the period up to 1830 (when 
Chopin left Warsaw for Vienna and, subsequently, Paris), it would seem that the composer, 
‘ifnitfliSBig* thesynafidn-aT dimces, - with to W& ffiuMc&l
and social environment in which he found himself, and that the expression of nationalistic 
sentiments was a more peripheral issue. The question that needs to beexpiorcd is whsnthc- 
use and development of dance genres became explicitly connected with nationalistic 
sentiment for Chopin, .why this .occurred at a specific point in time, and what sources the 
composer may have responded to.
During the earlv nart of the nineteenth centurv Polish writers nlaved a nart in.........................•/' r ............................... ............................................-/*s ' - -  - - ~ tr  * v ................tr  "  '
connecting dances with an expression of nationalism. As Adrian Thomas notes, when the 
exiled poet Adam Mickiewicz (1798-1855) closed his epic poem Pan Tadeusz [Master 
Thaddeus] (1834) with a vivid description of a polonaise, he was not only evoking romantic 
images of Poland, but also investing the dance with Polish history.108 In the latter years of the 
eighteenth century, the polonaise had been established as the symbol of Polish nationalism 
through the work of composers such as Jan Stefani (1746-1829), Michal Kleofas Oginski 
(i 765-1833), and Karol Kurpinski (1785-1857), yet it is revealing to examine the way in 
which various dance forms assumed a political and cultural significance, as the history of
107Samson (1996), p.27. 
l08Thomas (1992), p. 145.
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many of these dances lies outside Poland. During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
the polonaise gradually became associated with Poland and, through the works of the 
composers outlined above, became invested with national significance110 as a response to the 
turbulent political situation in Poland during the latter part of the eighteenth century.111 The 
fact that it was explicitly the polonaise that was imbued with national significance raises the 
question as to the process by which the mazurka became associated with nationalistic 
sentiments in Chopin’s output. The polonaise and the mazurka were both genres that Chopin 
worked with throughout his life and, although his output in the former was more sporadic 
(with opp.26,40, 53, and 61 occurring in 1835,1838-9, 1842-3, and 1846 respectively), it is 
the dance that dominates his piano output in the years before 1830. From 1829, he neglected 
the polonaise in favour of the mazurka, returning to the former only in the mid 1830s when it 
had been transformed it into a powerful, defiant expression of national identity, creating the 
genre anew as a carrier of patriotic sentiments put into the public domain.112 The polonaise 
became for Chopin a more extrovert expression of nationalism in comparison to the more 
private, salon-orientated mazurka, a genre in which he was able to be more experimental in 
combining features of the original dance model with characteristics of contemporary 
Romanticism, perhaps as a result of the dance’s less established position as a symbol of 
Polish nationalism.
A consideration of Chopin’s personal situation is important in exploring his 
development of the mazurka. Despite the fact that he had composed mazurkas between 1826 
and 1829,113 his continuous work in the genre (and the production o f ‘cycles’ of mazurkas) 
began only when the composer left his native country. During his time in Vienna in 1830,
,,0The process by which this occurred is outlined in Thomas (1992), pp. 145-9.
lllThe key events in Poland’s history being the First Partition o f Poland (1772), which involved Poland losing a 
great deal o f territory to foreign lands. This was followed by the Second Partition in 1793, and the Third in 1795, 
with which the remaining territory was divided between Russia, Prussia, and Austria. (NG2 article on ‘Poland, 
volume XX, pp. 8-26.)
112This process can be seen as beginning with the op.26 polonaises o f 1835 and culminating in the Polonaise- 
Fantasy in 1846.
1I3Op.IIa nos 2 and 3 (1826), op.68 no.2 (1827), op.7 no.2a (1829), and op.IVa no.7 (1829). See 
MichalowskJ/Samson (2001) p.725 for details.
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Chopin’s attitude to his expression of ‘Polishness’ changed and became invested with a new 
seriousness, and the creation of dance forms became imbued with cultural nationalism, with 
the genres being defined as a significant force in bolstering the national spirit.
This attitude continued when the composer left Vienna for Paris in 1831, and 
established himself in a city where many Poles had settled after the Polish uprising of 
November 1830, meaning that polonaises, mazurkas, and other indigenous dances were very 
much a part of the culture there.114 In the French capital, Chopin would have been 
surrounded by Poles and Polish sympathisers, an element which surely would have reinforced 
his own nationalist feelings.115 Whilst in Paris, the composer was involved with 
performances in the salons, and this led to him composing for this venue as opposed to the 
concert hall, with his work within the genre of the mazurka being an important part of this. 
The definition of the mazurka as a symbol of nationalism for Chopin was a combination of 
the intensification of his own personal sense o f ‘Polishness’ due to his distance from his 
native country at a time of political unrest (and hence his need to move away from the 
grandiose statements associated with the polonaise), and his move from concert hall to salon, 
with the smaller-scale, more private form of expression being a suitable vehicle for the 
expression of Chopin’s nationalistic sentiments.
The composer’s life in Paris was thus a collision of Polish nationalism and cultural 
Romanticism, and key to understanding how the composer developed the dance is the 
exploration of how original elements of the folk dance are assimilated and alluded to whilst 
being overlaid with the harmonic and expressive aspects of Romanticism. In order to 
appreciate how Chopin developed the mazurka, an understanding of his own perception and 
knowledge of the original folk dance is important. It is difficult to say how much the 
composer absorbed directly from rural models and how much came indirectly from the salon 
dance pieces he would have been surrounded by in Paris, although Chopin spent much of his
114Thomas (1992), p. 145.
ll5For details o f this, see Samson (1996), p.85.
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childhood in the Mazovia region of Poland (from where the mazurka originates) and also had 
contact with folk music during youthful visits to Szafamia.116 However, it is doubtful whether 
Chopin was primarily concerned with examining and investigating ‘authentic’ dance models. 
As Samson states ‘undoubtedly the raw energy of peasant music had an input to his own 
mazurkas, but so too did the urbanised ‘salon dances’[...] familiar to Chopin’ and ‘his 
contribution to musical nationalism was real and important, but it did not in the end hinge 
solely or even principally on the recovery of some notionally ‘authentic’ peasant music.’117 
Chopin was aware of the folk collections of Oskar Kolberg (1814-90)118 and, although he 
was dismissive of his work (stating that he had ‘good intentions, but too narrow 
shoulders’),119 his comment betrays a knowledge of the features of folk dances, information 
which is essential in appreciating the way in which Chopin invests the elements of the 
original folk model with the features of nineteenth century Romanticism in creating an 
abstract, stylised, and highly personal form of nationalistic expression.
The mazurka’s roots reach back to the seventeenth century, when it began to spread 
from rural to other social regions, and it has its origins in the folk music of the Mazovian 
plains of central Poland.120 Rather than being seen as one specific dance, it can be understood 
as a fusion of different genres, namely the oberek (a rapid, whirling round dance for couples 
with refrains, cries, and heel-clicking leaps), the mazur (slower than the oberek, but still of a 
lively character), and the kujawiak (a spirited and syncopated dance in duple metre).121 The 
combination of these individual dances within the mazurka means that it contains varied 
expressive states, tempi, and characters, all elements that Chopin extended and exploited 
within the process of stylisation.
116Samson (1996), p. 17.
117Samson (1996), p. 17.
118Details o f Kolberg’s principal collections can be found in the NG2 article on ‘Poland’, volume XX, pp.8-26. 
119Thomas (1992), p. 154.
120Information from the NG2 article on ‘Mazurka’, volume XVI, pp. 189-90.
121These definitions come from both Thomas (1992), p.315, and the NG2 article on ‘Mazurka’, volume XVI, 
pp. 189-90.
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Rhythm is a defining element of the mazurka and its basic triple metre is often 
dominated by the rhythmic cell of two quavers followed by two crotchets. This basic cell is 
enlivened by off-beat accents which emphasise the gestures of the dancers (heel-clicks and 
stamps). The original dance would have been performed by the traditional folk ensemble of 
central Poland, which consisted of a melody instrument (the fujarka (pipe) or violin), an 
accompanimental drone (provided by the dudy/gajcty, the Polish bagpipe), and a rhythmic 
jjulse (provided by the basy, a stringed bass instrument).121 Windakiewiczowa122 outlines 
further features of the mazurka as the presence of a prominent RH melody, short-breathed 
motivic work (with patterns of varied one- and two- bar cells), call and response patterns, 
melodic structures which revolve around up to three ideas, the use of a bass drone against a 
high melody, varied accentual patterns, and the frequent use of modal resources. Chopin’s 
intentions to stylise the genre can be seen right from the start, as the composer stated that the 
pieces were ‘not intended for dancing’, and elements of peasant music and ‘advanced’ 
techniques of contemporary art music are combined ‘in a cross-fertilisation which would set 
the tone for Slavonic nationalists generally in the later nineteenth century.’123
What is particularly revealing about Chopin’s mazurkas is that, although from his 
time of exile the composer never considered them functional works, ‘they do themselves 
dance, and part of their fascination lies in their compositional appropriation of dance 
gestures’.124 Chopin takes these and develops them in a myriad of diverse and interesting 
ways, clothing the conventional folk dance features with elements of contemporary 
Romanticism, and this fusion of styles can be seen at its earliest stage in the op.6 collection. 
Op. 6 no. 1 has a conventional texture (RH melody with LH bass note and chord combination) 
with typical mazurka accentual patterns (with the accent upon the third beat), and uses many 
one- and two- bar cells, with the exact reprise of the opening section creating a da capo
12lDetails taken from Thomas (1992), p. 154.
122Outlined in Thomas (1992), p. 158.
123Samson (1996), p.96.
124Thomas (1992), pp. 155-6.
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ternary structure. Op.6 no.2 has an opening drone which contains modally altered degrees 
and changing rhythmic accentual patterns typical of the folk dance but, throughout the set, 
dance elements are combined with elements of contemporary Romanticism in the form of the 
sequential chromatic harmonies of op.6 no. 1, the varied textures of op.6 no.3, and the 
decoration of a tonic pedal drone with two-part counterpoint in op.6 no.4. This elaboration of 
a drone can also be found at the beginning of op.7 no.3, where the fifth is divided into two 
melodic parts, distancing the LH from its conventional role of providing rhythmic and 
harmonic stability. The creation of a melodic bass part continues from bar 57 reinforces the 
sense of distance from the dance model, and the LH has an expressive melody against 
chromatically changing linear RH chords. These more expressive sections are balanced 
against the more conventional elements of the opening con anima (off-beat accents, spread 
LH chords, rubato) and the call and response patterns from bar 41 (music examples la).
Ex.la: Chopin, op.7 no.3; (i) opening drone followed by con anima main thematic 
material, bars 1-10
sotto voce
I
con anim a
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(ii) call and response patterns, bars 40-50
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(iii) disruption of the standard mazurka texture, baifs 56-66
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Through the op. 17 set (and subsequently) the composer creates a more linear, 
through-composed structure that avoids the repetition inherent in the earlier examples. In 
op. 17 no. 1 Chopin presents the same melodic idea in several different harmonisations, 
creating both greater variety of harmony and texture and an emphasis on development as 
opposed to repetition (music example lb).
Ex.lb: Chopin op.17 no.l (i) initial presentation of thematic material, bars 1-10
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(ii) second presentation in a reharmonised form, bars 17-28
In op. 17 no.4 there is a contrast between the material of the outer sections and that of the 
central episode, and the outer sections have much in common with some of Chopin’s 
nocturnes or impromptus, with the inclusion of decorative, filigree RH ornamentation and 
sequential chromatic harmonies. This genre interpenetration is a significant way in which the 
composer developed the mazurka (a further example is op. 56 no. 1, the poco piu mosso 
section of which has waltz characteristics) yet, despite the similarities with Chopin’s other 
piano works, there are still dance gestures present (the opening drone is one of these, though 
it is extended through linear part movement, providing both melodic interest and harmonic 
ambiguity -  see music example lc). A later example of genre interpenetration is op.41 no.3 
which, in its animato character, dominance of scalic, decorative passages, and more extrovert 
nature, seems closer to the sentiments expressed by Chopin in his polonaises than the 
introspective, more personal character usually reserved for the mazurkas. However, the off­
beat accents, repetition of one-bar thematic cells, and call and response nature of the musical 
discourse present elements of the original folk dance as a ‘model in the background’.
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Ex.lc: Chopin op.17 no.4; opening section, bars 1-20
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Later mazurkas become ‘chains’ of ideas and fusions of styles, presenting rhapsodic 
and poetic structures that are closer to a Romantic fantasy than a folk dance. In op.50 no.3 
the opening creates distance from the original dance model with the mezzavoce solo line and 
polyphonic texture, yet this is immediately contrasted with the/ A major section which, in its 
call and response structure, is typical of the folk dance (music examples Id).
Ex.Id: Chopin op.50 no.3 (i) contrapuntal opening, bars 1-10
M o d e r a t o
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(ii) conventional ‘call and response’ formation, bars 17-26
What becomes more evident through the later mazurkas is the way in which Chopin contrasts 
conventional dance gestures against textures, ideas, and harmonies derived from 
contemporary art music by ‘marking’ the former. This occurs in op.50 no.3, where, at bar 45, 
a repetitive rhythmic idea is introduced, accompanied by typical bass note-chord patterns 
derived from the folk mazurka. The change in dynamic, texture, and tonality alerts the 
listener to the shift in style and origin, which is highlighted through the contrast created with 
the surrounding material (music example le). This mazurka is also an example of how 
Chopin creates a more linear, developmental structure by presenting material in a 
recharacterised form, and the opening solo line idea is the melodic source of a complex, 
chromatic, polyphonic texture that constitutes the climax of the piece, the sequence building 
towards a dramatic/ presentation of a solo line (in a contrasting texture), before the 
fragmented reprise of the original material signifies the fact material has been fully 
developed, and the final f f  simplicity of the perfect cadence emphasises this point (music 
example If).
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Ex.le: Chopin op.50 no.3; contrasting material, bars 43-56
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Ex.lf: Chopin op.50 no.3; climax of the piece, bars 168-180
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In many mazurkas, Chopin creates multi-sectional forms that contain many different 
ideas, expressive states and harmonic areas, and yet are tonally unified. The opening of op. 3 3 
no.4 is a good example of this, and the opening melody is a typical mazurka theme, with 
ornaments substituting the usual off-beat accents. There is a sense of disruption and 
discontinuity provided by the change in texture at the end of bar 6, from melody and 
accompaniment, through solo forte line, to the subsequent parallel movement between voices 
which is typical of the original dance. This discontinuity is also expressed harmonically, with 
Chopin marking a C major sotto voce area with a change in texture and dynamic, and the way 
in which this area is Neapolitan in relation to the tonic of B minor means that the material
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does not perform functionally at this point, as it is continually interrupted by further musical 
ideas, a chromatic shift leading subsequently to a B flat major area using typically cellular 
mazurka ideas (music examples lg).
Ex.lg: Chopin op.33 no.4; (i) opening material and change in texture, bars 1-11
Mesto lot"
(ii) first presentation of C major sotto voce area, bars 16-24
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(iii) subsequent chromatic shift to B flat major area, bars 110-122
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The C major section finally performs its functional role (as chromatic dominant preparation) 
in the unusual final cadence, which emphasises the Neapolitan harmony through bare fifths, 
before a sudden and abrupt closure (see music example lg (iv)). The way in which this 
harmony stands out expressively in the opening section demonstrates Chopin’s use of ‘tonal 
parentheses’, areas which provide harmonic variety by seeming to stand apart from the rest of 
the musical argument, and an earlier example of this can be found in op.7 no.4, where D flat 
is enharmonically reinterpreted as the C sharp in an A major area, its sotto voce and 
smorzando markings creating a feeling of separation and disruption.
Ex.lg: Chopin op.33 no.4; (iv) final cadential section, bars 211-end
dim .211
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Op.59 no. 1 illustrates how far Chopin travelled in his processes of stylisation and 
abstraction. The opening idea subordinates the mazurka elements, the off-beat ornaments and 
dotted rhythm being the only remnants, and the tonal ambiguity and chromatic harmony 
characteristic of contemporary Romanticism are predominant. There is a sense of connection 
between ideas as, following a sequential chromatic passage, the opening idea re-appears in 
the LH, before a decorated version is transferred back to the RH, illustrating Chopin’s 
exploitation of textural and registral possibilities (music examples lh).
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Ex.lh: Chopin op.59 no.l; (i) bars 1-33
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The textures throughout are dominated by polyphony, with the composer creating a variety of 
voice-leading patterns. As in many previous examples, there are areas which seem to be 
marked, recalling the original model before being distorted. This process occurs in the A 
major area from bar 37, whose accompanimental fifths and plagal harmonies provide a 
connection with conventional dance elements, yet are soon absorbed into a chromatic, 
polyphonic texture (music example lh (ii)).
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Ex.lh: Chopin no.59 no.l; (ii) bars 34-50 ________________
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Chopin’s approach to continual development can also be observed in the lack of exact 
reprise, with the composer instead presenting opening material a semitone lower, in G sharp 
minor. This demonstrates Chopin’s concern with large-scale structure, as this altered reprise 
fits in with pre-existent material, with the subsequent chromatic sequence being compressed 
to accommodate the change (music example lh (iii)). The final fragmentation of the opening 
idea in the coda provides a fitting conclusion to the through-composed, developmental form.
Ex.lh: Chopin op.59 no.l; (iii) reprise of original material, bars 79-95
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In the mazurkas Chopin fuses gestures from the original dance genre with techniques from 
contemporary art music to create an intensely personal expression of his commitment to his 
native land. This element was present almost right from the start of his work in the genre, and 
his distance from Poland for most of his life, along with the social and cultural world in 
which he found himself, were all significant influences upon the way he developed the 
mazurka. ,
In comparison to the polka, the mazurka had a well-established position in Polish 
culture when Chopin began to work with it. The polka originated only in the 1830s in 
Bohemia, becoming one of the most popular ballroom dances of the nineteenth century. The 
first mention of the genre came in Langer’s Ceske krakowacky (published in Casopis 
Cbktemb Wuseiim TS35), whisfe ofthe ‘Poti^  l^ l io w i^  4n Boheffiia
and mentions the combination of the local dances strasak and bfitva which, in East Bohemia, 
W&fr the-‘pelka?.125 Joseph Jungmlann5^  dictionary (also, from 183:5:) defines it as
a ‘Polish dance’, and this is supported by comments from Nejedly, who defined it as the 
adoptien and.adaptation of a PoIish dance which \vas £omieeted to the wave of sympathy felt 
for the Poles after the aborted insurrection of 1830.126 From Berra’s collection Prager 
JAahlinps Galonnen fiir Piannfnrtp. (1837) it can be seen that the nolka was introduced toc r  -  r  r  «/- s /   - - - ....................................... r .......................—   - .................
Prague society only in the 1830s and, subsequently, examples of the genre were produced by 
Frantisek Hilmar, Joseph Labitzv, and Josef Neruda.127 The polka quickly gained an 
international reputation, being ‘toured’ to Vienna and St.Petersburg in 1839, and Paris (in 
1840) and, by 1843-4, it had become a favourite dance of Parisian and London societies, 
with a correspondent in The Times noting that ‘politics is for the moment suspended in public 
regard by the new and all-absorbing pursuit, the polka’.128 Throughout the 1840s, the polka 
became an international phenomenon and was quite often accompanied by the Czech dances
origin*; of the nolira ajr<» Hi<tonggf»H in. fprni 1 galr/T vrrpl 1 (2.001V nn04—0.
126Tyrrell (1988), p_.216.
127Information derived from Cemusak and Tyrrell (2001), p.34.
128£emusak/Tyrrell (2001), p.34.
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of trasak, skocna, and rejdovak, combining elements of the mazurka to create the ‘polka- 
mazurka*. What is clear from the above information is that the polka was an urban,, town- 
based phenomenon rather than being in any way inherently linked with native Czech folk 
heritage.
Although its nationalist connections were initially with Poland rather than the Czech 
lands and, since its beginnings in the 1830s, its reputation and popularity had made it an 
essential part of the international salon scene, ‘rte Czech origins were universally 
acknowledged and it became a symbol of growing national pride’.129 This process was 
intensified in the 1860s (which was the key decade in the National'Revival) and the part 
which Smetana played in making the polka an emblem of Czech nationalism requires 
ejtaMiMtioft, as the danod Tire poika is
considered as the dance that most commonly denotes notions of ‘Czechness’, and one 
explanation for this is that the rhythmic accentuation of thedaneer(with its strong down beats 
and duple time) mirrors that of the Czech language (with its trochaic and dactyllic patterns). 
The libretto, for The Bartered Bride ism osdyin trocheesand this sense o f  a  ‘polka-in the 
background’ may have made it sound unconsciously Czech to an emerging nationalist
p n n i i la t m n  a n y i n iic  f o r  a r tig t io  p n H n rg p m o n t  o f* itg  n a f io n a  I identity. ’13^  The emergenc e within
Smetana’s output of the previously inert polka as a national symbol can be seen as a 
recontextualisation and redefinition of the original salon dance., and Smetana’s developments 
within this genre document how this process occurred.
The polka has the tempo of a military march, is in duple time, and has a ternary da 
capo structure. It uses characteristic rhythmic patterns of quavers and semiquavers, with a 
texture reminiscent of the mazurka, the LH outlining basic harmonies through bass note and 
chord patterns. Irkovska- Vplkmerova notes the dance’s rhythmic regularity, ‘mechanicaT 
repetition of one- or half-bar motifs, and constancy of texture,131 all features that can be
129Tyrrell (1988), p.216.
130£ernusak/Tyrrell (2001), p.36.
131Trkovska-Volkmerova (1974).. n 170
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observed in Smetana’s earliest polkas. He began composing in the genre in 1840 (producing 
the Louisa and Georgina polkas in this year,, followed subsequently by the polka A us dem 
Studentenleben (Ze studentskeho zivota) [From Student Life] in 1842 and Erinnerung an 
Pilsen (Vzpommka na Plzen) [Memories of Plzenl in 1843) and, at this stage, his polkas can 
be seen as a reflection of the environment in which he found himself. In 1840 Smetana left 
the cosmopolitan environment of Prague to study in Plzen, whose musical environment was 
tar more limited, with music seen primarily as an accompaniment for dancing. Smetana's 
composition of polkas at this time can be seen as a response to this environment, and the 
dances produced in Plzen do not move beyond a functional purpose. In contrast to Chopin 
marking his early opp.6 and 7 sets of mazurkas as expressly not for dancing, Smetana’s
W ifi F&6 Louisa
polka illustrates the constant texture, motivically structured melody, rhythmic patterning, and 
simp^harinonic &ructur^used by Smetana; atthis stags’ (music sxampls"2a).
Ex.2a: Smetana Louisapolka._ hars 1-9
A llegro moclorato
n --------------
p  dolcii
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Smetana’s writing, of piano polkas continues in the 1840s and 50s with the 
production of polkas both individually and in cycles. The individual polkas in E major, G 
minor, and A major (JB 1:55-7) were written between 1850-3, at the same time as the cycles 
of polkas (Trois polkas de salon (Tri salonnlpolky) [Three Salon Polkas] and Trois polkas
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poetiques (Tripoeticke polky) [Three Poetic Polkas]) were being produced (1848-54). 
Smetana’s focus during the period 1848-1854 was with the production of albumleaves and 
sketches, and the features of these works find their way into the polkas indicating that, at this 
stage, the Czech composer’s concern was primarily upon producing characteristic piano 
miniatures in line with contemporary trends as opposed to any notions of nationalistic 
expression. The fact that these elements can be found in the polkas demonstrates the same 
kind of genre interpenetration that was found in Chopin’s mazurkas.
Throughout the 1850s the distance from the original dance becomes greater, and 
Trkovska-Volkmerova notes that there is a more colourful harmonic element which, 
combined with the greater value placed upon the horizontal working-out of material, leads to 
the gradual disintegration of the previously rigorously defined formal parts.133 This process of 
abstraction leads Kundera to note that the Czech composer’s work with the polka parallels 
that undertaken by Chopin in the mazurkas,134 as many of the elements observed in Chopin’s 
later mazurkas can be found in Smetana’s polkas from the years 1848-54. The opening of the 
Polka in E major demonstrates the greater emphasis placed on a contrapuntal texture, with 
the LH playing a melodic part and being liberated from its conventional harmonic and 
rhythmic function, and this is combined with the use of chromatic and sequential harmonies. 
Despite the addition of these elements, typical polka rhythms are still present and, as was 
observed in many Chopin mazurkas, Smetana contrasts the elements derived from 
contemporary Romanticism with more conventional polka features, and the harmonic 
stability of the A major section contrasts with the relative complexity of the first section 
(music examples 2b).
133Trkovska-Volkmerova (1974), p. 171.
134Kundera (1949), p.29.
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Ex.2b: Smetana^Polka in E major; (i) opening material, bars 1-8
8
(ii) contrasting material presented in bars 34-45
Un poco prolanguendo
dim.
The definition of the cycles of polkas under titles of ‘salon’ and ‘poetic’ makes clear 
the process of abstraction being undertaken by Smetana in these works, with the original 
dance model being marginalised in order to accentuate the expressive aspects more 
commonly found in the genre of the expressive piano miniature. The first of the Three Salon 
Polkas (op.7 no. I) provides an illustration of how Smetana creates this distance from the 
original dance. The opening section uses syncopation in the LH (undermining its 
conventional rhythmic regularity) and the composer creates a contrapuntal texture, with the 
bass line taking on a more melodic function. There is also greater textural variety throughout 
this polka, with fragmentation and rests used to create dramatic interest (music examples 2c). 
Harmonically, in addition to enharmonic reinterpretation creating colour, there is also
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evidence of Smetana using the same kind of tonal parentheses found in Chopin’s mazurkas, 
with dramatic harmonic shifts marked by a change of speed and texture, highlighting the 
contrast through discontinuity, and this dramatic juxtaposition of ideas and textures can also 
be found in op.7 no.2 (where a f f  paused chord gives way to a solo line with an ornamented 
paused chord, disrupting the consistent texture typical of the dance model).
Ex.2c: Smetana, op.7 no.l; (i) opening section, bars 1-8
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(ii) later examples of changes in texture, bars 25-40
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The Three Poetic Polkas op. 8 provide similar examples of this process of 
abstraction. The opening of op. 8 no.2 is reminiscent of many previous examples found in 
Chopin’s mazurkas, with the meno allegro solo line being developed contrapuntally, creating 
an introspective and sentimental initial statement. This provides an effective contrast with the 
subsequent idea which is defined tonally (shifting to B flat major as opposed to the opening 
G minor), texturally, and dynamically as closer to the original dance model. Smetana 
immediately distances himself from the traditional dance elements with rapidly changing 
dynamics and speed, and uses chromatic harmony to distort the ‘joyful brief return to the 
dance. There is further exploitation of chromatically shifting harmony in a subsequent G 
major section, which uses a decorative, ornamented RH line to create a sense of personal 
expression, the sotto voce designation furthering the sense of removal from the model of the 
polka (see music examples 2d).
Ex.2d: Smetana op.8 no.2; (i) introduction and opening thematic material, bars 1—16
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(ii) G  major sotto voce section, bars 43-56
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Through the Salon and Poetic polkas,. Smetana combines the conventional elements 
of the dance model with elements of contemporary Romanticism, treating the polka as 
another tvpe of character piece for piano and making it similar to the Albumleaves and 
Sketches he was completing simultaneously. However, what is noticeable at this stage is the 
lack of a link between the Czech composer’s polkas and any idea of nationalism. That is not 
to say that Smetana was unmoved by any notions of national: consciousness during this period 
(from Table 1 it can be observed that, between 1848 and 1854, Smetana completed three 
works that could be defined as -nationalistic’, namely the Song o f Freedom, and the 
orchestral works Ceremonial overture and Triumphal symphony), merely that the composer’s
rt)
connection with wider European Romanticism than any expression of Czech nationalism.
The. dl-petvasiVi- influ@nc§-df Liszt during th^years 1856^.0 makes the appearance 
of the opp. 12 and 13 sets of polkas (subtitled Vzpomlnky na Cechy ve forme polek [Memories 
of Bohemia in the form -.of polkas]-) unusual within an output do.minated hy .concert studies 
and tone poems for both piano and orchestra. During these years, Smetana found himself in 
the nosition of Chopin when the latter was in Vienna and Paris producing, his early sets of 
mazurkas, and using the dance genre was perhaps a way of connecting with his distant 
homeland. During 1859-60 Smetana was considering his move back to Prague, and it is
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possible that he used these compositions as a way of expressing his fondness for his 
homeland and his wish to return.135
The polkas of opp. 12 and 13 are a ‘collision’ of styles, with the essential simplicity 
of the features of the original dance being juxtaposed with a musical language closer to that 
previously developed by Smetana in the his Albumleaves and Sketches. The composer here 
marks contrasts texturally and harmonically, highlighting his renewed awareness of the polka 
in its original dance form, and the functional connections that it had in his output from the v
1840s. Op. 12 no. 1 illustrates this contrast in material with its harmonically ambiguous and 
chromatic opening statement, and its moderate speed and contrapuntal texture reinforces the 
distance from the dance model. Smetana retains the standard da capo ternary structure of the 
polka but provides a decorative ending, writing velocissimo, quasi glissando passages for the 
RH, bringing to mind both the genre interpenetration in Chopin’s mazurkas and the cadenza 
passages in the tone poem Macbeth. This is contrasted with the B section, which restores the 
rhythmic regularity, textural constancy, and harmonic simplicity of the original dance.
However, the ‘salon’ style of the framing A sections is never far in the background, and there 
are dynamic changes and chromatic shifts which disrupt the overall simplicity of this middle 
section (music examples 2e).
Ex.2e: Smetana op.12 no.l; (i) opening section, bars 1-10
Molto m odera to
3 o
dolceP P
135Smetana’s need to return to his homeland at this time can be seen in his statement that ‘I cannot bury myself in 
Goteborg [...] I must attempt finally to publish my compositions and create opportunities to gain new ideas’ 
in Ottlova, Pospisil, and Tyrrell (2001), p. 53 9).
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(ii) final two bars of the polka, illustrating the decorative cadence figuration
p p p J ._75|
velociss.
(iii) contrasting B section material, bars 20-33
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Similar contrast can be found in op. 13 no.2 where the moderato opening is created 
from typical polka elements, namely simple harmonies and characteristic polka rhythms.
This follows an introductory passage which, despite using polka rhythmic figures, is imitative 
in texture and reminiscent of an opening cadenza on a smaller scale. The moderato material 
is juxtaposed with quasi andante material, and this section combines folk features (simple 
tonic and dominant harmonies, drone figures, and ornamentation recalling folk ‘pipes’) with 
a more introspective expressive state, thereby combining original dance features with the 
‘salon’ type of expression found previously (music examples 2f).
Ex.2f: Smetana op.13 no.2; (i) opening section bars 1-15
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(ii) subsequent quasi andante section, bars 42-55
Quasi andante
p p  sotto voce
sem pre  p p
n r
In a further connection with his Lisztian piano studies and tone poem, this material is then 
recharacterised to create a more virtuosic, forte chordal ending. The coda provides a sense of 
contrast and drama, alternating dynamics and expressive states to create a more extrovert 
style that anticipates that of the later Czech Dances (music example 2f (iii)). However, during 
the seventeen-year gap between the opp. 12 and 13 sets and the first series of Czech Dances, 
Smetana’s status as a composer was completely redefined through the composition of his 
operas, a process which in turn was to redefine the status of the polka within his output.
Ex.2f: Smetana op.13 no.2; (iii) final section, bars 175-end
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Through the use of dances in his operatic and orchestral works, Smetana created an 
association with Czech nationalism which he had not previously exploited, and the revisions 
to The Bartered Bride show that the most significant change that the composer made was the 
reinforcement of the pre-existing dances with the addition of a furiant at the beginning of Act 
II and two further polka-type dances.135 The Bartered Bride (premiered in 1870) is significant 
in the way a connection is made between dance genres and the nationalistic sentiments of the 
Czech people. The furiant136 is used in both the overture to Act I and in the ‘ode to beer’ of 
Act II Scene I, whereas the polka makes many appearances, including Act I Scene I (linking 
the dance with ‘a village inn on a feast day in Spring’) which is an explicit dance scene (with 
the libretto stating ‘take your partners, now your places! Kick your heels and show your 
paces’) and Act I Scene II and Act III Scene VI, both of which contain polka rhythms and 
textures. There are many other places where the metrical element of the polka underpins the 
score, and this creates a subconscious association between the expression of village life and 
the polka. By the early 1870s, The Bartered Bride was established as the most popular and 
most performed opera by any Czech composer, and it can be suggested that the ‘dance-based’ 
structure played an important part in the work being universally accepted as ‘Czech’. Proof 
of this association can be found in the fact that many stylistic developments in Smetana’s 
subsequent operas (particularly Dalibor) caused a good deal of disappointment amongst 
audiences (for example, the ‘richer harmonic idiom, absence of short strophic numbers, and 
declamatory discourse’),137 and the composer clearly recognised this as, in The Kiss (1876), 
he created an opera with a folk setting in which he could integrate many examples of folk 
dance. In addition to the ‘Allegro a la polka’ marked in the overture, ‘polka’ is marked in 
Act II Scene VIII and is used to depict village life and reinforce the rural setting. There are
135The named polka at the end o f Act I and the Circus-people’s ‘ballet’, which is a fast skocna -  details are 
provided in Tyrrell (1988), pp.228-9.
l36The furiant is a Czech couple dance, o f moderate to fast tempo, in triple time with hemiola-like syncopations.
It became associated with statements o f nationalism through both Smetana and Dvofak (who used it in place o f a 
scherzo in his Seventh Symphony and in the Slavonic Dances).
137Tyrrell (1988), p.229.
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many other points in the opera that refer to the polka,139 reinforcing a link between the dance 
and the Czech people and landscape, an element which surely contributed to the opera 
finding much favour with Czech audiences.
The use of the polka within an operatic context led to its explicit presentation and 
perception as a nationalist symbol, and Smetana continued to reinforce this through the use 
of dance elements in his series of symphonic poems My Fatherland where, in the movements 
entitled Vltava and From Bohemian Woods and Fields, the polka is used as a model in the 
background. In Vltava, the third section depicts a ‘country wedding’, and is made distinct 
from previous material through changes in texture, instrumentation, and rhythm, providing a 
snapshot of village life which associates the dance with the Czech country people, providing 
it with the authentic native folk origin it lacked in reality. From Bohemia ’s Woods and Fields 
emphasises the simple aspects of the dance in the Allegro (marked ‘quasi-polka’), evoking 
the Czech landscape through homophonic textures, repeated rhythmic figures, and an 
enlivening percussion accompaniment. What both of these examples demonstrate is Smetana 
creating connections between the polka and established symbols of Czech nationalism 
(including the river Vltava), and this heightened nationalistic element affected Smetana’s 
writing of polkas for the piano, as can be observed in the two series of Czech Dances.
The first series of Czech Dances was produced in 1877 and consists entirely of 
polkas, allowing a direct comparison with the composer’s previous piano works in the genre. 
Smetana’s recontextualisation of the polka in his operas, symphonic poems, and string 
quartets meant that the dance now had an explicit connection with nationalism that it had 
lacked in the composer’s ‘salon’ works of the 1850s. This is reflected in the style of the first 
series of Czech Dances and, although they contain elements found in earlier polkas, the 
presentation of dance elements is more obvious, and the composer exploits a more virtuosic 
and extrovert type of expression. In the A minor polka (no.2), Smetana recharacterises the 
opening motivic idea by adding decorative RH triplet figuration, glissandi scalic passages,
139See Act I Scene HI, the opening o f Act II, and Act III Scene VI for further examples.
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and veloce quasi-cadenza material, all of which can be seen as being transferred from the 
musical language of Macbeth and the concert studies, demonstrating the continuing 
connection between Smetana and Liszt (music examples 3a). A similar kind of technically 
demanding figuration can be found in the Polka in F  major (no. 3) which uses rapid staccato 
chromatic figuration and interlocking material between the hands, creating passagework that 
would not be out of place in a Liszt study. The use of these techniques creates a virtuosic 
language more suited to the concert platform than the salon and, as a response to the 
redefinition of the polka as a nationalist symbol, the genre here exudes an extrovert 
confidence in contrast to the more introspective earlier examples.
Ex.3a: Smetana, no.2 from the first series of Czech Dances; (i) opening idea, bars 1-9
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(ii) decoration and recharacterisation of opening idea, bars 43-52
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(iii) addition o f‘quasi-cadenza’ passagework, bars 60-69
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The second series of Czech Dances was completed in 1879, and is somewhat 
different to the first both in construction and in motivation. Rather than focusing on one 
dance (the polka), the second series consists of individually named dances, from the 
reasonably well-known {furiant, sousedska)m  to those almost unheard outside the Czech 
lands (including the obkrocak)ux The second series includes many quotations of national 
songs (taken from Erben’s Czech Folksongs and Nursery Rhymes, something Smetana had 
resisted in his previous polkas, although he had made use of this collection in the Fantasia on
140The sousedska is a slow couple dance in triple time, and is believed to have a folk origin, first occurring in the 
1830s in the Czech countryside, though it was soon taken into the town dance entertainements.
141The obkrocak was a dance in duple time that conformed to the tempo and style of the polka, and was used by 
Smetana in The Bartered Bride (for details see Tyrrell (1988), pp.226-8).
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Czech Folksongs in 1862. The addition of folk tunes (perceived as an essential expression of 
the Czech national consciousness) would seem to underline the composer’s nationalistic 
intentions in these dances, and the use of the Erben source accentuates this through the 
connection of the dances with authentic folk sources. However, despite this clearly defined 
nationalist perspective, Smetana continues to use many stylistic elements that recall the piano 
works inspired by Liszt, namely the concert studies and Macbeth. A good demonstration of 
this is in no.4 Medved [The Bear], which begins with a virtuosic introductory passage 
combining double octaves and chromatic scales, the fragmentary nature of the utterance 
(intensified through the addition of rests) creating a dramatic opening statement, with the 
virtuosic octaves then continuing as an accompaniment to the Erben melody presented in the 
RH (music example 4a).
Ex.4a: Smetana, no.4 from series EE of the Czech Dances, bars 1-16
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The dances of this second series quite often have a ‘patchwork’ character, with each section 
presenting a different dance. This can be seen in no.4, where the pin mosso section uses the 
furiant, and this contrasts with the chromatic inteijections derived from the opening. A 
dudacka is marked later, and this is subjected to Lisztian recharacterisation, with the work 
ending with a reprise of the opening material and virtuosic elements intensified through the 
accelerando marking and the interlocking octaves of the closing bars. The idea of Lisztian 
recharacterisation of ideas can be seen clearly in no. 3, Oves [Oats] where the quotation of 
five bars of an Erben melody provides the springboard for a number of developments, 
including a waltz setting, a quasi-noctume texture with triplet accompaniment (the triplets 
eventually taking over as quasi-cadenza figuration), and a powerful f f  thick-textured chordal 
passage, creating individual numbers that explore a whole range of expressive states and 
moods (music examples 4b).
Ex.4b: Smetana, no.3 from series II of the Czech Dances; (i) initial quotation of Erben, 
bars 6-15
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(ii) transformation of this material into a waltz, bars 41-48
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(iii) further transformation of material, bars 57-63
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(iv) contrasting material, bars 82-92
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The range of figurations and textures incorporated into the individual dances and the 
resultant complexity and numerous technical challenges presented to the pianist contrasts 
with the simplicity of some of the settings. The folk dances appear to be ‘marked’ for 
attention, standing out against the surrounding figuration. In no.6 (Dupak) the virtuosity of 
the introductory interlocking octaves and the subsequent chromaticism of the quasi-scherzo 
material gives way to a dudacka defined by a p dolce soundworld, a simple melody and 
accompaniment texture, and a harmonic sphere dominated by a tonic pedal. Through an 
exploitation of this contrast, Smetana frames folk dances with a type of virtuosic, extrovert 
figuration that glorifies the dances, endowing them with greater power in their role as 
national symbols (music examples 4c).
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Ex.4c: Smetana, no.6 from series II of the Czech Dances; (i) combination of interlocking 
octaves, passagework, and chromatic scherzo in bars 9-37
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(ii) contrasting dud&cka material, bars 81-94
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A catalyst for Smetana’s creation of a second series of Czech Dances in 1879 was 
Dvofak’s collection of Slavonic Dances, published in piano duet form in 1878. The younger 
Czech composer gained success with these duets and, in their orchestrated form, they brought 
Dvorak international fame that was to be reinforced with subsequent ‘national’ compositions 
(such as the Slavonic Rhapsodies), The 1860s and 70s had been immensely important in
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building a national style and a canon of works that spoke directly to the Czech nationalist 
consciousness and Smetana, having played a significant part in that process, would not have 
wanted to be undermined by the younger composer. Dvofak’s increasing significance in the 
minds of the Czech public corresponded with Smetana’s self-perceived lack of importance, 
as he was experiencing a good deal of marginalisation due to his deafness, which led to 
somewhat of a retreat from the central position in Czech public life that he had occupied 
throughout the previous decade. The older Czech composer would almost certainly have felt 
undermined and threatened by Dvofak’s ascendance and, although he was passionately 
interested in the younger composer and praised much of his work, the fact that he regarded 
him with rivalry and suspicion cannot be refuted.142 The fact that the second series of Czech 
Dances was planned as a reassertion of Smetana’s nationalistic credentials can be surmised 
by considering the statement that he made to the publishers Urbanek about his plan to create 
a second set of dances:
I think this would be a good idea, for every Czech should know these dances. When Dvorak calls his pieces by 
the general title Slavonic Dances, no-one knows which particular dance forms they are, or if they really exist. 
Instead, I shall show the special names we Czechs give our national dances, so please tell me if  you like this idea 
so I can begin work.143
The way in which Smetana emphasises the folk origin of his planned dances makes plain the 
element of competition between himself and the younger composer, and this is accentuated 
by the fact that Smetana also suggested to Urbanek that he might write the collection for two 
pianos or orchestra (the forces used in Dvofak’s Slavonic Dances).u4 The need to create a 
more explicitly nationalistic collection than Dvofak accounts for Smetana’s use of such a 
range of different (and lesser-known) dances and, through using Erben as a framework, the
l42Smetana had been given a copy o f Dvorak’s Slavonic Dances in 1878, as soon as they were published by 
Simrock (details are given in Large (1970), p.339).
143Letter from Smetana to Urbanek dated April 22 1879, quoted in Large (1970), p.340.
144See Large (1970), p.340.
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nationalist angle is emphasised further. A comparison of the Slavonic Dances and Czech 
Dances makes clear both the different approach taken to folk sources by the two composers 
and reveals much about the role the piano played in the compositional development of each. 
Before considering the different musical languages of these works it is necessary to 
understand the origins of these folk melodies, as an appreciation of this will aid an 
understanding of how the composers respond to these sources. 4
The folk sources of SuSil and Erben that were published at the beginning of the 
1860s build upon earlier collections, namely Susil’s preparatory volumes from 1835 and 
1840 and Erben’s first volumes of Czech folksong from 1842,1843, and 1845. Pre-dating 
these were Frantisek Celakovsky’s three volumes of Slovanske narodnipisne [Slavonic 
Folksongs] created between 1822 and 1827, and the author of these was a leading poet of the 
Czech National Revival, a fact which brings into play a significant fact about these 
collections, namely that their focus was specifically the regeneration of the Czech language 
in an environment where it was being marginalised by the status afforded to German within 
urban society. These collections of folksong therefore concentrated upon the texts rather than 
the music and, indeed, the tunes for Erben’s collections from the 1840s were provided by Jan 
Pavel Martinovsky and issued separately (this can also be observed in Erben’s collection 
from the beginning of the 1860s). This separation of texts and tunes has led many 
commentators145 to investigate the relationship between the numbers of tunes and texts, with 
the finding that the number of texts far outnumber the tunes (with the statistics of the Erben 
being 2583 texts to 811 tunes).146 These statistics lead to the inference that Czech folk texts 
were generally fitted to pre-existing tunes, the features of which can be outlined as being 
predominantly major, in triple time, and with a melodic inventiveness which reflects that of 
Baroque and Classical music.147 The coincidences between the construction of Baroque and 
Classical melodies and Bohemian folksong lead to the questioning of to what extent this
145See Horak (1937) and Karbusicky (1958), both quoted in Tyrrell (1988), p.211. 
l46Statistics reproduced in Tyrrell (1988), p.211.
l47These features are outlined by Vaclavek (1950) and discussed in Tyrrell (1988), p.212.
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music is actually ‘Czech’, and also undermines Harrach’s association of folksong with the 
expression of nationalistic statements. As Tyrrell states:
By recommending the assiduous study o f Bohemian folksong, Harrach was unknowingly advocating the study of  
music whose melodic and harmonic idiom had much in common with that o f the mainstream o f art music o f a 
couple o f generations earlier .148
%
These Baroque and Classical elements of melodic construction and harmonic idiom can be 
seen clearly in both Smetana’s second series of Czech Dances and Dvofak’s Slavonic 
Dances, but significant differences can be found in the way each composer incorporates these 
features. In Smetana’s work the folk quotations are quite clearly ‘marked’ within each piece, 
and the clear tonality, repeated rhythmic cells and regular periodisation contrast with the 
virtuosic textures and Lisztian technique of thematic transformation to which these folk 
quotations are then subjected.
Smetana’s musical language in the second series of Czech Dances combines both 
progressive and nationalistic elements but, in contrast, Dvofak’s approach is more 
conservative, and the Classical elements embodied in the folk tunes are prominent in the 
Slavonic Dances. Although the purpose of this dissertation is to focus upon works for solo 
piano, a brief consideration of these duets illustrates the distance between Smetana and 
Dvofak’s individual use of folk sources in their works. Whereas the older composer quotes 
pre-existing folk melodies, Dvofak creates melodies which, in their rhythmic regularity, 
symmetry, tonal clarity, and Classical periodisation imitate those of the principal folk 
collections. The opening of op.46 no.6 illustrates many important elements of Dvofak’s 
‘folk’ style, and the textural constancy, harmonic simplicity, and melodic symmetry all 
combine in a style which both aligns with the perceived structure of Czech folk tunes and 
creates a technically undemanding pianism which would appeal to the increasing body of
148Tyrrell (1988), p.212.
amateur musicians (in contrast to Smetana’s more demanding and virtuosic exploitation of 
the instrument’s resources) (music example 5a).
Ex.5a: Dvorak no.6 of the Slavonic Dances, op.46
(i) primo part, bars 1-17
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(ii) secondo part, bars 1-16
The above examples demonstrate the distance between Smetana and Dvofak’s 
response to Czech folk sources, and a further significant difference is the designation of the 
older composer’s collection as ‘Czech’ dances (paying particular attention to dances that 
were relatively unknown) as opposed to Dvofak’s more generalised ‘Slavonic’ definition. 
Whereas Smetana’s sources were specifically Czech, the younger composer’s approach was
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more Pan-Slavic, and this had an effect both on how Dvofak was perceived and how he 
influenced subsequent Czech composers. Pan Slavism is defined as a movement striving for 
the union of all Slav peoples149 and its beginnings can be found in the writings of Johann 
Gottfried Herder (1744-1803) who proclaimed that the ‘artlessness and backwardness’ of the 
Slavs in comparison to the more ‘advanced’ Germans was their ‘passport to a glorious future’ 
as the leaders of Europe.150 The movement was given further impetus by the revolutionary 
events of 1848 and, subsequently, the first Pan-Slavonic Congress was held in Prague, an 
event which proclaimed the solidarity of the Slavonic peoples.
Dvofak can be seen as an important Czech Pan-Slavist and, despite the perception of 
him as a composer who had sold out to foreigners through commissions and publications 
abroad by Smetana’s supporters (this will be explored further in the subsequent sections), the 
inspiration behind much of his music is ‘essentially Czech but within the context of the wider 
Slavonic world’.151 This appreciation of a wider context can be seen in Dvofak’s choice of 
subjects, from specifically ‘Czech’ works (such as the Czech Suite and Hussite Overture) 
through those with a more generally Slavonic inspiration (such as the Slavonic Dances and 
Rhapsodies) to those which take as their starting point Polish and Russian sources (examples 
being the operas Vanda and Dimitrij respectively). In addition to this, Dvofak also expressed 
himself in ‘the most Slav of all genres’,152 the dumka, which is a genre characteristic of 
Polish and Ukrainian music, and is typically a mournful, lamenting, and heroic song, 
capturing the essence of the subjugation and lack of independence experienced by the Slavs 
throughout the nineteenth century.153
A further expression of Dvofak’s Pan-Slavism can be found in his song cycles from 
the 1870s, which illustrate the composer responding to a diverse range of texts, from the 
aforementioned Moravian Duets to the Ctyfi plsne [Four Songs] based on Serbian folk poetry
149See Tyrrell (2006), p.77.
150Quoted in Tyrrell (2006), pp.77-8.
151Tyrrell (2006), p.80. 
l52Tyrrell (2006), p.80.
153Tyrrell (2006), p.81.
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(B29,1872), but what comes through most clearly is that, even though the composer 
responds to varied national sources, the musical language remains consistent with that 
previously illustrated through the examples from the Slavonic Dances. What this 
demonstrates is that Dvofak’s approach to folk sources is what Tyrrell defines as ohlasovy, 
consisting of ‘echoes’ of folksong, and constituting a response to what was perceived as 
genuine folk music in the 1870s as opposed to a ‘first hand’ study of native folk traditions.154 
Dvofak’s approach can be contrasted with the later activities of Leo§ Janacek who, although 
sharing in the older composer’s Pan-Slavic aspirations, completely absorbed himself in the 
music of his native Moravia, an activity that was to completely redefine his musical 
language.
In the Slavonic Dances Dvofak was building on the success of the Moravian Duets 
and, in creating a work suitable for the amateur musician, the composer provides an 
illustration of the place that the piano occupied, and was to occupy for many years, in his 
output, and it also demonstrates the different approaches to writing for the piano taken by 
both Dvofak and Smetana. For the latter, it was an instrument central in his formative 
development and, even when opera and orchestral tone poems dominated from the 1860s, the 
piano still played a role in his definition as a nationalist (with the Fantasia on Czech 
Folksongs and the Czech Dances). From the start, the piano was less significant to Dvofak, 
and it is to his output for the instrument that we now turn.
l54The term ohlasovy is used and explained in Tyrrell (1988), pp.236-7.
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CHAPTER 5
Dvorak’s output for piano: a comparison with Smetana
A comparison of Dvofak’s Slavonic Dances and Smetana’s second series of Czech Dances 
demonstrates the distance between the two composers in terms of their production for the 
piano. For Smetana, the Czech Dances were a culmination of a lifetime’s work with the 
instrument, and combine elements of the ‘salon’ writing that dominated the composer’s 
output in the period of 1848—56 with the virtuosity and extrovert writing that was the result 
of his contact with Liszt in the late 1850s. However, whereas the piano was fundamental to 
Smetana’s early development, for Dvofak, symphonic and chamber works occupied his early 
output, and his style in these works was based upon the modem German style of Liszt and 
Wagner. However, Dvofak’s writing for the piano did not begin until the composer had 
experienced a change of direction and moved towards a new kind of Classicism influenced 
by the writing of Brahms.
Although the piano is not dominant in Dvofak’s early output, many of the works that 
do exist are adaptations of larger works, such as orchestral or operatic works. The only two 
works for piano that exist in the composer’s ‘modem German’ period are the Themes from 
King and Charcoal Burner (B22, 1871-3) and the Potpourri from King and Charcoal Burner 
(B43, 1874-5). The first independent work for solo piano is the Theme and Variations (B65, 
1876 or 1878),154 composed at the beginning of the period of Dvofak’s contact with Brahms, 
and this work demonstrates the beginning of a Classically-orientated language in the 
composer’s output. The theme itself demonstrates a Classical periodicity combined with 
counterpoint and chromaticism decorating simple harmonic progressions, yet many of the 
variations illustrate Dvofak’s concern with exploring the piano’s textural and sonic 
capabilities, and the use of more virtuosic and extrovert gestures contrasts with much of the
154Date given in Doge (2001), p.803.
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composer’s subsequent output for the instrument. Although there is a great deal of contrast 
contained in the variations (the virtuosic variation V is followed by a molto tranquillo 
variation which exploits the chromaticism of the opening theme), Dvofak also appears 
concerned with creating a large-scale structure aimed towards the climax in the final 
variations. Variation VH builds on the virtuosity of V by creating an etude-like texture which 
demands much from the pianist in terms of nimble fingerwork, whereas the final variation 
(Vm) creates an effective extrovert climax, with the original theme presented in between 
powerful chordal statements, scalic passages, and interlocking octaves (music examples 1).
Ex.l: Dvorak, Theme and Variations; (i) theme, bars 1-15
T e m p o  d i  M i n u e t t o
V
• )p  p
{legato)
(ii) beginning of variation V, bars 1-5
T e m p o  I .
marcatissimo
■jh \
(iii) beginning of variation VII, bars 1-11
P i u  m o s s o
p s t acc .
sempre leggiero 3
U  I'Lf I ill, 'AH
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(iv) virtuosic elements of variation VIII, bars 97-8
The Theme and Variations is Dvofak’s first real exploration of the piano as an 
independent instrument, and it would seem that his concern with the instrument continued 
for the remainder of 1876, during which he produced a Piano Concerto and a Piano Trio. His 
next solo work for the instrument, the Silhouetty [Silhouettes] (B98, 1879), returns to the 
thinking of the earlier Motifs and Potpourri from the opera King and Charcoal Burner, in 
that it uses material from Dvofak’s first two symphonies and the song cycle Cypresses (all 
works written in 1865). These works were unpublished in their original state, and it would 
seem that Dvofak’s motivation for including them in a cycle of piano pieces was to rework 
and revise old ‘Wagnerian’ material into something more akin to the Classical approach 
taken by the composer in the Theme and Variations. In addition to this purely musical 
impetus, Dvofak’s status as a composer at this point is revealing of the impetus behind the 
work. He had achieved international success through the publication of the Moravian Duets 
and Slavonic Dances by Brahms’ German publisher Simrock, and this led to Dvofak 
receiving a number of demands from other German publishers. One of these was Hoffmeister 
of Leipzig, and their publication of the Silhouettes in 1880 created a conflict between Dvofak 
and Simrock, who believed that they should have the rights to any new works produced by 
the composer. Dvofak’s diffusion of this potential conflict was to argue that the cycle of 
Silhouettes consisted of old compositions, and that Simrock would always have the right to 
anything new produced.156 The use of pre-existing material can thus be seen to have both 
musical and practical origins.
156Details of this can be found in Clapham (1979), p. 50.
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Despite the ‘patchwork’ origins of the work, Dvofak creates connections between 
individual movements to create a piano cycle. The opening theme of no. 1 (<allegro feroce) 
provides a unifying factor throughout the work, reappearing in no. 5 (as a presto f  chordal 
statement), and being reprised in the final number, where it is developed in a number of ways 
(appearing in staccato octaves, sempre legato flowing quavers, and culminating in powerful 
double octaves which invert the original ascending idea), providing a fitting climax to the
i
cycle (music examples 2a). N
Ex.2a: Dvorak, Silhouettes; (i) presentation of theme in no.l, bars 1-3
•w
(ii) recharacterisation of theme in no.5, bars 1-5
1 H — j— i — Hi— iN =
f
%H a
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(iii) further recharacterisation of theme in the final number (no. 12), bars 53-62
55
f f
M1m . JL
P ~
f f
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Dvorak creates further musical connections between individual numbers, and the main part 
of no. 1 (the compound time allegretto grazioso -  see bars 5-7 of music example 2 (i)) can be 
seen as having similarities with the elegant cantilena and compound time of no. 6, which in 
turn connects with no. 10 (music examples 2b), demonstrating that, rather than having a 
definite motivic connection between individual numbers, Dvofak relies more on the 
Schumannesque technique of creating connections between types of texture and metre.157
Ex.2b: Dvorak, Silhouettes; (i) opening of no.6, bars 1-4
Poco sostenuto
+■ M.
m .
(ii) opening of no.10, bars 1-4, demonstrating similarities with no.6
Allegretto grazioso
/t*
H h I  f  f  £  -| r
m .
P
M M
M N
-F-....P - J ..1..P d
f t  t
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However, it could be argued that there is also some degree of motivic connection between the 
individual pieces, with the ascending scale from no. 1 providing a reference point for many 
other numbers (it is present in 4, 5, 7, as well as the first and final numbers). Dvofak also 
exploits contrast in this cycle, and a good example of this is between nos 2 and 3, where the 
chromaticism and counterpoint of no.2 is suddenly interrupted by the f f  syncopated chords of 
no. 3. The opening of the third piece of the cycle also recalls the Schumannesque technique of
157A full discussion of Schumann’s techniques of creating unity can be found in Daverio (1993).
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juxtaposing high and low styles and the Jean-Paulian notion of Humor, creating drama 
through the opening chords which then dissipate into a ‘quasi-polka’ section. Indeed, 
elements of this dance can also be found in no. 8, where the opening allegretto contains all of 
the rhythmic and textural ‘fingerprints’ of the polka.
The way in which Dvorak shapes pre-existing material with original ideas into a 
piano cycle (juxtaposing both unity and contrast) illustrates his cpncem with creating a 
musically unified whole which exploits the capabilities of the instrument, rather than just a 
collection of pieces to satisfy publishers. Although the instrument was never dominant in 
Dvofak’s output, the cycle of Silhouettes shows not only the composer’s awareness of the 
marketability of the instrument, but also that he invested creative energy in writing for the 
instrument, and the musical style of the work demonstrates his awareness of the cycles of 
Schumann and Smetana.
In the Theme and Variations demands of virtuosity are often considerable, whereas 
they are toned down in the Silhouettes, showing Dvofak’s awareness of the need to write for 
the market of the amateur pianist. This vein continues in the Eclogues and the Four Pieces 
op. 52, although these pieces received varying degrees of success. The four Eclogues were not 
published until 1921, and the op. 52 pieces received much revision from the composer, 
demonstrating perhaps that writing for piano was not something that came naturally to 
Dvofak.
The Eclogues are simpler and of a smaller-scale than the Silhouettes and, in this, 
they correspond with some of Smetana’s albumleaves and sketches. Dvofak makes use of 
predominantly ternary structures (apart from the rondo of the final piece), and there are a 
number of similarities between these pieces and the Slavonic Dances. No.l is marked ‘quasi­
polka’, no.3 begins with a simple melody over a drone bass, and the opening of no.4 is also a 
simple melody accompanied by basic harmonies. In both nos 3 and 4, the ‘folk’ elements 
from the opening are contrasted with ‘quasi-scherzo’ material, demonstrating the
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juxtaposition of different styles (music examples 3). Each piece embodies a similar kind of 
contrast between A and B sections, and this is illustrated in no.2, where the syncopated 
opening (which recalls Smetana’s albvmleaf op.2 no. 1 in its syncopation and lack of melodic 
definition) gives way to scherzo-like material.
Ex3: Dvorak, no 3 of the Eclogues; (i) opening, bars 1-4
Moderato.
(ii) presentation of contrasting presto material, bars 20-27
Presto.
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The Four Piano Pieces op. 52 to some extent continue in the same vein as the 
Eclogues. The first piece (Impromptu) uses ternary form, creating contrast between the 
lyrical, more chromatic middle section and the opening, which is rhythmically derived from 
the furiant. The influence of folk models can also be felt in no.4 {Eclogue), with the spread 
chords and drones of the LH accompanying an ornamented melody in the RH. In contrast, 
no.2 (the Intermezzo) recalls Smetana’s albumleaves with its constant texture, expressive 
chromatic harmony, and tonal ambiguity (music examples 4).
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Ex.4: Dvorak, op.52 pieces; (i) no.2, Intermezzo, bars 13-16
quasi stringerulo
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(ii) contrasting musical style presented in no.4, Eclogue, bars 1-3
Poco allegro
TJ
tr-&■
(iii) no.4, Eclogue, bars 47-50
Poco tranquillo e molto espressivo
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The op.52 pieces are thus a collection of individual, contrasting pieces as opposed to 
a unified whole (as in the Theme and Variations and Silhouettes). Through these pieces and 
the Eclogues the composer combines features of folk dances with Romantic genres such as 
the impromptu and the intermezzo in individual pieces of a moderate level of technical 
difficulty, making them suitable for the amateur pianist. However, an indication of Dvofak’s 
awareness of his market can be seen through the pieces he rejected for the op.52 collection. 
The set was initially meant to have six pieces, and the original no.6 demonstrates the
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simplicity and small-scale that the composer rejected (music example 4 (iv)).158 It would 
seem that, in his writing for the piano, that Dvofak was caught between his own creative 
desires and the need to respond to the requirements of the market.
Ex.4: Dvorak, op.52 pieces; (iv) original no.6 of the collection
P re s to
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It was to be another nine years before Dvofak was to write for the piano as a solo 
instrument. Between the op.52 pieces in 1880 and the Poeticke nalady [Poetic Tone Pictures] 
(B161, 1889), he completed two collections for piano duet, namely Ze Sumavy [From the 
Bohemian Forest] (B133, 1883-4) and a second set of Slavonic Dances (B145 and B 147, 
piano duet and orchestral arrangement respectively, 1886 and 1887). These collections need 
to be considered against the context of events in the composer’s life in order to understand 
what part they play in his overall development. The second set of Slavonic Dances was
l58This can be found in the Supplement section o f  the Artia (1961) edition of the work.
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written in response to a demand from Simrock and, from Dvofak’s correspondence with them 
(in which he states ‘I haven’t the slightest inclination to think about such light music at 
present’),159 his lack of enthusiasm at the prospect of creating a second set can be felt.
Dvofak clearly recognised that his own personal circumstances had changed greatly since the 
composition of the first set in 1876, and he was now wishing to pursue a new direction. This 
new direction can be felt in the collection of musical pictures From the Bohemian Forest. In 
the summer of 1883, Dvofak went on a walking tour of the Bohemian countryside with his 
close friend Leo§ Janadek161 and, during this time, it would appear that he experienced a 
strong connection with, and reaction to, the landscape of his native country. In creating this 
set of musical pictures for piano duet, Dvofak began a new stage in his creative development, 
one connected with the creation of programme music.
This new direction in Dvofak’s development connects him with another Czech 
composer, Zdenek Fibich. During the 1870s and 80s, Fibich had created a number of 
symphonic poems, as well as the piano cycle Z hor [From the Mountains] (1887). Dvofak 
may well have been aware of Fibich’s piano cycle, and it can be suggested that the older 
composer’s change of direction may have been influenced to some extent by his awareness of 
contemporary developments in Czech music.
What is significant about this new stage in Dvofak’s creative output is the fact that it 
was through the medium of solo piano that he first expressed his concern with programme 
music. With the Poetic Tone Pictures, the piano instigated a change in direction which was 
then reinforced by the creation of concert overtures and symphonic poems. During the years 
1891-2, Dvofak produced the concert overtures VpUrode [In Nature’s Realm] (B168, 1891), 
Karneval [Carnival] (B169,1891), and Othello (B174,1891-2) demonstrating a diverse 
approach to selecting sources (the choice of Shakespeare in Othello is perhaps significant, as 
Fibich had composed a symphonic poem on the same subject in 1873, and Smetana had used
160Clapham (1979), p.80.
16lFor further details, see Tyrrell (2006), p.261.
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Shakespeare in the both the symphonic poem Richard III and the piano tone poem Macbeth), 
and these works were followed un by the composition of a number of symphonic poems 
during the years 1896-7. Vodnik [The Water Goblin] (B195), Polednice [The Noon Witch] 
(B196), Zlaty kolovrat [The Golden Spinning Wheel] (B197), and Holoubek [The Wild 
Dove] (B198) were all composed in 1896, and Pis eh bohatyrska [A Hero’s Song] (B199) 
followed in 1897. The choice of texts by Erben is perhaps significant in maintaining the 
connection with Czech nationalism even in a genre that had a greater connection with the 
developments in wider European Romanticism and, in creating symphonic poems, Dvofak 
was building upon a tradition established by Smetana and continued by Fibich.
The Poetic Tone Pictures thus herald both a new stage in the composer’s output and 
lea"ttf ' € of  ihe^iiuio. The creation oF-pog?aiftfifte It
significant and progressive element of the Romantic period, and Dvofak acknowledged his 
connection with cohtdmpcsraffy European thinking: in his creation of ths^pisees. In aTetter to 
his publishers Simrock, dated 19 May 1889, he states ‘you will like the compositions. Each 
piece has a title. and is mearstto describe something, and so is programme music o f a kind, 
but in the Schumann conception. But I must add at once that they do not sound
r^hnrn.gnn^ riii^ ’. ^  HOWS-VCT, despite rnm.nngf»r’c confidence that S-itnrQck WOUld
approve of his change in style, his publishers would seem to have been unimpressed, thinking 
that the nieces would he musicallv inaccessible, and nossiblv auite unnonular.162 and theirc  «/* '■ r  £  r  f  -•
reaction is reflected in Dvofak’s change of tone in a later letter, where he states ‘I have just 
finished writing thirteen compositions for piano solo. An ominous number, but that was the 
number of the Moravian Duets, too, and yet they have gone round the world a bit. Perhaps it 
will come off again’.163
Dvofak’s publishers clearly had a fixed ‘image’ of what kind of composer he was, 
and the works that had achieved success through their publication included the Moravian
161Quoted in the introductory section to the Barenreiter edition (1955) by Otakar Sourek, pp.IV-V.
162Sourek (1955), pp. 125—6.
163Clanham (1979). n 100
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Duets, Slavonic Dances, and Slavonic Rhapsodies, all works defined by their national flavour 
rather than their absorption of contemporary trends. In addition to the use of a programme in 
the Poetic Tone Pictures, a further reason why Simrock may have reacted negatively to the 
set is the increased scale and level of technical difficulty in the pieces. The Poetic Tone 
Pictures go against the trend for simplicity and accessibility established in the Eclogues and 
op.52 pieces, utilising instead a variety of styles used to depict poetic images (.Nocni cesta 
[Twilight Way], Vzpomlndni [Reverie]), dances (Rej skritku [Goblin’s Dance], Bakchanale 
[Bacchanalia]), and various ‘national’ images {Na starem hrade [In the Old Castle], U 
mohyly [At a Hero’s Grave]) in a more virtuosic, extrovert manner.
No. 1 (Tmlight Way) depicts the title through the stillness of pp  chords and the 
presentation of the theme in a high register. As a contrast to the ‘nocturne-like’ textures of 
the first section, from bar 37 Dvofak explores the idea of activity within the night 
environment, creating an area defined by staccato, ‘scherzo-like’ figuration, using stringendo 
and fz  chords to create a sense of climax and emphasis the contrast between sections. Dvofak 
also explores the piano’s sonic and textural capabilities and, from bar 102, he creates a 
section that depicts the mood of twilight through arpeggiation, register, texture, and 
chromatic shifts of harmony. The subsequent Allegro moderato presents the pianist with 
technical challenges in the form of a multi-layered texture combining a trill, repeated notes, 
and staccato figuration (music examples 5a).
Ex.5a: Dvorak, Poetic Tone Pictures; (i) beginning of no.l, bars 1-18
Allegro moderato
VP
(ii) ‘scherzando’ figuration, bars 37-48
p  sempre stacc.
» $3i
rnolto cresc.
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(iii) exploration of textural variety, bars 102-110
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(iv) exploration of a multi-layered texture, bars 124-127
Allegro moderato (Tempo I.)
molto cresc.
' >
'k
Many aspects of the piano writing in Twilight Way can be found in other pieces. 
Jami [Spring] creates mood primarily through texture and harmony (decorated by many 
chromatic inflections), whereas the same kind of arpeggiation and concentration upon texture 
can be found in lertem [Toying]. Toying also demonstrates the more virtuosic approach to 
pianism in this collection, in its interlocking octave and chord patterns and quasi-cadenza 
passages (music example 5b).
Ex.5b: Dvorak, Poetic Tone Pictures; Toying, bars 11-24
a tempo
j yjocoapoco ritard.
A
A
The use of dance models in the Poetic Tone Pictures brings into play a comparison 
with Smetana’s Czech Dances, and the Selska balada [Peasant’s Ballad], Furiant, and 
Bacchanalia all present a similarly extrovert, virtuosic type of writing. In these pieces the 
distance from the earlier Slavonic Dances is clear, and parts o f the Peasant’s Ballad recall 
the style of a Chopin waltz, combining this with the virtuosic interlocking octaves and 
cadenza figuration found in Smetana’s Czech Dances. Similar aspects of virtuosity and 
extrovert writing can be found in the Furiant and the Bacchanale, the former in its dramatic 
f f  octaves contrasted with a more lyrical mp dolce section (mirroring the conflict o f two 
against three inherent in the furiant rhythm in its use of 3/4 in the RH against 6/8 in the LH) 
and the latter in its rapid figuration and interlocking chordal patterns (music examples 5c).
Ex.5c: Dvofak, Poetic Tone Pictures', (i) Peasant’s ballad, bars 119-130
p £  jt f  f  f  l30\
f f f
poco a poco ritard . pesante
(ii) Furiant, bars 58-68
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(iii) Bacchanalia, bars 148-160
&
The connection with Smetana continues in the creation of pieces which have a 
nationalistic colour, namely In the Old Castle and At a Hero’s Grave. The image of a castle 
is one previously invested with nationalistic significance by Smetana in the cycle of 
symphonic poems My Fatherland, and Dvofak builds on this through the use of unison, 
chorale-like material which builds to f f  spread chords decorated with cascades of 
arpeggiation. This mood of solemnity is also present in At a Hero's Grave, and Dvofak 
creates the image of a ‘national’ hero through the use of a f  melody defined by accents and 
dotted rhythms (bringing to mind a march, and hence emphasising the idea of the depiction 
of a military hero), and accompanied by thick staccato chords. The opening melody is 
decorated with different accompanimental figuration as the piece progresses, through 
staccato semiquavers in the LH to ad lib. demisemiquaver figuration in the RH, recalling the 
extrovert virtuosity present in much of Liszt’s piano writing (music examples 5d).
Ex.5d: Dvorak, Poetic Tone Pictures; (i) opening o iA tA  Hero’s Grave, bars 1-6
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(ii) recharacterisation of material, bars 13-16
I S
ft
(iii) further decoration of material, bars 46-51
ad  ,
f fb r il la n te
With the last two pieces of the Poetic Tone Pictures Dvofak creates a sense of 
continuity, with the solemn contemplation of a national hero in At a Hero's Grave followed 
with the spiritual contemplation of On the Holy Mount. Just as the implication in At a Hero's 
Grave was that of a national hero defending their country, On the Holy Mount seems to 
glorify these actions, depicting the noble element of dying in national service. The 5/4 
chorale theme, gradually increasing in dynamic as the piece progresses, is accompanied by
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rapid, quasi-cadenza arpeggiac figuration (making reference to the idea of a fanfare), and the 
use of a thick texture, exploiting the full range of the keyboard gives a sense of culmination 
(the pp, contemplative ending all the more effective after the drama of the preceding pages), 
making the piece a fitting end to the collection as a whole (music examples 5e).
Ex.5d: Dvorak, Poetic Tone Pictures; (i) On the Holy Mount, bars 20-21
f f f
(ii) contrasting materiaL within the coda section, bars 31-end
dim.
The change of direction instigated in the Poetic Tone Pictures was subsequently 
explored through the genre of the symphonic poem, and the piano was to receive no further 
attention until the composition of the Suite in A in 1894 and, during this period, there were 
many changes in the composer’s life. From 1891, he began teaching at the Prague 
Conservatory (having an important influence upon many future Czech composers, including
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VitSzslav Nov&k and Josef Suk) and from 1892-5 he took up a teaching post in America. 
Being abroad was the catalyst for another change of focus for Dvofak. His international 
reputation was based upon his ‘national’ works, and he was well aware that he had been 
employed in America to help them in the creation of their own national style, stating ‘the 
Americans expect great things of me. I am to show them the way into the Promised Land, the 
realm of a new, independent art, in short, a national style of music’.165 This concentration 
upon the absorption of elements that the Americans could use in their creation of a national 
style meant that Dvofak turned away from the poetic imagery and programmatic inspiration 
of the concert overtures and the Poetic Tone Pictures, a style he was not to return to until the 
symphonic poems of 1896-7 (composed upon his return from America), and turned towards 
Classical forms (the use of symphony and suite) and choral works. The works surrounding 
the piano Suite are the Symphony no. 9 (From the New World), String Quartet no. 12 (a genre 
he had not worked in since 1881), and the choral work The American Flag, all composed in 
1893. The Suite constitutes five loosely strung together movements all of which seem to 
draw inspiration from Dvofak’s study of American Negro spirituals. The opening of no. 1 
presents a pentatonic melody, whilst elements of the Baroque origin of the title are betrayed 
in the ornamentation used (a further Baroque element is the use of a Bachian two-part 
invention texture in the final movement). Movements two and three both use melodic 
constructions which seem to betray the Negro spiritual influence, presenting characteristic 
syncopated rhythms that are marked from surrounding material through dynamic and textural 
changes (music examples 6). The Suite is closer to the op.52 collection and Eclogues than 
the Poetic Tone Pictures, being on a smaller scale and less virtuosic, as well as taking 
abstract forms, rather than poetic and visual images, as their basis.
165Doge (2001), p.783.
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Ex.6: Dvofak, Suite in A; (i) no.l, pentatonic opening and syncopation, bars 1-5
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(ii) virtuosic material in no.2, bars 54-60
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(iii) ‘marked’ folksong material in no.2, bars 61-70
Dvofak did not return to writing for the piano after 1894, concentrating instead on 
symphonic poems during 1896-7 and then on opera for the remainder of his life. For most of 
his compositional life, writing for the piano was a marginal activity through which his 
connection with small-scale, Romantic character pieces from earlier in the century and 
commitment to writing technically unchallenging works for the amateur pianist is reinforced.
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The Poetic Tone Pictures present a different approach to the instrument and, in terms of 
virtuosity, the use of dances and national symbols, the work can be seen as connecting with 
Smetana’s late works for the instrument. In terms of the exploitation of the piano’s textural 
and sonic capabilities in creating visual and poetic images through sound, these pieces lead 
onto the programmatic piano works of Fibich and Foerster discussed in the subsequent 
chapter.
The figures of Smetana and Dvofak formed the foundations of Czech music in the 
second half of the nineteenth century and, in terms of the significance of the piano to their 
individual developments, many contrasts can be observed. For Smetana, the piano was 
central to his early development and, until the beginning of the 1860s, his works for the 
instrument demonstrate his connection with wider European Romanticism, firstly with 
Schumann and Chopin (through the albumleaves and sketches) and then Liszt (through the 
concert studies and Macbeth). During the 1860s, Smetana’s direction changed, and his status 
as a nationalist composer was built upon his operas, meaning that the piano receded into the 
background. Although opera was his focus until the end of his life, it would be wrong to say 
that the piano played no part in reinforcing his role in the nationalist debate. Through the 
Fantasia on Czech Folksongs and the Czech Dances Smetana combined the virtuosic, 
extrovert style of writing for the piano that he had gained from his contact with Liszt with 
folk songs and dances derived from his native land. Through the creation of large-scale 
works for the concert platform, Smetana created powerful images imbued with a sense of 
national pride.
For Dvofak, the piano was never as significant. In his early development it is notable 
through its absence and, indeed, the only time the piano instigates a change in the composer’s 
style is with the Poetic Tone Pictures which, as a collection, demonstrate Dvofak’s 
connection with contemporary European Romanticism at the end of the nineteenth century. 
The latter part of the nineteenth century saw Czech musical life becoming more diverse and
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the links with wider Romanticism became stronger (an issue which will be explored in more 
detail in the subsequent chapter). Dvofak’s position in the 1890s is in line with this, and his 
creation of the Poetic Tone Pictures can be seen, to some extent, as being influenced by both 
the output of Fibich and the surrounding cultural environment. The creation of programmatic 
works for the piano was something continued in the work of both Fibich and Foester, two 
figures significant in Czech musical life towards the end of the nineteenth century, and it is to 
their output that we now turn.
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CHAPTER 6;
Foerster and Fibich: Czech connections with the atmosphere of the fln-de-siecle
Dvofak’s Poetic Tone Pictures connect with the piano works of both ZdenSk Fibich 
(1850-1900) and Josef Bohuslav Foerster (1859-1951) in their concern for programmatic 
depiction. Indeed, by the time of Dvofak’s responses to Erben’s poetry in his symphonic 
poems from the 1890s, Fibich had composed numerous symphonic poems of his own and 
developed Czech stage works through his exploration of a greater diversity of subject matter 
in his final operas, many of which were influenced by his own personal experiences and 
relationships. In the piano works of both Foerster and Fibich the connection with 
contemporary European Romanticism becomes intensified yet, although their sources of 
inspiration are more diverse and the emphasis is on programmatic description, the 
relationship between these composers and their native land is also crucial.
The formative influences of both composers are remarkably similar. Fibich, through 
his international education, was exposed to a variety of musical, visual, and literary 
influences and, although Foerster’s education was entirely in Prague, his early interests in 
literature and visual art remained significant throughout his life. Both composers would have 
been exposed to the political and cultural environment of Prague in the 1870s and early 
1880s and, in terms of the divide between progressive (Smetana) and conservative (Dvofak), 
both Foerster and Fibich aligned themselves with the former, Fibich through his symphonic 
poems and operas and Foerster through his writings for, amongst other journals, Dalibor (a 
pro-Smetana journal to which Fibich also contributed during the 1870s). Foerster was at the 
centre of Czech criticism during the 1880s and, within this role, he supported and promoted 
both Smetana and Fibich, seeing the latter’s melodramas and operas as being the natural 
continuation of Smetana’s stage works. His opinions were echoed by Zden&k Nejedly who 
(writing in 1901) stated that ‘Fibich continued in the progressive endeavours of Smetana. 
Having taken over Smetana’s watchword, he led Czech music to greater glory, ever higher’.1 
Although Foerster’s compositional activities began at a later stage (his first significant works
lQuoted in Tyrrell (1988), p .l 1.
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being a Piano Trio in 1883 and the orchestral suite V horach [In The Mountains] in 1884 -  
see table 4 for more details),, he wrote in the same genres,, and concentrated (initially) on 
symphonic poem, opera, and concert melodrama. In the writing of symphonic poems, both 
composers were responding to the influence of the Romantic programme pervasive in the 
latter part of the-nineteenth century, as wdi as connecting with the-progressive, tendencies of 
Smetana established in his works in the genre.
l ocation is significant in the development and reputation of the two composers Aside 
from the international elements of his early education, Fibich remained in Prague f5r the rest 
of his life whereas, in contrast, Foerster spent a good deal of time away from Prague, being in 
Hambttfg(f 893-1-903) and Vi£rma (l-9G3-191S) for significant periods. Whereas Fibich’-S 
career in Prague led him away from national sources and towards a more personal inspiration 
influenced by autobiography^ Foerster’s move away from his native land initially reinforced 
his sense of nationalism, and his opera Eva (1895-7) was viewed by Nejedly as the next 
logical step from Fibich’s Nevesta messinska [Bride of Messina] (1882-3).2 However, 
Faerster’s Moravian subject matter clearly contrasts with the^range~of subject matter that 
Fibich was exploring in his operas at the same time, and much of Foerster’s output whilst 
living abroad can be seen as intensifying connections with his homeland .
A point of convergence between the two composers is the exploration of subjectivity 
and personal experience. Just as Fibich’s personal experiences in the final decade of his life 
ted him to look inward rather than respond to-extemal models, Foerster- s life in Hamburg 
and Vienna led him to experience a sense of isolation. Much of his life abroad was connected 
with maintaining contact with his homeland and his musical development was not 
significantly influenced by contemporary ideas in Vienna in the first decade of the twentieth 
century, a city that can be seen as a crucible of musical modernism during that period. 
Faerstgr’s musical language remained connected withRomanticism^ which led to a-ereative- 
distancing of himself from the works of composers that were prominent in progressive 
Viennese circles at the start of the new century . However desnite the differences in location
2In his Ceska moderni zpevohra po Smetcmovi [Czech modem opera after Smetana] (1911), quoted in Tyrrell
f  1 A O O N  . . 1 1{ r y v o f ,  p p . r r .
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and experience between the two composers, their piano music encourages comparison as 
they both explore programmatic description and autobiography, elements which, in turn, 
connect their output with the piano works of later Czech composers such as Josef Suk and 
Leo§ JanaSek.
The connection with European Romanticism: the piano music of Zden€k Fibich
As a way into exploring the piano music of Fibich and its relationship with the rest of his 
output, a consideration of the way in which the composer was considered by commentators at 
different points in music history is revealing. Josef Bartos (writing in 1914) emphasises 
Fibich’s position as a Romantic composer:
Smetana and Dvofak are characterised by a stubborn struggle for Czechness [...] to create music as an expression 
[distinctly Slavic] [...] and they did not know o f any task bigger or brighter than this. Fibich [...] did not accept 
such [concerns] even for a moment. He was [...] a cosmopolitan, for whom ‘patriotism’ is expressed in an 
attempt to be one’s own and to expose his own self in its innermost manifestation.’3
BartoS focuses upon the connection with Romanticism in Fibich’s expressive language and 
concludes that the idea of Czech nationalism was not significant to his musical development. 
However, as a counter-argument to this, Oldfich Pukl writes of the ‘nationalist trinity of 
Smetana, Dvofak, and Fibich’,4 implying that Fibich also had an important role to play in the 
nationalist debate established by Smetana and Dvofak. The subsequent discussion will reveal 
some validity in both quotes. The works of Fibich can be seen as a kind of ‘transition’ 
between the beginnings of Czech nationalism and the later approaches of Novak and Suk, 
and his works are revealing of the changes occurring in Czech nationalism in the 1880s and 
90s.
3Quoted in Yeomans (2006), p.95.
4Pukl (2001), p.52.
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Fibich was bom in Vsebofice in Bohemia and had an early interest in literature, 
narticularlv that of the German noet and musician F. T A . Hoffmann (1776—1822) whoser—  ■ ~ ./• —  ~ - - -  - r ... . . . . . . . . . .  " ' *
metaphysical and supernatural tales provided stimulation for his developing Romantic
imagination (and created an early connection with literary Romanticism). His formative
musical experiences vvere in hearing Weber, Wagner, and Schumann, and heis likely to have
played many of these composers’ works on the piano (he was a good pianist from an early
)
age having begun niano lessons with his mother in 1857Y His earlv formal educationsi/- - r  ~ • C/- tT ' ~   * • • '  ~ ‘ y ' -
(1859-62) took place in Vienna but, in 1863, he transferred to the Czech Gymnasium in 
Prague and was a pupil there until 1865. In Prague he also attended the private music 
institute of Zikmund Koissavsky, who was a church organist and theoretici^ and also  ^part 
of the mladocech movement and Slavoj, a progressive circle of artists. His early training was 
therefore geared towards the progressive thinking and develonment of Czech music headed. *« - - c/  ' - * - - - — - ~ r~ ~ o*   * ~ — - - r ' ~ ~ ~ — ~ —- - —
by the central figure of the time, Bedrich Smetana.5
T a h lp  F ih in h ’c n ia n n  w nrlre in th n  onn fpy t n f  h is  n ii tn n t  as  a whnlp^
YEAR PIANO WORKS STAGE WORKS 
(Tnducfms concert
ORCHESTRAL, 
AND CHAMBER 
WORKS
1870 Bukovin (1870-1) 
(HI49)
1871
1872 Piano Trio in F minor 
• (H174>
■ Otheliv, op. 6 (H177) 
Zaboj, Slavoj, and
T..JXJ.---n  /TT1uccuC.-/C, v y . j r  \ t t t r T f
5Jiranek (1963), p. 12.
6The catalogue numbers used in this table are those used in Vladimir Hudec: Zdenek Fibich: tematicky katalog 
[Zdenek Fibich: thematic catalogue] (Prague, 2001).
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1874 Blanlk, op. 50 (1874-7) 
(H216)
Toman and the Wood 
Nymph, op.49 (1874-5) 
(HI 97)
Piano Quartet in E 
minor, op. 11 (HI 88)
String Quartet in A 
(H189)
Violin Sonata in C 
(H193)
1875 Christmas Dav o d .9  
(H198)
Violin Sonata in D 
(HI 99)
1877 Revenue o f the Flowers 
(H226)
Wallenstein’s Camp 
(H914)
Symphony no. 1, op. 17 
(1877-83) (H270)
1878 Eternity op. 14 (H240) String Quartet in G, 
op. 8 (H252)
1880 The Tempest, op. 46 
(H259)
1881 Spring, op. 13 (H262)
1882 The Bride o f Messina, 
op. 18 (1882-3) (H268)
1883 The Water Sprite oo. 15 
(H267)
Oueen Emma (H271)
1886 A Night at Karlstejn 
Castle -  overture, 
op.26 (H284)
1887 From the Mountains, 
op.29 (H290)
1888 Hakon op.30 (H293) 
Hippodamie, odd . 31-3 
(1888-91) (H298)
1892 Moods, Impressions, 
and Reminiscences, 
opp.41,44, 47, and 57
(1892-8) (H311, 315,
319, and 327)
Comenius op. 34 
(H302)
Symphony no.2, op.38 
(1892-3) (H304)
1893 The Tempest, op.40 
(1893—4) (H309)
At Twilight, op.39 
(H306)
1894 Hedy, op.43 (1894-5) 
(H314)
1896 Sdrka, op.51 (1896-7) 
(H321)
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1898 Studies o f Paintings,
op.56 (1898-9) (H328)
The Fall o f Arkona, 
opp.55 and 60 (H325 
and 326)
Symphony no.3, op.53 
(H324)
By 1865, even though Fibich was only 15 years old, he had completed a number of 
compositions, and there exist from this period many songs (mostly German settings by 
Romantic poets such as Riickert, Heine, Eichendorff, and Goethe) and some small piano 
works (Leprintemps op. 1 (1865, H3) and five Albumblatter op.2 (1865-6, H66)). By 1866 
his compositions numbered 64, mostly songs and small piano pieces, but also orchestral 
works, including an overture (part of the incidental music written for Shakespeare’s Romeo 
and Juliet from 1865, numbered H7 and H8)7 and a whole four-movement Symphony in G 
minor (1866, H69).8 These early works already point towards Fibich’s relationship with 
wider Romanticism, with the literary connection evident in the use of Shakespeare, and his 
association with Romantic keyboard genres in the use of the albumleaf.
In the years 1865-7 Fibich continued his training at the Leipzig conservatory, where 
he studied the piano with the Bohemian pianist and composer Ignaz Moscheles (1794-1870) 
and theory with the German theorist and composer Ernst Ferdinand Richter (1808-79). The 
musical environment of Leipzig at the time of Fibich’s stay there was active but somewhat 
conservative, revolving around the Gewandhaus concerts conducted by Carl Reinecke 
(1824-1910), who was a representative and guardian of tradition, and a champion of the 
Classical masters and the music of Bach. When in Leipzig, Fibich would have encountered 
the music of Schumann and Mendelssohn, in addition to the counterpoint of Bach (he would 
also have been aware of Schumann through the significant role he had in Leipzig as music 
journalist and founder of the Neue Zeitschrift fur Musik). Fibich’s connection with the wider 
atmosphere of European Romanticism has been noted by Nejedly, who compared Fibich to 
Schumann.9 Although referring to him as the ‘Czech Schumann’, Nejedly notes that Fibich is 
a different kind of Romantic personality, and whereas Schumann’s Romanticism was
7Hudec (2001), pp.110-111.
8Jiranek (1963), p. 14.
9Quoted in Jiranek (1963), p. 17.
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predominantly literary, Fibich’s ranged from literature and nature to the later influence of
folk culture (folk fables and ballads rather than folk music), with the more prominent
dramatic element in Fibich’s work being opposed to the more lyrical, poetic nature of
Schumann’s creations. Whilst in Leipzig, Fibich wrote three operas (Kapelnik v Benatkach
[The Bandmaster in Venice] (1866, H72), Gutta von Guttenfels (1868, H864), and Loreley
(1867, H853), all lost) and continued to write songs to German texts.
#
Fibich’s international education continued in 1868 when he spent time in Paris, 
working as a piano teacher and devoting time to viewing art and sculpture. Whilst in Paris, he 
was introduced to aristocratic circles and made part of the musical life of the Parisian salon 
as a pianist. During this period his compositional output was not substantial, and this was a 
time of work and absorption of artistic influences. As Jiranek notes, musical Paris was a 
disappointment for Fibich, and his main focus whilst there were his almost daily visits to the 
Louvre.10 His time in Paris was brief, and in 1869 he went to Mannheim to study with the 
conductor Vincent Lachner (1811-93), who staged a performance of Wagner’s 
Meistersingers during Fibich’s stay, which meant that the young composer would have been 
exposed to modem music drama at this early stage of his career. Fibich’s study in Mannheim 
ended his period of apprenticeship and from this time 230 pieces exist, mostly small piano 
pieces and songs that have the character of apprenticeship work. The predominant lyricism of 
these works illustrate the importance of Schumann in this formative period, as well as the 
connection with wider Romanticism and foreign models.11 Fibich’s output before his return 
to Prague in 1870 can thus be usefully compared to that of Smetana during the 1840s and 50s 
in its connection to wider European Romanticism.
Fibich’s early education provided him with a plethora of influences and styles and, 
unlike that of Smetana and Dvofak, his training was international, allowing him access to a 
diverse range of artistic experiences. Because of his physical distance from the Czech lands 
during his education, Fibich would have been disengaged from the socio-political and 
cultural issues of the time and, as a result, less concerned with Czech nationalism. However,
10Jiranek (1963), p. 18.
11 Jiranek (1963), p. 18.
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this was to change upon his return to Prague in 1870 at a time of political and cultural 
turbulence which had begun at least ten years earlier, and Fibich quickly adjusted to this 
atmosphere, becoming firmly implanted in Smetana’s progressive camp.12 This alignment 
with the progressive ideas of the time can be seen as a continuation of the influence of 
KoleSovsky, whose teaching Fibich had experienced in his early teens. He cemented his 
position as a progressive further by forming connections with both Otakar Hostinsky and 
Ludevit Prochazka, and became part of the propagation of new Czech music.
Fibich’s reaction to his arrival in this new musical, political, and cultural environment 
brought about changes in his compositional output. Prior to 1870 the composer had focused 
upon writing solo piano pieces and songs but, on arriving in Prague, his attention turned to 
the production of operas and symphonic poems. These were both genres associated with 
Smetana and, in working with these forms, Fibich strengthened his alignment with the 
progressive Smetana camp. These genres were also at the centre of nationalist debate and, 
with these works, Fibich registered his involvement with the development of a Czech 
national school.
The movement away from writing songs and piano music from 1870 also marks a 
difference between Fibich’s piano music and that of Smetana. The piano was an important 
instrument for both of them in their years of apprenticeship but, following this initial period, 
the instrument is not as significant in Fibich’s output. For Smetana, the piano works of his 
apprenticeship were immediately followed up with the Six Characteristic Pieces, 
Albumleaves, and Sketches, all of which cemented his relationship with Romanticism. For 
Fibich the situation was very different and, following his few early solo piano works from the 
1860s,13 the next significant piano work is the cycle Z hor [From the Mountains] op.29 
(1887, H290) meaning that, in the intervening twenty years, his writing for piano is confined 
to individual pieces from the 1870s, a Suite in G minor and Variations in B flat major (both 
from 1877), and several works for piano duet.
12Jiranek (1963), p.24.
13See Tyrrell /Mabary (2001) worklist for details o f Fibich’s early works for solo piano (p.764).
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During the period of 1870-80, Fibich’s compositional output is focused on the genres 
of opera and symphonic poem and, in working in these, he entered into the Czech nationalist 
debate. The symphonic poems illustrate both Fibich the nationalist (in Zaboj, Slavoj, and 
Ludek (1873)) and Fibich the Romantic (in Toman a lesnipanna [Toman and the Wood 
Nymph] (1874-5) and Vesna [Spring] (1881)), and are works which depict a variety of 
moods and images. In terms of his operatic output, Fibich’s career began properly with 
Blanik (1881), by which time the influences of both Wagner and Smetana can be felt It can 
also be suggested that Fibich’s experiences conducting at the Provisional Theatre (1875-81) 
would have gained him a greater awareness of the Czech operatic scene.
In the period 1870-80 Fibich’s career was varied and diverse. In addition to 
composing and conducting at the Provisional Theatre, he was a choirmaster at the Russian 
Orthodox church (1878-1881), and wrote reviews for the musical journal Dalibor. Fibich 
also began to experiment within the genre of the melodrama during this period, and this can 
be understood as both an exploration of a different kind of stage composition and the 
reintroduction of a genre explored by Czech composers in the past, including Georg Benda 
(1722-95), whose Medea (1775) and Ariadne auf Naxos (1775) Fibich had conducted in 
1875 at the Provisional Theatre.14 Fibich’s greatest achievement in this genre was the trilogy 
of stage melodramas Hippodamie (1888-91) but, prior to this, he produced a series of concert 
melodramas (between 1875 and 1888) setting ballads of Erben. From 1880 Fibich began to 
explore new directions in opera which move away from national subjects and sources. Blanik 
and Sarka (1896-7) are the only operas in his output that have specifically Czech settings, 
and from The Bride o f Messina (1882-3) his sources become more varied and, as Tyrrell 
states ‘bear witness to his own cosmopolitan leanings and to those of highly cultured literary 
friends such as Hostinsky and the poet and dramatist Jaroslav Vrchlicky’.15 Throughout the 
1880s, Fibich became less concerned with fulfilling nationalistic expectations and more 
involved with exploring the poetic and literary concerns that had been present from early in 
his career. His two most substantial and significant piano cycles From the Mountains and the
14Tyrrell/Mabary (2001), p.761.
15Tyrrell (1988), p.84.
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Mallrske studie [Studies of Paintings] op. 56 (1898-9, H328) are both related to these 
concerns, the first being a cycle depicting the images of the Alps captured in the poetry of 
Vrchlicky, and the second responding to a range of visual images from various artists.
In addition to these two piano cycles, there is also the collection of 376 Nalady, 
dojmy a upominky [Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences] opp.41,44,47, and 57 
(1892-9, H311, H315, H319, H327)16 which chronicle the composer’s relationship with 
Aneika Schulzova. Her influence lasted for the remainder of his life and dictated much of his 
later operatic output, and Boure [The Tempest] op.40 (1893-4, H309), Hedy op.43 (1894-5, 
H314), Sarka op.51 (1896-7, H321), and Pad Arkuna op.55 and 60 [The Fall of Arkona] 
(1898-1900, H325-6) are all based upon libretti provided by Ane2ka. The Moods, 
Impressions, and Reminiscences have a relationship with these operas and, in addition to 
being important as independent piano works, there exist many correspondences between 
material in the operas and the piano works, creating a clear connection between the personal 
and the musical in the composer’s output.
Fibich’s works show him as a kind of ‘renaissance man’ and his inspiration has many 
sources (nature, literature, visual art, sculpture) yet, at the end of his life, the most important 
source was his own internal world of emotional responses to personal relationships. Despite 
the wide-ranging nature of these influences, the unifying element in Fibich’s musical 
language is the depiction of a programme, be it visual, literary, or emotional, and this 
element makes him perhaps the most Romantic Czech composer of his period. Although his 
work has connections with that of Smetana and Dvofak, it is to contemporary European 
Romanticism that Fibich relates most.
The piano music of Josef Bohuslav Foerster: further connections with Romanticism
Although Foerster shares many characteristics with Fibich, as a result of the significant part 
of his career that he spent abroad, he was exposed to a number of different influences.
16There is a further set o f Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences which has no opus number -  these pieces
were composed in 1897 and have the catalogue number H520.
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However, despite this connection with other countries and foreign influences, the 
development of music in his native country was always of importance to Foerster and 
continually had an effect on his compositional life. Unlike Fibich, he enjoyed a long life, and 
so had experience of his country achieving independence in 1918. Although a discussion of 
the effect of this on his- compositional aetivitiesisbeyond the 3Cope of this study, it is 
revealing to consider Foerster’s activities upon his return to Prague in 1918 and how he was 
perceived by commentators there
Table 4 places Foerster’s piano music in the context of his oeuvre as a whole, and this 
reveals much about the composer’s approach to the instrument. Like Fibich, his compositions 
for the pi&noare neither numerous nor a continuous part of his output, suggesting that the 
piano was not fundamental in defining his style. Composition was not an activity in which 
Foerster was engaged until relatively late in his career and this contrasts with the early 
compositional activity of Fibich. Indeed, Foerster was occupied by many other activities 
before he began composing in any serious way, and these had a fundamental effect on his 
musical development.
Unlike Fibich, Foerster’s education took place entirely in Prague. He was brought up 
within a musical environment dominated by church music> and his father (Josef Forster 
(1833-1907)) was the organist at St. Vitus’ cathedral in Prague, as well as teaching at the 
Prague Organ School (from 1857, when Dvorak was a pupil) and eventually taking up a 
position of professor of theory at the Prague - Conservatoire in-the :l-860a. Josef'Bohustev-was- 
thus brought up in an environment affected by the fundamental changes and developments 
occurring in Czech society through the 1860s Foerster would have been made aware of the 
importance of dramatic art in Czech culture at a very young age, as his father was fully 
involved in the musical life of Prague (frequently going to the Provisional Theatre)17 and 
attended th r lay ing of the~fbundation stone-forthe^National Theatre-withFoester m  1&6&18 
The composer’s formative influences are similar to those of Fibich, and from the time he 
entered secondary school (in 1871) he appreciated the m u sic  of Smetana., was interested in
l7Bartos (1923) notes his attendance at performances o f The Brandenburgers in Bohemia and The Bartered
T\ • J .  . .  Ar\£xr(axrt
18Bartos H923Y n 49.
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world literature (Goethe, Schiller, and Shakespeare), and developed an interest in art and 
drawing that was to last throughout his life. His interest in the many different facets of 
artistic expression can also be seen in his interest in Lumir (the journal of the contemporary 
arts) as a teenager (in 1875-6).19
After graduating from secondary school in 1878, Foerster studied chemistry and 
biology before embarking on a musical career with study at the Prague Organ School from 
1879. Here, he experienced the teaching of FrantiSek Skuhersky (1830-92), at  ^innovative 
thinker who had also been responsible for the teaching of Leo§ Janacek a few years earlier 
and, upon graduating in November 1882, he was certified ‘excellently able’ to teach in 
secondary schools.20
Table 4: Foerster’s piano music in the context of his output as a whole
YEAR PIANO WORKS STAGE WORKS 
AND
MELODRAMAS
VOCAL/CHORAL
AND
INSTRUMENTAL
WORKS
1883 Piano Trio no. 1, op. 8
1884 In The Mountains suite, 
op.7
1885 Miniatures op.17
1887 Spring Moods op.4 Symphony no. 1, op. 9 
(1887-8)
1888 String Quartet no. 1, 
op. 15
1889 Three Riders, o d .21 Three Village Songs. 
op. 19
Hvmn o f the Angels. 
op. 13
Violin Sonata, op.45
1890 Leaves from my Diary 
op.18
Debora, op.41 
(1890-1)
Czech Song. op.30
1891 Stab at mater. o d .5 6  
(1891-2)
19Barto§ (1923), pp.46-7. 
20Bartos (1923), pp.48-9.
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1892 Symphony no.2, op.29 
(1892-3)
1893 String Quartet no.2, 
op. 39
1894 Symphony no. 3 Life, 
op.36
Piano Trio no.2, op.38
Nine choruses. od.37 
(1894-7)
1895 Eva,, op. 50 (1895-7)
1897 Amarus, op. 30a
1898 Dreaming op.47
1900 My Youth sym.poem, 
op.44
Praver to the Sea. 
op. 71
Gethsemane. op. 121/4
1902 Rose of Memories 
op.49
Jessika, op.60 
(1902-4)
1903 Cyrano de Bergerac 
sym.poem, op.55
1905 Symphony no.4 Easter, 
op. 54
1906 The Invincible Ones, 
op. 100 (1906-17)
1907 String Quartet no.3, 
op.61 (1907-13)
Hvmnus. op. 63/3
1908 Compositions for my 
little boy op.72
Impressions op.73
(1908-9)
From Shakespeare sym 
poem, op.76 (1908-09)
1909 Legend o f Happiness 
sym poem, op. 83
Wind Quintet, op. 95
1910 Violin Concerto, op. 88 
(1910-11)
Oh. St WenceslasL 
op. 86
1912 Eros’ Masks op.98 Spring and Longing 
sym poem, op.93
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1913 Four Heroes, op. 117
1918 To the Dead Brothers, 
op. 108
1919 Piano Trio no. 3, op. 105 
(1919-21)
1920 Male voice choruses. 
op. 102 (1920-1)
1921 The Heart, op. 102 
(1921-2) ^
1923 Glagolitic Mass. 
op. 123
Jidin Suite, op. 124
1924 Symphony no. 5, op. 141 
(1924-9)
1925 Violin concerto no.2, 
op. 104 (1925-6)
Twelve Choruses. 
op. 171
1926 Charcoal Sketches 
op.136 (1926-8)
1928 St. Wenceslas. o d . 140
1935 The Simpleton, op. 158 
(1935-6)
1936 To Mv Heart. od . 151 b 
Mat\ op. 159
From 1884, Foerster began his activities as a music critic and reviewer and wrote for journals 
such as Dalibor, Hudebni revue, and Ndrodni listy. In doing this, his career mirrors that of 
Janafcek, and the Moravian composer soon approached Foerster to write for his journal 
Hudebni listy (which Foerster contributed to in 1885-6).21 Through examining Foerster’s 
journalistic output, a relatively detailed knowledge of what music the composer was exposed 
to and what he valued musically can be gained. His fundamental concern was for reviewing 
opera, and his writings illustrate his enthusiasm for both Smetana and Fibich (mirroring the 
line of development for Czech opera outlined by Nejedly).22 Therefore, through his writings,
21See Stedron (1947), pp.7-8 for details o f Foerster’s involvement with Janacek’s Hudebni listy.
22Stedron (1947), pp.8-9.
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Foerster aligns himself with the mladocech in his opinions of Czech opera, and documents 
the significant role of both Smetana and Fibich in the reformation of dramatic music 
following Wagner.
In the early part of Foerster’s career (before 1893) there exists a dichotomy between 
the works that the composer wrote about (operas and melodramas) and his own compositions 
(instrumental and chamber works). Although in his writing the composer aligns himself with 
Smetana and Fibich (and hence progressive ideas), his musical output was closer to that of 
Dvorak. Foerster’s work with Janacek’s Hudebni listy would also have involved him in the 
‘Dvorak cult’ that existed in Moravia in the 1880s and 90s (with Janadek’s promotion of 
Dvorak within the Bmo Beseda).23 The closeness of Foerster’s orchestral and chamber output 
to Dvorak during the 1880s can be inferred by the fact that Janacek was enthusiastic about 
performing Foerster’s orchestral suite In The Mountains (1884).24 However, this performance 
never occurred, and eventually the composer became known throughout Moravia as a 
composer of choruses. Foerster’s choral works Hymnus andelii [Hymn of Angels] (1889) and 
the Ceskd piseh [Czech Song] (1890) were received with great success and, in writing for 
choral societies (societies with an important nationalist agenda) using nationalistic texts (the 
Hymn o f Angels uses a text by Svatopluk Cech), the composer was expressing an important 
attachment to his native land, a connection that continued throughout his time abroad. Table 
4 illustrates that whilst Foerster was abroad in Hamburg and Vienna (between 1893 and 
1918) he composed many choruses. These were written for Ferdinand Vach and Moravian 
Teachers’ choral societies, and Vach maintained contact with Foerster whilst he was resident 
in foreign countries, demonstrating a way in which Foerster remained connected to his 
homeland whilst he was abroad.25
Several facets of Foerster’s creative personality unfold in the time before he left for 
Hamburg in 1893. As a composer, he had written a number of orchestral and chamber works, 
and male-voice choruses, yet these activities placed him on the periphery of a Czech culture 
fundamentally concerned with opera and stage works. However, in his role as a critic, Foester
^See the final chapter o f this dissertation for further details o f Janacek’s relationship with Dvorak.
24Stgdrofi (1947), pp.9-10.
25Details of Foerster’s connections with Moravian choral societies can be found in Stedron (1947), pp.14-16.
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was at the centre of Czech criticism, writing extensively on the most progressive 
developments of Czech opera His connection with the theatre was reinforced in 1888 when 
he married Berta Lautererova (1869-1936), a singer at the National Theatre, and this 
intensified Foerster’s role as a mouthpiece for the needs of Czech music. He supported the 
melodramas of Fibich (also co m p o s^
[Three Riders] in 1889, contemporaneous with Fibich’s work on Hippodamia) and began to 
establish a reputation for himself as an opera composer with Dehorn (1890-1).. Although the 
opera was only performed four times (following its premiere in 1893) it was seen as being a 
promising start to an operatic career, with the subject of a serious village opera being both 
innovativr and a continuation of a line^af development instigated by Smetana’s Bartered 
Bride.
Foerster left Prague for Hamburg, in 1893 (the result of Berta gaining, a singing, 
position at the Stadttheater) and continued his writing career (working for the Neue 
Hamburger Zeitung and the Hamburger Nachrichten among other publications) whilst, 
eompositionedly, erhugc influence wa& his inter^tionwithtjUSt^ Milter (1860-1911), 
Foerster came to know Mahler through Berta’s employment at the Stadttheater (where 
Mahler conductedY and it would seem that there was a mutual annreciatinn and admiration
’  *  ~/'f' — -  -  * * • ■*  " i r e  ~ ~ "  ~~ ~
between the two men, with Foerster writing of a ‘mythical closeness of souls [...] souls that 
recognise one another’.26 When the two men met in 1893 Mahler was extremely well-known 
as a eonductorbutmuchk33 so as a composer, and needed the support of someone like 
Foerster, who promoted Mahler both through his writings and the organisation of concerts of
th? Aiigtrian’g w orkc ^  D uring their m an y  rneetin a c^  Fnergfpr and M ahlpr d iceiigged th e
importance of Bach’s counterpoint (with Mahler expressing disappointment in the fact that 
Bach was almost unknown) and the works of Beethoven, as well as becoming well 
a^^ iitcd r with progressive figures sueH as Riclfafd Strauss ( 1 1 ’949).-2*
Foerster notes that Mahler saw himself as competing with Strauss, whom he valued greatly
26Foerster (1.947), p.23.
27Foerster wrote articles in Narodni listy and the Blatte fur Musik supporting Mahler after he had received 
negative reviews in Berlin newspapers. He also organised a concert of Mahlers music in March 1896 which 
consisted of the first movement o f Symphony no.2 and Symphony no .1. (Foerster. (1947),. p .101.).
28Lebrecht (1987), pp.75-6.
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and studied carefully, admiring particularly the enrichment of the orchestral palette in 
Strauss’ works.29 Through his appreciation of Mahler, Foerster expressed his enthusiasm for 
a new generation of composers, and aligned himself with the progressive musical figures of 
the fin-de-siecle. Mahler’s appreciation of Smetana provided a further connection between 
them (he put on The Bartered Bride in Hamburg, and later introduced The Two Widows, The 
Kiss, and Dalibor)30 In his writings, Foerster promoted and defended Mahler (who was, in 
the 1890s, isolated as a result of his innovative and forward-looking compositional approach) 
alongside an active promotion of Smetana, and this can be seen as further reinforcement of 
the fact the Smetana was seen as a modem and progressive figure by foreign composers.31
Being away from his native land had a significant effect on Foerster’s compositional 
output. His connections with Smetana and Fibich continued with the creation of an orchestral 
symphonic poem Me mladi [My Youth] (1900), and his concern with the development of 
Czech opera and melodrama can be seen in Eva (1895-7) and Amarus (1897). Eva reinforces 
Foerster’s connection with Moravia (with the opera being based upon a text by Gabriela 
Preissova), and it is known that the composer had travelled through Moravia and experienced 
Preissova’s play by 1890.32 The fact that it took a further five years to complete the opera 
(and that he did so whilst living and working in a foreign country) says much about Foerster’s 
need to still be connected to his homeland, and his continued awareness of what genres 
carried value there.
Although many elements in Foerster’s writing (both musical and literary) are 
concerned with the development of a national style and his place within that, there is also a 
significant subjective strand in his writing, and it is within this that the piano emerges as an 
important instrument. Both of the orchestral works from the Hamburg period (the third 
symphony, subtitled Zivot [Life] and the symphonic poem My Youth) are, in a sense, 
autobiographical, and the piano cycle Sneni [Dreaming] (1898) reinforces this approach.
29Foerster (1947), pp.26-7, which is further quoted and discussed in De la Grange (1974), pp.287-8.
30De la Grange (1974), p.317.
3IFoerster’ s enthusiasm for Mahler’s compositional approach and his awareness o f the Austrian’s isolation is 
discussed in De la Grange (1974) p.287 and pp.315-6, and Lebrecht (1987), pp.76-8.
32There is evidence that Foerster met Preissova in Velka at some point in the 1890s. Details can be found in 
Stedron (1947), p. 13.
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Foerster’s piano writing stands apart from his concerns with Czech opera and melodrama, 
and is closer to Fibich’s cycles {Dreaming is contemporaneous with the Studies o f Paintings) 
and the collections of Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences.
Dreaming is the only piano work that exists from Foerster’s time in Hamburg, and 
was followed with two cycles completed in Vienna (1903-1918), the Imprese [Impressions] 
(1908-09) and Erotovy masky [Eros’s Masks] (1912), both of which provide further 
illustration of Foerster’s use of the piano as an intimate instrument through which to depict 
subjective states. The concern with music as a descriptive force continues in the three 
symphonic poems of this period (Ze Shakespeara [From Shakespeare] (1908-09), Legenda o 
stesti [Legend of Happiness] (1909), and Jaro a touha [Spring and Longing] (1912)) and 
these works demonstrate both a connection with Smetana and Fibich (in the use of 
Shakespeare and the genre of symphonic poem) and the contemporary Vienna in which he 
was living and working (with connections being created with the symphonic poems of 
Strauss). However, in his musical language Foerster was far removed from contemporary 
models, and this is highlighted if comparisons are made between his piano cycles and the 
contemporaneous piano music of Arnold Schoenberg (1874-1951) and Alban Berg 
(1885-1935).33 This sense of isolation and introspection can also be seen in his operatic 
output and, in considering Foerster’s last three operas, Tyrrell suggests that the composer, in 
still using a harmonic and musical language little changed from his youth, was out of touch 
with the times.34 The exploration of an increasingly personal vein of opera, with the focus 
being on the psychological depiction of the main characters, corresponds with the subjective 
concerns explored in the piano music.
Despite the distance between his own musical language and that of his Viennese 
contemporaries, Foerster had a great deal of experience of contemporary music at the 
beginning of the twentieth century and, through his writings, it would appear that his reaction 
to it was mostly positive. In the article Schonberg a jeho skola [Schoenberg and his school],35
33Berg’s Piano Sonata was written in 1908-09, whilst Schoenberg’s Drei Klavierstucke op. 11 and Sechs kleine 
Klavierstucke op. 19 were written in 1909 and 1911 respectively, and thus are contemporaneous with Foerster’s 
Impressions and Eros’s Masks.
34Tyrrell (1988), p.93.
35In Foerster (1947), pp.301-312.
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Foerster documents his hearing of Schoenberg’s Gurrelieder (1900-01) (in which he notes 
the ‘delightful and enchanting sounds’ from the orchestra., the ‘captivating choral singing’., 
and his appreciation of this music ‘from the deepest depths of the heart’) /6 Pelleas und 
Melisande op.5 (1902-3), and the Kammersymphonie op.9 (1906), Berg’s Fiinf 
Orehesteriieder von Peter Att&nberg&pA (1912), and Webern *s F&nf LWder op. 4 {1908-4)9). 
Despite his enthusiastic reaction to Gurrelieder, Foerster was less than entirely positive about 
the Other works (noting the ‘harmonic oddities’ in the Kammersymphonie  which led to the 
piece being ‘totally incomprehensible in places’)37 yet, on the whole, his article focuses more 
on the opinions of others (he notes Mahler’s request of ‘gentleman please, a C major chord’) 
and hs wri tes of the scandalous reactions that the pieces produced at the performance 
(detailing the ‘hissing, shouting, and violence’ that the works produced in the audience).38 
These remarks make dear the fact that Foerster was aware of the innovations of the Second 
Viennese School without being fully in tune with their aims, and the composers that Foerster 
focuses upon within the above article (Franz Schreker (1878-1934) and Hans Pfitzner 
(1869—1949))Tc^eal much about where his musical enthusiasins lay. With both Schreker and 
Pfitzner, Foerster notes their relationship with the mood of Romanticism, discussing their 
poetic qualities,, their relationship with Nature,, and the sense of ‘truthfulness’ in their music 
and its being ‘felt from the heart [...] lived, felt, and suffered’.39 These remarks suggest that, 
despite his knowledge and experience of the most progressive and innovative musical styles, 
Foerster’s conmiitmeni was always with Romanticism, and this can befdtelearly inhi§ own 
musical language throughout his time in Vienna, which demonstrates his distance from his 
Viennese contemporaries
Foerster’s isolation in Vienna and the need to maintain connections with his 
homeland can be demonstrated by the fact that he was closely involved with the Czech 
Vfemiesemm^^-thrm^out-his time there. During1909^-19hegavelectures to the Lttmir 
society about harmony, and continued this in 1910 with lectures dedicated both to
36Fo©F5ter{T947); p :393:
37Foerster (1947), p.305.
38Foerster (1947), pp.305-6.
39Foerster (19471 pp. 308-10.
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contemporary music and the importance of Fibich.40 Although Foerster was aware of 
contemporary music and the innovations occurring in Vienna at the beginning of the 
twentieth century,41 compositionally he was fundamentally more connected to a Romantic 
form of expression, and remained attached to the figures that loomed large in his earlier 
writing career (namely Smetana and Fibich).
Following the composition of Eros’s Masks in 1912, Foerster produced no piano 
music until the Crty uhlem [Charcoal Sketches] (1926-8). By this time, the composer had 
returned to Prague and was faced with a public that knew very little about him, having had no 
experience of his orchestral, chamber, and piano works, and knowing only Eva and the songs 
and choruses (which had been promoted in Moravia through Vach). There was also an 
element of prejudice against him on his return and, after many years abroad, he was 
perceived as lacking a ‘national consciousness’.42 Throughout the 1920s, Foerster assumed 
an institutional position, being the principal of the Prague Conservatoire in 1922-3,1927-8, 
and 1928-9, and this in many ways is a reflection of his conservatism and lack of connection 
with contemporary Czech music through the 1920s, a time of great change in the musical life 
of Prague.43 Essentially, Foerster’s music was outdated, and other figures had come to the 
forefront of Czech culture during his time abroad, with Leos Janacek assuming his position 
as the focus of Czech opera in the twentieth century.
What becomes clear through an examination of Foerster’s career is that his literary 
career was often more significant that his compositional activities. Whereas his writing (in 
Bmo, Prague, Hamburg, and Vienna) saw him connecting with progressive composers and 
works, his own musical language (particularly during his time in Vienna) never absorbed 
contemporary influences to any significant degree. Although living abroad for so much of his 
career, Foerster maintained a connection with his homeland (through his literary articles,
40Bartos (1923), pp.70-1.
41In his article on ‘Vienna’, Foerster demonstrates a knowledge and appreciation of the most modern 
developments in all art forms in Vienna at the beginning o f  the twentieth century, discussing the Vienna 
Secession, Art Nouveau, and the enthusiasm of Schoenberg and his school for the innovations of Mahler.
He also discusses the concerts given by the Orchesterverein and the Singverein (see Foerster (1947), pp. 160-3).
42Bartos (1923), p.71.
43Further information on Foerster’s institutional activities can be found in Bartos (1923), pp.74-80. It can also be 
noted here that Foerster’s institutional position in the newly created independent Czechoslovakia can be 
compared with that of the younger Vitezslav Novak, and this will be explored further in the subsequent chapter.
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choruses, and stage works), and yet many of his works stand outside any national concerns, 
becoming, increasingly subjective and personal as a result of his isolation . Tn this,. Foerster’s 
approach has similarities with much of Fibich’s later output (with its emphasis on the 
subjective) and, through an examination of their piano music, a fuller appreciation of their 
connections can be-reached
f
Fibich and the piano
The piano played a different role in Fibich’s output than it did in either Smetana’s or 
Dvorak’s. Like Smetana, Fibich was an accomplished pianist and the instrument was 
immediately attractive to write for. A further similarity with the older Czech composer can 
be seen in his early attraction to the works of Schumann.. which encouraged the writing, of 
piano miniatures, and the earliest pieces in Fibich’s output for piano (those produced in the 
1860s) can be compared with the early connection with Romanticism that Smetana 
-e&peftenced in his Sketches and ^ ihurrtteaves. fxowever, -whereas wrttingfortheptatio’was a 
constant for Smetana until the 1860s, during his exposure to the social and cultural life of 
Prague during the 1870s Fibich’s writing for the niano receded into the background whilst  "  C/“ ** ~ ~ " ~ '  ~ C~ " * “ - - - - -  .
other genres became prominent. What his later piano cycles {From the Mountains and the 
Studies o f Paintings) demonstrate is that the piano remained important to Fibich, and the 
variety and diversity of his programmatic sources is  illustrated -through-his .works fbr the- 
instrument, which illustrate everything that was important to Fibich as a Romantic composer; 
literature,, art nature,, and personal and subjective expression
Although Fibich’s most important contribution to the development of Czech music at 
the end of the nineteenth century is seen as being his stage works, the piano cycles are a 
complement fc this as they further demonstrate the- composer - s- increasingly7 drverse'sourceo 
of inspiration. Therefore, although From the Mountains (1887) and the Studies o f Paintings 
(1898) are not directly connected with his stage works,.they still play apart in diversifying 
Fibich’s programmatic writing. In contrast, the Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences 
(1892-7) demonstrate both the use of the piano as a more intimate means of expression (in
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(1892-7) demonstrate both the use of the piano as a more intimate means of expression (in 
the creation of an ‘erotic diary’ of his relationship with Anezka) and the greater connection 
of the piano writing with the stage works, as many of these small pieces form the basis of 
parts of the last four operas.
Fibich’s piano music is always linked with an external programme, and the greatest 
connection between Fibich and his predecessors can be felt through Smetana’s piano tone 
poem Macbeth and the Witches and Dvofak’s Poetic Tone Pictures. Where Fibich creates 
something completely new is in the use of the piano as a vehicle of intimate expression, and 
this is significant both in the influence it had on subsequent Czech composers (such as Suk 
and JanaCek) and in demonstrating Fibich’s connection with the atmosphere of the fm-de- 
siecle dominant in wider contemporary European Romanticism.
A comparison with the piano music of Foerster
Fibich’s first significant piano cycle is From the Mountains (1887) and Foerster’s first work 
for the instrument, the Jarni nalady [Spring Moods], comes from the same year. However, 
the works differ in terms of scale and their significance in terms of the composer’s later 
output. The Spring Moods are three individual pieces exploring different types of dance and, 
along with the earlier Miniatury [Miniatures] (1885) and later Listy z meho deniku [Leaves 
from my Diary] (1890), can be considered as sketches that show Foerster experimenting with 
the creation of different moods and colours.44 Because of this, the cycle Sneni [Dreaming]
(1898) can be considered as Foerster’s first piano cycle and indeed, its designation as a cycle 
is on the basis of the individual pieces being considered as a unified whole, an aspect which 
encourages comparison with Fibich’s first cycle, From The Mountains.
From the Mountains is a musical depiction of the poetry of Jaroslav Vrchlicky 
(1853-1912), and is one of the first pieces in which the composer responds to the Czech 
writer. In addition to this piano cycle Fibich used Vrchlicky’s texts for his concert
^These early piano works of Foerster are not listed in the Pukl/Tyrrell (2001) worklist for Foerster, but are 
outlined and discussed by Vaclav Holzknecht on pp. 85-94 in Bartos (1923) along with works prior to 1887, 
namely the Allegro and Scherzo (1885) and the Vzpommku z mladi [Memories of Youth] (1886).
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the symphonic poem Noc na Karlstejne [A Night at Karlstejn Castle] (from 1886) and 
Vrchliekv was,, following, the composition of the above piano cycle,, to become the adaptor of 
texts for the melodramatic trilogy Hippodamia (after Sophocles and Euripides) and the opera 
Boufe [The Tempest] (after Shakespeare). Fibich also set many of Vrchlicky’s texts as 
songs,45 ftirther suggesting thrimpertoce-of his poetic language-in stimulating tho- 
composer’s creative imagination.
For the piano cycle From the Mountains Fibich selects three specific texts> namely 
Nocleh v klastere [A Night’s Stay in the Monastery], Notturno [Nocturne], and Cesta v 
Alpach [A Journey in the Alps]. These three texts form the basis for seven individual pieces; 
no. 1 uses A Night’s Stay in the Monastery, nos. 2, 3, 5y 6, and 7 use A Journey in the Alps and 
no.4 is based on the Nocturne. The use of specific parts of the poetic sources has been 
niitiinpH by Nej.ediy,4^  Fibich,’& careful process of selection pnintc tn Kim being & ‘painter
in music’,47 creating different moods and responding to individual images and symbols as 
opposed to simplistically setting whole texts. Fibich creates a unified whole through the
Vvitfi the iiext six pieces' foiling a 
continuous musical setting, following on from one another attacca. The pieces are connected 
to one another in various ways, with the most obvious being the use of Vrchlicky’s poetry as 
a ‘motto’ which precedes each piece. In addition to this, Fibich creates musical connections 
between the pieces which emphasise the cyclic element.
The first piece in the cycle demonstrates Fibich’s approach to his poetic programme, 
and the full translation of the extract from A Night ’s Stay at the Monastery is given below:
The night was bowing with its starry sky over mountain peaks....
Below that, a blossoming valley of cliffs sits in its lap.
Listen! From a distance, a stream in the gorge is rippling.
See now, a star has fallen from the sky.... 
something wept and again there i.s the scented silence.
45See Pukl/Tyrrell (200.1) worklist,. p.763,
^Nejedly (1901), p.67.
47Nejedly (1901), p.68.
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something wept and again there is the scented silence.
From the walls of the monastery our light had diminished, 
and the night laid its black shadows everywhere.
Fibich selects images from this text that are reinforced and presented again in the other 
extracts from Vrchlicky, namely the night, the mountains, and the stream and, in doing this, 
he creates poetic connections between individual pieces. In the first piece, the grandeur of the 
mountains is depicted through a thick textured, chordal melody, which builds up registrally 
and dynamically. The chordal element of the opening connects with the spread chords that 
occur both at b.29 and at the end of the piece, thereby invoking both the majesty of the 
mountains and the spiritual, religious nature of the monastery depicted in the text (music 
examples la).
Ex.la: Fibich, From the Mountains, no.l; (i) opening of the piece, bars 1-10
VP
i i f n .!•«
PP
- :/
(ii) spread chords from bars 38-47
p  eufoniio
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Fibich succeeds in creating a contrast between the height and power of the mountains and the 
fragility of the surrounding stars by using contrasting textures and registers throughout the 
first section (see previous music example la (i)). The composer continues to exploit register 
through the section beginning at b.41, where the spread chords of the ‘chorale’ theme are 
accompanied by a constant rhythm in the bass register (see previous music example la  (ii)). 
The grandeur of the mountains is further reinforced in the final section, which is dominated
by spread chosds, thick textures (which, in their unpianistic arrangement, suggest the
■>
composer’s previous experience of orchestral writing) and a high dynamic level. This is 
immediately contrasted with the pp, una corda semiquaver sextuplets, which lead into a final 
presentation of the initial chordal idea before the ‘chorale’ theme provides a contemplative 
end to the piece (music example la  (iii)).
Ex.la: Fibich, From the Mountains, no.l; (iii) bars 67-end
p p
IrL
• nna corda
<S& #
iff TO
tatte corde _
ten.
ten.
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The first piece provides an effective introduction by depicting a number of different 
images through the use of contrasting textures, dynamics, and registral space. What Fibich 
achieves in this cycle of pieces is the balance between contrast and continuity so essential for 
an effective large-scale structure. In this, he responds to Schumann’s piano cycles (discussed 
previously with regard to Smetana’s early development), reinforcing his connection with the 
Romantic imagination. In terms of contrast, Fibich is selective in his use of poetic extracts, 
constantly juxtaposing powerful images (the eagle from no.2, the ‘stormy surges’ of the 
mountain brook in nos 6 and 7) with more delicate elements (the ‘song of nature’ in no.3, the 
‘magical night’ and ‘flowery slope’ of no.4), and the composer’s musical approach to this 
contrast can be demonstrated by comparing the end of the fourth piece with the beginning of 
no.5.
The whole of no.4 (based on Vrchlicky’s Nocturne) is a depiction of the calmness of 
the natural environment at night, and its initial fragmentary gestures develop into a gentle 
waltz, which then breaks up to end as it began. This sense of calm is broken up by the 
beginning of no.5 whose driving D minor triplet theme (accompanied by accented crotchets) 
disrupts the stillness of the night with the ‘wild, foamy dance’ of the brook and the ‘embrace 
of the abyss’ (music examples lb).
Ex.lb: Fibich, From the Mountains  ^no.4; (i) final 13 bars
LjJfa L-=j - J ------- . - r - r ^ n — p i— r Vj —*—n—■—c—*—
«r--------v 1-------• J
riti'n.
T
riti'n. j  j j  r s  i f
■ t
aftncca
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(ii) no.5, bars 1-6
Alolto Allegro e precipitato.
Such dramatic contrast can also be found within individual numbers, and the text of no.3 
revolves around two elements, namely the ‘poetic song’ of the narrator and the ‘solitude of 
the ice and snow’. The opening of no.3 is a slow, gentle waltz (creating unity with no.4) 
which is disrupted by accented,/octaves, forming an accented passage which builds up to a 
sfz climax, before the initial melody returns accompanied by filigree passagework (music 
examples lc).
Ex.lc: Fibich, From the Mountains, no.3; (i) bars 1-6
(ii) contrasting material, bars 20-26
. Pin mosso.
PP
The sense of contrast inherent in the source enables Fibich to exploit the dramatic, 
pictoral elements of his chosen text. However, in order to create a unified composition, these 
contrasting elements need to be balanced by aspects which encourage unity and continuity. 
As can be observed in many of Schumann’s piano cycles (a good example being Papillons), 
the use of a specific genre as a musical focus point is an effective way of achieving this, and
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Fibich uses triple metre and the waltz associated with it as a way of connecting the individual 
pieces (which, despite their contrasting characters, are all in 3/4, although no.2 creates a 
sense of variety with its initial distortion into 6/8). The composer also encourages the notion 
of a cycle by cross-referencing motifs and ideas, an example of this being the recurrence of 
the opening of no.2 in the final section of no.7, which also quotes the ‘chorale’ element of 
no. 1 and the veloce chromatic scale first presented in no.6. The sfz trill figuration which is 
also presented in no.7 has its origins in no. 1 (and was also used in no.6 and, to some extent, 
as the opening of no.3) and a comparison of the two illustrates how Fibich creates a sense of 
development through the cycle by characterising them differently (music examples Id).
Ex.ld: Fibich, From the Mountains; (i) no.2, bars 1-5
/
■ I B 1 I. |M.
|>j; ' • =
1 ^ - = 1
(ii) no.6, veloce chromatic scale, bars 32-4
p p  lunga 
Fermate ff f v e l u c e
(iii) ‘quotation’ of these previous elements in no.7, bar 35-40
»  FvZuniolo* 
ifr— rr\ ____
ffve lo ce
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Fibich’s selection of the three poetic sources encourages a varied and changeable 
musical language, with the descriptive programme providing the composer with the 
opportunity to both fully explore the piano’s textural and registral capabilities and to 
structure the individual numbers in a cycle through the use of recurrent poetic images. In this 
cycle, Fibich goes beyond the descriptive musical language used in Dvofak’s Poetic Tone 
Pictures as he creates connections which give the cycle a bigger sense of scale, bringing it 
closer to Smetana’s tone poem Macbeth in both its exploitation of the piano’s resources and 
in the elements of virtuosity incorporated, creating a work more suited to the concert 
platform than the salon.
Foerster’s Dreaming was composed whilst he was in Hamburg, and his compositional 
activities there can be understood in terms of two directions. On the one hand, his continued 
attachment to his native country was expressed through the opera Eva and the choruses he 
was writing for Moravian choral societies and, on the other, his purely instrumental output 
was exploring a more descriptive and subjective atmosphere. Like Fibich, the importance of a 
poetic or descriptive programme can be felt early in his career with the orchestral suite In the 
Mountains (which, written in 1884, is almost contemporaneous with Fibich’s piano cycle). 
Foerster also responded musically to the texts of Vrchlicky (in his concert melodramas Three 
Riders and Amarus (from 1889 and 1897 respectively) and in several songs) and took the 
same diverse approach to programmatic sources (from literary sources such as Vrchlicky and 
Shakespeare, to images of the natural environment).
Despite the many parallels between Foerster and Fibich, the musical language of 
Dreaming is somewhat different to that of From the Mountains. Unlike Fibich, Foerster does 
not respond to a specific poetic programme, meaning that the five pieces hang together in a 
kind of ‘stream of consciousness’ and, in doing so, create musical depictions more akin to the 
changeability of the human imagination rather than the depiction of specific poetic images. 
Whereas Fibich’s cycle is defined by connection and culmination as musical ideas are 
repeated and cross-referenced, Foerster’s work, whilst containing connecting and unifying 
elements, focuses more upon contrast and the juxtaposition of different moods. The result is 
more a collection of fragmentary ideas than a cohesive and unified cycle. Foerster’s musical
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language is simpler than Fibich’s, and his textures are less virtuosic and demanding on the 
pianist, meaning that Dreaming is more suited to the salon than the concert platform.
The piano pieces that Foerster completed before Dreaming (the Spring Moods, 
Miniatures, and Leaves from my Diary) all impact upon his writing in this first significant 
cycle. The earlier works concentrate upon the depiction of different moods in a relatively 
simple, naive style and, particularly in the Spring Moods, the composer explores the potential 
of writing in different dance forms. The idea of the waltz is important in the cycle Dreaming 
as it forms a kind of ‘genre in the background’, and each of the pieces (with the exception of 
the first) use triple metre and present different waltz ‘characters’. This is demonstrated at the 
beginning of both nos. 2 and 4, which present simple, sparse textures (no.2 also incorporates 
a distortion of triple metre at first which has connections with the furiant) accompanied by 
basic tonic and dominant harmonies (music examples 2a).
Ex.2a: Foerster, Dreaming; (i) opening of no.2, bars 1-5
Tempo di Valse.
PP
(ii) opening of no.4, bars 1-5
Allegretto grazioso.
The freshness and simplicity of these examples can be contrasted with the darker, more 
melancholy opening of no.3 (with its chromaticism, thicker texture, use of bass register, and
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rapid dynamic changes) and the fragmentary emergence of a giocoso waltz from pp 
tremelando figuration at the start of the final piece (music examples 2b).
Ex.2b: Foerster, Dreaming; (i) opening of no.3, bars 1-11
Andante con moto.
I
pp
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(ii) opening of no.5, bars 1-12
Allegro.
PP
Foerster thus presents both a unifying element (in the constancy of metre and genre between 
pieces) and a source of contrast (with the presentation of different characterisations). Most of 
the individual pieces are multi-sectional, providing the opportunity for many changes of 
mood and character within one piece. A good example of this is the second piece, where the 
opening waltz/furiant idea is disrupted by sfz chords, the subsequent stillness provided by the 
chords of the poco piu mosso eventually leading into an E flat major sentimental waltz 
section, which builds to a dramatic f f  climax before the initial waltz idea returns, its
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simplicity and naivety emphasised through the contrast with previous material (music 
examples 2c).
Ex.2c: Foerster, Dreaming; (i) no.2, bars 6-10
(ii) no.2. bars 21-36
ilbSJ
Un poco pm raosso.
u  doice cresc
(iii) presentation of tranquillo waltz theme, bars 47-57
1 ^ 7
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In From the Mountains Fibich creates a sense of cohesion through repeating material 
and cross-referencing ideas yet, in Dreaming, Foerster is less concerned with creating unity 
in this way. There is one example of this, where the opening of no.2 reappears in no.5, but 
essentially the composer creates a feeling of continuity and cohesion solely through the use 
of similar waltz textures and ideas in each piece. This element of similarity can be seen
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through a comparison of the E flat tranquillo section of no.2 (see previous music example 2c 
(iii)), the E flat un poco piu mosso idea of no.3 (the use of the same key is also significant in 
creating a sense of cohesion between movements), and the E major un poco meno mosso 
sections of the final piece (music examples 2d). By using the waltz as a structural framework, 
Foerster combines notions of contrast and continuity similar to those employed by Schumann 
(and demonstrated in early piano cycles, such as Papillons), and the grouping of pieces under 
a common title but lacking in a concrete programme is a further point of convergence 
between the Czech composer and his Romantic predecessor.
Ex.2d: Foerster, Dreaming; (i) no.3, un poco piu mosso, bars 56-67
/
(ii) no.5, bars 74-84
Un poco meno mosso.
p  nolto espresstvo
Tempo I.
PP
In Dreaming, even though individual pieces comprise many changes of mood, idea, and
texture, there are elements of recurrence between pieces that create a sense of a sudden 
‘flashback’ to an earlier thought, emotion, or experience. Dreaming is therefore an effective 
musical depiction of the sudden, incongruous changes that characterise the human 
subconscious and, as such, provides an illustration of Foerster’s exploration of the subjective 
in his early piano writing.
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A comparison of From the Mountains and Dreaming underlines various contrasts 
between the piano writing of Fibich and Foerster, despite their similarities in terms of 
programmatic writing within a multi-movement cycle. Foerster’s writing treats the piano as a 
salon instrument and, in his lack of a specific programme and creation of a cycle containing 
many changes of mood yet still coherent as a set, shows the influence of Romantic 
composers from earlier in the nineteenth century. In contrast, Fibich’s writing is more 
technically demanding and virtuosic, and his cycle responds more to the programmatic piano 
writing of Smetana in his treatment of the piano as a concert instrument. However, Foerster’s 
writing for the piano was to become closer to Fibich’s in his later cycle Erotovy masky 
[Eros’s Masksl (1912). Like Dreaming, this work continues to focus upon personal emotions 
(in this case, love in its many different guises), yet the scale of this work is far greater than 
the previous cycle and shows a clear progression in terms of Foerster’s exploitation of the 
piano’s sonic, timbral, and textural capacities.
Eros ’s Masks takes a more adventurous approach to harmony in the presentation of 
the theme upon which the rest of the cycle is based, and the structure of this work builds on 
that used by Foerster in Dreaming. In this previous cycle there is a juxtaposition of contrast 
and unity, with the individual pieces being connected through use of common metre and 
genre. In Eros’s Masks Foester creates a continuous, multi-sectional musical argument based 
upon a theme developed through numerous variations. The cycle thus applies a Classical 
formal structure as a way of organising and unifying the composer’s exploration of a range of 
moods and characters within one work (suggesting Foerster’s need to have a firmer structural 
basis than the changeable fragments he created in Dreaming). A connection with the previous 
cycle can be found in the important role that triple time and the genre of a waltz play here, 
being the basis of the theme and almost all of the variations (the only exceptions being the 
occasional use of 6/8 and a single variation in 4/4). The connection with the genre of the 
waltz can also be seen as a reflection of the Viennese environment in which Foester was 
working during the composition of this cycle.
From the initial presentation of the theme, Foerster’s increasingly complex harmonic 
approach can be observed. The harmonic background for the first statement of the theme
adds chromatic tones to the basic E flat major tonality, and the harmonic framework becomes 
more complex with each presentation. The statement of the theme at the end of the work 
makes clear both the textural and harmonic changes that the theme has undergone, giving a 
feeling of culmination similar to that at the end of From the Mountains (music examples 3a).
Ex.3a: Foerster, Eros}s Masks; (i) opening 16-bar theme
Andanto .semplice.
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(ii) presentation of the theme at the end of the work -  final 28 bars
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The theme and variation structure allows Foerster to incorporate many different kinds 
of texture and character within the work, and examples of this are the first variation scherzo, 
the imitative andante con moto, and the quasi-etude character of the allegro grazioso (music 
examples 3 b). As in Dreaming, the emphasis within the work is upon change and contrast, 
and the security of having a foundation theme allows Foerster to explore this to a greater 
extent than he did in the previous cycle, and to incorporate more virtuosic and demanding 
textures.
Ex.3b: Foerster, Eros's Masks; (i) allegro schenando variation, bars 1-8
A1 tcgTO schersando.
(ii) opening bars of the andante con moto variation
p/A^7ZJ.^r-fSfK i —i---1— 'r
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(iii) opening seven bars of the allegro grazioso variation
Allegro grazioso. - u.
p p  delioatinsvmo
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The creation of piano textures recalling.those of Serge Rachmaninoff (1873-1943) can be 
felt in the andante funesto variation, and the way in which the opening bass texture (in a 
melancholy C sharp minor) develops into a thick chordal texture spread over three staves 
which recalls .the .Russian-pianist«-composer^ .£^e5--ra&/ea^.(.the-op.33.collcction.of-which 
is contemporaneous with Foerster’s piano work). The dramatic climax of this variation {jff 
chords and the use of extreme registers) and the wav in which it leads into a pp grazinsn 
variation with a sparser texture demonstrates the way in which Foerster exploits contrast 
within this work (music example 3c).
Ex.3c: Foerster, Eros’s Masks; andante funesto variation
Andante funesto.
to tto  vace, m a p e sa n te
p  cresa. paco a pood
J f  p esan te
S i
As well as juxtaposing different styles from Romantic piano repertoire (in addition to 
the Rachmaninoff-inspired example above, there is also Chopinesque writing in the extended 
arpeggios of the adagio variation), Foerster employs the contrast in ‘high’ and ‘low’ styles so 
characteristic of the piano cycles of Schumann and the symphonic writing of Mahler (with 
whom the composer felt such an affinity during his time in Hamburg). This contrast is 
demonstrated in the internal contrast of the dance-like compound time and harmonic 
simplicity of the allegro comodo variation (whose simplicity* gradually becomes distorted 
through added chromaticism) which is then followed by the andante funesto section, the 
heaviness of the thick textures and slow speed here contrasting with the syncopation and 
staccato articulation of the preceding allegro variation (compare music example 3d below 
with 3c above).
Ex.3d: Foerster, Eros's Masks; allegro comodo variation, first five bars
Allegro comodo.rtten.
marcato il basso
As in Dreaming, Foerster uses the genre of the waltz throughout and explores 
different characters through this unifying element. The final section illustrates this, with
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simple F and A flat major sections being marked out from a melancholy B flat minor idea 
exploring the bass register and developing into a dramatic statement incorporating virtuosic 
pianistic figuration. The sense of drama and contrast inherent throughout is demonstrated by 
the juxtaposition of the graceful, naive simplicity of the F major idea and the allegro 
energico which precedes the final statement of the theme (music examples 3e). This 
variation combines a fugal element with a highly chromatic approach to harmony which 
moves further away from a tonal centre as it develops dynamically and texturally, ending 
with accented f j f  D flat, A, and F major chords which emerge from the almost atonal 
environment of the last variation. The use of this more advanced harmonic language 
alongside the quasi-Viennese waltz style within the personal and subjective environment of 
Eros's Masks creates a further connection with the contrasting musical directions present in 
the Vienna of the 1890s and, alongside Fibich’s Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences, 
suggests a connection between these Czech composers and the works of Wolf and Mahler.
An exploration of Fibich’s collection of miniatures provides the ideal base from which to 
consider this in more detail.
Ex.3e: Foerster, Eros’s Masks; (i) penultimate variation, allegro grazioso
Allegro grazioso.
(ii) opening of the final variation, allegro energico, bars 1-10
Allegro energico,
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(iii) climax of the allegro energico variation, final nine bars
) •5
An exploration into the realm of the personal: Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences
This collection of 376 piano miniatures was written between 1892 and 1898, spanning the 
final creative period of Fibich’s life. The 1890s brought a change of direction in Fibich’s 
work and found him seeking more diverse sources of inspiration. The operatic works of this 
decade (The Tempest (1895), Hedy (1894-5), Sdrka (1896-7), and Pad Arkuna [The Fall of 
Arkona] (1898-9)) reflect this new viewpoint which can be traced back to the personal 
changes in Fibich’s life that fundamentally affected his view of his art and his own creative 
purpose.
Fibich’s personal life had within it its fair share of tragic elements. The death of his 
first wife in 1874 led to a hasty remarriage (in 1875) to her sister Betty HanuSova 
(1846-1901), and this second union was largely practical (with Fibich’s young children 
needing care) and artistic (Betty was a contralto at the Provisional and National Theatres). It 
could be suggested that Fibich’s life was, until his association with Anezka Schulzova 
(1868-1905) in 1892, emotionally barren. He first met Anezka in the 1880s (when she was 
his piano student), but it was only when she became his composition student in 1892 that her 
influence became all-pervasive. Anezka’s changing role has to be understood within the 
context of both Fibich’s need for new inspiration after rising to the dramatic challenges of the
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1880s and the changes in herself. When she had first met Fibich she was just a young girl but 
now, in 1892, she was a 24-year-old young woman and, as Jiranek notes, ‘a true daughter of 
her time’.48 Her family background (she was the daughter of Ferdinand Schulz (1835-1905), 
a well-known historian, writer, and literary critic) meant that she was an intelligent, artistic 
woman who had a great deal of literary knowledge, an emotional and intellectual equal to 
Fibich, and perfect for the task of providing him with new sources of inspiration.
The collection of Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences is unique in its significance 
on many different levels and embodiment of different types of musical thought. It operates on 
a much larger scale than would at first be realised, and motivic repetitions, quotations, cross 
references, and the combination and development of motifs means that the pieces tend to 
have multiple meanings and operate on a larger scale, often being grouped in cycles. There is 
a relationship between these pieces and larger operatic and orchestral works, but rather than 
the piano miniatures being simple ‘sketches’ for larger works, often an understanding of the 
meaning of a particular theme or motif within an opera can provide the meaning intended in 
the piano piece (as not all pieces in the collection have explicit descriptions), creating a 
reciprocal relationship between these pieces and the larger works.
The role of these miniatures changed over their six-year span. The pieces began life 
as a kind of ‘erotic diary’, and at this stage it has to be noted the different ways in which the 
listener interprets the meaning of the pieces. Many pieces have a printed programme attached 
to them, and these are the depictions that Fibich wanted to be made public. The next layer of 
meaning was revealed by Nejedly, in whose work private annotations from the autograph 
manuscripts are discussed and meanings alluded to.49 The annotations on the manuscripts are 
somewhat cryptic and clearly these markings (made by both Fibich and AneZka) were not 
intended for public consumption. Through time the work became more objective, and by the 
end of the collection there is an air of the retrospective, as earlier pieces become incorporated 
and the depictions become more distant from the original source of inspiration.
48Jiranek (1963), p. 142.
49Zdenek Nejedly’s publication Zdenka Fibicha milostny denik: Nalady, dojmy a upominky [Fibich’s erotic diary: 
Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences] (Prague, 1925) has been summarised in English in Gerald Abraham’s 
‘An Erotic Diary for Piano’ in Slavonic and Romantic Music (London, 1968).
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The Moods, Impressions, am/ Reminiscences consist of four series, namely op.41, 
op.44, op.47, and op.57 (published posthumously).50 Within each opus there exist sets of 
moods, impressions, and reminiscences (e.g. op.41 consists of one book of moods, two books 
of impressions, and one book of reminiscences). The reminiscences form the chronological 
backbone to the diary, the impressions are the most erotic part (being musical depictions of 
Aneika’s physical characteristics), and the moods were begun later (in 1894), and contrast 
with the other two categories in their lack of an exact description. The dates are useful in a 
study of the moods, as they are often a reaction to a particular impression or reminiscence. 
Jiranek outlines the way in which the composer groups individual pieces into larger scale 
sections,51 and Fibich’s thinking on a larger architectural scale can be seen most clearly in the 
second series, op.44, also known as the Novella. Here, the composer borrows terminology 
from literature to structure the work, and it consists of an introduction, a preface, four 
chapters, and an epilogue, all of which depict musically Fibich’s recollection of a holiday 
taken with Aneika and her parents.
The status of the Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences changed over the six years 
of its production, and Jiranek defines the first set as being the most subjective and intimate 
(describing the events of the first years of love and Aneika’s physical appearance), the 
Novella as the most objective programmatic work (describing mostly external events), whilst 
the third series (op.47) is a crystallisation of poetry and dramatic tone painting. The last 
series (published posthumously) is defined by lyricism.52 From 1896 little is known of the 
pieces’ programmatic content, as any marks by Fibich on the manuscript are minimal and 
largely incomprehensible, consisting mainly of abbreviations (for example no.329, from 29 
May 1896 is marked POL. S).53 These later pieces are also more objective, and this period 
sees Fibich beginning to use older pieces to create new Moods, Impressions, and 
Reminiscences -  for example, no.292 uses an old piece for mixed chorus (Ruhetal [The Quiet
S0Exact details o f the structure o f the individual series can be found in Abraham (1968), p. 71.
51Jiranek (1963), p. 160.
52Jiranek (1963), p. 161.
53Hudec (1971), p. 148.
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Valley], 1877, H232), no.294 uses a women’s choral piece (Ticho kolem [The Calmness 
Around], 1875, H202), and no.296 is a transcription of a song Schilflied.5A
The Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences are also important in the way in which 
their creation challenged and expanded Fibich’s musical language, and the range of moods, 
emotions, and events to which the composer responds musically required a multi-faceted and 
varied language, combined with a complex internal referential system. The multiplicity of 
musical styles developed by Fibich can be seen clearly in the numerous pieces in the 
collection that depict Anezka’s physical appearance (the impressions), and it is here that the 
growth and development of Fibich as a ‘painter in music’ can be seen. No.l 12 illustrates both 
Fibich’s humour and his creation of points of reference between pieces. It is a depiction of 
Aneika’s toes (written on 31 Jan 1894) and contains a quotation at the start from op.41 
no. 111 (which was a depiction of Aneika’s feet, and is also referred to in Don Juan when the 
hero thinks of Haidee’s ‘gentle little foot’).55 The rest of the piece is humorously built upon 
the repetition and transposition of a five-note motif (one note for each toe!) (music example 
4a).
Ex.4a: Fibich, Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences, op.41 no.l 12
Andante. X Con moto.
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54T w o  songs exist under this title: H137 and 137, composed 26-7 April 1871. See Hudec (2001), pp.185-6. 
55Abraham (1968), p. 75.
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The simplicity and humour of settings such as this is highlighted when they are placed next to 
pieces with a more dramatic and emotionally intense content, and Fibich often juxtaposes 
these different styles to intensify the contrast. Good examples of this are op.41 nos 26 and 27, 
which are marked ‘prayer for forgiveness at causing Aneika pain’ and ‘Aneika in playful 
mood’ respectively. The latter is dominated by staccato semiquaver figures, simple 
harmonies, and depicts a lightness of mood through dynamic, articulation, and register
■f
(music examples 4b).
Ex.4b: Fibich, Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences (i) op.41 no.26, first 13 bars
Lento 4
P PP P
P PJ p  P Pf  V P f p  P P  m fp
(ii) op.41 no.27, first 6 bars
Poeo Allegro
p  leggiero/ S - V
Op.41 no.26 presents Fibich’s forward thinking and modem approach to harmony (at 
times the harmonic colours appear almost Impressionistic -  see nos 180 and 189),56 and 
significant in this is the period in September 1894 that was dominated by Fibich’s jealousy at 
AneZka’s contact with the Danish theatre critic Georg Brandes. This emotional experience, 
recalled in many pieces, is characterised by a highly dissonant chromatic language and a 
terse, motivic approach to composition. The fragmentary nature of op.41 no.26 is combined 
with chromatic voice leading and sudden outbreaks of sound at a higher dynamic to create an
56These pieces are discussed in more detail in Hudec (1971), p. 146.
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emotionally intense and dramatic piece. In other pieces concerned with the expression of 
Fibich’s jealousy, the composer presents other facets of this emotion. Op.41 no.20 contains 
the same terse, fragmentary form of expression, but it is this time combined with a powerful 
chordal texture which vacillates between pp and ff, depicting the contrasting emotions of 
anger and desolation experienced by the composer. Op.41 nos 22 and 23 are further 
depictions of this emotion, with the former depicting anger and confusion in its rapid 
% semiquaver movement and rising chromaticism, and the latter a sense of sadness and
isolation in its thick chords in the bass and the intensity of the f f  outburst, which is underlined 
by the repressed dynamics of the surrounding musical argument (music examples 4c).
Ex.4c: Fibich, Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences; (i) op.41 no.22, first five bars
(ii) op.41 no.23, first twelve bars
The importance of a fragmentary form of utterance in this collection can be seen in op.41 
no.6, composed on the same day as no.24 (the end of the ‘period of jealousy’ 29 Sept 1894). 
The material here is restricted to a minimum, with the piece consisting mostly of one-bar 
cells and repeated notes. The harmonic sphere is colourful, and is defined by sevenths, 
ninths, appoggiaturas, and chromatic modulation. The modulation to the unrelated key of B 
major is achieved through linear chromaticism, the F of chord I6 in bar 6 being
Molto agitato 
1 z ___
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enharmonically reinterpreted as E sharp which descends to an E forming V7of B major 
(music example 4d). Abraham has noted that this piece is harmonically and structurally 
forward thinking, noting that it looks ahead to the style of Janacek in his piano works.57 This 
combination of the introspective and erotic within the Moods, Impressions, and 
Reminiscences creates a connection with the atmosphere in Europe during the fm-de-siecle, 
and an examination of this is revealing of Fibich’s place within it.
Ex.4d; Fibich, Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences; op.41 no.6, first twelve bars
’ t e s t e r  *
Interlude: a consideration of the connection with the Viennese fin-de-siecle
The Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences can be explored further within a socio-political 
and cultural framework. The political situation in Prague was changing during the 1890s to 
become more directed towards capitalism, and Jiranek contends that the creation of a culture 
dictated by the bourgeoisie brought with it a diminishment of the role of art and music in 
everyday life, with ‘the grandiose ideals of the past [being] compared with the present 
ordinariness of life’.58 The 1890s saw the rise of a cultural movement known as Decadence, a 
form of expression that is ‘self-centred; it [...] expresses an awareness or even a philosophy 
of decay [...] of existing in a period of transition; [it] may strive to mock or shock or provoke 
the bourgeois or the Establishment.’59 Decadence brought with it an emphasis upon the 
hedonistic, erotic, and sensual, and the Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences see Fibich 
aligning himself with this in his distance from wider society and retreat into subjective
57Abraham (1968), p.73.
58Jiranek (1963), p. 139.
59Robert Pynsent, in ed. Pynsent (1989), p. 142.
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experiences. Fibich becomes engaged in a world of subjective emotion, embarking upon a 
whole new chapter of his life, and the effect of these experiences on his musical language is 
illustrated in the harmonic language of the miniatures previously considered. In looking for 
connections between Fibich and his Viennese contemporaries, the figure of Hugo Wolf 
(1860-1903) is significant. The similarities in harmonic language between the two 
composers will be explored subsequently but, in addition, the cultural environment of Vienna 
in which Wolf was situated at the end of the nineteenth century corresponds with the Czech 
Decadence movement so influential upon Fibich.
The cultural crisis experienced by composers during the 1890s had its origins in the 
changes that Viennese society experienced in the 1870s. At this time, physical changes in 
Vienna led to a growth in the range and character of musical life in the city.60 There was a 
contrast between the Classicism of Brahms and Bruckner (which was dominant in the 1870s 
and continued for two further decades) and the rise of Viennese operetta and ‘lighter’ dance 
music (in the works of Johann Strauss (1825-99) and Jacques Offenbach (1819-80)) defined 
by parody, irony, and sentimentality. These two conflicting strands provided the background 
to the crisis experienced by composers coming to the fore in the 1890s, namely Wolf,
Mahler, and Richard Strauss, progressive figures whose task it was to take music into the 
new century, and these composers felt isolated in a society that emphasised and valued the 
superficial and sensationalist elements of Viennese dance and operetta.61 In addition, 
Viennese publishers focused upon this music rather than the increasingly complex concert 
music produced by progressive composers, meaning that ‘although music was increasingly 
available to consumers, it was beginning to lose ground as a spare time activity’.62 This time 
in Vienna can therefore be seen as a conflict between mass culture and the development of 
musical modernism.
Adding to the conflicting musical strands in Vienna in the 1890s were the political 
struggles between Czechs and Germans that had characterised political life for many 
decades, but which intensified at the end of the nineteenth century. Paul Banks defines
^See Botstein (2001), p. 564.
6lBotstein (2001), pp. 568-9.
62Banks (1991), p.379.
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nationalism as ‘the cancer at the heart of the monarchy’s structure’63 and, in fm-de-siecle 
Vienna, the distaste and distrust in the inability of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy to govern 
effectively led to artistic individuals feeling isolated and turning to art as a means of escape 
from external socio-political issues. Art thus became a means of regeneration, and the 
alienated avant-garde of the 1890s, inspired by the philosophical writings of Schopenhauer 
and Nietzsche, began an exploration of their subconscious interior worlds.
The 1890s saw both the deaths of Brahms and Bruckner and the corresponding rise of 
a generation questioning the values of Viennese society, and this sense of alienation was not 
just felt by composers, but by artists from all disciplines. The rise of the Vienna Secession in 
visual art presents a both a turning away from tradition and a focus upon introspection and 
the sensual and erotic as an escape from external reality (as demonstrated in the work of one 
of its principal exponents Gustav Klimt (1862—1918)).64 The rise of Sigmund Freud’s school 
of psychoanalysis during this time provides further reinforcement of the need individuals felt 
to look inwards and explore their own imaginations and subconscious processes as a source 
of inspiration. The Vienna of the 1890s can therefore be seen as a crucible of modernism in 
which traditional artistic, political, and cultural values were being questioned by an emerging 
avant-garde.
Notions of introspection and the emphasis upon the sensual and erotic clearly play an 
important part in Fibich’s output in the 1890s, and the Decadence movement in Czech 
society provides a connection with the environment of fin-de-siecle Vienna. In the earlier 
discussion of the Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences Fibich’s use of contrasting musical 
languages was observed, and the contrast of a highly advanced chromatic language with more 
simple, Tower’ styles is an important feature of the collection. A similar contrast can be 
found in the work of both Wolf and Mahler, with the latter’s symphonic output utilising 
Tow’ genres such as Alpine songs and Viennese waltzes to create a sense of irony and, as a
63Banks (1991), p.363.
64The Vienna Secession was an artistic movement founded in 1897 which included painters, achitects, and 
sculptors. The group’s first exhibition was held in 1898, and their works represent an objection to tradition and a 
need to develop and extend artistic expression outside o f any notion o f academic tradition. In addition to Klimt, 
significant members were Koloman Moser and Josef Hoffmann. A later figure of importance in the development 
o f the ideas of the Secession was Egon Schiele, who followed Klimt and absorbed many o f his artistic principles.
result, intensify the dramatic and emotional effect of his own, more advanced, musical 
language.65 Whereas this sense of contrast is felt within Mahler’s symphonic works, a closer 
connection with Fibich’s piano miniatures can be felt in W olfs songs, and examples can be 
found in both the Gedichte von Eduard Morike (1888-89) and his final collection, the Drei 
Gedichte von Michelangelo (1897). In his vocal output, Wolf increasingly explores elements 
of hopelessness, isolation, and introspection, and links these with aspects of eroticism and 
intimacy. No. 12 of the first volume of the Gedichte von Eduard Morike, Verborgenheit 
[Secrecy], demonstrates these points well, and the atmosphere of hopelessness and decay that 
pervaded Decadent Vienna is captured in the text, which describes an individual’s escape 
from the pain and grief that fills their days through dreams. The emphasis upon introspection 
and the exploration of the human subconscious is depicted in a musical setting dominated by 
a harmonic language in which basically tonal progressions are decorated with chromatic 
voice-leading. Wolf creates harmonic expectations that are often unfulfilled, highlighting the 
‘stream of consciousness’ aspects of the text, and an example of this is the rising line which, 
through chromatic voice leading, ends on a dominant seventh chord in E flat major, creating 
the expectation of an E flat tonic chord. This remains unfulfilled, and the subsequent 
harmonic shift to a G major chord aptly depicts the text, which shifts from ‘gazing into the 
glorious sun’ to the interior landscape of the narrator (‘only dreaming brings me rest’), with 
the change in register emphasising the shift in the poetic text (music example 5a).
Ex.5a: Wolf, Verborgenheit, bars 16-21
Tra - nen ae
hope. less mor •
he lch der Son - ne He
roioL on the g lo  - r io u s  s u n . bes Llcht. /  gaze.
g e e  e i t i e e e *
65This is examined in greater detail in Franklin (2001), pp.614-15.
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naok uni nach belebter u n i leidenschaftlicher
Oft bin ich mir 
On - ly  dream - in g
kaum
b r in g s
wusst 
res t _
A further example which demonstrates Wolfs connections with Fibich in the musical 
depiction of a Decadent aesthetic comes in the second song from the Gedichte von 
Michelangelo. Alles endet, was entstehet [All creation once must perish] consists of a 
harmonic language so permeated with chromaticism that it approaches atonality,66 with the 
text exploring the hopelessness of existence and how, whatever emotions and events our lives 
contain, in death all is lost and we end as we began. Wolf intensifies these statements 
through the constant pulsation of quavers against contrapuntal lines in the piano, the regular 
pulse depicting the passing of time within our lives (music example 5b (i)). The composer 
also employs recognised musical textures, and the ‘chorale’ that accompanies the words ‘we 
were human beings too’ presents, in its clear E major tonality (which stands apart from the 
surrounding chromaticism), a ray of positivity within the surrounding pessimism. However, 
this is soon distorted by chromaticism, and is followed by a stark pp unison statement in 
voice and piano, the looming figure of Death all the more powerfully depicted in the 
stripped-down texture and extreme changes of dynamic (music example 5b (ii)).
Ex.5b: Wolf, Alles endet, was entstehet; (i) bars 12-14
ne sieht, dass al - Ies
light sees how a ll things
and die Son . 
and the sun -denndieZeit flieht, for the tim e fli&s
■VV
66Wolf himself recognised the innovative world he was exploring in this song and, in a letter from March 1897, he 
states that ‘I really stand in awe of this composition, for I am afraid o f losing my mind from it. ’ (See Franklin 
(2001), p.485).
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(ii) changes of texture within the song, bars 25-36
p  pooo r i ta r d . ^
Menschen waren wir ja auch,
We mpre human beings ton
f r o h  u n d  t r a u r i g ,  s o  w i e  i h r ,  
gay and merryt once like  you.
ffioojn tard.
dim. fr\
m tn
I. Zeitmass. ,
PP '■/
and nun sind wir leb . los 
We must pay to Death h is
4 & T '
hier,  sind nur Er . de, wie ihr
d u e .  a ll the hopes our bo . som_
V . . '  (V)
Wolf s use of an intensely chromatic language in the expression of texts concerned 
with eroticism, isolation, and pessimism demonstrate clear connections with Fibich’s Moods, 
Impressions, and Reminiscences, suggesting that this collection of miniatures is significant in 
revealing of both Fibich’s relationship with the surrounding socio-political and cultural 
environment and the most progressive figures of the wider European fin-de-siecle. Further 
evidence for the way in which these miniatures are significant in relation to his larger scale 
operatic works can be found in the various reference systems and associations which give 
meaning to his pieces. A good example of a piece that ties together many different references 
and associations is op.41 no.40, which is described as being a ‘study for the opera Hedy' and 
‘AneZka in green’. The music from this piece ended up being included in act in of Hedy, in a 
scene preceding the entry of hunters which illustrates the associations and connections 
exploited by Fibich in the music. The style is that of a horn call, with in-built echoes, and the 
music of the hunt provides the link between the music’s original depiction (Aneika in green, 
the colour being associated with woodland, which is in turn associated with hunting) and its 
eventual use in the opera (music example 6a).
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Ex.6a: Fibich, Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences, op.41 no.40, bars 1-7
.  Vivace u  3 §
/ •  P i S  P  \
Many pieces in the collection are used in the operas, and an understanding of their 
final ‘destination’ can often be beneficial in understanding their meaning with reference to 
Fibich and AneZka’s relationship. This can be seen in op.41 no. 123 which is marked ‘dreams, 
when jealousy was forgotten’ (a further reference to the period of jealousy discussed 
previously), and the musical style depicts this mood in a gentle, yearning character, with 
pauses on the diminished seventh harmonies emphasising any remnants of tension (music 
example 6b (i)). This piece was used in The Tempest and, as such, can also be seen as having 
a connection with the relationship between Miranda and Ferdinand (which becomes the focus 
in Fibich’s setting of the Shakespeare original). This connection between Miranda/Ferdinand 
and Ane2ka/Fibich is intensified in the following piece, op.41 no. 124. This uses the same 
basic material as no. 123, but sets it in a major key (G major instead of minor) creating a 
calmer mood which is subsequently disturbed by a pp misterioso idea, interrupting the 
serenity of the opening idea (music example 6b (ii)). This can be seen perhaps as past 
memories of the jealousy that had disrupted Fibich and AneSka’s relationship but, more 
significantly, Fibich creates further connections with The Tempest. A study of op.41 no. 120 
reveals a similar type of figuration being used, and this piece is used for the depiction of 
Caliban in the opera (music example 6b (iii)). Therefore, Fibich links the disruptive force in 
the opera with elements of tension and disruption in his own relationship, and uses the 
inclusion of this material in the opera as a way of providing further meaning in the original 
piano pieces, and this reinforces the connection between the two that was such an important 
force in defining Fibich’s later output.
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Ex.6b: Fibich, Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences, op.41, no.123, bars 1-5
L e n t o . ________ ^  '   /Tn
I t
(ii) op.41, no.124, bars 1-4
J— 4
LuO P  r
L----- '—J--3----------0---------------------
ifr
—« ------------
4 Lad “ Wd * Lp p  misterioso .
| - t ^ -  U *  -I
-  L a  J
(iii) op.41, no.120, bars 1-10
I F  r  n mp  ' ^ 2 E J + w *Zs _ __'ppxem nreI  r a n  v j - ----- r f  , * .$  J  J'*)• lb 4. * | f) a  j  P j  n m - - j i *  *  4**^—--P-1
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Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences is a rich and interesting collection, and 
cannot be dismissed as merely a set of piano miniatures. In their effect upon Fibich’s last 
creative period they are hugely significant, and it would seem that any attempt to understand 
many of Fibich’s later works cannot be undertaken without a thorough knowledge of these 
pieces. Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences brings together all of the strands explored 
throughout Fibich’s works for the piano, and reinforces his connection with the surrounding 
environment of late Romanticism in general and the Decadent movement in art and literature 
in particular. Fibich’s works for piano extend the repertoire for the instrument by 
incorporating and responding to other artistic movements and create, particularly in the 
Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences, a model for later composers such as Suk and 
Janadek upon which to base their subsequent explorations of the piano as a vehicle of 
intimate expression.
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The final piano works of Fibich and Foerster
Fibich’s final work for solo piano is the Studies o f Paintings (1898—9} Unlike his previous 
cycle From the Mountains, the composer does not seek here to create a cycle that is 
musically connected, but rather individual musical responses to five diverse visual images. 
These compositions FeinforGc Fibich’s love, admiration, and, above alf his real knowledge of
t
painters and their art, an element of his artistic personality that was established in his 
childhood and reinforced as a student in Paris,, when he spent much time absorbing the visual 
arts. This piano cycle also demonstrates Fibich’s eclecticism in his appreciation of different 
artists. Lesni samota [Forest Loneliness] is by the Dutch painter Jacob van Ruysdael 
(1628-82), Spar masnpusiu spastern [The^Disput€-hetwteen Gamival and Fast] by the-Bdgian 
Pieter Brueghel (1525-69), Zahradni slavnost [A Garden Party] by the French painter 
Antoine Watteau (1684—1721Y and both remaining pictures (Jo and Jupiter and Pei 
blazenych [The Dance of the Blessed]) are by Italian artists, Fra Angelico da Fiesole 
(1393-1427) and Antonio Allegri da Correggio (1489-1534) respectively. In addition to the 
diversity of nationalities and paintings styles in the choice of artists, itis interesting that 
Fibich’s chosen visual sources are all from historical periods far removed from his own, and 
this creates an element of distance between himself and his source. The Studies o f Painting? 
show Fibich bringing together a range of different musical styles (from different periods) 
which respond to both the range of visual images presented and their historical distance.
What this diversity of visual stimuli offered Fibich was thropportunity tooreate-f[ve- 
very different musical pictures and, in doing this, the composer was essentially extending the 
skills he had developed during the creation of the Moods> Impressions„ and Reminiscences in 
capturing in sound a range of situations, moods, and physical characteristics. However, 
whereas the hundreds of pieces that comprise that collection are all fragmentary and 
relatively 'smaiLscale, the individual pieces of the Studies o f Paintings are m  a much larger 
scale, and the diversity of style found in the 376 miniatures (completed in the six years prior 
to the composition of this final cycle) are here combined with the scale and virtuosity found 
in From the Mountains. The Studies o f Paintings have a precursor in European piano
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literature in the Kartinki s vistavki [Pictures from an Exhibition] (1874) by Musorgsky 
(1839-1881). However, this work was not published until 1886, and the first record of a 
public performance is in 1891, meaning that it is unlikely that Fibich would have had any 
experience of Musorgsky’s work.67 Despite this lack of evidence for any direct influence, it is 
interesting to compare and contrast the approaches taken by the two composers. Although 
both composers aim to create musical depictions of visual sources and, in doing so, explore 
and exploit the piano’s textural and sonic possibilities, Musorgsky’s collection is different 
from Fibich’s in many ways. The Russian composer takes inspiration from a contemporary 
artist, Viktor Hartmann (as opposed to Fibich’s more chronologically distant sources), and 
uses his paintings as the basis for a ‘musical journey’, with the Promenade movements 
(constituting a theme and variations) acting as a transition between pictures and a unifying 
element in the cycle. Musorgsky uses a diverse range of visual inspiration, from the 
Catacombes of Paris and a castle in the Middle Ages, to more ‘nationalistic’ images such as 
the Hut of Baba-Yaga (the witch of Russian folklore) and the majestic depiction of the Great 
Gate of Kiev that ends the work. Fibich (unlike Musorgsky) provides the visual source for 
each piece, but his musical pictures are more ‘subjective’ than Musorgsky’s. An example of 
this is the first piece from the Studies o f Paintings, Forest Loneliness, which draws on both 
the objective image (see illustration 1) and its associations (birdsong and the hunt), and the 
emotions experienced by the individual within the forest (depicted in the introspective 
chromatic opening). Whereas Musorgsky focuses upon the musical depiction of the objective 
visual image, Fibich responds to the emotions created in response to the visual source, 
creating larger pieces that contain a higher degree of internal contrast.
Many of the pieces in the Studies o f Paintings build on the idea of multifaceted 
expressive states found in Fibich’s earlier piano works. The final musical picture, A Garden 
Party, is a multisectional work structured using the model of the Baroque dance suite 
(including a slow gigue, musette, and gavotte). This drawing on a historical musical genre is 
reinforced in the third number The Dance o f the Blessed which depicts the religious and 
spiritual elements inherent in the visual source by using the call and response style of
67For further details on the publication and performance o f Pictures at an Exhibition, see Russ (1992), pp.25-7.
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Medieval liturgy, contrasting an imitative andante mosso idea with a chordal quasi coro 
statement (see music examples 7a).
Illustration 1: Forest Loneliness by Jacob van Ruysdael
mm
Ex.7a: Fibich, Studies of Paintings; (i) musette section of A Garden Party
A lle g r e t t o  [Musette)
(ii) The Dance o f the Blessed, bars 22-35
T e m p o  I.
M a e s to so  m a  in  te m p o
mf P P
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The creation of associations between the visual stimuli and historical musical models is also 
present in the second piece, The Dispute o f Carnival and Fast, which combines bare fifths, 
regular rhythms, and simple harmonies to create the image of a peasant festival. Fibich uses 
this model to exploit quasi-cadenza tremolando figuration, alternating chords and accented 
chromatic progressions to create a cadenza depicting the climax of a village festival, 
demonstrating the importance of contrast within pieces. In The Dispute o f Carnival and Fast, 
the composer contrasts the musical elements derived from the dance with a lento lamentoso 
idea which, in its closely spaced parts and low dynamic and register, provides a contrasting 
‘hom-cair figure that dramatically interrupts the preceding argument (music examples 7b).
Ex.7b: Fibich, Studies o f Paintings', (i) opening of The Dispute o f Carnival and Fast
A lle g r o  c o n  b rio
x 5 fs)
Sis)
(ii) cadenza material, The Dispute o f Carnival and Fast, bars 143-156
velocissimo
>
5a
f j f
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(iii) Lento lamentoso material contrasted with Tempo I  sections, bars 69-79
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Fibich often draws out contrasting elements from his sources, meaning that the 
resultant musical argument often proceeds through the dramatic juxtaposition of opposites. 
The first piece {Forest Loneliness) depicts both the association of the forest environment 
with the hunt (with echo effects and the triadic figuration associated with hunting horns) and 
the emotions evoked within the individual whilst in the forest, thereby combining internal 
and external environments. The musical image contrasts the introspective chromaticism and 
rapid demisemiquaver arpeggiac figuration of the first section with triadic ‘hom-calF 
figuration of the second part, with the coda of the piece bringing these two elements into 
sharp relief against one another (music examples 7c).
Ex.7c: Fibich, Studies of Paintings', (i) bars 1-3, Forest Loneliness
A n d a n te
IV
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(ii) contrasting lusingando figuration, bars 22-25
L u s l n g r a n d o  
pochettino am'mato
(1 4 6 m. a. 
[3 m. i
fiiil ‘horn-call’ material, bars 81-88
Piu mosso B 8 6
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The creation of a musical image fill I of contrasting, textures and figuration is further 
demonstrated in no. 5, Io and Jupiter, where the powerful and masculine image of the Greek 
God associated with thunder and lightening is contrasted with the feminine presence of his 
wife? The-musicai setting combines a-iyricalapgning:i^ with chromatic harmonies,
cadenza-like passages exploring higher registers, filigree arpeggio figuration and harp-like 
spread chords (all depicting Jo) with a contrasting idea exnloringthe bass register of the 
instrument, building up to a chordal climax that combines extreme registers with a thick 
texture and high dynamic depicting the power of Jupiter (music examples 7d). This piece in 
particular demonstratesFibieh’s awareness ofthe piano’s sonic and textural capabilities and 
his ability to exploit them in virtuosic and technically demanding large-scale works.
Ex.7d: Fihich. Studies o f Paintings: til To andJuniter. bars 1-8✓* c r •' k y  r
H — ------ 1 ■ N— r i — — r—1----- f=a.—
f i t ;
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1
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^
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(ii) quasi-cadenza figuration, bars 20-24
veloce , ,
f  (d-]
a g
(iii) further cadenza material and spread ‘quasi-harp’ chord depicting Jo, bars 47-50
so
(iii) second thematic area, depicting Jupiter, bars 51-61
p  *1 -n — ] 3 ov _ ___ w J
ju 4  ©
>  3 
p j )gH ...-
y a r j r  r
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(iv) climax of piece, bars 78-85
ff(P rec ip ita to )
Therefore, despite the fact that the composer had focused on the writing of miniatures for the 
instrument in the six years prior to the Studies o f Paintings, what the Moods, Impressions, 
and Reminiscences had provided him with was the ability to respond to a variety of sources 
and use a complex web of associations and references to create a diverse range of musical 
depictions. The Studies o f Paintings stand apart from the previous cycle From the Mountains 
in that Fibich does not attempt to create connections between the individual numbers, but 
presents individual pieces defined through the use of different musical styles. Rather than 
provide a unified and coherent musical language, the experience of writing the previous 
miniatures led Fibich to exploit and emphasise contrast and change over internal unity and 
coherence.
What is demonstrated in the Studies o f Paintings is Fibich’s greater distance from his 
sources. Whereas in the Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences the inspiration is supremely 
personal, the sources for his last piano cycle are more distant, both in terms of being outside 
his own personal experience and in the chronological distance between composer and artists. 
This creates musical pictures which are essentially a demonstration of the skills that Fibich 
had honed in his creation of the 376 miniatures and, because of this, the Studies o f Paintings 
on the whole lack the harmonic adventurousness and dramatic intensity created through the 
concise and fragmentary expression that characterised the musical depictions of Fibich’s 
jealousy in the Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences.
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Fibich’s last work for piano demonstrates both a change in approach (a move from 
the subjective and personal to more distant and objective sources) and a continuation of 
earlier trends (the importance of visual art and the importance of a programme), and 
Foerster’s final piano work, the Crty uhlem [Charcoal Sketches] (1926-8), illustrates the 
same points. Although this work lies outside the chronological framework of this study, a 
brief consideration of it demonstrates the way that Foerster’s style and approach to the piano 
had changed, and how that affected the way he was perceived upon his return to 
Czechoslovakia in 1918.
Like Fibich, Foerster remained attached to the notion of a programme in his piano 
writing, and the connection with visual art is made clear in the title of his final cycle. 
However, the Charcoal Sketches are closer to Dreaming than to Eros 's Masks and, rather 
than being a technically demanding, dramatic, and harmonically adventurous work, Foerster 
returns to the structure of individual, unconnected movements, unified only by the (almost) 
constant use of the waltz (another connection with Dreaming). Although the pieces in the 
Charcoal Sketches do hint at the adventurous chromaticism used in the previous cycle, they 
are closer to the salon style used earlier in his piano works. The only ‘flashback’ to the more 
adventurous musical language of Eros's Masks is in the third sketch, the middle section of 
which can be compared to the more adventurous harmonic approach found in the 1912 cycle 
(music examples 8).
Ex.8: Foerster, Charcoal Sketches', (i) movement 3, demonstrating an adventurous 
harmonic approach, bars 9-23
Un poco- piu mosso.
agitato
d im in .
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(ii) contrasting harmonic and textural simplicity of movement 4, bars 1-16
A lle g r o  g iu sto .
35 £ g _T
m o lto  ineiio inosso
r ite n u to
However, within the overall conservatism of this work this style merely serves to reinforce 
the fact that Foerster’s writing for piano appears to have regressed, and this distance from 
contemporary models can also be observed in his orchestral and operatic works, meaning that 
Foerster’s importance as a composer upon his return to his homeland diminished 
significantly. Whereas Fibich’s piano writing looks forward to the intimate piano works of 
Suk and Jana5ek, it would seem that Foerster’s continued attachment to the expressive 
language of Romanticism meant that, rather than building upon the innovations of Eros's 
Masks, he receded into the background as composers such as Jana£ek rose to prominence 
within Czech music. Indeed, the combination of Foerster’s interaction with the progressive 
figures of the wider European fin-de-siecle, combined with his attachment to a more 
conservative style and his eventual absorption into an institutional position in the newly 
created independent Czechoslovakia (a position reflective of his marginal position in the 
cultural context of Prague in the 1920s) creates many similarities with the career of VitSzslav 
Novak, and it is to his output for the piano that we now turn.
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CHAPTER 7
Czech music into the new century: the piano works of Vitezslav Novdk
VitSzslav Novak (1870-1949) occupies a significant position in the development of Czech 
music, and his relatively long career means that his period of musical production spans a 
number of different periods and directions in Czech music, and documents its relationship 
with wider European musical trends. Novak’s significant compositional activity began in the
»
1890s, and it is important to consider both the musical and cultural environment of Prague in ' 
which he developed and how his output corresponds with that of contemporaiy Czech 
composers. Through the works of Dvofak, Fibich, and Foerster, the musical life of Prague 
became connected with wider European contemporary developments, with the ideas of the 
Decadence movement being echoed in many of Fibich’s works, and Foerster’s physical 
presence in both Hamburg and Vienna intensifying the connection with fin-de-siecle Europe 
both through his relationship with Mahler and experience of contemporaiy foreign musical 
environments. In addition to the developments in music taking place in Austria and Germany, 
those occurring in France within the Symbolist and Impressionist movements also deserve 
consideration. Although these had little impact on Dvofak, Fibich, or Foerster, in the first 
decade of the twentieth century the ideas of these movements were disseminated within 
Czech cultural life, and provide a further perspective from which the output of Novak can be 
explored.
Table 5 presents Novak’s piano works in context, and this outlines both the key 
directions that his musical development took and the genres which assume prominence at 
certain points. What is immediately striking about Novak’s output compared with all of the 
previous composers considered is the lack of works for the stage during the formative periods 
of his development. As previous chapters have highlighted, the production of operas and 
melodramas was a key activity in ensuring Czech composers a place in the national 
consciousness, and Novak’s lack of stage works until 1913 perhaps provides a partial 
explanation for why he assumes a less significant place in the development of Czech music. 
Novak’s musical language often contains several dualities, including international/national
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and progressive/conservative, and these conflicting tendencies are absorbed within a 
compositional development defined by constant changes of direction and personal crises.
Table 5: Novak’s piano works in the context of his output as a whole1
TEAR ORCHESTR­
AL WORKS
CHAMBER/
VOCAL/
CHORAL
WORKS
STAGE
WORKS
PIANO
WORKS
1891 Violin sonata 
(SP27)
1892 The Corsair 
(SP28)
Piano trio in G 
minor, op. 1 
(SP29)
1893 Variations on a 
Theme of 
Schumann 
(SP30)
Ballad in E 
minor op.2 
(SP31)
1894 Serenade
(1894-5)
(SP35)
Piano Quartet, 
op. 7 (SP33)
Reminiscences 
op.6 (SP34)
1895 Piano concerto 
in E minor 
(SP36)
Serenades op.9 
(SP38)
1896 A Tale o f the 
Heart, op. 8 
(SP44)
Piano Quintet 
in A minor, 
op. 12 (SP49)
Notations o f 75
Moravian
Folksongs
(1896-7)
(SP48)
Barcarolles 
op.10 (SP45)
Eclogues op. 11 
(SP46)
At Dusk qq.\3  
(SP47)
‘The SP reference number given to each work is derived from Vitgzslav Novak: Tematicky a bibliograficky 
katalog [Thematic and Bibliographic catalogue] by Milos Schnierer and Ludmila Perinova (Prague, 1999).
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1897 Gypsy
melodies op. 14 
(SP50)
Songs on 
Moravian Folk 
Texts
op. 16/17/21 
(1897-8) 
(SP53, 54, 59)
1898 Marysa op. 18 
(SP57)
Ballads on 
Moravian Folk 
Poetry op. 19 
(SP58)
t
1899 String Quartet 
in G, op. 22 
(SP62)
Bagatelles op.5 
(SP63)
My May op.20 
(SP61)
1900 Spring Moods 
(SP66)
Ballads on 
Moravian Folk 
Poetry op. 2 3 
(SP67)
Sonata eroica 
op.24 (SP68)
1901 Melancholy 
op.25 (SP70)
25 Slovak 
Folksongs 
(SP69)
1902 In The Tatras 
op.26 (1902-7) 
(SP73)
Piano Trio in D 
minor, op.27 
(SP74)
1903 Moravian- 
Slovak suite 
op.32 (SP79)
Eternal 
Longing op. 3 3 
(1903-5) 
(SP80)
Valley o f the 
New Kingdom 
op. 31 (SP78)
Songs o f Winter 
Nights op.30 
(SP77)
1904 2 Walachian 
Dances op.34 
(SP81)
1905 String Quartet 
in D major, 
op.35 (SP83)
1906 Toman and the 
Wood Nymph 
op.40 (SP89)
Melancholy 
Songs About 
Love op. 3 8 
(SP86)
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1907 Lady Godiva 
op.41 (SP91)
1908 The Storm
op.42
(1908-10)
(+choir)
(SP95)
1910 Pan op.43 
(SP96)
1911 On Native Soil 
op.44 (SP97)
Exoticon op.45 
(SP98)
1912 Eroticon op. 46 
' (SP100)
1913 The Zvikov Imp 
op.49 (1913—4) 
(SP103)
1914 Karlstejn op.50
(1914-15)
(SP104)
1916 Strength and 
Defiance op. 51 
(1916-17) 
(SP105)
1918 Spring op. 52 
(SP106)
Three Czech 
Songs op. 53 
(SP107)
1919 The Lantern 
op. 56 
(1919-22) 
(SP115)
Six Sonatinas 
op.54 (1919-20) 
(SP111)
1920 Youth op.55 
(SP112)
1921 12 Slovak 
Folksongs 
(SP114)
1923 Slovak songs 
(SP117)
A Bouquet of
Folksongs
(SP118)
Grandfather ’s 
Heritage op. 57 
(1923-7) 
(SP119)
1926 Signorina 
Gioventii op. 5 8 
(1926-8) 
(SP126)
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1929 Nikotina op. 59 
(SP127)
1931 Autumn 
Symphony (+ 
choir) op. 62 
(1931-4) 
(SP134)
Lullabies on 
Moravian Folk 
Texts op.61 
(1931-2) 
(SP133)
1932 From Life 
op.60 (SP132)
1936 South 
Bohemian 
Suite op. 64 
(1936-7) 
(SP137)
1938 String Quartet 
in G major, 
op.66 (SP138)
1941 De Profundis 
op. 67 (SP140)
St Wenceslas 
Tryptych op. 70 
(SP143)
Cello Sonata 
op.68 (SP141)
Home op. 69 
(SP142)
1943 May Symphony 
(+choir) op. 73 
(SP147)
1944 2 Legends on 
Moravian Folk 
Poetry op. 76 
(SP150)
1947 South 
Bohemian 
Motifs op. 77 
(SP155)
4 Lullabies 
op.78 (SP156)
At each of these crisis points, Novak was receptive to new influences and discarded others, 
meaning that an understanding of when and why they occurred is essential in an appreciation 
of the changing nature of his status throughout his life. During his apprenticeship (up to 
1896) Novak’s connection with the past is undeniable and he lacked an individual voice, 
modelling his piano works upon those of Dvofak and Brahms. Throughout the early part of 
his career his connection with wider European Romanticism is felt through his concentration
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upon the piano and the production of many collections of small-scale character pieces for the 
instrument. During 1891-2 he was under the tutelage of Dvofak, and Novak’s early piano 
works have many similarities with some of his teacher’s works for the instrument. A further 
point of convergence with Dvofak is Novak’s connection with Brahms, who promoted his 
piano works and encouraged their publication by Simrock, and evidence of the demand and 
popularity of these works is seen in the immediate publication of all of Novak’s piano works 
produced between 1895-8. There are also connections between his piano output and that of 
Fibich, with both composers being inspired by poetic sources, and Novak’s enthusiasm for 
the dark, introspective poetry of, amongst others, Machar, Sova, and Ibsen, connected him to 
the Decadent movement dominant in wider Europe at the end of the nineteenth century.
The production of piano and chamber works in this early period was essentially a 
double-edged sword for Novak. Although it brought him recognition and publication as a 
composer, it also intensified his connection with Romanticism, something that he eventually 
came to interpret as a dependence that was causing him to stagnate in his individual 
development. 1896 was a turning point, and his concert tours throughout Moravia led him 
away from the models and expressive language of wider European Romanticism and towards 
the music and culture of his native country. Novak’s approach to nationalism has to be 
viewed within the context of the twentieth century and, whereas composers such as Smetana 
and Dvofak had little first-hand experience of folk music and dance, the next generation of 
Novak and Janacek took a more ethnological approach, making transcriptions and hearing 
the music in its natural context. This area creates parallels between Novak and Janadek (with 
the latter being engaged in a study of Moravian music since 1884), and a comparison of the 
way in which Moravian music influenced their musical languages reveals much about both 
their individual approaches to folk sources, and the place of folk music within the Czech 
nationalist debate of the 1890s.
The final decade of the nineteenth century was a significant time for Czech 
nationalism, with the Ethnographic Exhibition in Prague taking place from 15 May to 28 
October 1895. This was broadly conceived as a display of Czech life and the chief focus was 
on village life, with photographic exhibitions, folk music, and displays of dancing taking
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place in reconstructed Czech and Moravian villages. The exhibition consisted of both a 
celebration of Czech culture in terms of the above activities and the presentation of 
contemporary works by Czech composers (including performances of Novak’s Serenade 
(1894-5) and Suk’s Pohadka zimm'ho vecera [A Winter’s Tale] (1894-5)).2 This presentation 
of both folk and contemporary culture in parallel would seem to affect how the former is 
perceived, as the contemporary art works performed emphasised the way in which Czech 
music connected with wider European Romanticism (the Novak work being Romantic in 
language and the Suk a programmatic work based upon Shakespeare) rather than native folk 
music. What the exhibition illustrates is that, at this stage in the development of Czech 
music, folk music was viewed as something distant, the music and dance being ‘folk 
artifacts’ to be celebrated and appreciated, but essentially separate from the language of 
contemporary composers of art music. This attitude is supported by the fact that Janacek was 
not taken seriously as a composer for many years, being seen rather as an ethnographer, his 
folk collecting activities removing him from the mainstream development of Czech art music 
(this will be discussed in further detail in the final chapter).
Novak’s interaction with Moravian folk music created a change of focus in his 
compositional output, with the previous concentration on piano and chamber works now 
giving way to the creation of songs and choral works. In this period the piano features only as 
an accompanimental force, creating parallels with Janacek, whose Moravska lidova poezie v 
pisnich [Moravian Folk Poetry in Song] was compiled over the period 1892-1901. However, 
whereas the exploration of Moravian folk music fundamentally changed Janacek’s musical 
language, in Novak’s output the effect of folk music on his piano writing is negligible. This 
raises the question of what elements of Moravian folk music Novak was most attracted to 
and interested in, and it would seem from the music he produced in the first decade of the 
twentieth century (the symphonic tone poems V Tatrach [In the Tatras] (1902), the Slovacka 
suite [Moravian-Slovak Suite] (1903), and Toman a lesnipanna [Toman and the Wood 
Nymph] (1906-7)) that the attachment to an external programme and his reaction to the
2Tyrrell (2006), p.420.
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changing natural environments during the tours was paramount, leaving Novak’s musical 
language rooted in the nineteenth century.
During 1900-10 Novak was at the zenith of his creative powers and was considered 
as the foremost contemporary Czech composer. This perception of the composer reveals 
much about what was considered important in Czech music at this stage, and Novak’s output 
during this decade is defined by its connection with contemporary European developments 
and diverse musical influences, with the piano playing an integral part in the absorption of 
these. The Sonata eroica op.24 (1900, SP68) is the culmination of the nationalism instigated 
in 1896 during his travels through Moravia and, in writing a piano sonata, Novak wrote in a 
form last used by a Czech composer (Smetana) in 1846. The essential conservatism of this 
structure contrasts with the more experimental approaches found in the Pisne zimnich nod  
[Songs of Winter Nights] op.30 (1903, SP77) and the tone poem Pan op.43 (1910, SP96), and 
these works demonstrate Novak’s connection with both Impressionism and the innovations 
and musical language of Richard Strauss. The decade also sees a return to poetic inspiration, 
with several song cycles created from the introspective poetry of Sova and Machar.
With Boufe [The Storm] (1908-10) and Pan, Novak reinforced his position at the 
centre of Czech musical life, and his significance during the first decade of the twentieth 
century can be contrasted with the status of Janacek at the same point. The success of The 
Storm, written for the Brno Beseda (in the city where Janacek lived and worked), makes clear 
the difference in status between the two composers, and it is revealing to observe the 
eventual reversal of their fortunes. After 1910, Novak began a gradual decline in 
compositional output, experiencing another crisis in confidence which led to the production 
of works in diverse styles and genres. This crisis may in some part explain why Novak chose 
to begin producing works for the stage at this point, Zvikovsky rarasek [The Zvikov Imp] 
being created between 1913-14 and followed by a further five works up until 1929. 
Throughout this study, it has been apparent that composing for the stage (predominantly in 
the genre of opera) was essential for a composer to ensure their position in national cultural 
life, and Novak may have believed that, by exploring genres for the stage, he could protect 
the esteemed position he had occupied during the previous decade.
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The piano was an important instrument throughout Novak’s development until 1910 
and from the earlv Romantic niano collections through the Sonata e.rnica and the Songs o f~ ' '  "  r  ”  - - - - r  o '  ~ r  u
Winter Nights to the culmination of his piano writing in Pan, each crisis and change of 
direction in his life produced works for the instrument. However, following Exoticon (1911), 
Novak produced nothing more-for the-piano. until lQdQrand, with the-Scc Sonatinas m& Mlddi 
[Youth] (1919-20), the works for piano experience a change from being independent art 
works to collections created for pedagogical purposes The change in the status of the piano 
in Novak’s development somewhat mirrors his own situation following the First World War 
(and the achievement of Czech independence) and, rather than being seen as the figurehead 
ofcontcmporaryC^chmusic^hebecamcinvoivediRavanetyofinstitutionalpositionsthat 
led to him no longer being seen as a progressive figure. In this post-war period, Novak was 
overtaken hv the late creative flowering.of T.eo§ Janacek.. and it is clear from the former’s 
memoirs that he somewhat resented the fact that the Moravian, with his ‘odd views and 
inferior technique’, had supplanted him.3 The opposition of the trajectory of development 
between these-two men has to he-juxtaposed with the-fact that they hadmuch in  conunon, 
most significantly their Romantic beginnings and involvement with Moravian folk music. 
However these common roots produced two distinct and different musical langjiages> and 
their significance at different stages of Czech musical development illustrates much about 
what was considered important to Czech musical culture during the first part of the twentieth 
century.
The early works for piano: the connection with Romanticism
The focus in Novak’s early output is on piano pieces and songs, and he began composing at 
the age of sixteen (in 1886=}. By thesome age, he had become proficient enough on the piano 
and violin to be giving public performances in Jindrichuv Hradec. These early works 
demonstrate the composer’s early connection with Romanticism and (like Smetana before 
him) his enthusiasms were focused upon Chopin and Liszt.
3Tvrrel1 (2006).n 454
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In 1889 Novak began his education in Prague, studying law and philosophy at Prague 
University alongside music at the Prague Conservatory During.his musical studies at the 
Conservatory, the composer formed strong friendships with both Josef Suk and Rudolf 
Reissig (1874-1939), connections that were to prove influential in his later career. Novak 
attended Dvordk’ s1 composition clas& in the years 1891-2 (alongside Suk); and it cm  bo 
assumed that the young composer was fairly successful with his compositional studies up to 
this point, as Dvorak’s class was an elite environment and an opportunity that would have 
been offered only to the highest achieving students. During his time at the Conservatory, the 
piano was an important instrument to Novak, and he developed his own performing abilities 
through, his lessons with Josef Jiranek which continued until 1896,
As a student Novak concentrated mainly upon works for solo piano, and this can be 
explained in a variety of ways As a pianist he was naturally drawn to the medium and,, as 
student, he was enthusiastic about the Romantic figures of Liszt, Chopin, and Schumann. 
Tragedy in Novak’s early life (the death of his father) also led him to retreat into a world of 
-literature and-poetry, and -many -of -these -sentiments are expressedthroughtheearly works for 
solo piano. The influence of Dvofak on Novak’s success should also be considered, and the 
close relationship that existed between Dvorak and Rrahms led to the latter becoming 
interested in many of Dvorak’s pupils (including Novak, Suk, and Oskar Nedbal) and 
recommending their works for publication.4 As a result of his solo piano works, Novak was 
awarded both
years 1894-6) and a state scholarship (1896-8). In addition to this, Brahms’ Berlin publisher 
Simrock published all of Novak’s early works for solo piano,, namely the Vzpnmmky 
[Reminiscences] op.6 (1894, SP34), Serenady [Serenades] op.9 (1895-6, SP38), Barkaroly 
[Barcarolles] op. 10 (1896, SP45), Eklogy [Eclogues] op. 11 (1896, SP46), and Za soumraku 
op.T 3 -{Atdusk] ■{■1896 ■ SP47).=
Novak’s early works for solo piano illustrate his connection with the wider movement 
of European Romanticism in his treatment of the piano as a domestic instrument and his
4Schnierer/Tyrrell (2001), p.210.
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‘appeasing the contemporary demand for charming little pieces for the salon.’5 The 
composer’s creation of collections of small-scale piano pieces continues a line of 
development initiated by Smetana (with the Albumleaves and Sketches from the period 
1848-54), whilst his interest in programmatic writing and the use of poetic sources connects 
him with the-contemporary piano works of Dvorak .(in the. Poetic Tone Pictures), and Fibich 
(with In the Mountains).
The Serenades demonstrate the importance of poetic inspiration to Novak* and each 
of the four pieces that make up the set has a poetic ‘motto’ by the Czech writers Jaroslatf 
Vrchlicky, Jaroslav Kvapil, and Jan Vrba. The fragment of Vrchlicky used as the basis for 
the first piece reads ‘Listu vzdechem, kvSt& dechem, vetru spechem piseh teb£ nesu na veSer’ 
[I am carrying a song for you in the evening, in the manner of a sigh of leaves, a breath of 
flowers a hurrv of wind! and these images are musical lv denicted in a temarv structure withr  "  '  “ j v *  "  — -  -  — -     •»* “  ' f  -  - -  —
harmonies defined by standard Romantic progressions (using diminished and half-diminished 
chords, and linear chromaticism). No.3 of the set is typical of Novak’s writing at this time, 
being a detieaXe qu^i^octurn^based upQn Vrba’s postry, which reads ‘ Ja nesmim fici: mam 
tS rad...tvou hladit rucku, vlas tvuj dlouhy, jen pisni smim ti vyslovit sve lasky bol a zar sve 
touhv’ [T must not sav T love vou stroke vour daintv hand vour Iona hair onlv in a song.can
•r C ~ ~ ~ ' V“ ~ ~ —/* — “ - ~ —   V ' '  —/■ •/" ~ — " C/' ✓ w
I express the pain of my love, the heat of my longing]. The unrequited love of the narrator is 
expressed through the linear chromaticism and enharmonic shifts of the chords which 
constitute a-syncopated ‘heartbeat’ aeeompammerittc-the iyricalmeledy(music oxample 1).
Ex.l: Novak. Serenades', oneninp of no.3*• tc c
ere so.
P
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Although responding to poetic sources creates a connection between Novak and 
Fibtch (reinforced through the use of Vrchlicky,. the source for the latter s piano cycle In 
Mountains) there is a difference in the way in which the two composers use their poetic 
sources. Fibich uses much larger extracts, providing him with a wealth of images to respond 
to musically and, i a-jfc-fite mmtati®, uses dimsrent sectfois of the same Vrchlicky text to 
create a cycle of piano pieces which is unified through musical devices, the musical unity 
mirroring the poetic unity of the source Novak is less concerned with creating cycles of 
pieces and the notion of a musical narrative than with creating individual moods which 
constitute musical responses to poetic fragments. This concern with the musical creation of 
mood and atmosphere-cootiiiufis mthsrBarcaroUes and, in this collection, only the-third 
piece is based on a poetic ‘motto’, this time from the Czech poet Jaromir Borecky. The other 
pieces have descriptive titles (e.g7^2 slunnych dnu [On Sunny Days], and. V teskne chvili [A 
Melancholy Moment]) but are not tied to any specific poetic text. The musical style is 
consistent with that of the Serenades, although the final number, Barkarola baladicka [The 
Ballad of the.Gondolier], illustrates a morc dramatic and virtuosie approach,contrasting with 
the previous pieces. In creating a more extrovert style, The Ballad o f the Gondolier provides 
the first evidence of a style that would be explored further in the Sonata ermca and culminate 
in the piano tone poem Pan (music example 2).
Ex.2: Novak. Barcarolles nn.5. The Ballad of the Gondolier: bars 19—21
54
5 *14% 1
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In addition to the similarities with Fibich’s contemporaneous output, Novdk’s early 
piano works also have connections with Dvorak’s Poetic Tone Pictures (1889). Both 
composers are concerned with programme, but whereas Dvofak concentrates more on the 
musical depiction of external, more objective images (The Old Castle, Spring, On the Holy 
Mount), Novak’s focus is upon internal emotional states, an element that reinforces his 
connection with Fibich. However, Fibich creates piano works on a more ambitious scale, 
using larger extracts of poetry to create a cyclic form with a unified musical narrative,
j therefore building upon the Romantic piano cycles of Schumann earlier in the centuiy.
[ Novak’s focus is upon the creation of expressive, small-scale individual pieces, but it has to
(
j be remembered that he was a student, and this status contrasts with the much greater
fI experience of both Fibich and Dvofak in their aforementioned piano works. However, it is
i
significant that these early piano works contain stylistic elements (chromaticism and an 
adventurous approach to harmony, and an enthusiasm for poetry) that were to remain in 
Novak’s musical language for much longer.
I
I.
| A change of direction: the spirit of Moravia
|
| At the end of his studies in 1896 Novak experienced his first compositional crisis, which
I occurred as a result of his dependence upon contemporary Romantic models, particularly his
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teacher Dvofak, and resulted in his realisation that he needed to develop a more individual 
voice. The solution to this initial crisis came from his travels through Moravia, but before 
exploring this it is necessary to discuss the way in which his approach to folk music related to 
that of other Czech composers. Travelling through regions of Moravia and Slovakia, Novak 
experienced folk music ‘first-hand’ and transcribed it in its natural environment, more in the 
manner of an ethnographer than a composer. In this, he had much in common with Leos 
Janadek, who had the same experience of the music of his native land in its natural context, 
yet the fact that both composers experienced Moravian folk music and responded with 
completely different musical languages necessitates the exploration of the context behind 
their investigations in Moravia.
Janacek was a Moravian by birth and, from his early days as a student in Brno, had 
always been a fervent nationalist. In contrast, Novak had always been connected with wider 
European Romanticism, and his compositional output to 1896 shows no nationalist 
tendencies. For Janacek, the music of Moravia became the means by which he created his 
individual musical language, redefining completely the style in which he had been writing 
prior to 1888. For Novak, his travels within Moravia came at a time of compositional crisis, 
and it would seem that he saw the stimulus of folk music as being a way out of this situation, 
yet his experiences in Moravia were not to create the abrupt change in musical language and 
style that can be observed in Janadek’s output. Novak’s reason for travelling to Moravia was 
his friendship with Rudolf Reissig and, in April 1896, Reissig invited him to Kromeril (to the 
east of Brno, in the Hana region) for a concert performance. This was hugely successful and 
further tours in Moravia were planned, including those to Velke Karlovice in Valassko, a 
region close to Javomik where Novak spent the beginning of June 1896. The practical 
reasons behind Novak’s travels meant that he experienced folk music and culture somewhat 
incidentally and, whereas Janacek had actively sought out the music of his native land,
Novak had come into contact with it whilst in the area for independent reasons.
The contact with Moravian folk music led Novak to focus upon vocal works, 
producing the Zdpisy lidovych pisni moravskych [Notation of Moravian Folksongs] (1896-7), 
Pisnicky na slova lidove poesie moravske [Songs on Moravian Folk Texts] opp. 16, 17, and 21
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(1897-8), the Ciganske melodie [Gypsy melodies] (1898), and the choral Balady na slova 
lidovepoesie moravske [Ballads on Moravian Folk Poetry] (1898). The concentration on 
vocal works (and hence, on folk melodies as opposed to any other musical elements) did not 
lead to a complete neglect of the piano, and Novak produced At Dusk (1896) and Muj Mdj 
[My May] op.20 (1899, SP61) during this ‘folk’ period Both of these works illustrate an 
interaction of different styles, and this can be seen as evidence of Novak’s approach to 
absorbing new elements into his musical language. Two of the four pieces that make up the 
cycle At Dusk use poetic sources by Josef Svatopluk Machar (1864-1942), immediately 
creating a connection with the Serenades and Barcarolles. Despite this similarity, there are 
new elements in the first piece of At Dusk, and the musical language here is more modal 
(using aeolian G sharp, with a flattened seventh) and the combination of this with plagal 
harmonies creates a more colourful harmonic language (music example 3a). The alternating 
notes of the accompaniment line also recall the soundworld and technique of the cimbalom 
(which will feature in the discussion of JanaSek’s music in the final chapter), but there is no 
concrete evidence that Novak would have experienced this instrument by the time of the 
composition of this cycle.
Ex.3a: Novak, At Dusk; no.l, bars 1-10
A n d a n te  r u b a to  «h = ee
* a a 4 ___________
sotto t ore,La melndia poco espre.txii o 
j----- i c  i I*
i i
una corda -
t f l r t t L r  lcc
_________ 1 dim.cresc.poco a pornVP
poco rit. a je m p o
tre corde
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In spite of these new elements, there are several features of Novak’s earlier piano 
works that remain, namely linear chromaticism, enharmonic shifts, and many added sevenths 
and ninths. The contrasting sections of no. 2 demonstrate this, and Novak juxtaposes a 
melodic/thematic area with a textural/sonic section dominated by arpeggios which explore 
increasingly chromatic areas (music examples 3b). The inspiration for this piece is Machar’s 
text which reads ‘nebe je tmave. Mraden kur se bez hnutl zda n&m tkvit, jen mistem 
protrhlinou chmur zri hvSzdny pohadkovy svit’ [the sky is dark, with a gallery of dark clouds; 
the clouds seem to settle on it without movement. Only in places through the tears in the 
darkness can one see the starry fairy tale light], and this demonstrates Novak’s continuing 
enthusiasm for both contemporary Czech poetry and the introspective expressive 
environment that it depicts.
Ex.3b: Novak, At Dusk; (i) opening of no.2, bars 1-8
A lla  b a lla ta  J = ss
f i  i t S _ >  3  5  T
J J V _ * p = S t =
p  ^  ^ '
= » ;  . i j
'/-f i( v p  p
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(ii) contrasting textural area, bars 18-25
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a tem po
The increased harmonic complexity and colour in this work look forward to the language of 
the Songs o f Winter Nights and Novak’s interaction with Impressionistic influences. The 
collision of different musical styles within^/ Dusk can be seen by comparing no.2 with no.4 
(Serenade). The simpler harmonic approach of no.4 emphasises the decorative melody with a 
chordal accompaniment (a texture which stands out amongst the other pieces in the 
collection) and the modal inflections highlighted in the first piece are also present. From 
Jana6ek’s transcriptions of Moravian folk music (discussed in detail in the final chapter) it is 
clear that modality and decorative melodies are features of this music, but it is unclear how 
much of this Novak would have experienced by the time of the completion of At Dusk (music 
example 3c).
Ex.3c: Novak, At Dusk; no.4, bars 1-15
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The composer’s knowledge of folk music was built upon various sources, and at the 
end of 1896 and the beginning of 1897 he undertook a serious study of the folk collections of 
Karel Jaromir Erben, FrantiSek Susil, and FrantiSek Bartos (1837-1906),6 a study 
supplemented by his own experiences of live folk music, which he heard on his travels and 
subsequently wrote down.7 His travels through Moravia also introduced him to Leos Janacek 
in Brno in 1897 and this meeting came about through Novak and Reissig performing the 
Piano Quintet in A minor, op. 12 (1897) in Brno on 21 March 1897.8 In his memoirs9 Novak 
notes that, when the two composers discussed musical topics, they had little in common, and 
he resolved to talk about music as little as possible.10
In spite of his negative reaction to Janacek, the older composer was generous to 
Novak, inviting him to stay in Hukvaldy during August 1897, and introducing him to 
important collectors of national song, including Martin Zeman, J.N. PolaSek, and Xaverie 
Behalkova, all people who had collaborated with Janacek in ethnological research.11 The 
relationship between Janacek and Novak has to be understood in terms of the different status 
and experience which each had at their time of meeting. Janafcek, although not known as a 
composer of art music, had nearly ten years experience of collecting and transcribing 
Moravian folk music, a situation that contrasts with that of Novak who, though a published 
and successful composer of piano and chamber works, had no experience of folk music. This 
situation would clearly have been exacerbated by the fact that Janacek was, by the time 
Novak was writing in O sobe a o jinych [About Myself and Others] (in 1946), considered a 
far more successful composer, and there is the feeling that Novak was somewhat displeased 
about the dramatic reversal of their fortunes.
Novak continued his travels through Slovacko (in the south-eastern comer of 
Moravia), with much of October 1897 spent in Hroznove Lhoty, Javomik, Strainice, and
6Barto§ is also an important figure as a result o f his collaboration with JanaSek (which will be considered in the 
final chapter), and his Nove narodnipisni moravske [New Moravian Folksongs] were published in 1882. The 
collections that he created with JanaCek will be outlined in the final chapter.
7Lebl (1968), p. 16.
*L6bl (1964), p.58.
90  sobe a o jinych [About myself and others], Prague, 1946.
10Tyrrell (2006), pp.453-4.
nLebl (1964), p.61.
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Velka.12 His compositional output during and after these experiences concentrated initially 
upon song settings with the piano used only as an accompanimental force, and a comparison 
of Novak’s piano accompaniments with Janacek’s in his contemporaneous collection of 
Moravian Folk Poetry in Song will be undertaken in the final chapter, suffice to say here that 
Novak’s creation of piano accompaniments did not have the same effect upon his subsequent 
piano writing as Janadek’s. Indeed, as later works such as the Sonata eroica and the Songs o f 
Winter Nights demonstrate, Novak’s connection with contemporary European trends was 
always stronger than his connection with the music of his native country.
The combination of styles found in At Dusk is continued in Novak’s first significant 
works for solo piano after his contact with folk music, namely My May and the Bagatelles 
(both 1899), and most evident in both of these works is the simplification of elements. 
Harmonies become less chromatic, textures more dependent upon a leading melodic line, and 
melodies more related to some of those already observed in Dvorak’s Slavonic Dances and 
Smetana’s quotation of Erben’s folk tunes in his second series of Czech Dances (which is to 
be expected, as Novak had learned about folk music from the same sources). This is 
illustrated in the third movement of My May and, although there are still elements of the 
linear chromaticism observed in the earlier piano works, the harmonic framework is based 
around I and V (music example 4a). The melody is also relatively simple and moves 
consistently in crotchets (thereby not responding to the uneven rhythms that are characteristic 
of Moravian folk music), and the texture of melody against a broken chord accompaniment is 
uncharacteristic of the folk music Novak would have been experiencing and has more 
connections with the texture of Romantic character pieces.13
12A detailed map of these regions is provided in the final chapter.
13The musical features of Moravian folk music are discussed in more detail in the final chapter, where Janacek’s 
writings on the subject are used as a source o f information.
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Ex.4a: Novak, My May; no.3, bars 1-8
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The fourth movement of this work is entitled Slovacky [In the manner of Slovacko] 
and its style contrasts directly with the previous movement, with the metrical, tonal, and 
textural clarity of this movement being marked in its difference. The title of the movement 
refers to a region in south-east Moravia where Novak had travelled and experienced folk 
music and musicians, and there are many musical elements that are related to folk genres.
The movement opens with bare fifths as a drone (mirroring bagpipe drones) and, when the 
melody begins, it is a simple construction based upon repeated rhythmic cells with a 
harmonic support based around tonic and dominant. In terms of figuration and metre it seems 
inspired by the instrumental genres of folk music and is in many ways reminiscent of many of 
Smetana’s early polkas (music example 4b). There are similarities here with Novak’s 
orchestral Moravian-Slovak suita (1903), particularly in the moods and textures of nos 1 and 
3 Zamilovani [In Love] and Mezi detmi [Between Children].
Ex.4b: Novak, My May; no.4, bars 1-24
Allegro vigoroso J=  144
I  J  = 112
m. s.
m.s.
accentcdo e 
senza red.
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The Bagatelles demonstrate further the fact that the association with folk music 
prompted a simplification of Novak’s musical style and movements 2-4 (entitled Scherzino, 
Plsnicka [Little Song], and Serenata [Serenade]) all contain dance rhythms (from the gigue 
style compound time and dotted rhythms of the Scherzino to the cells created from quavers 
and semiquavers that recall typical polka rhythms used in the Plsnicka -  see music example 
5a), textures which focus upon the melodic line, and other folk elements (particularly the use 
of drones)).
Ex.5a: Novak, Bagatelles; no.3, bars 1-10
Allegrettp comodo.
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The first movement of the Bagatelles is entitled Vzpomlnka [Reminiscence] and its musical 
style is much more chromatic, creating a wider variety of harmonic colour, dramatic dynamic 
changes, and a greater diversity of texture. The title implies Novak ‘looking back* on his 
previous musical style and, as a result of this, the piece stands out from the remainder of the 
collection (music example 5b). The association of folk music with a simplification of style 
connects Novak’s approach with that of Dvorak, whose investigation of the folk collections 
of Erben and Su§il i coincided with his turning away from Wagner and towards Brahms. The
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connection with Classicism is also present in Novak’s output in the work for piano which 
followed My May and the Bagatelles: the Sonata eroica.
Ex.5b: Novak, Bagatelles; no.l, bars 1-11
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The Sonata eroica\ a fusion of styles and influences
The writing for solo piano in this period culminates with the composition of the Sonata 
eroica (1900), and it is revealing that this large-scale Classical structure is surrounded by 
works concerned with folk sources. The Slovenske spevy [Slovak songs] (1901) and the 25 
Slovenskych lidovych pisnl [25 Slovak folk songs] (1901) show that the emphasis is still upon 
folk material, but the presence of the Jarni nalady [Spring Moods] (1900) also demonstrates 
Novak’s continuing concern with the poetic and Romantic expression that dominated his pre- 
1896 output. The Sonata eroica illustrates the multiplicity of influences and directions 
experienced by Novak, and the work is imbued with a sense of nationalism, yet concentrates 
upon social and political rather than musical sources, creating a connection with Janacek’s 
Sonata I.X.1905 (1906), which is also concerned with social and political notions. Janacek’s
I
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work is inspired by a contemporary event, but Novak takes a more historical approach, 
surveying past Czech oppression and juxtaposing this with hopes for a positive future.
The original title of the sonata was Independence and it was intended to chart the 
oppression of the Czech and Slovak peoples. As Lebl states, it is ‘a song of the fame and 
slavery of the Slovak people’14 and combines contemporary and historical ideas. The 
contemporary issues are Austro-German oppression and lack of independence, and the 
historical angle is present through allusions to Janosik, a national Slovak folk hero similar to 
Robin Hood. Novak himself commented that the work is a ‘hidden political demonstration’,15 
and there are programmatic intentions in each of the three movements. The first is a song to 
past glories, the second a lamentation of the dismal present, and the third a prophetic vision 
of the victory of the Slovak people.
Before commencing with a discussion of the musical features of the Sonata eroica, a 
consideration of Novak’s choice of genre is necessary. His previous output demonstrates a 
connection with contemporary European Romanticism where, in the hands of more 
innovative composers, the sonata progressed towards a programmatic, one-movement form 
(as demonstrated in the works of Aleksandr Skryabin (1872-1915), whose piano sonatas 
from no.4 (1903) onwards were one-movement structures which were used as a vehicle for 
the expression of the composer’s ideas on philosophy and mysticism), a process that began 
with Liszt’s B minor Sonata (1852-3). Despite the programme behind the Sonata eroica and 
the fact that it looks towards a one movement form (connecting movements two and three), 
Novak’s thematic techniques and textures recall an earlier Czech piano sonata, namely 
Smetana’s Sonata in G minor (1846).
Novak’s sonata is based upon pre-existing material, the folk song Okolo Horovan 
[Around Horovan] (found in Bartos I16 no. 139, and BartoS-Janadek’s Kytice z narodnich 
pisni moravskych [Bouquet of National Song], XHI/I, p. 86) (music example 6a),17 but the 
thematic material that Novak derives from this folk source is revealing of his conservative
14L6bl (1964), p.77.
l5Lebl (1964), p.77.
l6Nove narodnipisnZ moravske s napevy do textu vradenymi [New Moravian folksongs with the tunes aligned to 
the text], Brno, 1889.
17Lebl (1964), p.78.
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approach. The original folk song consists of a repeated two-bar cell, followed by contrasting 
material defined by off-beat accents, dynamic contrast, and the semiquaver-dotted crotchet 
rhythm so characteristic of Moravian folk music.18 Novak’s derived theme diminishes the 
essential drama of the original, removing the accents and dynamic changes and changing the 
second part, and replacing the contrasting section with new material based around the 
interval of a fifth. This creates a greater sense of unity, as both thematic statements are based 
around the linear presentation of the tonic triad, yet it also undermines the contrast and 
drama of the original and,' in many ways, the similarity and connections between these initial 
thematic statements restrict the composer’s melodic invention throughout the sonata.
The starting material is particularly significant, as Novak’s form is monothematic, the 
work resting upon the motivic structure of the first subject of the first movement. This is the 
‘remodelled’ folk source, and is constructed from what Lebl terms motifs ‘a’ and ‘b’ (marked 
on music example 6a). Motif ‘a’ consists of a semiquaver upbeat (of a perfect fourth) and a 
subsequent ascending and descending minor third, with dotted rhythms dominating. Motif ‘b’ 
contains a similar semiquaver upbeat (extended to a perfect fifth) followed by the outline of a 
fifth with a similar dotted rhythm to that of the first motif. The second motif is also longer 
than ‘a’, with a half-bar extension reinforcing the third of motif ‘a’ (a major third here). From 
this analysis, an initial problem can be identified within Novak’s starting material. Although 
there are two motifs, they are not truly individual and share many elements, being. 
rhythmically similar and reinforcing the tonic triad, with motif ‘a’ revolving around F and ‘b’ 
around the dominant C. The extension of ‘b’ also emphasises the interval of a third, the 
dominant interval of ‘a’. Because of these connections, Novak restricts the amount of 
material he has to work with, leading to a structure which lacks melodic invention and 
variation.
The setting of this material in the first subject of the first movement is dramatic, 
suggesting the scale of the work to follow. After an accented f f  second inversion tonic chord,
,8The features of Moravian folk music will be outlined and discussed in more detail in the final chapter as part of 
the discussion of Janacek as ethnographer.
i
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a. pp triplet ostinato in the LH providing both continual forward impetus and are motivically 
connected to ‘a’ (in the outlining of a third in the bass) (music example 6b).
Ex.6a: The beginning of the folk song Okolo Horovan aligned with the Sonata Eroica19
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Ex.6b: Novak, Sonata eroica, movement 1: presentation of first subject
A llegro patetico
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19Reproduced from Lebf (1964), p.78.
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This initial presentation of first subject material has connections with the opening movement 
of Smetana’s Piano Sonata in G minor, which uses a core motif as the source of thematic 
material, and also creates a tonally varied first subject area that provides a dramatic 
introduction to the rest of the work. Novak’s first subject area fulfils the same function, and 
the material is repeated in F sharp minor, B flat minor, and G flat minor before arriving in D 
flat major (the final tonal destination for the work). This change of key from minor to major 
can be seen as performing a programmatic function, depicting the journey from past Czech 
struggles (the dotted rhythms creating associations with military marches) to hopes for 
eventual victory and independence. The first subject is an extensive area, defined by 
repetition of the opening material in a variety of keys, and the piano writing is virtuosic, 
extrovert, and typically Lisztian in its dramatic RH octaves and rapid LH arpeggiation.
The second subject is in E major, creating harmonic distance between itself and the 
initial F minor of the first subject. Novak uses the opening motivic material to create a 
reflective, melancholy statement with lower dynamics, expressive markings (dolce, ma 
espress), and a more contrapuntal texture than that of the first subject. The RH melody 
inverts motif‘a’, removes the original upbeat, and the dotted rhythm is transformed into a 
regular, repeated cell consisting of a minim and a semibreve. However, the rhythmic 
connection with the first subject is maintained in the RH inner voice, which also presents the 
interval of a third (now major) from ‘a’. Novak performs the same recharacterisation of motif 
‘b’, which presents the interval of a fifth, again without an upbeat, and with the dotted 
rhythm replaced by tenuto-marked, even minims. The composer continues the 
recharacterisation of material in the second subject, with the theme repeated in the LH and 
accompanied by quaver figuration, providing a sense of development and decoration within 
the presentation of the second subject.
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Ex.6c: Novak, Sonata eroica, movement 1; presentation of second subject
a tempo
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Ex.6d: Novak, Sonata eroica, movement 1; recharacterisation of second subject material
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The development area reinforces Novak’s relationship with Romantic piano writing, 
and it is dominated by dramatic, virtuosic octave passages in both hands, culminating with 
the presentation of first and second subjects simultaneously in a.ff pesante setting (music 
example 6e). The composer creates the harmonic instability and drama characteristic of a 
development section (with a sense of momentum provided through a rhythmic ostinato based 
on the upbeat to the starting material), but there is little melodic fragmentation or 
transformation, leading to a dominance of repetition within this section.
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Ex.6e: Novak, Sonata eroica, movement 1; climax of development section
pesante
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Novak’s use of keys at the end of the development and in the recapitulation diverge from the 
conventional sonata model. Rather than presenting second subject material in the tonic in the 
recapitulation, the composer presents it in D flat major at the end of the development, giving 
only fleeting reference to it in the recapitulation (music example 6 f). The recapitulation 
concentrates upon the first subject and, in addition to presenting it in the original F minor, it 
also appears in E major (the key of second subject material, creating a sense of tonal 
reminiscence) before ending the movement in D flat major, the ‘victorious’ major surpassing 
the struggles of the past depicted by F minor (music example 6g). The association of these 
keys with aspects of the programme throughout the movement means that Novak creates a 
web of associations through his tonal structure.
Ex.6f: Novak, Sonata eroica, movement 1; inclusion of second subject material at the end 
of the development section
X 3 T
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>  p p  p
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Ex.6g: Novak, Sonata eroica, movement 1; presentation of first subject material in the 
recapitulation in E major
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The second and third movements are connected, and the second movement is 
relatively short, constituting an ‘interlude’ between the outer movements. The second 
movement is a ‘lamentation of the dismal present’, and its shortness can perhaps be 
interpreted as the composer downplaying the negative oppression of the ‘dismal present’ and 
stressing the past glories and prophetic victories of the first and third movements 
respectively. The second movement continues the recharacterisation of the starting material, 
and its main theme is based around a third (the defining interval of ‘a’), with the inclusion of 
the dotted rhythm that connects ‘a’ and ‘b’ material (music example 7a (i)). The second 
movement reinforces the Lisztian influence, and presents the opening theme in varied 
settings, transforming accompaniment, texture, and dynamic to create a sense of culmination 
in the final ‘variation’, which is a heterophonic texture, combining dramatic octaves with
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simultaneous presentations of the melody in different rhythmic settings, and rapid arpeggio 
accompaniment in the LH (music example 7a (ii)). This movement cements further the 
connection between this work and Smetana’s sonata, as the older Czech composer uses 
exactly the same technique of thematic transformation in the second movement of his sonata.
Ex.7a: Novak, Sonata eroica, movement 2; (i) opening theme
\e n o fa tempo non
(ii) movement 2; climax of the movement -  final variation of the opening theme
flf f - £ %  £ p Ilf - f
passiona
The third movement is a further transformation of the opening theme of the second 
movement, yet also recalls the first movement in its dramatic octaves and dotted rhythms 
(music example 7b). An important addition to the melodic structure in this movement is an 
auxiliary note figure that originated in the second subject of the first movement, which forms 
the basis of poco piu sections that act as ‘interruptions’ to the main melodic material, and are 
subjected to the same techniques of thematic transformation (music example 7c).
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Ex.7b: Novak, Sonata eroica, movement 3; opening of the third movement
A llegro energico
£ p  ma marc, non legatostring.
Ex.7c: Novak, Sonata eroica, movement 3; introduction of poco piu material
Poco piu
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The process of thematic recharacterisation that dominates the movement culminates in the 
andante section which consists of an extrovert, dramatic, grandioso statement, with drama 
derived through the juxtaposition of the auxiliary note figure and the initial thematic material 
from the second movement (music example 7c). The subsequent doppio movimento section 
both provides a sense of momentum and, in the reintroduction of triplets, connects with 
material from the first movement (music example 7d).
Ex.7c: Novak, Sonata eroica, movement 3; andante section
Andante
ffg rand iasi
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Ex.7d: Novak, Sonata eroica, movement 3; doppio movimento section
Doppio movimento
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The notion of connection with the beginning of the work is significant, as the first subject is 
reprised here, accompanied by its transformed version from the second and third movements 
in the LH (making clear the thematic derivations and interrelationships) (music example 7e). 
The key of D flat major contributes to the programmatic framework of the sonata. In the first 
movement it was linked with past victories, and its enharmonic reinterpretation as C sharp 
major (in addition to the juxtaposition of major and minor in the short C sharp minor piu 
mosso section) depicts Novak’s conception of the third movement as the prophetic hope for 
future victory and independence, the enharmonic reinterpretation creating the musical 
equivalent of the projection of past glories into the future (music example 7f).
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Ex.7e: Novak, Sonata eroica, movement 3; fusion of first movement and second 
movement ideas
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Ex.7f: Novak, Sonata eroica, movement 3; final piu mosso section JL
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The Sonata eroica brings together a variety of ideas and techniques. Prior to the 
composition of this work, Novak’s experience of Moravian folk music had prompted a 
change in direction, demonstrated in the Sonata through both the programmatic framework 
and the folk origin of the core melodic material. However, the ways in which Novak depicts 
this programme musically and utilises the folk source betray his continuing connection with 
Romanticism. Any dramatic features from the original source are downplayed, and the 
starting melody is subsequently subjected to the Lisztian technique of thematic 
transformation, creating a sonata full of Romantic piano textures and extrovert and virtuosic
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writing. Many elements of the work also have similarities to Smetana’s work in the same 
genre from 1846, demonstrating Novak’s rather ‘backward-looking’ approach.
The status of the sonata at the beginning of the twentieth century reinforces Novak’s 
rather traditional and conservative approach. Liszt’s Sonata in B minor (1852-3) began the 
redefinition of the piano sonata as a genre, developing a one-movement structure that uses 
thematic transformation to create a work whose sections are simultaneously parts of sonata 
form (exposition, development, recapitulation) and individual sonata movements. However, 
Novak’s restrictive and limited thematic material leads to repetition and monotony, 
contrasting with Liszt’s approach, which creates a variety of thematic shapes from a 
collection of starting motifs, thus providing greater variety and a sense of drama through the 
recharacterisation of themes. The sonata had been a genre neglected by many progressive 
Romantic composers, who saw the form as restrictive and conventional. This continued into 
the twentieth century, but several composers, including Skryabin, began to redefine the 
sonata further. In the case of the Russian composer, from 1903 (the year of his Piano Sonata 
no.4) he began to create one-movement works which were imbued with his ideas on 
philosophy, mysticism, and Theosophy, depicting these ideas through imaginative and 
innovative piano textures. The chronological closeness of Novak’s Sonata eroica to the 
works of Skryabin underlines the Czech composer’s conservative approach and, in his 
creation of a sonata using the quotation of folk material as the basis for a virtuosic piano 
work full of Romantic piano textures and gestures, looks back to Smetana (in both the Sonata 
and the Fantasia on Czech Folksongs from 1862) rather than forward into the new century.
The combination of Romantic gestures and textures alongside folk materials within a 
relatively conventional sonata form resulted in many negative responses to the work. It was 
not instantly successful (and was given no recognition by the Czech Chamber Music 
Society)20 and many commentators criticised the folkloristic ‘impurity’ of the sonata, and its 
mixing of ‘echoes of Moravian and Slovak folk song in an inadmissible manner’.21 This 
comment is revealing of the way in which folk materials were considered at the beginning of
20Lebl (1968), p.20.
21Lebl (1968), p.20.
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the twentieth century by Czech writers, namely as objects to be scientifically studied and 
classified, but not used freely as sources for independent art works, corresponding with the 
way in which the music of Moravia was viewed at the Ethnographic Exhibition discussed 
previously, at a distance rather than having relevance to contemporary composers.22 This 
criticism also highlights the difference between Novak and Janacek in the use of folk 
material. As Jan Trojan states ‘JandCek experiences folklore, Novak stylises folk melody’,23 
and ‘in his relationship to folk music, Novak remains a Romantic.’24 This is not to say that 
Novak never really understood folk cultures (as he states in a letter to Professor Theurer in 
1898 ‘the first year I watched as an observer, but later [...] I understood and allowed myself 
to be part of the town’)25 but one cannot help but feel a conscious distance in Novak’s 
approach to folk sources, that his study of folk song was (as Jan Trojan states)26 explicitly 
pragmatic, and that he devoted his folk study to the point of view of suitability of material 
within his pre-existing musical language. The key difference between Janadek and Novak in 
their treatment of folk material is summarised by Jin VyslouSil, who states that the older 
composer ‘treated folk song as real artistic material, as an individual compositional 
product’,27 whereas Novak ‘admires the naive charms of folk melodies rather than 
penetrating their essence’.28
The beginning of a new century: the height of fame, and a further change in direction
The beginning of the twentieth century saw Novak in the ‘full bloom of creative power’29 yet, 
despite a great deal of success abroad and the publication of all his piano cycles by Simrock, 
this was a second period of crisis in Novak’s life which, like the first, involved Dvorak. The 
older composer refused the dedication of the Quintet in A minor op. 12 (1896), was
22Lebt (1968), p.20.
“ Trojan (1989), p.45.
24Trojan (1989), p.45.
25Doubravova (1990), p.33.
“ Trojan (1989), p.45.
27VyslouSil (1989), p.20.
“ Trojan (1989), p.45.
29L6bl (1964) p.83.
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unfavourable about the Quartet in G major op.22 (1899), and criticised the compositional 
method of the Sonata eroica (feeling that the dependence on pre-existing folk material within 
a form that had connotations with tradition and convention was not the way forward for 
Czech music).30 This rejection wounded Novak deeply, throwing him into a sea of self-doubt, 
and this mental state led to a resurfacing of the composer’s enthusiasm for Romantic poetry. 
Writers such as Machar, Antonin Sova, and Henrik Ibsen, whose works are heavy in ‘natural
* loneliness and neurasthenia’31 expressed Novak’s mood of dark pessimism in this period, a 
mood that was in tune with the fin-de-siecle atmosphere of Decadence.
The first significant work to occur after the Sonata eroica is the song cycle 
Melancholie [Melancholy] (1901), where Novak engages with the poetry of Kvapil, Machar, 
and Sova to create a mood of decadent pessimism. There is a return to Moravian-Slovak folk 
music in the 25 Slovenskych lidovychpisni [25 Slovakian songs] (1901), yet ‘old, half-healed 
wounds’32 were to return in the later piano and song cycles. Novak’s output in the first 
decade of the twentieth century explores a number of different ideas, all of which connect 
him to the dominant musical movements of contemporary Europe. Artistic movements at the 
end of the nineteenth century had the effect of ‘opening their [Czech composers’] eyes onto 
Europe’,33 as demonstrated previously through the works of Fibich. Following the above song 
cycle and folksong settings, Novak embarked on the production of a series of orchestral tone 
poems, namely In the Tatras (1902), O vecne touze [Eternal Longing] (1903-5), and Toman 
and the Wood Nymph (1906-7).
In the Tatras demonstrates the composer’s continuing nationalism and pride in his 
country (echoing the approach of the Sonata eroica) but, in this work, Novak focuses on the 
natural environment. Lebl commented that ‘the picture of nature is linked up with the entire 
organism of national life and the national ethos’,34 and this pantheistic attitude to nature is an 
element that runs through the whole decade. The composer’s writings on In the Tatras define 
Novak as a painter in music, and he states that the work depicts ‘a gloomy atmosphere before
30L&>1 (1968), p.20.
31L6bl (1964), p.86.
32Lebl (1964), p.86.
33L6bl (1964), p.88.
34Lebl (1968), p.24.
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a threatening storm. Greyish white mist clings to the ominous precipitate mountain peaks.
The sun still just succeeds in penetrating the cloud and illuminating.for a moment this 
majestically sorrowful stoney landscape [...] the setting sun gilds the peaks of the mountain 
giants, and from afar the evening bells are to be heard. Night with its pearl-studded veil falls 
on the Tatras’.35 Novak’s language is immensely poetic and detailed in its description of 
natural phenomena, and this fascination for the natural environment led to the composer’s 
connection to a dominant movement in visual art from the nineteenth century:
Impressionism.
The connection between Novak and Impressionism is a complex one, and the 
developments in the Gomposer ’=s musical language in the first decade of the twentieth century 
often draw him closer to other contemporary European ideas. Novak himself acknowledges 
the part that Impressionism played in his musical language at the beginning, of the twentieth 
century, but also asserts his independence from Debussy, stating that ‘It [the relationship with 
Debussy] isn’t at all true. I had experienced Impressionism already in Melancholy, written at 
atime whenDebussy was completely unknown in Prague’.36 Debussy’S- fame in the twentieth 
century came with the composition of Pelleas et Melisande (1902), and his works were not 
promoted in Prague until much later in the decade,, meaning.that other sources for and 
influences upon Novak’s Impressionism have to be found.*7'
During this time, Novak reacted with great enthusiasm to the visual art of Joza Uprka 
(whose- Impressionistic period lasted from 1897 to 1902). However, other elements of 
Novak’s output link him with Debussy at the beginning of the twentieth century. In both 
Toman and the. Wood Nvmph (1906—7) and Pan (1910Y. the composer explores the ideas of 
Greek myth and legend in a similar way to Debussy in his works Prelude a I'apres-midi d'un 
faune (1892-4), the Chansons de Bilitis (1897-8), and Syrinx (1913). From the 1890s, 
Debussy’s connections with Symbolist poetiyr wore cemented, and his creation of a musical 
language full of allusion and suggestion mirrors the Symbolist’s use of words to suggest
35L-6bl-(t96#}, p.23.
36From Pamiti [Memoirs] I, quoted inLebl (1964), p.89.
37Although Debussy’s relationship with Impressionism is much documented, his relationship with the literary 
movement of Symbolism is more significant, and the composer’s relationship with both artistic movements is 
examined in detail in Jarocinski: Debussy; Impressionism and Symbolism (London, 1976).
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rather than to state explicitly, leaving meaning to be created within the individual 
imagination.38 Novak was also connected with poetry in his enthusiasm for Machar, Sova, 
and Ibsen, yet these authors were less concerned with allusion and suggestion, and more with 
exploring the emotional interior landscape of the individual. For Novak, the element of 
objectivity was always significant and, in his response to Impressionism, he identified with 
the subjective impulse at the heart of the movement (in the emphasis on the individual 
perception of light and colour), but then uses this ‘signal to start a powerful objective 
process’,39 remaining tied to the nineteenth century Romantic idea of a definite programme, 
rather than creating an allusive, suggestive atmosphere in which meaning resides within 
individual perception.
Novak’s enthusiasm for musical programme and the creation of numerous tone 
poems during the period 1900-1910 demonstrates another connection, namely with the work 
of Richard Strauss, a figure unknown in Czech society until the Prague premiere of Salome 
(1903-5) on 5 May 1906.40 The experience of this opera led Novak to study both this work 
and the subsequent Elektra (1906-8), and of great influence on him was Strauss’ approach to 
eroticism and the depiction of Nature. In Salome, Strauss explores the modernist image of the 
femme fatale which was resonating throughout Europe at the time of its composition, and 
Novak responds to this in the Woman movement of Pan and in the erotic elements appearing 
in Toman and the Wood Nymph. Novak combines eroticism with images of nature, 
connecting him further with Strauss, whose tone poems celebrate reality, the natural 
environment, and nature as a life-affirming source. This positivity and emphasis on reality 
directly contrasts with the allusion and suggestion of Debussy and the French Symbolists, and 
it will be seen in the subsequent discussion that Novak’s aesthetic was closer to the tone 
painting of Strauss than the musical language of Debussy, although the fusion of elements 
that characterised the Sonata eroica continues in his next significant work for piano: the 
Songs o f Winter Nights.
38The relationship between Debussy’s musical language and the literary expression of Stephane Mallarme is 
examined in Jarocinski (1976), pp.30-40.
39Lebl (1968), p.90.
^JanaCek also attended a performance of this opera on 22 May 1906. For details see Tyrrell (2006), p.649.
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The Songs of Winter Nights: an expression of pianistic Impressionism?
The Songs o f Winter Nights mark a change in Novak’s approach to the piano, from the large- 
scale Sonata eroica to the small-scale musical pictures which comprise this piano cycle. The 
work consists of four individual movements entitled Piseh mesicni noci [Song of the Moonlit 
Night], Piseh bourlive noci [Song of the Stormy Night], Piseh vanocni noci [Song of the 
Christmas Eve], and Piseh noci kamevalove [Song of the Carnival Night]. Each movement is 
descriptive and programmatic, and the variety of images explored by Novak leads to the 
cycle absorbing a range of musical styles. The inspiration for the work also has to be 
considered and Vadkova suggests that it may be the result of a love affair, stating that ‘she 
was sixteen, her name was Ruiena’.41 The creation of a piano cycle based upon personal and 
emotional expression connects the work with subsequent cycles of Suk and Janadek, both of 
whom exploited the piano as a vehicle of intimate expression.
Lebl suggests42 that the pieces form a unified cycle through the use of motivic 
connections, with the first movement {Moonlit night) being formed around a perfect fourth, 
and the second {Stormy Night) around the initial descending minor third. However, these 
motivic connections do not appear convincing in the third and fourth movements (although 
Lebl suggests that the opening of no.4 Song o f the Carnival Night is a combination of motifs, 
the RH defined by seconds, whilst the LH consists of thirds and fourths), and it would seem 
that Lebl’s application of the same analytical techniques to this work as to the Sonata eroica 
is not appropriate. Novak’s concerns in the Songs o f Winter Nights are different, and relying 
on motivic connections to explain the musical argument would seem to undermine the 
amount of change and contrast the composer creates in these four distinct musical pictures, 
and the idea of a ‘cycle’ being unified by musical devices does not apply here.
The Song o f the Moonlit Night sets a template for the cycle by combining innovative 
elements with pre-existing parts of Novak’s musical language. The movement combines 
colourful harmonies (including chromatically altered chords and linear harmonies) and
41 Vadkova (1991), p 15
42Lebl (1964), p. 103.
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chromatic modulation with the technique of recharacterisation of material found in the 
Sonata eroica, and the opening material is transformed both into a powerful piu animato 
statement (the texture of which also recalls Novak’s sonata) and an imitative texture (the 
high register of which contrasts with the drama created through texture and register in the 
previous section) (music examples 8a).
t
Ex. 8a: Novak, Songs o f Winter Nights; (i) Song of the Winter Night, opening theme
A n d an te  am oroso J--«o
un poco
t ----
( i tempo)
espressivodolciss.stringendo e dim . e rail.
P P
(ii) recharacterisation of opening material in a piu animato setting
piu animato
f c o n  calore, non tanto legato
cresc. p i i i f
P  simile
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(iii) further recharacterisation of materia] at Tempo I
Tempo I.
dolce, tenerainente
35 5 4
4
The second movement of the cycle, the Song o f the Stormy Night, uses a similar 
compositional approach, combining the technique of recharacterisation of material and 
Romantic piano textures and gestures with a more adventurous harmonic approach. The 
opening presents the figure of a minor third in three different harmonic guises, the final 
presentation being accompanied by a whole tone scale, reinforcing the harmonic ambiguity 
of the previous bars (music example 8b (i)). The subsequent poco meno mosso presents a 
contrast through the use of a texture found at the end of the Sonata eroica, before the piu  
animato presents the first transformation of the opening third figure (music example 8b (ii)). 
This is followed by two further recharacterisations, both of which are constructed from 
Romantic melody and accompaniment textures (music example 8b (iii)).
Ex.8b: Novak, Songs o f  Winter Nights; (i) Song o f  the Stormy Night, opening bars
Allegro tempestuoso J- = so
f  pesante
4M It 1_2
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(ii) Song of the Stormy Night; recharacterisation of material in a piu animato setting
p in  animato
~a~
>■
(iii) Song of the Stormy Night; further recharacterisations of the opening thematic idea 
(at Tempo I and poco meno mosso)
Tem po I.
J ffn o n  legato
i
0
Poco meno mosso
marcato la melodia
•0
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The Song o f Christmas Eve explores the idea of monothematicism and thematic 
transformation further, but here it is combined with a greater investigation of texture and 
harmonic colour. The opening is harmonically ambiguous, with the key signature suggesting 
F sharp major defining the static RH chords created from C sharp/D sharp as a dominant 
pedal, yet when the LH enters it suggests C sharp minor as a key (with a flattened seventh 
degree) (music example 8c (i)). The subsequent section continues to undermine F sharpI
major as a key, presenting the tonic in second inversion and using bare fourths and fifths to 
downplay conventional tonal relationships.
Ex.8b: Novak, Songs o f Winter Nights; (i) opening of the Song of the Christmas Eve
A ndante m isterioso J.-so
p  ma cantatulop p
due
In creating this musical depiction of Christmas, Novak employs varied and 
contrasting textures in order to respond musically to the different facets of the title. The 
initial thematic statement has a syncopated accompaniment imitating bell sounds, whereas 
the first transformation creates a layered texture, with the LH theme being accompanied by 
decorative trill figuration. Subsequent recharacterisations utilise dance figuration, and 
settings transform accompanimental figuration through the addition of higher register 
figuration (which undermines the metre of the LH theme) and LH trills and arpeggios (music 
examples 8b (ii)—(iv)).
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Ex.8b: Novak, Songs of Winter Nights; (ii) Song of the Christmas Eve, first 
transformation of material
P  ma ben m arcato la  m elodia cresc, poco a poco
con
' £ I ® " 8
~ZD.
(iii) recharacterisation of material in a doppio movimento setting
D oppio m ovim ento
i
sempre p  e staccato, scherzando 
la melodia ben tem ito
.V
33t m.2
non legato
(iv) further transformation of material in the meno, ma non tempo del principio section
Meno, ma non tem po del princip io J. >88
il canto ben marcato e
due corcle P  sempre
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Within these transformations, Novak’s soundworld becomes closer to Debussy’s piano 
writing in the exploration of layered textures, bell sounds (Debussy’s inspiration for these 
being the sounds of Indonesian gamelan he experienced at the Universal Exposition in 1889), 
and harmonic ambiguity (with the expected tonic of F sharp minor not presented until the 
final cadence, when it occurs with an added sixth).43 Novak’s Christmas picture thus 
combines innovative harmonic elements within thematic transformations that allow 
traditional symbols and associations to be exploited.
The Song o f the Carnival Night presents an entirely different soundworld to the 
previous movement, contrasting the sonic, harmonic, and textural explorations with virtuosic, 
extrovert piano writing, and the juxtaposition of cadenza passage work with quasi-folk themes 
brings Novak’s writing in this movement close to the style of Smetana’s Czech Dances. 
Several contrasting styles come together in this movement, and the opening section is a 
virtuosic, dramatic introduction, Lisztian in texture, yet takes a more innovative harmonic 
approach and explores further the percussive possibilities of the piano. The chromatic 
language of the opening makes the harmonic, textural, and melodic simplicity of the quasi­
folk theme even more marked, and the theme here recalls that of the Slovacko movement of 
My May from 1899 in its repeated melodic cells and off-beat accompaniment (music 
examples 8c).
Ex.8c: Novak, Songs of Winter Nights; (i) Song of the Carnival Night, opening section
A llegro burlesco, rubato
f f  prHcijiitaiulo, non Legato
43These features can be observed in the piano works of Debussy that are contemporaneous with the Songs o f  
Winter Nights, namely the first series of Images (1901-5) and the Estampes (1903).
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(S O tto )  „ 5i 3 J -
, 9  * = | r3 t4C- f
■ -■ <ritk "  ;
! . 3 1
g  ~ - . . .  . y
(scpra)
z & . i r  ~r.
(ii) Song of the Carnival Night, ‘quasi-folk’ material in the subsequent piii mosso section
JP leggiero  
gw coso >■ _^_
tX 1 2 n  3
(iii) Song of the Carnival Night, example of ‘quasi-cadenza1 passage
-MrQuasi Cadenza
48’ 3 3 3S1It m. i.s
f  p o c o  s o s te n .
sasl MLML
c o m e  s o p r a
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The Songs o f Winter Nights demonstrate Novak exploring a more adventurous 
harmonic palette, and Valkova speaks of the Song o f Christmas Eve as being the finest 
example of Novak’s harmonic complexity and beauty.44 The combination of this and the tone 
painting involved in creating the individual images of the cycle make clear why the composer 
was defined as an Impressionist as a result. However, these more innovative elements exist 
alongside techniques and textures that look back to Novak’s approach in the Sonata eroica, 
and the use of thematic transformation continues to restrict melodic invention and leads to 
the composer using piano gestures and textures that are more akin to Liszt and Smetana than 
Debussy. In terms of what role this cycle plays in Novak’s piano writing, in the exploration 
of images, a more innovative harmonic language, and thematic transformation within small- 
scale pieces, the work also constitutes a series of ‘study sketches’ for the work that was to be 
the culmination of his writing for the instrument: the tone poem Pan.
In between the Songs o f Winter Nights and Pan, Novak completed works that 
demonstrate the different elements important in his compositional language. The song cycle 
Udoli noveho kralovstvi [The Valley of the New Kingdom] op.31 (1903) explores the 
Decadent introspection inspired by Novak’s interest in Machar, Sova, and Ibsen, and the 
elements of description, pantheistic celebration of Nature, exploration of human emotions, 
and eroticism which began in the symphonic poem In the Tatras and continue in subsequent 
larger scale works. Eternal Longing (1903-5), Toman and the Wood Nymph (1906), and Lady 
Godiva op.41 (1907) are symphonic poems that explore similar themes of longing, passion, 
nature, and womanhood. In contrast, other works suggest that he had not left his Moravian 
and Slovakian enthusiasms behind and, throughout the period 1900-10, the composer was 
still working on ‘folk-inspired’ works (the Slovacka suita [Slovak suite] op.32 (1903), and 
the Slovenske spevy [Slovak songs] (1906)).
“ VaSkova (1991), p. 13.
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Storm and Pam Novak at the height of his creative power
The culmination of this period of Novak’s life comes with the composition of works which 
gained him a central position in the development of Czech music in the twentieth century, 
namely Boure [Storm -  a sea fantasy for large orchestra, solo voices, and mixed chorus], 
op.42 (1908-10) and Pan [a piano tone poem in five movements] op.43 (1910). Lebl refers to 
this time as a ‘prvni vrchoF [‘first peak’],45 a time when the composer was at the forefront of 
Czech musical life. Novak was, at the end of the first decade of the twentieth century, 
Professor of Composition at the Prague Conservatoire (from 1909), a jury member for the 
Czech Chamber Music Society (from 1910) and, from 1910, had a publishing contract with 
Universal Edition of Vienna which vouchsafed the immediate publication of all of his 
orchestral pieces, guaranteeing international dissemination of his works.
Storm was written as the result of a request from the Brno Beseda46 for a piece to 
celebrate their fiftieth anniversary, and this context is revealing of the status Novak had 
acquired at this time. The fact that the Brno Beseda had requested that Novak provide them 
with a celebratory work is proof of his status in contrast with that of Leos Janadek (who lived 
and worked in Brno), and this further reinforces the idea that the development of Czech 
music in the first decade of the twentieth century was defined by Novak’s approach, with the 
emphasis being upon the connection with contemporary European influences.
Novak was given almost total freedom when choosing the genre and subject for the 
work, and his choices reveal much about his aesthetic approach. The composer based his 
piece upon a poetic source by Svatopluk Cech,47 yet Lebl notes the ‘poetical poverty of the 
text’.48 What seems to have attracted Novak was idea of the storm both as a natural power 
and a reflection of human emotions, and the combination of the description of natural forces
45Lebl (1964), p. 125.
46 As Tyrrell (2006) discusses, the primary meaning of the word ‘beseda’ is a friendly conversation or 
gathering but, in the nineteenth century, a subsidiary meaning for the beseda developed, namely as a type of social 
entertainment or informal concert. The Brno Beseda began in 1860, and Janacek conducted it during 1876-9, 
1880-1, and 1883-8 (p.42).
47Svatopluk Cech (1846-1908) was known during his lifetime as the ‘last of the National Revival poets’ (Tyrrell 
1988, p. 118). a novelist as well as a poet, his developed social awareness led him to explore more proletarian 
subject matter, thereby furthering the innovations in the continuing development of Cezch opera.
‘“Lebl (1964), p. 135.
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and the exploration of individual responses within a descriptive programme is a common 
theme in previous works. With this work, Novak became the symbol of novelty and progress 
in Czech music, and his status as a leading figure was cemented by the transference of the 
ideas and scale of Storm to the medium of solo piano. Pan (begun in April 1910, one month 
after the composer had completed Storm) was published in 1911, bringing further recognition 
for Novak.
Pam the culmination of NovAk’s piano writing
Novak’s response to the subject of Pan had much in common with other composers of the 
period and indeed, this particular historical period is known for its connections with the 
Orient and Antiquity.49 The myth of Pan is fundamentally concerned with Pantheism, and 
fuses nature, human emotions, and the figure of a Greek God who lived on Earth. The legend 
of Pan is also infused with eroticism, and this combination of godly distance from humanity 
and the incorporation of human emotions and desires provided Novak with a topic that 
contained many of his own personal enthusiasms.
Lebl states50 that, in Pan, Novak creates a work which is a survey and synthesis of his 
previous compositional concerns. The work consists of five movements, namely a Prolog 
[Prologue], Hory [Mountains], More [Sea], Les [Forest], and Zena [Woman], and each 
movement draws on elements that had been explored previously in In the Tatras (with its 
evocation of mountains), Storm (and its depiction of the sea), Toman and the Wood Nymph 
(with the natural setting of the woodland), and Eternal Longing (in the eroticism associated 
with the depiction of female figures). Pan can thus be seen as both the culmination of and 
conclusive sequel to ideas and feelings evoked in many earlier works.
The titles of the individual movements build on images previously used by Novak, 
with each acting as a ‘veil behind which any experience can be concealed’.51 The elusiveness 
of the titles, and their openness to different associations, meanings, and expressive states, has
49Andraschke (1991), p.23.
50Lebl (1968), p.31.
51§t£pan (1945), pp.24-5.
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led some commentators to connect Pan with Symbolism, stating that ‘the association of 
mountains, sea, forests, and women introduce us to an equivocal world, halfway between real 
and figurative meaning’.52 In Pan, Novak does not rely on merely one significant epithet for 
each movement, and his main creative purpose is to explore and follow the rich variability of 
each depicted realm. The resulting work is ‘four musical pendants based on just one mood’,53 
(with the Prologue considered as an ‘overture’) and this is reflected in the monothematic 
musical structure. The names of the movements are also all impressions occurring under the 
unified breadth of Pan’s cult, namely the consciousness of man in contrast to bestial instinct, 
music, male power and dominance, and the erotic sensuality of the nymphs and their 
definition as both fragile beings and highly sexual, erotic females (this idea of the femme 
fatale was dominant in the Art Nouveau period, and would have been something Novak 
would have encountered in his study of Salome). The combination of these elements in a 
large-scale work for solo piano provides further evidence for the work as the culmination of 
both his writing for piano and the varied influences and ideas he had previously explored.
Despite the definition of Novak as the symbol of modem Czech music at the time of 
the composition of this work, the compositional techniques used to create Pan look back to 
the nineteenth century output of Liszt. Like the Sonata eroica, Pan is monothematic, but here 
Novak uses the technique differently in order to generate a greater diversity of thematic 
structures. Whereas in the sonata the initial thematic material remains relatively intact 
throughout the work, in Pan Novak defines the ‘motivic core’ for the work in the initial bars 
of the Prologue. This foundation motif consists of the intervals of a fifth, fourth, second, and 
ninth and, as well as being of supreme melodic importance, the harmonic element is also 
significant. The opening augmented fourth creates an initial atmosphere of tension, whereas 
the subsequent octaves and fifths give the impression of imitating the harmonic series, a 
‘natural’ element possibly linked with the depiction of Pan. These opening bars can also be 
perceived as pentatonic, creating a connection between the Prolog and the Sea movement of 
the work (music example 9a).
52Jarocinski (1976), p.ix.
53§tepan (1945), p.25.
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Ex.9a: Novak, Pan; opening of the Prolog
Poco piu mossd, ma molto tranquillo.Largo.
sempre mi iterio&o
7 -
Trr
The Prolog is the kernel of the entire work, and is an overture to the other 
movements, presenting fragments of the main themes presented in subsequent movements. 
StSpan states that in this introductory movement ‘the dreamer can see four exciting paths’54 
and, in explicitly stating the foundation motif and the subsequent themes, Novak both 
provides the listener with a plan of the entire work (by providing them with ‘aural clues’ in 
the form of thematic fragments which are then presented in full in the subsequent 
movements) and makes clear the connection between the individual themes and their 
derivation from the foundation motif. This creation of an overture is further evidence of both 
Novak’s conservatism and his distance from the Symbolists, as his explicit stating of themes 
and thematic associations contrasts with their emphasis on allusion and suggestion.
In addition to presenting all of the subsequent themes of the work, the Prologue also 
depicts the figure of Pan. The stesso tempo section is defined by St&pan as ‘the music of the 
birds and wind’,55 and it stands apart from the opening section in its high register and 
compound time, creating associations with both Pan’s flute and the birdsong of his natural 
environment. The dominant intervals here are thirds, creating a distance between Pan’s 
material and the intervallic content of the foundation motif, which provides the source of the 
rest of the thematic material. The atmosphere of the woodland is made more explicit through
54§tSpan (1945), p.25.
55Stepan (1945), p.26.
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the use of ‘cuckoo calls’ beneath the semiquaver figuration which provides a sense of 
lightness and energy that characterises much of the opening movement (music example 9b).
Ex.9b: Novak, Pan; the stesso tempo section of the Prolog
Stesso tempo i f » non troppo legato.
dolce
tre corde
Despite much of the Prolog depicting elements linked to Pan, Novak ensures that the 
significance of the foundation motif is not undermined by constantly stating it below a 
variety of figuration, from cascades of arpeggiation (depicting the playing of Pan’s flute) to 
figuration that is reprised and extended in later movements. The andante pastorale presents 
‘Pan’s theme’ and the association with the flute continues in the decorative trills and 
quintuplets within an accompaniment based upon arpeggios (music example 9c). This theme 
continues in its independence from the foundation motif (although the LH presents the 
outline of a fifth, which is then undermined by a chromatic shift) although, as before, much 
of the associated figuration hints at developments in other movements (particularly the 
pentatonic cascades which look forward to the Sea movement). The Moderato section signals 
the beginning of the presentation of thematic fragments from subsequent movements in the
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order of Mountains, Sea, and Woman, and the Prologue ends with the chordal theme from the 
Mountains movement, providing a sense of continuation into the next movement.
Ex.9c: Novak, Pan; andante pastorale material in the Prolog
{UHff Andante pastorale.
poco riiard.
jrtL
The Prologue therefore performs several functions. It presents the listener with the 
foundation material and the motivic core of the work in a setting that creates, in its harmonic 
ambiguity, a sense of drama and tension appropriate in such a large-scale work. In providing 
fragments of the main themes of subsequent movements, the Prologue also gives an overall 
plan of the work and demonstrates the motivic unity in the dominance of core intervals in all 
themes. Finally, it also depicts the figure of Pan, whose musical depiction seems to stand 
apart from the main thematic development, having a theme and figuration not based 
exclusively on foundation material, yet the way in which much of Pan’s figuration links with 
accompaniment ideas found in subsequent movements depicts his connection with the 
natural environment.
The Prologue begins in F and ends with a D major chord, the dominant of the key of 
the subsequent movement. The image of the mountains depicted in this second movement 
would have had many personal connotations for Novak, recalling the time he spent in the 
Tatras whilst travelling through Moravia and Slovakia, and the themes used in this movement 
juxtapose the natural, physical features of the mountains with Novak’s experience of folk 
musicians on his journeys through the area. The opening theme consists of two layers, both of
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which are connected to the foundation motif. The LH theme takes the intervals of second,
fourth, and fifth and combines them with typical Moravian folk rhythms, whilst the RH
presents the interval of a fourth in chords which recall the rhythms of the opening theme of
the Sonata eroica. However, the character here is different, and the contrasting dynamics
between the hands would seem to suggest the ‘earthiness’ of the folk theme and the height
and loftiness of the surrounding mountain environment. This opening material returns as a
refrain throughout the movement, its static nature suggesting the immovability of the 
%
v
mountains (music example 10a).
Ex.l0a: Novak, Pan; opening of the Mountains movement
Quasi andant^
pf:: •  fl: n
mtco
mr
Novak uses the foundation material to create a variety of themes in this movement. The piii 
lento theme has a melodic outline based around fourths and seconds, and its stepwise root 
position harmonies and spread chords provide an atmosphere of contemplation upon the 
spirituality of the natural environment (an indication of Novak’s Pantheism). Subsequently, 
the stesso tempo section takes the rhythm of the opening LH theme and transforms it into 
quasi-scherzo dance form (exploiting the association of the Tatras and the folk music Novak 
would have experienced whilst exploring the area), and the come sopra takes the previous 
piu lento material and sets it as an imitative dolce, espressivo theme, with the triplet arpeggio 
accompaniment recalling the textures and sounds associated with Pan in the Prologue (music 
examples 10b).
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Ex. 10b: Novak, Pan; (i) piu lento theme from the Mountains movement
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(ii) transformation of opening idea at the stesso tempo
Stesso tempo, scherzando.
s
f ~ f i \ pH
— 4
fM 5) i^ jn o n  legato
i ^
pi
9 0  ' ■
(iii) further transformation of opening material at the come sopra
Come sopra.
m
Hr r~ rer = mdolce express.
A subsequent Vigoroso idea is defined as the ‘theme of rebels’ by StSpan56 and, in its 
forceful ffpesante chords, this theme creates a link between the power and immovability of 
the mountains and the strength and courage of the Czech people (the association of the 
natural environment with nationalism recalling Smetana’s use of symbols such as castles and 
the river Vltava in My Fatherland) (music example 10c). The final Maestoso theme depicts 
the power and majesty of the mountains, and the bass register and thick, chordal texture 
stands in direct contrast to the high register and sparseness of the opening. The
56§tepan (1945), p.27.
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accompaniment to this theme is derived directly from the fifths and octaves of the opening of 
the Prologue, and the melodic shape is based almost entirely on the core intervals of the 
foundation motif (music example lOd).
Ex.lOc: Novak, Pan; vigoroso idea from the Moutains movement
Vigoroso.
Piu lento, poco rubato.
'pesante secco crescentecon espresi
Ex.lOd: Novak, Pan; maestoso idea from the Mountains movement
Maestoso. »
w
jjpesante
dolcedimin
poco
The remainder of the movement consists of the recharacterisation of the themes 
outlined above, many of which also include elements of Pan’s musical setting from the 
Prologue. Piu lento material is transformed through the addition of demisemiquaver 
arpeggiation recalling Pan’s flute, whereas the stesso tempo dance figuration is also 
decorated with the semiquaver figuration also previously associated with Pan. Novak creates 
a sense of momentum through the continual juxtaposition of different ideas in transformation 
and, following the above transformations, the ‘theme of rebels’ appears in rhythmic 
diminution with powerful chordal accompaniment, demonstrating its increased intensity 
(music example lOe).
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Ex»10e: Novak, Pan; (i) ‘theme of rebels’ in rhythmic diminution in the Mountains 
movement
AUegramente, ben ritmico.
menofaccentato assai
(ii) the ‘theme of rebels’ presented in imitation -  Mountains movement
Vigoroso.
This theme is presented canonically towards the end of the movement (see music example 
lOe (ii)), almost imitating the sound of bells, its combination with a triplet accompaniment 
creating a sense of momentum that leads the movement to its climax, the final Maestoso 
which fuses together many previous elements in a ‘song of Zarathustrian joy’.57 St£pan’s 
reference to Strauss reinforces the similarities between him and Novak in their celebration of 
nature in the form of the tone poem. The final theme of the Mountains movement presents 
the ‘theme of rebels’ in the LH (its relationship to pealing bells made more explicit) against
57§tepan (1945), p.28.
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the original maestoso theme combined with the opening LH theme (and the stesso tempo 
dance material) in the RH (music example lOf). An element of cyclic construction is also 
present in the reprise of the initial thematic material at the end of the movement. The 
movement thus starts and ends in G, and this harmonic stability both contrasts with the 
movement between keys found in other movements (Forest and Woman), and depicts the 
majesty and immovability of the mountains.
Ex.l0f: Novak, Pan; the maestoso climax of the Mountains movement
Maestoso. X J)
a c c e m a to  a s s c d .
JL
con tutla la forza
♦
■9-
▼ ♦
The appearance of the opening material of the Mountains movement at its end 
emphasises the contrast between this and the subsequent Sea movement, an element 
intensified by the tonal shift from G to F sharp. In this third movement, Novak builds on the 
powerful image of the sea presented in the Storm, and Stepan refers to the sea depicted here 
as ‘the great, dark, eternally moving Atlantic Ocean, a sea of liveliness and glitter’.58 Lebl 
states that it would be more likely that the movement recalls the North Sea, which the 
composer had experienced on his travels,59 but whichever statement is true (and Novak never 
made an explicit statement concerning the movement’s programmatic source), the composer 
captures the power and eternal movement of the sea with virtuosic figuration recalling the 
piano writing of Liszt.
58§tSpan (1945), p.29.
59L6bl (1968), p. 29.
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The bass register of the opening (reinforcing the contrast with the ‘lofty height’ of the 
end of the Mountains movement) consists of interlocking octaves and cascades of 
passagework, creating an image of the sea through textural rather than thematic means. 
Harmonically, the opening of Sea is dominated by whole tone and pentatonic scales, with the 
rapid rise and fall of figuration depicting the restless movement of waves (music example 
11a). This harmonic perspective is reinforced throughout the movement, and the main theme
of the movement is also pentatonic in construction, with the accompaniment consisting of
>
repeated whole tone scales (music example 1 lb). The thematic construction here is quite 
limited, and it would seem that Novak’s focus for this movement was the creation of a 
virtuosic, powerful movement that exploits the piano’s sonic and textural capabilities.
Ex.lla: Nov£k,P<*/i; opening of the Sea movement
Allegro spumante.
con Ped.
■XI' a:
Ex.llb: Novak, Pan; main thematic material of the Sea movement
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In the Allegretto section, Novak creates further a link between the Sea and Mountains 
movements, and this thematic transformation involves the ‘sea’ theme being set in compound 
time, in a chordal texture against a static bass note, recalling the ‘chorale’ maestoso theme of 
the previous movement, whereas the subsequent introduction of scherzando figuration also 
looks forward to the tarantella section of the Woman movement (music example 11c).
Ex. 11c: Nov£k, Pan; allegretto material in the Sea movement
Allegretto.
sost. .a tempo o 'grazioso
dolce
TT-
However, despite these efforts on Novak’s part to create connections between movements 
and exploit the virtuosic and sonic possibilities of the piano, because of the limited thematic 
material, the movement becomes immensely repetitive and the figuration, as Tyrrell states, 
‘descends into a collection of tired Lisztian devices.’60 In his dependence upon Liszt and 
nineteenth century models of piano virtuosity, Novak’s depiction of the sea lacks the 
innovative, luminous soundworld of some of Debussy’s piano works based upon the 
depiction of water (despite the pentatonic and whole tone harmonies creating a harmonic 
connection), providing further evidence of the Czech composer looking backwards to 
Romanticism rather than into the twentieth century.
The opening of the Forest movement is identical to the Prologue, and this reprise of 
opening material underlines the work’s monothematicism. The presentation of the 
augmented fourth in the opening also provides a connection with the previous movement, as 
the final F sharp of Sea is now enharmonically reinterpreted as a G flat, the darker flat colour
60Schnierer/Tyrrell (2001), p.213.
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creating a ‘mood of intimacy and shadow’.61 Much of the first part of the Forest movement is 
based upon figurational and textural areas, the arpeggiation and harmonic moveability of 
which recall the depiction of Pan in the Prolog, highlighting the association between Pan and 
the forest environment. The main theme of this movement is presented at the dolce cantando 
where the dominant intervals of the foundation motif are accompanied by thirds (reinforcing 
the connection with Pan, thirds being the focus of his music in the Prologue). This theme is 
then subjected to transformation, presented in heterophonic layers with a flowing arpeggio 
accompaniment, and then in an imitative, chordal setting, counterpoint and imitation here 
depicting the depths of the forest and its layers of activity (music examples 12a).
Ex. 12a: Novak, Pan; (i) the dolce cantando theme from the Forest movement
JL JL
p  leggiero '
(ii) first transformation of this theme
a tempo,
ten.Jk
n A
Stepan (1945), p.31.
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(iii) further transformation of the dolce cantando theme
calando p  dolciss.
♦  ben prommziato 
un pochettino string.
The connection between the music of the Forest movement and that of Pan presented 
in the Prologue is made more explicit at the end of the movement, where the accompaniment 
of Pan’s theme reappears alongside the arpeggio figuration of the Prologue (compare music 
examples 9b and c with music example 12b below), and the final pages of the movement 
restate the foundation motif, creating a constant reinforcement of the connection of material 
with the opening of the Prologue.
Ex.l2b: Novak, Pan; concluding quasi andante idea from the Forest movement
m.s.
Quasi andante.
■■daUe. espress.
Further connections between the movements are created through the repetition of the 
maestoso mountains theme at the end of the Forest movement. The reprise of this material 
concludes the movement in F, both providing a further connection with the Prologue and
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demonstrating Novak’s creation of a cyclic harmonic progression through the first four 
movements. The Prologue begins in F and ends in G, Mountains remains in G throughout, 
Sea moves up a semitone to F sharp, which is then enharmonically reinterpreted as G flat in 
Forest, before descending down a semitone to the original key of F, the key which begins the 
final movement of the work.
The final movement of Pan is concerned with two main elements, namely the 
collision of masculine and feminine elements, aqd the exploration of different aspects of 
womanhood. The opening of Woman consists of two thematic areas, namely the masculine 
agitato impetuoso and the feminine andante soave. The juxtaposition of these themes reveals 
the different characteristics attributed to each sex, and the agitato theme outlines the 
intervals of the foundation motif in virtuosic alternating octaves (although the melodic 
element of the motif is secondary to the ‘masculinity of Pan’62 depicted through the accents, 
speed, and low register), though is more significant as texture and sound than theme. In these 
elements and the F minor key it contrasts with the delicate and expressive andante soave 
theme, and this ‘motif of sweet, meek, painful desire’63 presents the intervals of the 
foundation motif against a chordal accompaniment, the chromatic shifts of which heighten 
the expressive potential of the thematic area. The key of E major presented here both creates 
distance from the ‘masculine’ F minor, and is also the key in which the work ends, depicting 
the all-consuming power of the feminine presence in this movement (music example 13a).
Ex.l3a: Novak, Pan; opening of the Woman movement, presenting agitato masculine 
idea and andante soave feminine idea
Agitato, impetuoso,
■# cresc. 
moltocresc. molto
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f f  non legato
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Andante soave.
secco
poco marc, espress. moltomp dim.
Woman proceeds through the juxtaposition of these two thematic areas, with their 
elements fusing in a statement that combines chords against accented octaves, the drama of 
the union intensified through the subsequent virtuosic interlocking octaves. The initial 
andante soave is subsequently recharacterised, and the first transformation is as a dance, the 
original long chords reinterpreted as animato dotted rhythms, the triplet accompaniment both 
providing momentum and being associated with the masculine theme of the opening (music 
example 13b). The dance becomes defined explicitly as a tarantella in the next 
transformation (music example 13c), and the lightness, high register, and continual rhythmic 
movement of these sections is constantly interrupted by statements of the foundation motif 
(music example 13d). The triplets, lower register, higher dynamic, and slower tempo all 
depict the masculine here, the passionato indicating the eroticism of the interaction between 
the two elements.
Ex.l3b: Novak, Pan; transformation of the andante soave idea into a dance character
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Ex.l3c: Novak, Pan; further transformation at the quasi una tarantella
Quasi una Tarantella!.
leggiero
i
Ex.l3d: Nov£k, Pan; interruptions’ based around the foundation motif
menofi ma sempre pas-poco rit. e dim.
crescendosionato
The final section of the Woman movement is a ‘gallery of female portraits’,64 and 
Novak explores the various characteristics of womanhood using the technique of theme and 
variations. The problem with using this technique at this point is that the whole (nearly) hour- 
long work has been about variation and transformation, and so ending the work with a series 
of variations further underlines the elements of repetition within the work. The andante 
sostenuto theme that forms the basis for the variations is in E major (the key associated with 
womanhood) and is linked with the foundation motif through the dominant intervals of 
fourth, fifth and second. It consists of two parts, the melodic contour and the accompaniment,
64St£pan (1945), p.32.
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which consists of an ascending scale and a statement of the foundation motif (music example 
13e).
Ex.l3e: Nov&k, Pan; andante sostenuto theme from the Woman movement
Andante sostenutu con intimissimc
espress. ,— s
ir H r j:
imp,
i
ft ■— 1 | * — 4—  
------ ' ■&-, - -
J J  -  J u .
P
-j-C  J -
A  <$L
tresc. voco a voco
$ f /
y  t r
K r :i ■ - ~ 1 r  — t^*?' ----- : —
The variations recharacterise this theme in a variety of ways, from the reprise of the 
tarantella, through the gentle dolce armonioso spread chords, to the passionato powerful 
octaves (with the scalic figure of the original transformed into an abrupt and dramatic 
demisemiquaver accompaniment). The tranquillo section begins a process of summation, 
recalling the theme of the Forests movement combined with the triplets associated with Pan 
(the masculine figure) at the start of the Woman movement (music example 13f). The 
original key of the ‘female’ theme (E major) returns in a powerful f f  statement and is 
combined with the foundation motif from the Prologue, interrupted by fragments 
rhythmically defined by the original andante soave statement (music example 13g).
Ex.l3f: Novak, Pan; tranquillo concluding section of the Woman movement
ten*
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poco a poco piu express.
JL
Ex.l3g: Nov£k9Pan; combination o f ‘female’ theme and foundation motif, Woman 
movement
m.s.m.s.
•e-.
The final pages create a ‘coda’ through the combination of spread chords (outlining the 
foundation interval of a fourth) above a dominant pedal and cascades of arpeggiac figuration
j (recalling the Sea movement). The last bars present harmonic shifts between F minor and E
lk m
\ major, encapsulating the contrast between male and female that underpins the entire|
i movement. The shift between D flat major and E major which constitutes the final cadence is
also a reflection of the different harmonic settings of the female theme presented at the 
beginning of the movement (music example 13h).
Ex.l3h: Nov£k, Pan; final bars of the Woman movement
dolce
3 -
r O -
cresc. n
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Although Pan represents the culmination of Novak’s writing for the piano, it is a 
work with many limitations, and the composer recalls both his own Sonata eroica and the 
nineteenth century piano works of Liszt in his use of thematic transformation as the backbone 
of the work. Although Pan is more advanced in this technique than the previous Sonata 
(using a series of foundation intervals as the ‘motivic core’ rather than a pre-established 
theme), there is much repetition in the work. The final movement is a good example of this, 
being constructed from both thematic transformation and of theme and variation, with both 
techniques essentially operating from the same principle. The Sea movement depends far too 
heavily on the virtuosic piano textures and gestures of Liszt, again reinforcing the backward- 
looking element of the work. Indeed, much of the work is based on Romantic textures and 
figuration, meaning that it lacks the innovative explorations of the piano’s sonic and textural 
capabilities undertaken by Novak’s European contemporaries Debussy and Skryabin, and his 
fellow countryman, Janafcek. An indication that Novak recognised that the piano textures 
themselves seem insufficient for a work of this scale can be found in the fact that he 
orchestrated Pan two years after its completion (in 1912).
Despite the above comments, Pan remains Novak’s largest contribution to world 
piano literature, and is the most extensive Czech piano work of its time. The work combines 
Eros, myth, nature, and music and, in this, mirrors the tum-of-the-century thinking 
exemplified in the output of European contemporaries such as Debussy and Strauss. It also 
constitutes the culmination of Novak’s compositional and aesthetic concerns throughout the 
first decade of the twentieth century, exploring facets of the natural environment and 
eroticism and emphasising the Pantheism so important to the composer. As with the Songs o f 
Winter Nights, Pan combines many different elements. The technique of thematic 
transformation exists alongside the Classical procedure of theme and variation and a more 
innovative soundworld exploring pentatonic and whole tone harmonies, yet this is combined 
with piano textures defined by Lisztian virtuosity and extrovert Romantic figuration to create 
a work that draws on a number of different (yet inherently backward-looking) musical 
influences.
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With Pan and Storm Novak’s international fame and significant position in Czech 
culture was cemented. By 1912 he was a full member of the Czech Academy and, in 1913, he 
became an honorary member of the Umelecka beseda, also working regularly as a member of 
juries, judging prizes and competitions and thus setting the standard for future Czech music. 
This period also saw positive changes in his personal life and, in 1912, he married Marie 
BraSkova and their happiness was increased in 1914 with the birth of a son, Jaroslav. This 
happy family life instigated a calm, peaceful period for Novak, and his wife and family were 
a constant source of support and inspiration for him.
The battle for Dvorak: Novak’s fall from grace
It was this position of power and influence in Czech music that was to prove Novak’s 
downfall, and he became involved in what became known as the ‘Battle for Dvorak’ 
(following his death in 1904). In 1910 two opposing musical camps were formed and their 
opinions were vented in contemporary musical journals. Zden£k Nejedly expressed his 
support for Smetana and Fibich, and was supported by the journal Smetana and the 
University Music Club. Challenging his opinions on the development of Czech music (in 
their support of Dvorak) were the journals Hudebni revue and Dalibor, and this polemical 
battle culminated in a large protest on 15 December 1912 when a public letter was written 
against the figures of Nejedly, Vladimir Helfert (1886-1945), and Josef BartoS (1887-1952) 
challenging their criticism of Dvofak. This letter was signed by many, including Novak, and 
this began a battle of polemics around the composer’s name which became distanced from 
the original disagreement and grew into an arena defined by personal insult and betrayals of 
trust.
This context led Novak to retreat into his own personal world and, whilst he 
continued to compose, he lacked a sense of direction. 1910 represented for Novak the zenith 
of his achievement and the culmination of a decade of upward movement. Lebl notes65 that 
1910 brought with it a crisis similar to that experienced by Novak in 1896, and at that time he
65Lebl (1968), p.35.
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was driven from that state by the powerful stimulus of native folk music. In 1910 he met with 
no such stimulus, and the works that followed represent Novak experimenting with a variety 
of directional possibilities. These works were Na domdcipude [On Native Soil], op.44 
(1911), Exoticon op.45 (1911), Eroticon op.46 (1912), and Ctyri basne Otokara Breziny 
[Four Poems by Otokar Bfezina], op.47 (1912). The piano cycle Exoticon illustrates the 
differences between Novak’s writing at this time an that of a year earlier in the tone poem 
Pan. In this cycle, the composer fuses exotic foreign influences, making use of musical 
motifs and features from regions as diverse as India, Arabia, and China, with these diverse 
sources presented as a ‘taster’ of each country. As such, the cycle does not have the unifying 
elements and structural rigour of the previous works, and there is also a clear change in piano 
stylisation, which now lacks complexity and virtuosity. The harmonies are more 
straightforward, and contrast with the Lisztian chromaticism and Impressionism that had 
previously imbued Novak’s thinking.
After Exoticon, Novak did not compose for the piano again until 1919, when he 
produced the Sestsonatin [Six Sonatinas] op. 54 (1919-20) and the collection of miniatures 
Mladi [Youth] op.55 (1920). These pieces are beyond the scope of this study, suffice to say 
that the creation of an independent Czechoslovakia brought changes to Novak’s status. The 
founding of the independent republic in 1918 brought with it an awakening of new music in 
Prague, with the International Society for Contemporary Music and the Society for Modem 
Music (the latter being a Prague institution) becoming significant. Prague in the 1920s 
became a crossroads for European modem music, with visits from Stravinsky, Schoenberg, 
and Hindemith provoking new ideas in the younger generation, and works such as the Six 
Sonatinas and the collection of miniatures entitled Youth demonstrate Novak’s 
marginalisation within this environment. These works illustrate that the piano was, at that 
point, removed from the expression of modernistic thought and was resigned to the creation 
of teaching pieces, symbolising Novak’s removal from the modernism sweeping through 
Prague and contrasting with his position at the height of his power and fame in the years 
between 1900 and 1910. From 1910, the piano ceased to be a significant medium for Novak, 
and David Yeomans remarks that ‘although Novak seemed more progressive in his treatment
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of the piano idiom than his contemporaries, his piano music does not run the full gamut of 
his career, nor does the piano seem to have been a consistent compositional vehicle for 
him’.66 Novak’s influence upon the development of Czech piano music was at its most 
powerful in the first decade of the twentieth century, and whether or not Yeomans’s 
statement concerning the progressive nature of Novak’s works at this time can be justified 
will be seen through a consideration of two other influential figures in Czech music during 
that decade: Josef Suk and Leos JanaSek.
66Yeomans (2006), p. 132.
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CHAPTER 8
The piano music of Josef Suk: intimacy and autobiography
The piano was an important medium in which Josef Suk (1874-1935) expressed himself for 
most of his life, and its presence can be seen in Table 6. This may be seen as unusual for a 
composer who spent a significant amount of his life playing as part of a string quartet (the 
Czech Quartet), and the expectation would be that he would have written far more chamber 
music or music for solo string instruments as opposed to works for solo piano. Suk worked 
with larger scale forms and orchestral forces at an early stage in his compositional 
development, and this had an impact on his piano writing which, from the start, is on a larger 
scale and more virtuosic than that of his contemporary Novak. Oldfich Filipovsky splits 
Suk’s career into several distinct periods,1 and the first (lasting until 1895) is defined as a 
period of beginnings and preparation, a time during which Suk was exploring ideas and styles 
during his period of study at the Prague Conservatoire (1885-1892). Piano and chamber 
works were dominant at this time, and demonstrate Suk’s attachment to the Romantic style 
of salon piece during this period. Chamber works also occur, with the completion of the 
Quartet in A minor op.l (JSK12,2 1891) and various Balady [Ballads] for string quartet 
(JSK6,1890), cello and piano (JSK9,1890), and violin and piano (JSK10,1890). This early 
period also illustrates Suk experimenting with larger structures for orchestra, including the 
Fantazie [Fantasy] (JSK2, 1888) and Serenada [Serenade] (JSK21,1892), both for string 
orchestra, and a Dramaticka ouvertura [Dramatic Overture] op.4 (JSK18,1891-2) for large 
orchestra.3
lThese periods are discussed in Filipovsky (1947), pp. 11-12,
2The reference numbers provided for each work come from Zden&k Nouza and Miroslav Novy: Josef Suk: 
tematicky katalog skladeb [thematic catalogue o f the works], Barenreiter (Prague, 2005). This will hereafter be 
referred to with the abbreviation JSKat.
3The following texts proved useful in writing this introduction: Berkovec (1962), (1968), Filipovsky (1947), and 
Budi§ (1965).
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Table 6: Suk’s piano works in the context of his output as a whole
YEAR PIANO WORKS ORCHESTRAL/ 
ORCHESTRAL AND 
VOCAL WORKS
CHAMBER WORKS
1887 JindHchuv Hradec 
cycle (JS K 107)
1888 Fantasy in D minor 
(JSK 2)
String Quartet in D minor 
(JSK 1)
1889 Fuperal March (JSK 3) 
Mass in B flat major 
(JSK 4)
Piano Trio in C minor 
(JSK 5) op. 2
1890 Fugues in C minor 
(JSK 7/8)
Ballads for String 
Quartet, Cello and Piano, 
and Violin and Piano 
(JSK 6, 9, and 10)
1891 Dramatic Overture 
(JSK 18) op.4 (1891-2)
Piano Quartet in A minor 
(JSK 12) op. 1
1892 Fantasy Polonaise 
(JSK 19) op.5
Piano Pieces (JSK 
26a)
op.7 (1891-3)
Serenade (JSK 21) op. 6
1893 Piano Quintet in G minor 
(JSK 27) op. 8
1894 Moods (JSK 31) op.10 The Winter's Tale (JSK 
29) op.9 (1894-5)
1895 Piano Pieces (JSK 36) 
op.12 (1895-6)
1896 String Quartet no. 1 (JSK 
33) op. 11
1897 Sonatina (see later 
revision as Suite) op. 13
Raduz and Mahulena 
(JSK 38) op. 13 
(1897-8)
Symphony in E major 
(JSK 40) op. 14 
(1897-9)
1899 A Fairy Tale (JSK 43) 
op. 16 (1899-1900)
1900 Suite (JSK 46) op.21
1902 Spring (JSK 49) op.22a
Summer Impressions 
(JSK 51) op.22b
Fantasy in G minor 
(JSK 52) op.24 
(1902-3)
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1903 Scherzo fantastique 
(JSK 53) op. 25
1904 Prague (JSK 54) op.26
1905 Asrael (JSK 55) op.27 
(1905-6)
1907 About Mother (JSK 56) 
op.28
A Summer’s Tale (JSK 
57) op.29 (1907-09)
1909 Things Lived and 
Dreamt (JSK 60) op.30
1910 String Quartet no. 2 (JSK 
62) op. 31
1912 Lullabies (JSK 68a) 
op.33 (1910-12)
Ripening (JSK 70) 
op.34 (1912-17)
1919 In a New Life {]SK 73) 
op.35c(1919-20)
1920 About Friendship (JSK 
75) op.36
Epilogue (JSK 79) 
op.37 (1920-9)
1923 Episodes (JSK 78a)
1931 Mass in B flat major 
(JSK 4b -  revision of 
JSK 1)
1934 Funeral March (JSK 3b 
-  revision of JSK 3)
1935 Sousedska (JSK 81)
Suk’s commitment to a Romantic programme is evident in many works and, in addition to 
this, he was influenced by many different elements during this first period, with natural 
surroundings and literature being particularly significant. The movement of Decadence, 
prevalent at this time in Prague society (and influential upon Fibich and Novak), provided an 
atmosphere that emphasised pathos, pessimism, and a dark melancholy.4
Suk distanced himself from this mood of introspection and negativity and avoided the 
insecurity, crises and changes of direction that define Novak’s development. Following this 
period of apprenticeship came a time of independence, a period in which Suk explored a 
number of different directions and ideas. His piano works from this time are defined by an 
investigation of larger, more abstract structures, collected together in the sets (a forerunner of 
the larger cycles that were to dominate his mature period) of op. 10 (JSK31, 1894-5) and
4Berkovec (1962), p.49.
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op. 12 (JSK36, 1895-6) (the first set entitled Nalady [Moods], the second set given the more
abstract title of Klavirni skladby [Piano pieces]), and an exploration of Classical forms,
illustrated by the Sonatina in G minor (1897).5 The presence of such abstract Classical
procedures is balanced in this period by the exploration of programmaticism and description,
as demonstrated by the sketches for a cycle of symphonic poems Ve stmu lipy [In the Shadow
of the Linden tree] (JSK402,1896). The crowning work of the period (and one that was to 
*
have a significant effect on Suk’s subsequent works) is Raduz a Mahulena op. 13 (1897-8), 
incidental music written to the play by Julius Zeyer.
This second period encompasses two directions, one emphasising the structural and 
abstract concepts of Classical construction and the other focusing upon more descriptive, 
illustrative elements. The exploration of abstract Classical principles continued during Suk’s 
next stage, in which he created larger scale piano works unified through musical means, as 
opposed to the collections of individual pieces that characterise the early output for 
keyboard. This is exemplified by the Suite op.21 (JSK46,1900) and, subsequent to this, Suk 
infused these Classically-oriented forms with a greater degree of subjectivity in the cycles 
Jaro [Spring] op.22a (JSK49), and Letni dojmy [Summer Impressions] (JSK51) op.22b (both 
1902) (the related opus numbers indicating the close relationship and connection between 
these two cycles, emphasising a large-scale approach to structure).
The death of Dvofak on 1 May 1904 was the first of two tragic personal blows that 
were to shatter Suk’s world and, just over a year later, his wife (and Dvorak’s daughter) 
Otylie [Otilie] died in July 1905. These deaths brought about a shift in emphasis in Suk’s 
compositional development, which moved from an investigation of abstract formal principles 
to an exploration of his inner emotional world. The first work of this period was the Asrael 
symphony op.27 (JSK55,1905-6), a five-movement work written as a celebration of the lives 
of Otilie and her father. The symphony is a grandiose expression of the magnitude of human 
suffering, and these sentiments become specific and personalised in the piano work that 
provides a counterpart to the symphony, the cycle O matinee [About Mother] op.28, (JSK56,
5The Sonatina is not given a separate reference number in JSKat, but is discussed under the JSK46 entry for the 
Suite.
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1907). This work is a diary of images of his wife, shaped into a notebook of reminiscences 
for his son about the mother he would never get to know.
After the tragic events of 1904 and 1905, the piano became a vehicle of intimate 
expression for Suk, and this continues in the most substantial piano work of the final period, 
the collection of ten pieces entitled Zivotem a snem [Things Lived and Dreamt] op.30 
(JSK60,1909). This collection constitutes a continuation of Suk’s healing process, and the 
many moods depicted contain occasional painful reminiscences but, on the whole, it is a 
looking back with a sense of irony and distance as opposed to the intense emotions expressed 
in About Mother. This collection and the symphonic poem Zranl [Ripening] op.34 (JSK70, 
1912-17) are the two crowning achievements in this last period. Subsequently, Suk’s 
compositional life began to slow down, and many of the other works from this time are 
smaller in scale (e.g the Ukolebavky [Lullabies] op.33 (JSK68a, 1911-12) and Opfdtelstvi 
[About Friendship] op.36 (JSK75,1920)) or are collections of pieces from various parts of 
Suk’s life (the Episody [Episodes] (JSK78a), which bring together four pieces from 1897 to 
1923).6 An explanation for this dying away of creative activity is hard to reach. It could be 
stated that practical commitments were a reason, yet his constant touring with the Czech 
Quartet had been a pressure on him throughout his life and, at any other point, he had 
composed fluently between rehearsal periods and in the holidays. Through his touring he 
would have come into contact with a great deal of new music, and maybe these contacts had 
made him rethink his direction and question his style. During his last phase of development, 
Suk’s musical language had became increasingly complex, and the distance between the 
composer he had become and the simple son of a kantor he had started out as had become 
increasingly great. Table 6 illustrates the way in which Suk returned to ‘old projects’ at the 
end of his life, revising both JSK 1 and 3 in 1931 and 1934 respectively, and this may be seen 
as the composer’s need to take refuge in the simpler language of his past rather than 
progressing forwards. As John Tyrrell proposes, ‘the gulf between Suk the kantor and Suk the 
sophisticate was perhaps too great to bridge’ ?
6These four pieces are Andante (the original third movement of the Sonatina) (JSK46/D3), the Ella Polka 
(JSK58), Listek do pamatniku (JSK72, 1919-20), and O Stedrem dni (JSK78, 1923).
7Tyrrell (2001), p.686.
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The compositional development of Josef Suk: a comparison with Novak
A strong connection exists between these two composers, both through their chronological 
closeness and the fact that they were exposed to many of the same influences in their early 
lives. These similarities make even more interesting and revealing the fact that their musical 
developments take such different paths and that the works that they produced are so far 
removed from one another in terms of style.
Nov&k and Suk first became acquainted with each other in Dvorak’s class in 1891 
and, during this early stage, both concentrated on smaller forms. During this time 
(1890-1900), Novak focused on the descriptive, small-scale salon-style piece inspired by the 
models provided by his teacher Dvofak. In contrast, from the beginning Suk’s pieces are 
more ambitious in terms of scale, texture, and harmonic inventiveness. The early 
Jindrichohradecky cyklns [Jindrichuv Hradec cycle] (JSK107, 1887) and the op.7 collection 
of piano pieces reflect similarities with Novak, but with the Fantaisie-Polonaise (Fantazie 
poloneza) [Fantasy Polonaise] op.5 (JSK19,1892) Suk created a more extrovert, large-scale 
piano work for which no parallel can be found at the same stage in Novak’s output. Suk’s 
harmonic approach is also more adventurous, and whereas Novak is content with a 
conventional tonal approach overlaid with chromaticism, Suk’s style is defined by the 
creation of deflected harmonic goals and the use of chord progressions for purposes of colour 
through the creation of non-functional relationships.
Novak’s compositional development comprises many changes in direction, and his 
style incorporates the features of chromaticism and programmaticism characteristic of late 
Romanticism, Moravian folk music, and the non-fimctional progressions and exploration of 
harmonic colour that define Impressionism. In contrast, Suk’s development progressed along 
a much more unified path and, from the start, he sought out abstract developmental 
techniques and structures in order to move away from the descriptive Romantic salon piece 
popular at the time. This abstract thinking can be seen in the remodelling of the Sonatina into 
the Suite and, in the latter work, Suk creates a dramatic argument through the exploitation of 
register, texture, harmony, rhythm, and contrasting thematic areas.
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Through Spring and Summer Impressions, Suk’s language developed to include 
elements of Impressionism, fusing this with the abstract structural principles observed earlier 
in the Suite and a subjectivity derived from autobiographical events. Although Suk makes use 
of a wide range of motivic connections in these works, they are very different from Novak’s 
contemporaneous work, the Songs o f Winter Nights. Suk’s technique at this point is defined 
by asymmetry, a lack of clarity in phrasing, unification through rhythm and texture (as 
opposed to recurring motif) and harmonic complexity (in some cases approaching bitonality). 
Suk’s harmony is, at this point, ‘surpassing contemporaries in other nations’,8 and thus puts 
the Czech nation on the international map in terms of musical innovation.
Until this point, Suk’s ideas and techniques progressed in a unified stream. However, 
the tragic deaths of Dvofak and Otilie overpowered Suk’s creative abilities, and the organic 
process of healing from the personal wounds inflicted by these events broadened and infused 
his compositional language with an intensified autobiographical element. Because of the 
power of these events, the pinnacle of Suk’s writing for piano (the cycle Things Lived and 
Dreamt) is significantly different to Novak’s Pan, written at around the same time. This 
cycle demonstrates Suk’s distance from Novak as a composer, and the former creates unity 
through dynamic curve, recurring rhythms, and harmonic pedals as opposed to the latter’s 
reliance on recurrent motifs and monothematicism. Suk has a more mosaic-like approach to 
rhythm, his polyrhythmicity contrasting with Novak’s cellular approach, and his polyphony is 
more unpredictable and asymmetric, with voices coming together, crossing, separating, 
interrupting, and linking in contrast to the broad streams in Novak’s textures. Harmonically, 
Suk reached a high level of complexity, frequently creating separate harmonic bands, leading 
to the creation of a polytonal soundworld held together through the use of pedals. Despite the 
fact that ‘temporal parallelness and a similarity of foundation create an exploration of 
similarity’,9 beyond surface similarities of chronology and early education there are huge 
creative differences, an understanding of which will aid an appreciation of Suk’s contribution 
to the development of Czech music.
8§tSpan (1945), p. 12.
9§tSpan (1945), p. 11.
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From Kretfovice to Prague: Suk’s beginnings as a composer
Suk was bom in the small Bohemian village of Kfe6ovice on 4 January 1874 to a relatively 
musical family. His father trained as a kantor10 and awakened in the inhabitants a love of 
music, the result of which was the founding of a band that won immense renown. Suk’s early 
musical activities involved having violin lessons at the age of six in 1880 and, shortly 
afterwards, he began to study the piano. His musical horizons expanded quickly, and his 
father took him to Prague, where they visited the National Theatre and watched many plays 
and operas. These visits made a great impression on the young student, and he continued his 
musical study with added zeal and enthusiasm, even completing some small compositions.11 
This enthusiasm led to him successfully completing the entrance examination for the Prague 
Conservatoire in July 1885 at only eleven years of age. The director of the Conservatoire at 
that time was Antonin Bennewitz,12 an energetic and progressive musician who made many 
improvements to the Conservatoire, particularly in orchestral and chamber music activities.
His study at the Conservatoire introduced Suk to the concert life of Prague, and 
through these concerts he would have experienced a wide range of music, spanning Bach, 
Berlioz, and Wagner. He also made many significant friendships at the Conservatoire, the 
most important being with violinists Karel Hoffmann and Oskar Nedbal, and the cellist Otto 
Berger and, together with Suk, they formed the Czech Quartet in 1892. With Nedbal, Suk 
also played works from world literature arranged for piano duet (demonstrating his 
proficiency on the instrument), and through this medium became acquainted with Smetana, 
for whom he felt immediate enthusiasm. He saw The Bartered Bride on 16 October or 22 
November 188613 and described it as ‘national music created with a burning head and a full 
heart.’14
10For a fuller discussion of the importance of the kantor tradition in the Czech lands, see the discussion in the 
final chapter.
nThe Polka G dur [Polka in G major] (JSK101, 1882) for violin and the Sonata for piano (JSK102, 1883), an 
Overture in D minor (JSK103, 1885), SkladbaB dur [Piece in B flat major] (JSK104, 1886), Skladba G dur 
[Piece in G major] (JSK105, 1886-7), and a Polonaise (JSK106, 1886-7).
12Antonin Bennewitz (1833-1926) was an outstanding and experienced teacher: he was a professor at the 
Conservatoire between 1865 and 82, and was subsequently its Director between 1882 and 1901.
13Confusion over the date of this performance is noted in Berkovec (1962) p.21.
l4Berkovec (1962) p.21.
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During Suk’s first year at the Conservatoire he completed no new compositions, and 
there is an absence of work between the pre-Conservatoire pieces15 and the Jindrichuv 
Hradec cycle of 1886-7. This cycle (Suk’s first serious composition) was inspired by the 
South Bohemian village where his sister Emilie was a teacher, and the simplicity of Suk’s 
early style is illustrated in the cellular writing, clear sectionalisation, and well defined key 
relationships of the Polonaise, which has similarities with Smetana’s early polkas. The use of
I
this genre also recalls the virtuosic elements within Chopin’s polonaises and, although Suk’s 
piece is less extrovert than those of his Polish counterpart, there are seeds of the dramatic 
piano writing he would later develop in the f f  arpeggios and accented octave passages (music 
example la).
Ex.la: Suk, Jindfichuv Hradec cycle; (i) no.l, Polonaise, bars 1-7
mm
P'±U\ J f i i s
(ii) Polonaise, bars 10-17 of the trio, illustrating more virtuosic elements
0- «■ >
15See footnote 11 above.
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In addition to this overall acceptance of the Romantic conventions of piano writing, the third 
piece {Adagio) provides an example of Suk’s response to a more Classically inspired style, 
with extended passagework and a consideration of polyphonic textures, which were to 
become more pronounced as his language developed (music example lb).
Ex.lb: Suk, Jindrichuv Hradec cycle• no.3, bars 18-25
Allegro vivace
I
l " — "2
P X
----- FI*---------F **------- 2 1  1 P c
f,A T" i
t  ■--- £ '—-ijfr 1- I 1 C---V ■ t L
1 * ------ ' tJ 1 r '----- v—' v
The Fantasy Polonaise op.5 (1892) is Suk’s first large-scale piece for piano, and the 
distance from the previous cycle can be seen in the more virtuosic style and greater textural 
experimentation. The opening demonstrates Suk’s creation of a virtuosic and extrovert piano 
style at this stage, and is a dramatic area built around a dominant pedal, which consists of 
accented marcato chords and unison passages. The entry of the main polonaise theme after 
the 16 bar introduction presents all of the ‘fingerprints’ of the dance as developed by Chopin, 
consisting of repeated rhythmic cells accompanied by tonic and dominant harmony (with
i
occasional chromatic shifts), and supported by a constant LH accompanimental pattern 
(music example 2a).
Ex.2a: Suk, Fantasy Polonaise; opening section, illustrating introduction and tempo di 
polonaise theme
Allegro pomposo. (m. *. J . m )
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The consistently high dynamic and widely spaced textures of the opening gives way to a 
gentler, more lyrical section at the / 'istesso tempo, where the drama of the first section is 
replaced by delicate decorative figuration and a waltz-like accompaniment (music example 
2b). Suk mirrors Chopin further in the creation of chromatic harmonic sequences, and there 
are elements of the accompanimental figuration in this section that recall the Polish 
composer’s mazurkas (music example 2c). The final section reprises the extrovert writing of 
the opening, with the final page juxtaposing different moods and expressive states, 
contrasting meno mosso and andante areas with the vivace accented chords and accelerando 
passagework. This creates a fitting ending to a work designed for the concert platform which 
betrays the influences of both Chopin and Smetana (particularly in the first series of Czech 
Dances), demonstrating the distance between Suk and Novak at this stage of their 
developments, with Novak’s introspective, small-scale works inspired by Romantic poetry 
contrasting with Suk’s larger scale, more dramatic and extrovert style.
Ex.2b: Suk, Fantasy Polonaise; Vistesso tempo section
L’iatesao tempo.
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Ex.2c: Suk, Fantasy Polonaise; illustration of chromatic harmonic sequences
cresc
poco erase. appassionato
accelerando pesanle
Afolto tranquillo
Subsequently Suk developed these ideas within bigger structures, and created sets of 
pieces. The first of these is the Klavirm skladby [Piano Pieces] op.7 (JSK26a, 1891-3),16 and 
this collection brings together six pieces composed over a period of two years. The earliest is 
op.7 no.6 (the Capricietto (JSK15), originally entitled Melodie, composed in 1891), followed 
subsequently by the Idylky [Idylls] (JSK 17, 1891-2), and the Dumka (JSK22, 1892). Op.7nos 
2 and 3 (the Vzpominky [Reminiscences] JSK24 and the Humoreska JSK25) were written in 
1893, and the final number, the Piseh Idsky [Song of Love] (JSK26) completed the op.7 
collection, which was published as a whole in 1894. What is demonstrated by this chronology 
is that Suk in no way intended the collection to be any kind of unified cycle and there are no 
musical connections between the pieces. Evidence that the pieces were predominantly
16This set o f pieces brings together JSK15, 17, 22, and 24-6.
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performed separately can be found in the fact that the op.7 collection was only performed as 
a whole on 13 April 1918.17
The op.7 pieces demonstrate significant developments in Suk’s writing for the piano, 
and many of these can be seen as a result of the composer’s creation of orchestral works 
during this period (the Dramaticka ouvertura [Dramatic Overture] JSK18,1891-2 and the 
orchestral Serenada [Serenade] JSK 21,1892), and the exploration of orchestral timbres and
t
textures can be seen in the more complex textures and advanced harmonic language of the 
op.7 pieces. This more adventurous approach can be demonstrated in op.7 no.l, which is one 
of Suk’s most famous pieces, the Song o f Love. This piece is one of the few illustrations of 
Suk’s interest in monothematicism, a method of working with themes that would presumably 
have been learnt during the course of his classes with Dvofak, and a technique that was 
dominant in the works of Novak. Harmonic invention is a feature, with progressions moving 
over a tonic pedal decorated with chromatic linear chords, lengthened appoggiaturas, and 
enharmonic connections, all of which create an evocative language perfect for the expression 
of the first love of the composer.18 The piece contains a variety of textures, and an 
‘orchestral’ approach can be found in the F major section of the piece, which consists of a 
more polyphonic, multi-layered texture, with Suk establishing thematic lines in all registers 
of the instrument. The elements of virtuosity and extrovert writing observed in the Fantasy 
Polonaise are also present here, with accented chordal and octave passages being combined 
with a more complex textural and harmonic world to create a dramatic and virtuosic 
statement (music example 3a and b). The theme presented at the beginning of this piece is 
one that was to be significant in Suk’s later output, and he uses it as a quotation in many of 
his later works (see particularly Spring, About Mother, and Things Lived and Dreamt), 
creating a musical language that is self-referential.
17In a concert given by Vaclav StSpan at the Central Hotel in Prague. Details o f this and further performances of  
the op.7 collection can be found in Nouza and Novy (2005), p.78.
18As suggested by Filipovsky (1947), p.23.
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Ex.3a: Suk, PiseH l&sky, op.7 no.l; opening bars
A dagio, non troppo  lento
espress.
z:
'P simile
ExJb: Suk, op.7 no.l; illustration of dramatic and virtuosic textures
ttfpoco rit.
Suk’s previous focus upon creating dances for the piano continues in the op.7 
collection, with the fifth piece being a dumka, a genre which had been used by Dvofak as a 
musical symbol of the Slavic people,19 and hence demonstrating both Suk’s connection with 
his teacher and an early expression of nationalism within his output. Suk creates an intense 
and dramatic statement which uses the technique of thematic recharacterisation, developing 
the accompaniment each time the theme is presented, building up the initial texture through
l9See the previous discussion o f the importance o f this dance in defining Dvorak as a Pan Slavist in chapter 4.
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alternating octaves in the RH (a technique which recalls the sound of the cimbalom)20 and 
the addition of a countermelody in the middle of the texture (music examples 4a).
Ex.4a: Suk, op.7 no.5, Dumka; (i) original opening theme and decoration with octaves
Andante
P  sm ile
3 4
PP
P  *
C / r  flf' r
(ii) third presentation of theme, with the addition of a counter-melody
* £ U
erase. “Z I mnlto espress. 1:■ mj Y----f ------- ¥—
^ali W-d
---------- *—
1
IL L ._____
pp  rit.
20The role of the cimbalom in the Moravian folk ensemble will be discussed in the subsequent chapter, but there is 
no evidence to suggest that Suk would have had any direct experience o f this instrument at this point.
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The dark atmosphere created through the rhythmic ostinato in the LH and the minor tonality 
is lifted in the middle allegro section, which provides a gentler and more lyrical 
interpretation of dance rhythms (using characteristic polka rhythms) (music example 4b). The 
final section mirrors Suk’s technique in the Fantasy Polonaise, whereby different expressive 
states are juxtaposed for dramatic effect. In the dumka, the f f  appassionato widely spaced 
textures are contrasted with the ppp ending, which shifts to the tonic major, injecting a note 
of positivity into a predominantly dark expression of Slavic oppression (music example 4c).
Ex.4b: Suk, op.7 no.5, Dumka; central allegro ma non troppo section
Allegro ma non troppo
P
f t  n .if J . F  _
t) ^  U-J
,1 T t y ' f P  j T l
L?— _ _ _ J
i M j
=F= — :— =*
Ex.4c: Suk, op.7 no.5, Dumka; dramatic juxtaposition of contrasting areas, final page
Andante
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Through the opp.5 and 7 pieces, Suk’s early style of writing for the instrument is 
established, and elements that are instantly recognisable are harmonic adventurousness and a 
propensity towards creating virtuosic and dramatic pieces, factors which lead to Suk’s piano 
works standing out from the small-scale salon works dominant in the output of his 
contemporary Novak at this stage. The composer’s general lack of dependence upon any kind 
of programme in the early stages of his development also provides a further element of 
differentiation from the programmatic works of Dvofak, Fibich, and Novak.
The ‘time of independence9: the duality of abstract structure and programmaticism
The next piano work in Suk’s output is the collection of Nalady [Moods] op. 10 (JSK 31 
1895) and, with this set of pieces, the composer builds on elements found in the earlier works 
in the creation of larger structures that have greater dramatic force and harmonic complexity. 
This collection also demonstrates Suk’s awareness of the output of other Czech composers in 
his adoption of descriptive titles for the pieces (e.g Legenda [Legenda], Jarni idyla [Spring 
Idyll], Romance). Prior to the creation of this set of piano pieces, Suk had composed the 
concert overture Pohadka zimniho vecera [The Winter’s Tale, op.9] (JSK29,1894), which 
was premiered at the Prague Rudolfinium on 7 April 1895 and had further performances in 
August and September of that year as part of the Czech Ethnographic Exhibition (providing 
evidence of Suk’s status at this point).21 The Winter's Tale was Suk’s first piece of explicit 
programme music and, in creating a concert overture, he was connecting himself with 
contemporary Czech music, particularly the output of his teacher Dvofak (whose concert 
overtures were composed in 1891-2). The piano Moods can be seen as Suk’s transference of 
these ideas onto the medium of solo piano, and the pieces are given titles typical of the 
character pieces created by Dvofak in the Poetic Tone Pictures and Novak in the 
Reminiscences and Serenades. Suk’s titles are less explicit, perhaps giving an indication that 
his previous concern for a more abstract musical language was still present.
21Further details o f this performance can be found in Nouza and Novy (2005), pp.93-4.
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The op. 10 collection presents Suk’s language in a period of transition, and the pieces 
bring together a range of different characteristics. No. 1 Legend evokes the historical 
perspective of a legend with the quasi-harp spread LH chords, and the musical development 
is dependent upon the opening theme which is subjected to a diverse number of settings 
(music example 5a). This thematic transformation allows Suk to explore different textures, 
and the theme is presented in the LH with a RH countermelody and in a C sharp minor 
setting which exploits register and creates further counter-melody material (music examples 
5b and c). This section is harmonically adventurous, with Suk exploring a range of keys in 
quick succession (pre-empting the harmonic instability that would characterise his later 
works), and this precedes the reprise of material in the original key of D flat major with a 
combination of arpeggios and spread chords in the accompaniment (music example 5d).
Ex.5a: Suk, op. 10 no.l, Legende; presentation of opening theme
Andante espressivo « 4__
Psem pre
Ex.5b: Suk, op.10 no.l; first transformation of opening material
a tempo
3 cresc.
x Py-
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Ex.5c: Suk, op.10, no.l; C sharp minor setting of opening material
Ex.5d: Suk, op.10, no.l; reprise of material in the original D flat major
j z .
es/jress.
What is evident in this first piece is the way in which Suk explores a more complex 
chromatic harmonic language, and this complexity is, to some extent, a by-product of his 
more adventurous approach to texture. His awareness of the development of individual lines 
within a texture can maybe partially explained through his performance activities as, from 
1892, Suk was a member of the Czech Quartet, and through playing as part of an ensemble 
his perception and awareness of individual lines would surely have been emphasised.
Legend presents a variety of textures, ranging from conventional Romantic 
arpeggiation to more complex contrapuntal combinations, within a piece that exploits the
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piano’s register to create an extrovert and dramatic work. The more chromatic harmonic
language found in this first piece is developed further in op. 10 no. 3, Romance, which is also
based on thematic transformation, demonstrating Suk’s further exploration of the piano in
terms of texture and register. The opening of no. 3 contains chromatic bass progressions (E-
E sharp -  F sharp) leading to a cadence point in B major, yet the I6_4—V cadence in bar 4 is
instead deflected through the presence of a D sharp major triad (the raised third implying G
*
sharp minor) which then becomes V7 in E major, deviating from the implied harmonic goal 
of B major. The opening theme is then repeated against a different harmonic background, 
which continues the chromatic linear movement of the first phrase and culminates in a 
dominant seventh chord in E major. This then leads to a reprise of the whole of the first 
section, with an identical harmonic foundation, until a C major chord leads to F major, 
initiating a chromatic progression which ends with the B major triad that has been expected 
since the outset, yet has been constantly deflected (music example 6a).
Ex.6a: Suk, op.10, no.3, Itomn/ice; opening section
A n d a n t e  c o n  m o t o
§
.express
s>• —■---------p~
F r = ^ i th J J -T l i-T -J  -1 I
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TT, 1* ---------!-------------
>
—---------- 1--------
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cresc.
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W  ti i -  ' -------- r i i j  y .i  <r~ '-i■4' * -J t --------1
ffd a cre sv . p a tempo
The harmonic language is controlled and connected in a skilful way by Suk, who employs the 
delay and deflection of harmonic goals, enharmonic connections, chromaticism, and non-
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functional chords to create a highly expressive effect. The middle section of this ternary 
structure further explores this more adventurous harmonic structure within a more complex 
texture defined by the creation of counterpoint lines. The reprise of the opening material in 
the final section takes initial thematic and harmonic material and develops it through a more 
decorative texture thickened through Romantic arpeggiation, illustrating further Suk’s 
creation of pieces containing diverse textures and styles (music example 6b).
>
Ex.6b: Suk, op.10 no.3; reprise of opening material
The definition of the collection of Moods as transitional and experimental is 
reinforced with reference to the final number Jami idyla [Spring Idyll], which creates a 
musical depiction of a renewal of life and awakening of energy in a texture akin to that of a 
Chopin impromptu. Basic tonal harmonies are overlaid with chromaticism, with the sense of 
energy and momentum provided by the continual triplet accompanimental figuration (music 
example 7a). As in many other pieces from the op. 10 collection, Suk uses a ternary structure, 
and the middle section illustrates the composer’s approach to descriptive writing, using a 
change of register and decorative RH figuration to suggest birdsong (music example 7b). The 
continuation of triplet accompanimental figuration creates a link with the first section, whilst 
its incorporation of dotted rhythmic figures creates a parallel with dance rhythms, reinforcing 
the energy of natural renewal and awakening. This element of description becomes more 
marked in the later works of Suk as he moves towards the more subjective style of Spring 
and Summer Impressions.
molto espressivo
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Ex.7a: Suk, op.10 no.5, Spring Idyll; opening bars
V iv a c e
14 13r
Ex.7b: Suk, op.10 no.5; contrasting material in the middle section
a tempo
PP
Moods is an experimental collection that demonstrates the composer trying out styles, 
textures, structures, and harmonies. Suk continued in a similar vein in the subsequent op. 12 
collection. The fact that the composer had no intention of creating a musically unified piano 
cycle is demonstrated by the fact that op. 12 no.6 was originally intended as part of the op. 10 
collection (entitled Honba za motylem [Chasing a Butterfly]),22 and a complete performance 
of the pieces did not occur until 1923. Despite the dedication of the collection to Otilie, the 
title’s lack of descriptive connotations would seem to indicate Suk thinking in a more 
abstract way, something which is reinforced by the fact that the composer turned to the 
genres of Sonatina and Suite in his subsequent piano works.
Op. 12 no. 1 illustrates the different musical styles explored by Suk in this collection, 
as it establishes two distinct areas within a ternary structure. The framing outer sections 
reinforce many elements observed in the opp. 7 and 10 collections, being based around a 
texture stabilised with a dominant pedal, above which Suk creates contrapuntal movement. 
There is a characteristic avoidance of any clear statement of the tonic, the harmonic
22Nouza and Novy (2005), p. 121.
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movement instead being deflected to the relative major of F before a restatement of a 
texturally thickened opening idea (music example 8a). The composer explores tonally remote 
areas through chromatically altered chords, culminating in &ff statement which still lacks 
harmonic stability through the lack of a clearly outlined tonic (music example 8b). This 
opening material functions as an introduction to the subsequent section which, in contrast, is 
harmonically stable, and tpxturally less complex.
Ex.8a: Suk, op.12 no.l; opening statement of the theme
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The middle section quotes the folk song Louceni, louceni [Farewell, farewell], 
derived from Erben.23 The use of this pre-existing material is musically ‘marked’ by Suk
23 Suk quotes no.356 from Erben’ s Napevy prostonarodnich pisni ceskych [Melodies o f  Czech Folksongs],
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through the clear D major tonality and simpler texture (with an absence of counterpoint), 
which provides an example of the composer injecting a layer of meaning into an otherwise 
abstract musical structure (music example 8c). The final section returns to abstract concerns 
as material from the opening section is combined with the folksong quotation, the latter 
being transformed through the minor key, the addition of more chromatic inner voices, and a 
greater sense of drama created through the widely spaced textures and f f  dynamic, leading to 
a coda that resolves the conflict between the two sections through combining texture and 
drama from the framing sections with the major key of the folksong quotation (music 
example 8d).
Ex.8c: Suk, op.12 no.l; quotation of Erben folksong in the middle section
rit.
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Ex.8d: Suk, op.12 no.l; final section of the piece, illustrating the combining of elements
a  / r m p n
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menu niosso
Suk’s absorption of Erben’s material into the above piece creates a further difference 
between him and Novak. Whereas the latter experienced a change of style in 1896 as a result 
of his travels through Moravia, Suk’s musical development never underwent such dramatic 
changes of style and, in particular, Czech folk music was never a focus. The use of Erben in 
op. 12 no. 1 may have inspired Suk’s next piece, a choral work for male voices entitled Nechte 
cizich, mluvte vlastni reci [Speak Your Own and Not Foreign Tongues] (JSK35,1896) and, 
indeed, op. 12 no.2 is an example of a harmonically and texturally simpler style of writing, 
which may have been the result of Suk’s experience with folk sources. The Vesnicka 
serendda [Village Serenade] (JSK37,1897) also illustrates this stripped-down style and 
shows the composer’s musical response to folk collections during this period. A possible 
explanation for Suk’s concern with collections of folksong during 1895-7 could be the 
Ethnographic Exhibition which took place in Prague in 1895, an event which may have 
sharpened the focus of the composer’s nationalist consciousness.
The op. 12 collection also demonstrates Suk’s continuing exploration of dance forms, 
with op.12 no. 8 being another dumka (reinforcing the previous example found in op.7 no. 5). 
However, the use of the genre in this collection is distinctly different from its previous 
setting, as it is combined within a theme and variation structure, with the dumka constituting 
the theme which is then subjected to various transformations. The piece therefore brings 
together a number of different concerns, fusing a nationalistic element within a Classical 
variation structure which enables Suk to continue his exploration of the textural possibilities
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of the piano. The gravity and importance of the opening dumka statement is communicated 
through the thick textured tenuto chords combined with chromatic voice-leading above a 
tonic pedal (music example 9a).
Ex.9a:
This distinctly unpianistic texture is set apart from the variations, which create progressively 
thicker textures through the addition of counter-melody lines and enliven the texture through 
rhythmic diminution. This building up of textural complexity stalls with variation IV which 
presents a traditional waltz texture, followed by a quasi-scherzo setting in variation V (music 
example 9b and c). Both of these variations demonstrate Suk’s exploration of different styles 
and textures within a Classical structure, and the scherzo and waltz settings present simpler 
textures and harmonies to those found in other pieces from the collection.
Ex.9b: Suk, op.12 no.8; opening of variation IV
uk, op.12 no.8; opening thematic statement
Andante .
Moderato/J=^)
Ex.9c: Suk, op.12 no.8; opening of variation V
iV f f r i f t . .'rTrbU i \ t \}p 'pfe -0-
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What the op.12 collection demonstrates is Suk combining and fusing different 
musical styles and ideas. The quotation of Erben in no.l and the use of the dumka in the final 
number illustrate Suk’s concern with folk sources, whereas the use of Classical theme and 
variation form suggests that these materials are explored within an abstract, more Classical 
musical language, and this element is reinforced by the lack of titles or descriptive 
programmes in the op. 12 collection (making it distinct from the descriptive Moods of op. 10). 
The pieces are also marked by a greater textural and harmonic simplicity, and this suggests a 
focus upon Classical clarity in Suk’s musical language. The op. 12 pieces also demonstrate 
the composer experimenting with the piano’s registral and textural possibilities to create a 
range of expressive moods (from the introspective use of register and a more contrapuntal 
texture of no. 3, to the quasi-scherzo ideas of no. 6), and no. 5 in particular illustrates the 
changeability of mood and flexibility in the exchange and juxtaposition of ideas that 
characterise Suk’s later output. The op. 12 collection, in its combination of elements, points 
the way towards the next period in Suk’s musical language, one that was to develop further 
the idea of abstract construction within large-scale Classical structures.
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From Sonatina to Suite: an illustration of Suk’s developing structural ideas
Following on from the op.12 collection, Suk continued in his exploration of Classical 
structures in the creation of a Sonatina (1897). However, this work was never published, and 
the completion of extensive revisions led to the work’s redefinition as the Suite in 1900, with 
much being revealed about Suk’s changing and developing individual style in a comparison 
of these works. Whilst composing the Sonatina, the composer was also creating a work 
which was to provide a defining point in his musical life. Raduz a Mahulena op. 13 (JSK38, 
1897-8) is based on a theatrical fairy tale by Julius Zeyer, and Suk was commissioned to 
write the incidental music for the premiere of the work at the National Theatre in 1898. 
Perhaps the most significant element of Zeyer’s tale is its Slovak element, and Suk responds 
to this in a variety of ways, incorporating Slovak folk songs24 alongside quasi-polka sections 
and choral writing, thereby creating a musical language which abounds with national 
symbols and references.
Suk defined this work as a turning point, stating ‘spring in the soul, spring in the 
music. I can say that in the music for Raduz and Mahulena I found myself, and that the work 
affected my compositional style for many years [...] the motifs of love and the motif of death 
[...] would accompany me through the period of my maturity to the end’.25 Indeed, much of 
the music presented in Raduz and Mahulena was to be used by the composer as a 
thematic/motivic resource for many years to come, and there are quotations from this work in 
much of the composer’s later output, reinforcing its significance in his development. The 
connection with Julius Zeyer was Suk’s only important literary influence, and it would seem 
that it also had autobiographical links, with Suk seeing himself and Otilie in the title roles. 
Therefore, Raduz and Mahulena brings together a number of strands crucial in Suk’s future 
development, namely the combination of styles (as a result of his experience of the Slavonic 
world of the fairy tale) and the concern with programmatic and descriptive elements 
(incorporating autobiographical features) which, in turn, provide motifs that are essential for
^Details o f these can be found in Nouza and Novy (2005), p. 126.
25Nouza and Novy (2005), p. 139.
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an understanding of the later music, in which Suk’s style became increasingly self- 
referential.
The creation of music with a specific programme contrasts with the creation of 
abstract music in the Sonatina. This work was composed in 1897 when the composer was in 
Amsterdam touring with the Czech Quartet, and Suk did not return to the work until 1900, at 
which time he replaced much of the old material and made additions to that which remained. 
In the process of doing this Suk moved towards a new method, and the works completed 
between the Sonatina and Suite illustrate the influences and directions in the composer’s 
development during this period. The majority of the works show Suk’s concern with Slavonic 
subjects (with JSK41,44, and 45 all being settings of Czech, Slavonic, and Serbian 
folksongs), and this involvement with folk sources is combined with a concern for Classical 
structure, as demonstrated in the composition of the Symphony in E major (JSK40,1897-9). 
The combination of these elements creates a connection with the work of Dvorak, whose 
own ‘folk’ period coincided with an adoption of the Classical approach of Brahms (and a 
turning away from Wagnerian elements). Suk also uses the form of the Suite, creating a 
counterpart with Dvorak’s Suite in A from 1894.
The use of Classical formal structures at the turn of the century is an element that 
unites both Suk and Novak (with the latter creating the Sonata eroica in 1900), and it would 
seem that the use of established genres by both composers is a result of their engagement 
with folk sources. However, Suk’s Suite is distinct from Novak’s Sonata in that it lacks any 
kind of programme. Novak uses a folksong quotation as the basis for a monothematic sonata, 
creating an essentially Romantic example of the form and using the technique of thematic 
transformation to depict the external programme. In contrast, Suk’s work is completely 
abstract, and he retains features of the original Classical form, creating a large-scale, four- 
movement work, with the only explicitly Slavonic reference being the dumka of the third 
movement. The works thus perform a different function in the output of Suk and Nov&k. For 
the latter, the Sonata eroica demonstrates both a connection to Romanticism and the 
composer’s essentially conservative outlook whereas, for Suk, the exploration of Classical 
structures gave him the ability to create larger scale, dramatic works, enabling him
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to progress to the subjective, yet musically integrated, cycles of Spring and Summer 
Impressions.
The Suite represents the peak of one period and the beginning of a new epoch in 
Suk’s piano writing, and shows him creating larger piano works and moving away from 
collections of smaller pieces. The first movement of the Suite contains two contrasting ideas, 
marked Adagio and Allegro, both of which have the same melodic structure, and the Adagio 
melody provides the motivic fund for the movement as a whole (creating a connection with 
the monothematic Sonata eroica). The Adagio theme is used as a formal incision at 
significant points within the work, acting as a rondo element between the exposition and the 
development, and as a coda. This first thematic idea is full of rhythmic and dynamic tension 
(with the harmonic emphasis being on the diminished seventh), and the melody contains a 
balanced ascent and descent, presenting important motivic shapes, with fourths and fifths 
being significant in the future development of the movement. This opening adagio section is 
presented as separate to the main allegro, which forms a dramatic contrast to it, the allegro 
being in G major and dominated by Classical figuration and passagework, and presenting a 
musical language defined by metrical, tonal, and textural constancy and regularity (see music 
example 10a). Suk also incorporates the technique of thematic recharacterisation (found in 
the opp. 10 and 12 sets), presenting the opening thematic material in a variety of ‘guises’.
Ex. 10a: Suk, Suite, movement 1; opening statement of adagio and allegro ideas
A d a g i o espress.- - 3
53 i i
dim .
A l l e g r o  v i v a c e 3
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Suk’s response to and use of Classical sonata form can be seen in the dramatic 
contrast between first and second subjects. The second subject is marked by a change in 
register, texture, and melodic contour, and the transitional passage between subjects 
emphasises this dramatic contrast. Prior to the presentation of the second subject, there is a 
steep registral descent and a crescendo followed by an immediate pp. The construction of 
this idea from repetitions of small segments exploits the whole keyboard, exploring register, 
figuration, and dynamics, and demonstrates Suk’s awareness and exploitation of the dramatic 
element of Classical sonata form (music example 10b).
Ex. 10b: Suk, Suite, movement 1; presentation of second subject material
-p
>
t e n .>■ >
p o c opoco cresc.
The development continues Suk’s use of conventional sonata form principles, with 
the diminished seventh harmonies of the opening adagio creating the instability and tension
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that conventionally defines this section. There is also the incorporation of the adagio theme 
in changed rhythmic values and presented in a canonic texture, instigating the transitional 
passage that leads to the recapitulation. Suk does not create a conventional recapitulation, 
and neglects to present the opening adagio, using instead a fragmented version that outlines 
the main motivic shape so crucial in thematic development. The power of this main theme is 
again realised in the coda, where it is presented at a high dynamic and register, and in
4
rhythmic augmentation, and the definition of this theme in the coda is aided by the fact that it 
is preceded by the second subject which sweeps through the whole expanse of the keyboard 
(music example 10c).
Ex.l0c: Suk, Suite, movement 1; presentation of main adagio theme in the coda
a poco
(locolj j dim.
A d a g io
The first movement was subject to the most significant and revealing changes made by Suk 
in the process of transition from Sonatina to Suite. Although the main components of the 
Suite are present in the earlier version, they are given a completely different working out in 
the later work, which reveals Suk’s changing concept of how the work should be structured.
The first movement of the Sonatina has never been published in its entirety, but the 
exposition was published in 1945 (provided on the subsequent page as music example l l) .26
26§tepan: Novak a Suk (Prague, 1945), p.145.
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In contrast to the dramatic, yet abstract, nature of the Suite’s first movement, the Sonatina is
dreamy, capricious, and graceful, and hence closer to the eighteenth century origins of the
form. In the Sonatina the two ideas presented separately in the Suite (the adagio and allegro)
are compressed and combined, lessening the sense of dramatic contrast. The earlier work has
the same thematic shapes, but these are combined into one thought and presented in G minor
(rather than the juxtaposition of G minor and major in the Suite). The development of these 
/
opening ideas also happens in a contrary manner, and in the Sonatina the theme begins lower 
and then progresses to a higher register. In the Suite, the opposite is the case, and the allegro 
theme begins in a high register and then moves down for the presentation of the second 
subject.
The methods of thematic development used in the Sonatina are conventional, and the 
theme is subjected to sequential treatment, repetition, and registral transfer. The Sonatina 
also uses the opening idea as a kind of ‘marker’ to divide areas of the movement, but the 
difference here is that the Suite reprises the opening adagio idea before the development, 
whereas in the Sonatina it marks the divide between first and second subjects. There is no 
real contrast between ideas in the Sonatina, so the same sense of drama is not produced by 
this reprise of the opening idea.
The Sonatina focuses less on exploring the dramatic potential of material. The second 
subject is presented after a thinning of texture and a slowing down of rhythmic energy that is 
provided by the reappearance of the opening idea. The texture and key (B flat major, the 
relative major) of the subject is conventional, and there is no marked change in register.
There is a much greater sense of direction and drama in the Suite, and a clearer demarcation 
between ideas. Suk also uses register effectively to mark out thematic areas and aid the sense 
of dramatic interaction. The first subject ends in a high register and this contrasts with the 
presentation of second subject material in a much lower register, with unison between the 
hands and the motoric rhythm of a broken chord accompaniment. This second subject builds
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Ex.ll: Suk; the exposition section of the Sonatina
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tension effectively by repeating material through ascending registers and gradually changing 
harmonies which incorporate a higher degree of chromaticism. The idea then fragments and 
moves through higher registers, reaching its highest point at the moment when the opening 
adagio theme returns. In making these revisions, Suk creates a dramatic structure that 
exploits the full possibilities of the instrument in constructing an expressive and rhetorical 
interaction of thematic ideas.
Although little is known of how the movement progresses in the Sonatina, the 
beginning of the development appears to be constructed along similar lines. Both versions 
use the same diminished harmonies and the thematic contour of the second subject idea is 
similar. The difference is that its presentation in the Suite is more fragmented, as opposed to 
the longer melodic lines in the Sonatina, the former creating a greater sense of momentum 
and urgency. This incorporation of drama within an abstract structure is perhaps the biggest 
difference between the two versions and, as StSpan notes, the Suite consists of a ‘polished 
layer of instrumental colours’, has a ‘huge architectural span’, and contains a ‘greater energy 
and inner power’.27 The development of the work between the two versions illustrates Suk 
moving away from abstract Classicism towards a more subjective, dramatic viewpoint.
The main differences between the Sonatina and the Suite’s first movement can be 
summarised as follows. The latter has a larger architectural span, ideas are divided and 
fragmented for dramatic contrast, unity is retained through motivic connections, and a sense 
of drama is exploited through the clear demarcation of the structure through the return of the 
opening theme. The separation of subjects into adagio and allegro allows for the 
development of a larger scale, more dramatic form where ideas are developed to their full 
potential and greater dramatic power is realised through fragmentation, repetition, and 
registral change. Expressive potential is exhausted within a structure held together through a 
firm, logical linking of ideas.
The collision between old and new thinking is exemplified in the second movement. 
The first (minuet) section was completed in February 1897 in Amsterdam, yet the trio was 
not added until September 1900. The minuet illustrates the elegance of the form, in a
^StSpan (1945), p. 155.
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consonant harmonic style defined by regular 4-bar divisions and symmetrical phrasing. The 
phrase structure revolves around the standard Classical antecedent-consequent form, 
underpinned by simple harmonies, and the emphasis is above all on simplicity, grace, and 
elegance (music example 12a).
Ex.l2a: Suk, Suite, movement 2; opening minuet theme
M o d e ra to
3
% i) .  s i m i l e
The middle section, added later, provides a complete change of expression in its more 
fragmented musical utterance, and provides further demonstration of the fact that Suk, in 
revising the Sonatina into the Suite, wanted to create a more dramatic structure which 
exploited the principle of contrast. The added middle section provides this sense of contrast 
by shifting into the tonic minor, with the poco piii mosso, along with sharper articulation, 
creating a greater sense of urgency and energy in the musical argument (music example 12b). 
The repetition of the opening theme of the section with rhythmic variation builds up to the 
climax of the section, a f f  dominant pedal accompanied by dominant and diminished seventh 
arpeggiation sweeping through different registers. Prior to this dominant area, Suk reinforces 
the contrast between sections through the presentation of an espressivo area which, in its 
legato melodic lines and suggestion of the major key, recalls the opening minuet section 
(music example 12c). The final revision is in the addition of a coda, which is constructed 
from parallel second inversion chords presented in the pattern of a whole tone scale with a
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syncopated bass line (music example 12d). In its disruption of the basic minuet theme, the 
coda performs the same function as the addition of the trio section, creating a greater sense of 
dramatic contrast, and providing a different view of the whole construction, constituting a 
‘profound way of underlining the light seams by a darkened background’.28
Ex.l2b: Suk, Suite, movement 2; presentation of the contrasting poco piu mosso idea
Poco  piu m o sso
. 3 ^  1
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cresc.m f
Ex. 12c: Suk, Suite, movement 2; presentation of espressivo idea before the recapitulation 
of the initial minuet idea
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^Filipovsky (1947), p. 106.
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Ex.l2d: Suk, Suite, movement 2; coda at the end of the movement
Piu m osso
poco j sosten.poco 1 poco rit. i
T e m p o  I.
rit.sostenuto i
P  ten.
The third movement provides an expression of Suk’s Slavonic intentions in the use of 
the dumka. The composer creates a complex song involving quick alternations of speed and 
mood and is significant in the way Suk creates a sense of drama and contrast between three 
individual areas. However, when considering the composer’s use of this genre in this 
movement, it is revealing to compare it with his previous dumkas (op.7 no.5 and op.12 no.8). 
In both of these, Suk uses the technique of variation, creating recharacterisations of the 
theme in op.7 no.5, and using the dumka as the basis for a Classical theme and variation form 
in op. 12 no.8. In the third movement of the Suite, Suk takes the association of the dumka 
with variation form one step further in the creation of what, on the surface, appear to be three 
individual sections from the opening thematic source. The composer’s structuring of this 
movement therefore provides further reinforcement of the way in which he fuses Classical 
construction principles with a Slavonic genre.
The opening theme provides a different perspective on the dumka. Previous examples 
have emphasised the solemnity and poignancy of the genre, whereas here there seems to be a 
‘romanticising’ of the dumka, as Suk creates a typical nocturne texture, with the expressivity 
heightened through the decoration of the clear tonal structure with a sfz chromatic shift. The 
second area exploits the notion of contrast, characterising the opening material in a piu 
mosso e ad lib quasi-recitative setting and creating a greater sense of urgency and forward 
motion through the use of ‘atomic and molecular musical shapes’.29 The melody is built upon
^Stgpan (1945), p. 149.
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the repetition of small motifs, and Suk creates a feeling of metrical liberation through the 
lack of bar lines (music example 13a presents both ideas).
Ex.l3a: Suk, Suite, movement 3; first two thematic ideas of the movement
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Both Filipovsky and Stgpan provide their own interpretation of how the theme divides into 
irregular sections, and both interpretations show how motifs are expanded and contracted 
throughout the section, and how they change with each presentation of the recitative 
section.30 However, although this sense of metrical freedom and improvisatory writing is 
important (and an element Suk developed in his later output), in this movement it would 
seem that the composer’s principal concern is with creating surface contrast which is 
supported through an underlying unity provided by the use of variation. The piu mosso area
30These interpretations can be found in Stepan (1945), p. 149 and Filipovsky (1947), p. 107.
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combines two elements, namely the melodic contour and rhythmic cells of the opening idea 
and the more personal, expressive element, with human speech suggested by the changes of 
speed and lack of metric definition. Suk reinforces the notion of unity by using a similar 
harmonic foundations for this section as were presented in the opening theme.
The creation of a third thematic area provides further evidence of Suk’s concern for 
creating dramatic structures with a sense of culmination and climax. This section fuses 
elements from the previous two sections, using a thematic motif from the opening theme and 
combining it with the dance-like rhythmic figures from the piu mosso. The sense of energy 
and movement created through continual semiquaver movement and a more varied harmonic 
framework culminates in a/chordal passage, the rapid repetitions of chords for dramatic 
effect recalling Suk’s previous dumka op.7 no.5 (music example 13b). The final section of 
the movement exploits the use of contrasting expressive states, presenting all three areas in 
quick succession and emphasising the sense of changeability within the movement. What is 
significant about this movement however, is not just the creation of a dramatic musical 
argument through contrast, change, and an element of improvisation, but the way in which 
the composer underpins this process with the principle of variation, ensuring a sense of unity 
which supports the surface change and recharacterisation of material.
Ex.l3b: Suk, Suite, movement 3; third thematic area of the movement
M oderato quasi a llegretto  
1 n" 3- i-
>.  cresc. >
The original third movement o^the Sonatina was published as the first piece in the set 
of Episodes (JSK78a, published in 1924) (see music example 13c). The work is a three-part 
structure in C major, and the regular periodisation is matched by a clear tonal structure, 
decorated simply with chromatic movement in the bass line. The middle section develops a 
much wider register, with an arpeggiated accompaniment moving beneath a chordal 
presentation of a theme clearly related to the opening idea. This theme is cellular in 
construction and is developed through a section that uses more complex chromatic 
harmonies, contrasting with the rest of the section, which is defined by its simple harmonic 
outline decorated with chromatic auxiliary notes. The coda explores a deeper register and 
includes more chromaticism, being like a recitative, and in the use of D flat major builds a 
section around the Neapolitan harmony so favoured by Suk.
Ex.l3c: Suk; beginning of the original third movement of the Suite*1
Andante semplice. (A 9 6)
This original was eventually rejected by Suk, and it can be suggested that the thought 
processes involved in its creation were too mechanistic and, in using a restrictive formal
31This example has been taken from Nouza and Novy (2005), p. 175.
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tradition, he became involved in replicating all of its inherent problems. The main problem 
with the original third movement is its symmetrical construction; bars are segmented in 2,4, 
or 8 bars and, as StSpan notes, the movement is ‘guided by the laws of symmetry’.32 The 
revisions demonstrate Suk creating a more varied, dramatic movement which explores the 
principle of variation within the genre of the dumka, and thus combines the composer’s 
concern with his Slavonic heritage with his musical needs to develop an abstract language 
guided by Classical structures.
The final movement of the Suite is a rondo structure based upon three themes. The 
material for this movement was basically taken over from the parallel movement in the 
Sonatina, composed on 20 April 1897 in KfeCovice, and illustrates to a lesser extent the 
development in Suk’s ideas. The movement is concerned with technical ‘glitter’ and 
virtuosity, and this may explain why the composer felt happier simply taking over these ideas 
from the original Sonatina, as it was the movement that perhaps needed the simplest, most 
straightforward, virtuosic style. More than the btherlhovements, it demonstrates a working- 
out of the movement from a traditional form, and an acceptance of older forms on Suk’s part. 
The folk influence (seen in the use of the dumka in the third movement) can also be felt here, 
with the opening theme being supported by a ‘drone’ figure in the LH, with the bare fifths 
emphasising this character (see music example 14). The writing in this final movement 
demonstrates a clear connection with Classicism, presenting a language dominated by a 
clarity of rhythm, texture, and harmony, and the inclusion of Alberti bass figuration in the 
accompanimental line. The acceptance of Classical form and figuration, and the combination 
of this with folk elements, creates a work which connects Suk to his teacher, Dvorak, whilst 
the concentration upon passagework and virtuosity creates a less individualised expression. 
However, this experimentation and exploration of Classical forms and principles of 
construction can be seen as an essential stage in Suk’s development, and one that comes to 
fruition in the next period, in which the composer focuses upon the production of large scale 
piano cycles that fuse subjective impulses with abstract constructional principles.
32§tSpan (1945), p. 148.
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Ex.14: Suk, Suite, final movement; opening theme
A lle g r o  m a non trop p o
P *
The creation of larger forms: the combination of subjectivity and abstraction
After completing the Suite, Suk began to incorporate subjective elements within the 
framework of abstract structural ideas. The results of this fusion of approaches can be seen in 
the next two piano cycles, Jaro [Spring] and Letni dojmy [Summer Impressions] (both 1902). 
These works are connected thematically, and both use melodic material which recalls 
previous works, introducing the self-referentiality that becomes such an important part of 
Suk’s mature language. Monothematicism is used within Spring to balance aspects of 
subjectivity and personal input with the objectivity of abstract formations, and creates 
cohesion in the overall formal construction. The idea of creating sets of pieces has been 
observed in Suk’s earlier output, but here the focus is upon the formation of musically 
unified cycles.
The piano cycle Spring was composed between 2 and 19 April 1902, and was 
published in 1903. The work has to be understood in context, and prior to its composition 
Suk had composed incidental music to a dramatic legend by Julius Zeyer. Pod jabloni 
[Beneath the Apple Tree] (JSK47, 1900-1). Although the composer was initially hesitant 
about creating more incidental music (it may have seemed out of place with his exploration 
of Classical construction in the Suite completed previously), he later wrote that he was
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‘captivated by the quiet apotheosis of familial bliss in the final act’.33 The works produced 
subsequently by Suk (the songs of JSK48 and 48a) are celebrations of his wife, and written in 
memory of her whilst he was away touring with the Czech Quartet. This element of personal 
expression continues in the piano cycles Spring and Summer Impressions, which Suk defined 
as ‘works of joy, full of love and tender compassion [...] when our boy was bom’.35 The 
composer had initially intended to compose piano cycles for all four seasons, with Spring and 
Summer Impressions followed by Podzimm nalady [Autumn Moods] and V zime [In 
Winter].36 Each piece was to have a separate title, further demonstrating Suk’s enthusiasm 
for descriptive writing and external programmes at this point, but it is unknown as to why 
plans for all four cycles did not come to fruition. Spring is the first example of Suk creating a 
musically unified cycle, distinct from the collections of pieces he had previously produced, 
although the performance history of the work indicates that it was initially performed as 
separate pieces.37
In the opening movement of Spring (entitled Jaro [Spring]) there is a connection with 
the Suite in the form of three ascending chords which create immediate tonal instability. The 
juxtaposition of D major, V7/B flat major, and V7/E major provides a colourful harmonic 
opening and, through the lack of resolution of dominant sevenths, the chords create a tension 
which is maintained through the first two pages by their continual restatement, gradually 
exploring higher registers to accentuate the sense of drama (music example 15a).
34In a letter to Otakar Sourek dated 25 May 1921, quoted in Nouza and Novy (2005), p. 186.
35Nouza and Novy (2005), p.204.
36Details o f these plans are outlined in Nouza and Novy (2005), p.206.
37The first performance of the work as a complete cycle was on 13 April 1905, and the journal Dalibor discussed 
the performance in an article entitled ‘Jaropoprve v celku' [‘Spring for the first time as a whole cycle’]. Details 
are contained in Nouza and Novy (2005), p.206.
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Ex.l5a: Suk, Spring, movement 1; opening 13 bars
A lle g r o  con brio 
>
cresc.
cresc.
sempre
There is also a strong element of interruption in this introductory section, as the drama and 
force of the opening three chords are followed by a repeated descending figure that provides 
the motivic core for the cycle. This second idea provides a contrast to the opening chords, 
creating energy and movement through the continual triplet accompaniment. The whole 
opening section has the character of an introduction, with the three opening chords 
permeating the texture, exploring remote areas of harmonic colour, and the tension between 
the E flat and D sharp of the second and third chords is played out in the shifts between sharp 
and flat keys. Suk introduces a good deal of harmonic colour, with the enharmonic 
reinterpretation between these notes forming the basis for the sequence of seventh chords that 
end the introduction section (music example 15b).
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Ex.l5b: Suk, Spring, movement 1; concluding bars of the introduction
poco sostenufo poco a poco rit.
espress.
i
The first movement of Spring has a formal structure that has connections with sonata form, 
and Suk creates a sense of expectation in the lead-in to the ‘exposition’ through diverse 
elements. The opening three chords are augmented rhythmically and presented in a sequence 
of unresolved seventh chords, and the introductory section ends with the presentation of a 
bare, unharmonised diminished seventh interval, creating an expectation of the tonic which is 
satisfied at the beginning of the subsequent section (see previous music example 15b). 
Filipovsky notes the connection with Impressionism in the use of constant harmonic changes, 
the absence of the tonic, the fragmented nature of the themes, and the nature of their 
development, which is based upon repetition and recharacterisation.38 The first movement is 
created through the continual presentation of the three opening chords against different 
harmonic backgrounds and accompaniments, and Suk thus creates a movement where 
Impressionistic harmonic colour is combined with unifying motivic elements within a loose 
type of sonata form (music example 15c). In this fusion of elements, the movement brings 
together many different elements of the composer’s musical language, and has a close 
relationship with some of the writing within the Suite.
38Filipovsky (1947), pp. 120-1.
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Ex.l5c: Suk, Spring, movement 1; different settings of the opening motif 
0)
a tempo
cresc.
d im .
(iii) the presentation of chords at the end of the movement
M eno m osso
PP
conP
rit.
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No.2, entitled Vcmek [The Breeze] illustrates Suk moving towards a more descriptive 
style of writing and away from Classical structures and forms. The motivic connection with 
the first movement is present in the rising arpeggio figure that is restated throughout the 
movement although, in this movement, there is no clearly defined theme, and Suk’s concern 
would seem to be the depiction of an image through the exploration of registral, textural, and 
harmonic resources. The constant rise and fall of musical lines represents the unpredictability 
of the wind, and metrical irregularity (in the form of added half bars creatingjrregular 
periodisation) strengthens this (music example 16a). The movement also contains a great 
deal of harmonic uncertainty, with the constant ‘piling up’ of thirds through arpeggiation 
creating chords with added notes which ultimately function to blur the outline of the chord 
given in the bass. Suk also employs modal harmonies, and the second period uses the 
flattened seventh of the Mixolydian mode (B flat major) and E flat major with a raised 
Lydian fourth. Harmonically, the emphasis is on chromatic shifts rather than functional tonal 
relationships, and the movement ends in a whirl of seventh harmonies, with an Aeolian harp­
like sound created in the presentation of the main motif compressed and repeated (music 
example 16b). This final section reinforces Suk’s focus upon the creation of a sound 
impression, and a loosening of his connection with abstract forms and constructional 
principles. The emphasis here is upon image, sound, and atmosphere, and Filipovsky notes 
the ‘enchanting use of sound’ and ‘capturing [of] the sound impression’.39
Ex.l6a: Suk, Spring, movement 2; opening section
sempre schcrzm uio e g ra z io so
UUVU Tit.,
dm. p pcresc
39Filipovsky (1947), p. 125.
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a tempo
Ex.l6b: Suk, Spring, movement 2; concluding bars of the movement
cresc.
x P
Poco meno m osso.
poco rit. 
~=sf : 
r \
In no.3, entitled V ocekdvdni [In Expectation], Suk uses the thematic shape of the first 
movement in the creation of a movement based around the recharacterisation of the opening 
motif. The tension and drama of the ‘expectation’ in the title is created initially through the 
improvisatory changes of speed, the contrapuntal texture, and gradual ascent to a peak 
(marked sff), with the subsequent ad lib descent perhaps depicting the unfulfillment of the 
goal at this point (music example 17a).
Ex.l7a: Suk, Spring, movement 3; opening 8 bars
poco rit. „„„„ 
s . poco2 poco accel.A ndante co n  m oto ed  e sp r e ss .
dim .
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. a tempo ad lit. 
accel. 3 V i  i  V a tempo
3 x—
cresc.
The freedom and elasticity of the opening section is contrasts with the regularity, clarity of 
harmony, and textural constancy of the subsequent section. There is ultimately a lack of 
invention in this movement, and a good deal of repetition of both the opening motif and 
accompanimental figuration (which changes from demisemiquavers to a dance-like dotted 
rhythm -  see music example 17b). As Filipovsky states, although there is some lyrical writing 
in the movement, there is ‘too much routine prettiness in melody and harmony’,40 and whilst 
the changeability and drama of the opening section looks forward to Suk’s later piano 
writing, the constancy of texture and continual repetition of the opening motif limits the 
composer’s inventiveness in later sections.
Ex.l7b: Suk, Spring, movement 3; (i)pocopiii mosso material
Poco piu m osso
espress. cresc.
con P
poco accel. a tempo 
poco sost 3
poco accel cresc
"^Filipovsky (1947), pp. 126-7.
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(ii) subsequent transformation of previous poco piii mosso material
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If the monothematicism of the third movement is seen as restricting Suk’s 
inventiveness, the fourth movement (without title), provides an example of the creation of a 
piece which looks forward to the abrupt ideas and dramatic power contained within Things 
Lived and Dreamt. No.4 (presented in full in music example 18) functions as a dramatic 
introduction to the final piece of the cycle, yet their musical styles could not be more 
different, and the fourth piece demonstrates the power of Suk’s expression in a condensed 
emotional drama played out through purely musical means. The thematic element of the 
movement is restricted to the presentation of the ‘spring’ motif, and this repetition creates a 
fragmented version of the melody, with the resultant tension provided through repetition and
Ex.18: Suk, Spring, movement 4
mj) espress.
aw
poco acceler. 
23.— 1 '
cresc.
the registral ascent through the first half of the movement. Suk creates harmonic tension from 
the start, presenting an augmented fourth between the hands and, throughout the piece, the 
composer explores a non-functional harmonic language, with the movement containing a 
huge number of chromatic shifts and diverse harmonic colours. There is an absence of an 
established tonic, and the LH arpeggiation presents a sequence of half-diminished seventh 
chords which remain unresolved. The lack of a clearly defined tonic creates a constant need 
for resolution which is not immediately satisfied, and this expectation is established from the 
outset with the G sharp that demands resolution onto the A, something which is delayed until 
the final six bars. The use of texture and register aids the dramatic construction, with the shift 
to a chordal texture coming at the highest registral point, intensified through crescendo and 
accelerando markings. The harmonies at this point become clearly tonal for the first time, 
but the quick movement between F minor, G sharp minor, B minor, and D minor results in a
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lack of tonal stability, and the movement climaxes on a B flat major chord, with this 
Neapolitan harmony reinforcing the tension and expectation for resolution onto the tonic.
The final resolution onto A major is complicated by being overlaid with diminished seventh 
harmonies, and Suk lengthens the final cadence in order to maintain the tension for as long as 
possible. In its drama, tension, abruptness of expression, and concision, this movement looks 
forward to the musical language found in Suk’s later cycles About Mother and Things Lived 
and Dreamt and, in creating a huge sense of scale and drama in such a small-scale piece, 
Suk’s development as a composer through this cycle cannot be underestimated.
There is a huge change in style between the fourth and final movement, and the 
contrast between the forward-looking elements of the fourth movement and the Romantic 
piano texture and limited thematic material of the final movement could not be more marked. 
This contrast makes clear that, in Spring, Suk’s musical language was in transition, and the 
cycle fuses elements of Classical construction (in the use of a type of sonata form in the first 
movement), thematic recharacterisation, and a unifying motivic element (conservative 
elements) with programmatic description, harmonic colourfulness, and a flexibility and 
changeability in structuring ideas (more progressive elements), which leads to an exploration 
of the piano’s sonic and textural capabilities, and Suk’s advances in this area lead to a great 
deal of drama and inner tension in this cycle. These ideas cross over into the next cycle, 
Summer Impressions, although the two cycles have distinctly different moods.
Whereas Spring creates an atmosphere of expectation and excitement, Summer 
Impressions transforms the previous sharp colours and dramatic changes into a mood of 
fulfillment and calmness. This is illustrated in the first movement Vpoledne [At Noon] 
which presents a constancy of texture and clarity of harmony (established through the use of 
pedals) not found in Spring (music example 19a). There is less focus in this second cycle on 
the importance of a unifying motif, and Summer Impressions constitutes three individual 
musical pictures, with the emphasis being on tone painting and musical description as 
opposed to thematic interrelationships. This element of contrast and individuality can be felt 
in the change between the At Noon and the second movement, Hra deti [Children’s Play],
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which uses polka rhythms and drones to evoke the simplicity of a folk dance (music example 
19b).
Ex.l9a: Su\l, Summer Impressions, movement 1 -  A t Noon
p p  sotto voce
S S f  Q'tto. * ‘Sid.
j ±  p
& I p phr r4^~ ~=L~^ zjm----------r ^ ww
Ex.l9b: Suk, Summer Impressions, movement 2 -  Children’s Play
Allegretto.
mp
poco string. poco sosten. rit. poco a
— mp
' P P
The playful atmosphere and sense of energy created through rhythmic constancy and 
regularity contrasts with the intensity of expression found in the final movement Vecemi 
nalada [Evening Mood]. This movement is more progressive harmonically, and in the 
opening chords there is an example of bitonality as a G flat major chord collides with D 
major (enharmonically reinterpreted as B double flat, E double flat, and G flat). The opening 
three notes retain the shape of the ‘spring’ motif, and this element of interconnection 
continues in Suk’s quotation of other works, including his own Song o f Love op. 7 no. 1
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(marked ‘x’ on the example) and a four-note motif from Dvorak’s Requiem (marked ‘y’ on 
the example). The Tove’ motif relates to the unifying motivic shape of Spring, conjuring up 
ideas of growth, life, expectation, and renewal, whereas the Requiem motif evokes ideas of 
conclusion and ending, as well as linking with the autobiographical aspect (in the 
relationship between Suk and Dvofak, and Otilie’s role as the connection between them). 
The composer thus employs quotations to create a musical form rich in associations, cross 
references and extra-musical meaning (music example 20).
Ex.20: Suk, Summer Impressions, movement 3 -  Evening Mood
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Through the cycles Spring and Summer Impressions, Suk’s language was in transition, 
moving from the Classical construction and formal structures explored in the Suite to a
\
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language more concerned with description and external programme. This emphasis upon the 
subjective was to become the guiding principle in Suk’s subsequent compositions, and the 
free-standing images of Summer Impressions set a template for Suk’s future piano works. 
However, the emphasis on subjectivity was not a purely musical decision, but was partly the 
result of two tragic blows experienced by the composer, events that altered the course of his 
musical development.
Complete subjectivity: Suk’s reaction to tragedy
The period between the completion of Spring and Summer Impressions and Suk’s next piano 
cycle About Mother (1907) was a momentous time in the composer’s life. After finishing the 
piano cycles of 1902-3, Suk continued to develop the descriptive elements of his previous 
musical language in the creation of a monumental symphonic poem, Praga [Prague] op.26 
(JSK54,1904). Although this work may seem nationalistic in its dedication ‘To the Royal 
City of Prague’, the work is bom out of Suk’s experiences whilst touring abroad with the 
Czech Quartet and, as he stated to Sourek in 1921, ‘its guiding idea is to express love for the 
beloved city (an idea bom of my homesickness whilst abroad) [...] I wished to express the 
elevation of Prague above all else’.41 Therefore, this symphonic poem illustrates Suk’s 
further exploration of ideas of programme and autobiography initiated in the previous piano 
cycles.
On 1 May 1904 the death of Dvorak was the first blow to strike the composer. As a 
response, Suk began work on the Asrael symphony (JSK55, 1905-6), yet whilst he was 
composing this work a second blow came with the death of his wife Otilie on 6 July 1905. 
The second part of the symphony was subsequently dedicated to her, and the work as a whole 
is a celebration of the lives of Otilie and Dvofak. Suk himself defined these events as being 
the catalyst for ‘a definitive turn’ in his compositional development, and stated that ‘I wrote 
this work of my pain for my own consolation; may it be destined to console others who suffer
42Nouza and Novy (2005), p.226.
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as well’.43 The symphony received a ‘tumultuous, absolutely sensational response’44 when it 
was premiered on 3 February 1907 at the National Theatre. The work brought Suk a great 
deal of fame and, as well as receiving the annual First Prize for the Emperor Franz Joseph’s 
Czech Academy for Sciences, Literature, and Art (in 1907), it received a warm response from 
his contemporaries, with Novak stating that ‘Asrael sets the standard for the modem Czech 
symphony’.45 Given that Suk’s symphony follows the same combination of personal emotion 
and description of an external programme as Novak was exploring at this time (he was to 
begin work on The Storm in 1908), his admiration is understandable.
Following the large-scale personal statement of grief and loss that constitutes Asrael, 
Suk focused his subjectivity onto the more intimate vehicle of solo piano. The cycle O 
matinee [About Mother] op.28 (JSK56,1907) was the first work to treat the piano as a 
medium for the most personal and intimate expressions, and this designation of the 
instrument brings Suk’s treatment of the piano in line with that of both Zdenek Fibich and 
Leo§ JanaSek. About Mother is defined as a collection of ‘simple piano pieces for my little 
son’, and the work is a celebration of Otilie’s life, designed as a collection of pictures for his 
son of the mother he would never know. The definition of the pieces as ‘simple’ is 
questionable, as many of the pieces (particularly no. 4) contain a high level of virtuosity and 
make many technical demands. The pieces are certainly not intended for children and, in 
being an adult form of expression, they are akin to the musical world explored in 
Schumann’s Kinderscenen. As in Summer Impressions, Suk quotes from his other works in 
About Mother, and an appreciation of this element of self-referentiality leads to a deeper 
understanding of the meaning of the pieces.
About Mother (written during May and June 1907) presents the image of Otilie from a 
variety of different perspectives. The first piece, Kdyz byla matinka jeste devcatkem [When 
Mother was still a girl] depicts her as a young woman experiencing first love in her 
relationship with Suk. The opening theme is a waltz, capturing the naivety, innocence, and
43Npuza and Novy (2005), p.233.
^Nouza and Novy (2005), p.239.
45Nouza and Novy (2005), p.240.
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charm of the young Otilie, with the high register, tonal clarity, and textural constancy 
reinforcing these elements (music example 21a).
Ex.21a: Suk, About Mother, movement 1; opening waltz statement
A llegretto molto moderato.
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The rhythmic regularity of this opening waltz gradually fragments, and the tonality becomes 
‘blurred’ through the introduction of chromatically altered tones. Suk uses register to create 
‘female’ and ‘male’ areas and, at thepochettinopiu animato, the bass register is explored 
depicting the arrival of Suk into the young Otilig’s life. The romantic element of this 
encounter is indicated by the quotation of the Song o f Love in an antiphonal exchange 
between registers, depicting the interaction between Suk and Otilie. The pp arpeggiation and 
staccato accompaniment in the bass register characterises the statement as uncertain and 
tentative, whereas the higher register ‘female’ response is light and playful, intensifying the 
contrast between responses (music example 21b).
Ex.21b: Suk, About Mother, movement 1; pochettino piu animato
stringendo rit. pochettino pit) animato
m
p  dolce m
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a tempo 
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The Song o f Love quotation builds up to &jf appassionato, the widely spaced texture and 
arpeggio accompaniment creating a point of climax. The final section of the ternary structure 
repeats the opening waltz (with the lower counter-melody indicating the presence of Suk in 
Otilie’s life) before a coda reprises the Song o f Love quotation.
No.2, Kdysi zjara [Once in the Springtime] contrasts the intense emotions of the first 
with ‘fresh, pastel colours’.46 This movement consists of two sections and a coda (which 
partly reprises the opening material), with each of the sections exploring the idea of spring in 
both an objective and subjective sense. The first idea juxtaposes adagio and allegro non 
troppo themes to create an introduction which depicts the sense of awakening associated 
with spring. This first section is harmonically colourful, with harmonies changing quickly 
and avoiding any clearly stated tonal centre, a feature that becomes more pronounced in 
Things Lived and Dreamt. This lack of harmonic stability, combined with a more detached 
articulation of the theme and an accompaniment that develops through rhythmic diminution, 
creating a continual sense of movement and momentum (a feature observed in the first 
movement of Spring), and an energy associated with new beginnings (music example 22a).
Ex.22a: Suk, About Mother, movement 2; opening material
Adagio. Allegro non troppo.
PP. cresc.)
_ tre corde£&u).ima c o rd a
“^ Filipovsky (1947), p. 147.
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Adagio.
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The second section is marked in its contrast to the opening. The texture is simpler,
*
and the energy and momentum provided by the accompaniment in the first section 
disappears, being replaced by a single line melody with an accompaniment in a higher 
register (music example 22b). The meaning of this whole section can be more clearly 
understood with reference to the later part, when the initial melody is decorated with the 
addition of a counter melody (music example 22c) indicating the ‘company of two people’.47 
The presence of this contrapuntal conversation, along with the higher register, simpler 
texture, and clearer tonality (inflected with chromatically altered tones) suggests that this 
section depicts the more subjective ‘spring’ of the couple’s relationship.
Ex.22b: Suk, About Mother, movement 2; contrasting allegro non troppo material
Allegro_non troppo.
PP
espress. 
senza Ped.
PP
sempre espress.
Ex.22c: Suk, About Mother, movement 2; addition of counterpoint to previous material
p p
47Filipovsky (1947), p. 153.
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dim.molto espress.
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Between the two melodic statements is a section based entirely around arpeggiation which 
creates a sense of ‘time suspended’ in its interruption of the previous theme and exploration 
of sound and texture, and the static nature of harmonic relationships undermine notions of 
tonic and dominant (music example 22d). This exploration of harmonic colour returns in the 
coda, the final section of which presents the opening ‘cuckoo call’ against varied harmonic 
backgrounds, combining the ‘reflective’ mood of the second section (and hence, the personal, 
subjective meaning of spring) with the motif from the opening section (concerned with the 
energy and awakening of nature in spring) (music example 22e). The shift from the F sharp 
minor of the second section to the major at the end, in addition to the rising register of the 
final chord, depicts the happy nature of the union between Suk and Otilie.
Ex.22d: Suk, About Mother, movement 2; arpeggiation within the allegro non troppo 
section
p p  dolce
% c%l£i. simile
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Ex.22e: Suk, About Mother, movement 2; concluding Adagio material
Adagio.sQsten.
vep
r r
rit.
dolcecresc.
The third piece in the cycle, Jak zpivala matinka za noci choremu decku [How mother 
sang to her sick child during the night] moves from the depiction of Otilie as a young girl to 
her role as a mother. The musical language used here represents a huge jump in the 
composer’s thinking from the bright harmonic colours and vital rhythmic movement of the 
previous piece to the essentially static nature presented here. This third piece establishes an 
element that unites the final three pieces of the cycle, namely the use of a syncopated pedal 
figure. The contrast with the previous movement can be depicted as the move from the idyllic 
past to the anxiety and tension of the present, and the texture here is the most sparse in the 
cycle, with the fragmented melody invested with a heightened expressive power through 
frequent chromatic alterations. There is a lack of directional tonal harmony in this 
movement, and the piece is tied together with a continuous pedal ‘heartbeat’, and this 
ostinato figure brings together many different descriptive elements of the situation, namely 
the uncertain heartbeat of the child and the mother’s worry (with the melodic line being a 
distorted lullaby). Tension and anxiety are intensified through the constancy of the rhythmic 
ostinato, and the lack of clearly defined cadence points creates a ‘static’ atmosphere, with a 
lack of tonally defined goal directed motion (music example 23a).
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Ex.23a: Suk, About Mother, movement 3; opening section
Andante.
*o r
p p
%
4.1+
PP
espress.
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r/go
The ostinato pedal is used throughout this movement as a unifying device, a point of 
constancy within a harmonic language marked by complexity and the lack of clearly defined 
tonal centre, and would seem to provide some sense of tonal solidity in its constant 
restatement of the tonic. However, the status of this pedal has been examined by Novak,48 
who states that the interpretation of the pedal note as the tonic of B flat minor may be too 
simplistic. He notes that, although the key signature indicates B flat minor, C Phrygian is the 
dominant scale of the piece, with the third alternating between major and minor. This would 
mean that the key signature is misplaced, as the modal key signature for C Phrygian would 
have four flats; however, throughout the first part of the ABAB structure, the G is
49Novak (2002), p. 83.
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consistently not flattened. This brings into question why Suk would have chosen the five flat 
key signature for the movement, and several reasons can be suggested. Firstly, it refers to the 
central pitch of the movement, the B flat, which is reiterated and remains constant 
throughout, and the first emphasised harmony (on the downbeat of bar 2), which is a B flat 
minor chord. Novak also suggests a kind of ‘tonal compromise’,50 with the B sections of the 
structure appearing to be in B flat minor, but without emphasising that particular harmony. 
The chords focused upon in each section create a further source of harmonic tension, as the A 
sections accentuate the C dominant seventh chord, whereas the B sections focus on G flat 
major, creating a tritone relationship between them (this relationship can also be found in At 
Noon from the cycle Summer Impressions, and in many pieces from Things Lived and 
Dreamt, suggesting that it is a significant part of Suk’s musical language).
The designation of C Phrygian as the modal key of the A sections of the movement 
means that the pedal note, in addition to providing a source of unity, also reinforces the 
atmosphere of tension. This is because of the harmonic ambiguity it creates right from the 
start and, rather than performing the role of tonic pedal, it is far less constant. Throughout the 
movement, although the B flat takes turns at being the root, third, or fifth of a chord, these 
consonant statements are fleeting and, as Novak states ‘the irony of this miniature piece is 
that the note B flat [...] is only at rest when it is the seventh’.51 Therefore, although the 
conventional role of the pedal note is that of unity and constancy, Suk uses it in a more 
flexible and changeable way that reinforces the elements of tension and anxiety inherent in 
the external programme. Although the B flat pedal is perceived as a stable element 
throughout the piece, the fact that it constitutes a third inversion dominant seventh chord 
means that this stability is partial and illusory.
The second statement of sections A and B adds a lower layer in the bass, and 
Filipovsky emphasises the ‘confrontation of foreign harmonies’,52 which lead to the creation 
of a polyharmonic, bitonal style through the independent combination of the original melody 
and the lower bass layer (music example 23b). Novak notes that the collision of harmonies
50Novak (2002), p. 83.
51Novak (2002), p. 84.
52Filipovsky (1947), p. 168.
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between the hands leads to the creation of ‘partly-quartal’ harmonies through the 
combination of B flat minor and E flat major (F-B flat-E flat-G).53
Ex.23b: Suk, About Mother, movement 3; restatement of previous material with added 
lower layer of harmonies
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The bitonality in this final section also reinforces the tension between the hands in the 
opening statements of A and B, with B flat emphasised in the lower registers and C Phrygian 
above. This leads to a heightened sense of tension through both the exploration of a lower 
register and the introduction of dissonance which remains unresolved at the end of the piece. 
There is a huge amount of latent tension here that only comes to fruition in the following 
piece, which contains a wealth of motivic and atmospheric connections and gives full 
expression to the tension inherent in this third piece (music example 23c).
53Novak (2002), p.85.
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Ex.23c: Suk, About Mother, movement 3; concluding bars of the movement
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No.4, O matincine srdci [About Mother’s Heart], is the peak of the cycle both 
technically and emotionally. The rhythmic constancy of the pedal in the previous number 
contrasts with its changeability and irregularity in this piece, with its function altered to 
depict Otilie’s heart condition and its status as the cause of her eventual death. Rhythmic 
complexity and metrical instability are the focus of attention here, and the sense of 
momentum and forward motion of the whole piece is derived from the pedal (music example 
24a). In no.4 the rhythm of the pedal is irregular, alternating between triple, quadruple, and 
quintuple divisions of the beat. A connection with the previous piece is the fact that the key 
signature, although indicative of the tonal centre of D flat major, does not account for the 
minor mode in which the piece begins, or for the fact that the prolonged exploration of 
distant keys throughout ‘renders the tonality suspended throughout most of the movement’.54 
The piece is the most technically demanding and virtuosic of the cycle, and Suk creates 
drama through the exploration of the extremes of the keyboard. This is combined with 
polyrhythms between the hands, which creates an independence between the hands that 
intensifies the mood of instability and turbulence central to this movement.
S4Novak (2002), p. 86.
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Ex.24a: Suk, About Mother, movement 4; opening material
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The pedal has a different function in no.4 and, rather than providing a point of stasis, 
it is a means of creating change and forward motion. Rather than staying on the same pitch, 
the pedal note changes throughout the piece and this, combined with its rhythmic variety, 
reinforces its role as the catalyst for the piece’s development Suk’s harmonic strategy for the 
opening third of the movement is to centre the ostinato pitch consonantly within a greater
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number of chords whilst avoiding using it as the root of any one chord, which further 
demonstrates the composer’s redefinition of the ostinato as something which can be a source 
of both change (in its rhythm and relationship to underlying harmonies) and stasis (in the 
repetition of one tone). Throughout the first third of the piece, Suk explores D flat 
minor/major, F flat major, and F minor/major, demonstrating the ‘linking of parallel major 
and minor keys within a universal chromatic key’,53 and also illustrating the composer’s 
sensitivity to dissonance and consonance, with the ostinato note always consonant in the 
opening segment of the piece. A further feature of Suk’s harmonic language presented here is 
his interest in exploring chromatic mediant relationships, in the move D flat to F flat major, 
from A flat minor to F minor, and from F to A major.
In contrast to the third piece, in no.4 there is a yielding, or inflecting, of the ostinato 
note, and this has a programmatic source, with the chromatic changes in the pedal note 
reflecting the unsteadiness of the mother’s heart. Suk also introduces tritonal tension between 
D flat major and G minor simultaneously with the chromatic movement of the ostinato note, 
meaning that these harmonic motions are reinforced and intensified through the changes in 
the RH line (music example 24b). Suk creates a constant sense of direction and momentum, 
derived from the changeability of the relationship between the ostinato and the underlying 
harmonies, the irregularity of the ostinato rhythm, and the quickly changing harmonies, 
combined with an ever-increasing dynamic. Suk also shows his mastery of the piano’s sonic 
capabilities, employing a depth of register, a fullness of LH chordal texture against the bare 
octaves of the RH, and the exploitation of the entire range of the keyboard.
Ex.24b: Suk, About Mother, movement 4; illustration of tritonal relationships between G 
minor/major and D flat minor, combined with a changeable pedal note
& dim.
¥t r e  corde
35Novak (2002), p.86.
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The middle section of the fourth movement emphasises the tragedy of the situation 
through contrast. The use of a high register, the disappearance of the pedal, rhythmic 
regularity, the co-ordination of parts, and the references to the Song o f Love all point to the 
section being a ‘flashback’ to a depiction of Otilie as a young girl (music example 24c). 
However, despite the function of this section as a refuge in reminiscence, there is still an 
underlying tension in the tritonal relationship between D flat major and G major (the keys 
which begin and end the section).
Ex.24c: Suk, About Mother, movement 4; middle section
poco sosien.
dolciss., ma espress. 
s^Tranquilhperdendosi
poco
p p  subito
p p  jjoco sosten.
p p  subito
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The permeation of the piece by death is emphasised at the end of the movement, where Suk 
quotes the death motif from Raduz and Mahulena (providing a meaning for the tritones heard 
earlier) against the ostinato pedal figuration. The finality of the last bars of no.4 contrasts 
with the ambiguity of the ending of the previous piece, and the tonal progressions heighten 
much of the harmonic tension felt throughout the movement, with the shifting G minor/major 
chords constituting a final ‘ray of hope’ before the tritonal relationship between this chord 
and the final D flat minor constitutes the devastating blow of death (music example 24d).
The presentation of this chord is ‘jolting and final, connoting a death that is shocking and 
premature’,56 and is underlined by ‘echoes’ in the lower register, the diminishing level of 
sound depicting the fading heartbeat of Otilie.
Ex.24d: Suk, About Mother, movement 4; final 11 bars of the movement
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The final number of the cycle, Vzpommdni [Reminiscences], brings together elements 
from the other pieces of the cycle and, in doing so, functions as a coda. The syncopation of 
Otilie’s heartbeat is present here and is absorbed within an accompanimental texture. The
S6Novak (2002), p.89.
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motif of death (from Raduz) also occurs, woven into a longer melodic idea, with the 
counterpoint in the RH line recalling the idea of the love duet found in no. 1. The harmonic 
language is expressive, with chromatic alterations defining the progressions, and the final 
bars constitute a peaceful epilogue, with the previous harmonic complexity and more 
contrapuntal texture depicting the beginning of Suk’s recovery from the tragedy of Otilie’s 
death and a coming to terms with the intensity of his own emotional world (music example 
25).
Ex.25: Suk, About Mother, final movement; concluding bars
poco rit.
M
dim.
poco espress.
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About Mother exemplifies many important elements of Suk’s compositional 
language. The emphasis upon large-scale planning, the creation of links and associations, the 
importance of an external narrative idea, and the overall emphasis upon subjectivity are all 
elements that were to find full expression in Suk’s crowning achievement in his writing for 
piano, the cycle Things Lived and Dreamt.
The culmination of a lifetime of experience: Things Lived and Dreamt
About Mother constitutes a means by which Suk came to terms with his grief and loss, 
recording important memories in musical form, as a ‘notebook of reminiscences’ for his son. 
The work which followed this piano cycle, the orchestral musical poem Pohadka leta [A 
Summer’s Tale] (JSK57, 1907-9) was a further step on the road to recovery from previous
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tragedy and, as Suk notes, he was ‘finding a soothing balm in nature’.57 This orchestral 
work was followed by two small scale piano works, the Ella polka (JSK58,1909) and Psina 
spanelska [Spanish Joke] (JSK59,1909), and both of these were written as gifts for friends,59 
demonstrating further the fact that Suk’s piano writing focused upon the autobiographical 
and personal.
The culmination of Suk’s piano writing is the collection Zivotem a snem [Things 
Lived and Dreamt] op. 30 (JSK60,1909), and the way in which they were perceived by 
contemporary audiences can be illustrated by the conditions of the first performance. This 
took place in the National House in Smichov, Prague on 11 January 1910 in an evening 
entitled lntimnl hudebnl vecer klavlrnlpoesie Josefa Suka [‘An Intimate Musical Evening of 
the Piano Poetry of Josef Suk’], with the performance of the cycles Spring, Summer 
Impressions, and About Mother taking place at the same concert. What was unusual about 
this evening was the performance conditions, as the grand piano was placed in the middle of 
the audience, who sat in a half circle around the instrument. The room was dimly-lit, and the 
audience were asked to refrain from any applause, which ‘with its brutal clamour disturbs all 
artistic impressions’.60 The presentation of Suk’s piano works in such an environment 
demonstrates that his piano works were perceived as being intimate expressions and 
evocations of personal emotions that were a world away from the virtuosic writing expressed 
in Novak’s contemporaneous Pan.
Things Lived and Dreamt is a collection of pieces as opposed to a cycle, and they 
represent a series of individual moods and shifting emotional states. The pieces are a part of 
Suk’s process and recovery and healing and there is a sense of distance, with many ironic and 
witty juxtapositions of ideas. This collection lacks any specific programme, and the pieces 
are instead given titles which indicate their emotional and expressive capacity. The breadth 
and contrast of these states can be seen in no. 1 (5 humorem a ironii, misty rozdurdene [with 
humour and irony, in places annoyed]) no.4 (zamyslene, pozdeji stale vybojneji
58Nouza and Novy (2005), p.249.
59Mrs. Ela Svabinska and Professor Adolf MikeS respectively. Details can be found in Nouza and Novy (2005), 
pp.257-261.
6(*Nouza and Novy (2005), p.245.
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[contemplatively then increasingly aggressively]), and no. 7 (jednoduse, pozdeji s vyrazem 
drtive mod  [simply, then with shattering power]), and these expressive headings indicate the 
changeability and contrast contained within individual numbers, creating an atmosphere 
which is somewhat unsettled.
The elements of contrast and changeability in the emotional states expressed is
mirrored in the musical techniques and styles used by Suk. No. 1 presents a greater emotional
distance than the pieces from About Mother, depicted here in the form of an ironic
interpretation of the polka, with Suk distorting features o f the dance through the introduction
of a greater number of tempo changes and a more complex harmonic basis (music example 
26a).
Ex.26a: Suk, Things Lived and Dreamt; opening of no.l
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Fundamental aspects of Suk’s mature musical language are illustrated in these pieces, and in
no. 1 there are many pedal points which are overlaid with chromatic voice leading. This
culminates in the creation of separate harmonic bands between the hands, and this can be
seen in the simultaneous presentation of D flat major and A major (written enharmonically as
B double flat major), with the interval of the augmented fifth being characteristic within
Suk’s harmony. Within no.l, the composer juxtaposes perfect and augmented fifths, and
brings the hands together in unison after their separation into individual harmonic layers
*
(music example 26b). The coda section of this first piece makes clear the connection with the 
genre of the polka, where the G major tonic pedal accompanies upper layers of chromaticism 
presented within the characteristic rhythmic figures of the dance. The piece combines many 
elements, from adventurous polytonality to the polka rhythms and clarity of tonal harmony 
within the drone that ends the movement (music example 26c).
Ex.26b: Suk, Things Lived and Dreamt, no.l; creation of separate harmonic bands
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Ex.26c: Suk, Things Lived and Dreamt; concluding section of no.l
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A similar harmonic approach can be found in no.4, which again uses pedal points as a 
way of creating a harmonic foundation above which different bands of harmony move. In the 
example below, the movement between D flat and G, and G and C in the bass is 
accompanied by D flat major harmonies in the RH, chords which shift between augmented 
and perfect fifths, playing out the tension between diminished fifth and perfect fifth within 
the pedal notes (music example 27a). A subsequent section of no.4 illustrates similar points, 
with a diminished fifth presented between the E pedal and the B flat harmonies moving 
above it. Following this separation of harmonic bands, the hands come together but maintain 
a sense of tension with the quick movement between harmonies (shifting between B flat 
minor, A flat major, G flat major, D flat major, and B flat minor before arriving on a G major 
chord), meaning that a sense of tension is maintained through the lack of a clearly defined 
tonal centre (music example 27b).
Ex.27a: Suk, Things Lived and Dreamt, no.4; separation of harmonic bands
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£x.27b: Suk, Things Lived and Dreamt, no.4; further example of Suk’s creation of 
separate harmonic bands
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In addition to the creation of a texture from separate harmonic bands and the rapid 
changeability of harmonies, Suk often presents different harmonic styles within the one 
piece. In no.3, which StSpan defines as a ‘dream of the forest’,61 a pastoral element is 
expressed through the use of clear tonal ‘fanfare’ figures (decorated with flattened seventh 
harmonies, adding a modal flavour to the harmony) which punctuate a texture otherwise 
defined by rapid movement and change between harmonies, often unified through the use of 
pedal points. The opening of no. 3 presents another perspective of this forest idyll, with 
chromatically altered chords and the creation of separate harmonic layers leading to 
dominant seventh chords which, in turn, create harmonic expectations which are continually
6lFilipovsky (1947), p. 187.
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deflected and unfulfilled (music example 28). Suk thus creates a contrast between the 
introspective, chromatic world of the opening and the compound metre and fanfare figures of 
subsequent sections.
Ex.28: Suk, Things Lived and Dreamt, no.3; opening section, illustrating contrasting 
ideas
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Suk often uses different harmonic worlds as a means of description, and this can be 
illustrated with reference to no. 5. This is one of the few pieces in the collection given a title, 
and is headed k uzdraveni meho syna [on the recovery of my son]. It has a basic stanzaic 
structure, with the first two stanzas followed by a middle section before the statement of a 
final stanza. Each stanza builds on the previous one in terms of thickening texture, 
increasingly chromatic language, and an exploration of the piano’s registral capacities. This 
piece is also further evidence of Suk’s self quotation, and his concern for his sick son is 
expressed through the quotation of the death motif from Raduz and Mahulena in the opening 
phrase (music example 29). The connection here can also be seen with the fourth movement 
of About Mother (About Mother’s Heart), where this motif was also used as a means of 
indicating impending tragedy. The interval of an augmented fourth associated with this motif 
appears throughout the musical argument of no. 5 of Things Lived and Dreamt, and the
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dominance of chromatic part movement and the lack of any clear tonal centre reinforces the 
atmosphere of tension and anxiety.
Ex.29a: Suk, Things Lived and Dreamt, no.5; opening section
ten. '
dim in.
The middle section of the piece appears to depict the idea of hope, exploring a higher register 
and fusing pedal points with chromatic upper layers of sound. There is a contrast between 
two different harmonic languages here, and the chromaticism of the higher register material 
is juxtaposed with an expressive falling diminished fifth, which is interpreted as an 
appoggiatura above clear tonal harmonies (moving through G major and A flat major) (music 
example 29b). This combination of chromatic and diatonic harmonies has an expressive 
purpose within this piece, demonstrating the conflicting emotions of tension and hopefulness 
experienced by Suk at this point.
Ex.29b: Suk, Things Lived and Dreamt, no.5: collision of chromatic and diatonic 
harmonies
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There is an element of musical connection between pieces created by Suk in the 
reprise of material from no.5 (the motif of death from Raduz) at the end of no. 9 (marked 
sepotave a tajemne [whisperingly and mysteriously]), the adagio marking and chordal texture 
marking the section as distinct from the continual rhythmic movement and energy of the rest 
of the movement (music example 30a). The quotation of this material depicts the continual 
reappearance of painful events and emotions within Suk’s interior world, whilst the energetic 
rhythmic ostinatos that define the rest of the piece demonstrate a sense of distance and time 
passing.
Ex.30a: Suk, Things Lived and Dreamt, no.9; quotation of material from no.5
A aim ato.
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The opening of no. 9 demonstrates Suk’s exploration of the piano’s sonic capabilities, and is 
somewhat Impressionistic in its texture built upon arpeggiation and harmonic colourfulness. 
There is a lack of any clear tonal centre, with the stepwise movement of the arpeggios 
culminating in a series of rapidly shifting chordal progressions, through G sharp minor, D 
minor, F minor, A minor7, B major, E minor7, and G minor7, landing upon C sharp major7. 
This appears to function as the dominant seventh of the following F sharp, but this perception 
of a tonal relationship is instantly undermined by the separation of harmonic bands between 
the hands, with the RH presenting C major against the LH’s F sharp major (music example 
30b). This confrontation of ‘black and white’ harmonies within a tritone relationship (C -  F 
sharp) recalls the writing of Skryabin within his later piano sonatas.
Ex.30b: Suk, Things Lived and Dreamt; first page of no.9
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Within the collection of Things Lived and Dreamt, Suk explores many different ways 
of constructing pieces, from the motivic cores that govern the construction of nos 5 (the 
interval of a fourth associated with the death motif from Raduz) and 1 (the ‘polka’ motif 
from the opening) to the ‘stream of consciousness’ that appears in no.2, defined by StSpan as 
a ‘subject selected from the land of dreams’.62 This piece is marked nehdidne a nesmele, bez 
silnejsiho vyrazu [restless and shy, without very strong expression], and this is depicted in the 
fleeting opening thought, defined by chromaticism and an ascending sequence, the 
atmosphere of restlessness enhanced through constantly changing harmonies (music example 
31a). These create expectations through occasional dominant seventh chords and tonal 
harmonies which are never fulfilled or extended, and any clearly defined tonal centre is 
constantly deflected and avoided. The complex and changeable harmonic world of the piece 
culminates in the final cadence, the underlying plagal nature of which is decorated through 
the separate harmonic bands presented between the hands, the bare fifths of the final chord 
intensified against the thick texture and harmonic complexity of the previous musical 
argument (music example 31b).
Ex.31a: Suk, Things Lived and Dreamt; opening of no.2
sump re s o t to  voce e p
62Filipovsky (1947), p. 183.
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Ex.31b: Suk, Things Lived and Dreamt; concluding bars of no.2
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Suk maximises the principle of contrast in his overall organisation of moods and 
expressive states, and this can be seen in the contrast between nos 6, 7, and 8. No. 6, in its 
clear ternary structure, relatively diatonic harmony and repetition of rhythmic cells presents, 
as KvSt suggests, ‘a song of the forest’63 (music example 32a). The contrast between external 
description and internal emotion is expressed in the ternary structure, the middle section of 
which is in F sharp major (creating an augmented fifth relationship with the B flat major 
framing sections), and combines harmonic colourfulness with tonal stability through unifying 
pedal points. The pastoral atmosphere is continued in no. 8, the compound time and clear 
rhythmic definition of which recall the opening vivace idea from no.3 (also concerned with 
pastoral description) (music example 32b).
63Quoted in Filipovsky (1947), p.209.
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Ex.32a: Suk, Things Lived and Dreamt; opening of no.6
Ex.32b: Suk, Things Lived and Dreamt; opening of no.8
p  molto
Mi( tem p re  p  m olto)
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The rhythmic energy of nos 6 and 8 is in complete contrast to the musical argument 
presented in no.7, where the stark unison statement presents the ‘theme of fate’64 (also used 
in Suk’s orchestral tone poem Ripening). Suk exploits the piano’s registral capacity, the 
depth of the opening gradually expanding to create the widely spaced textures of the climax 
point which recall those of JanaSek in the Sonata I.X.1905 (music example 33). The textural 
sparseness of both Suk and Janadek (and the abrupt, dramatic form of expression it creates) 
contrasts with the full, Romantic virtuosity and technical glitter presented by Novak in the 
contemporaneous Pan. The intensely slow tempo of no.7 of Things Lived and Dreamt, 
dominated by dotted rhythmic figuration and complex chromatic harmonies (with the 
typically Sukian absence of tonal centre and creation of separate harmonic bands between the 
hands), creates a movement full of tension and concealed power, the final C sharp major
64Filipovsky (1947), p.214.
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chord representing a man at peace with the force of Fate in his life, creating an atmosphere of 
acceptance made all the more powerful following the previous complexity and power.
Ex.33: Suk, Things Lived and Dreamt; opening of no.7
p  m olto poco
l>
;
pu t
The rhythmic definition of the ‘theme of fate’ presented in no.7 is reprised in the final 
number of the collection, entitled Zapomenutym rovum v koutku hrbitova krecovickeho 
(snive) [To forlorn graves in a comer of the Kfedovice cemetery (dreamily)], but the crushing 
power of fate presented in no.7 is transformed here into an atmosphere of acceptance and 
contemplation. The key of both pieces is the same (F sharp minor) but, in no. 10, the low 
register and complex chromaticism of no.7 is replaced by a clear chordal accompaniment in 
the middle of the register, and a higher melodic line (which uses the interval of a fourth, 
connected with the death motif from Radik which has been present throughout the 
collection) which creates a feeling of personal contemplation above the ever-present fate of 
eventual death (music example 34a).
Ex.34a: Suk, Things Lived and Dreamt; opening of no.10
molto p  o doles, m u express.
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The use of stark octaves (against a changing harmonic background) also recalls the texture of 
no.7 but, in no. 10, these octaves are followed by a section that seems to depict the healing 
power of nature, in its clear tonality, arpeggiation, high register, and ornamental stringendo 
figuration and trills in the RH line (imitating the sound of birdsong) (music example 34b).
The whole atmosphere of this piece is one of acceptance, healing, and contemplation, and the 
intense emotions of earlier pieces and movements from About Mother are now very much 
muted, the final F sharp major chord depicting the composer’s peace with himself and his life 
after years of pain and struggle.
Ex.34b: Suk, Things Lived and Dreamt; middle section of no. 10
Animato.
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A revealing comparison can be made between Dvofak’s At a Hero's Grave (from the 
Poetic Tone Pictures) and the final piece of Suk’s collection. Both pieces deal with death and 
the image of the graveyard, but there are many differences in the way the two composers 
depict this image musically. Dvorak work is dominated by virtuosity, power, and strength, 
and explores these within a piece which develops textures and ideas through a process of 
elaboration that creates connections with Liszt. Dvofak’s hero is defined as a national one, 
and the power and strength of the musical argument reflects this nationalist perspective, 
depicting the courage and heroism of a soldier fighting for his country. In contrast, Suk’s 
piece represents a personal coming to terms with the tragic deaths that redefined his life, and 
the understated musical argument (including a redefinition of the motif of death used in 
many other pieces, and the depiction of the healing power of nature) contrasts with the 
powerfully virtuosic and extrovert creation of Dvorak. This sense of resignation and 
resolution of previous emotional intensity can be seen in the final bars of no. 10, where the 
tritone between F sharp and C (the key interval of the motif of death) is resolved into a 
perfect fourth, the major key underlining this atmosphere of acceptance (music example 
34c).
Ex.34c: Suk, Things Lived and Dreamt; concluding bars of no.10
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Aside from the cycle of Ukolebavky [Lullabies] op. 3 3 (1910-12), Things Lived and 
Dreamt was the last significant work for the piano that Suk completed, and in it he brings 
together all of the experiences and techniques accumulated throughout his compositional and 
personal life. What this chapter clearly demonstrates is that, despite the fact that Novak and 
Suk started from a similar point of departure (Dvofak’s teaching, late Romanticism, and the 
technically unchallenging salon piece), Suk’s individuality means that the end product is very 
different and, right from the start, there were elements of his language that stood out. The 
dramatic and virtuosic early pieces (such as the Fantasy Polonaise), with their inclusion of 
colourful non-functional harmonic relationships, act as a precursor to how Suk’s language 
would develop in subsequent years and reinforces the point that, despite the surface 
similarities with Novdk, Suk was always more innovative and original.
Whilst the similarities with Novak have already been outlined, Suk’s approach to the 
piano creates connections with Janadek. Both composers use the instrument as a vehicle of 
intimate expression, as well as a way of experimenting with new ideas before working on 
larger-scale genres. As with JanaSek, the piano was significant for Suk whilst his language 
was developing, meaning that the instrument is important in defining his mature musical 
expression. The obvious difference between the two composers (and a further point of 
contrast with Novak) is Suk’s relative lack of interest in the music of his native country and, 
unlike Novak and JandCek, he never undertook any form of ethnological study. Suk’s musical 
language is the product of both the absorption of a number of contemporary influences and 
his personal responses to events in his own life, and it was left to Janadek to demonstrate that 
the combination of Moravian folk music and personal, intimate experiences could form the 
basis of a truly original and innovative individual style. It is to his works for the instrument 
that we now turn.
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CHAPTER 9
The piano music of Leo§ JanaSek: the redefinition of musical style through Moravian
folk music
Table 71 shows Janafcek’s output for the piano during the period 1900-12, which is the most 
significant time in the composer’s writing for the instrument. Although Jan££ek produced 
works for keyboard before and after this period, the first decade of the twentieth century is 
the most important both in terms of considering Jana£ek’s musical development and in 
making comparisons between his piano works and those of his Czech contemporaries, Novak 
and Suk. JanaSek (unlike Novak or Suk) is known primarily as a composer of opera, and the 
fundamental task of this chapter is to explore what role the piano works have in the 
composer’s development. The fact that the key period for piano writing is between 1900 and 
1912 is important in this, as it was a time when JanaCek had completed his first significant 
opera, Jejipastorkyna [Jenufa] (1/4,1894-1903), but was also a period during which the 
composer experienced a huge sense of personal and professional isolation. At this stage in his 
life, JanaSek was not considered a significant Czech composer, being seen as a marginal 
figure (his situation in Moravian Brno rather than Prague may have played some part in this) 
and more of an ethnographer than a creator of independent art works. The piano works bring 
together these elements of Jana6ek’s life, being programmatic works that are all in some way 
linked to autobiographical elements, and connect with Moravian folk music in the way in 
which Janadek’s experiences of the cimbalom and the textures of folk music were first 
transferred onto western instruments and independent art works through the keyboard.
^ h e  information included in the table has been taken from JA WO (1997), pp.461-3.
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Table 7: Janatfek’s solo piano works from 1900-12 in context
YEAR INSTRUMENTAL 
WORKS (solo 
piano works given 
in bold)
STAGE WORKS VOCAL AND
ORCHESTRAL
WORKS
1900 On the Overgrown 
Path Vm /17-7 
pieces by 22 Oct
Four Moravian 
male voice choruses 
IV/28 between July 
1900-Nov 1906
1901 Vm /17-3 pieces 
published for 
harmonium
Jeniifa I/4-work on 
Act II
1902 Vm /17-2 pieces 
published for 
harmonium
I/4-Act II by 8 July. 
Work begun on Act
in
1903 I/4-Actffl 
completed by 18 
March
Fate 1/5 begun by 8 
Dec
1904 18 Moravian 
Dances Vm /18 by 
22 Sept
1905 1905 version of 1/5 
completed by 12 
June
1906 LX1905 Vm /19 
by 27 Jan
1906 version of 1/5 
by 26 July
Kantar Heifer IV/23 
by 24 Oct
Marycka 
Magdonova [I] 
IV/34 by 11 Nov
1907 1907 version of 1/5 
by 19 Nov
Marycka 
Magdonova [II] 
IV/35 by 21 March
1908 Vm /17-5 pieces 
between 7 May 
and 6 June
The Excursions o f 
Mr.Broucek to the 
Moon I/6-Act I 
scene I completed 
by 27 March
5 Moravian Dances 
V/6 between 
1908-12
4 Ballades VH  
between 1908-12
2 Ballades V/8 
between 1908-12
1909 Christ the Lord is 
Born Vm /20 by 24 
Dec
The 70,000 IV/36 
by 8 Dec
6 Folk Songs V/9 by 
10 Dec
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1910 Fairy Tale VII/5 -  
1910 version by 10 
Feb
116 -  Act I scene II 
by 18 Feb
1911 VTJ3/17- series I 
published in Dec
Moderato VHI/21 
by April
1912 VII/5-1912 
version by 28 
March
In the Mists 
Vm/22 by 22 April
1/6 - Act n  
completed by ?June
5 Folk Songs IV m  
by 9 March
Janadek’s marginal position during the decade 1900-10 can be contrasted with that of 
Nov&k, who was at the peak of his creative power at this point, having experienced a variety 
of influences and created a language that combined Moravian folk music and the soundworld 
of Impressionism with an approach to motif and characterisation of themes that recalled Liszt 
and Smetana. These influences fuse in the work that represents the peak of his writing for 
solo piano, the tone poem Pan, where the vast, virtuosic textures and monothematic rigour of 
Liszt combine with Impressionistic harmonies and extra-musical influences.
Suk was also experiencing a good deal of success in the first decade of the twentieth 
century. His position in the Czech Quartet meant that he travelled a great deal, resulting in a 
broader knowledge of contemporary music (as opposed to Novak’s fundamental and 
unshifting attachment to conventions of Romanticism). His technique developed in a 
cumulative, linear way until the personal tragedies of 1904-5, which led to his turning 
towards the piano as a vehicle of intimate expression in the cycle About Mother. These 
programmatic intentions continued in the cycle Things Lived and Dreamt, a set which 
contains numerous examples of the flexibility of Suk’s technique which, along with forward- 
looking harmonic and rhythmic elements, situate the composer’s musical language firmly in 
the twentieth century.
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Both Suk and Novak experienced success as published composers, and the creation of 
a ‘Novak cult’ in Brno during 1900-122 would surely have been a further source of 
frustration to the older Janafcek, who was experiencing a sense of dejection and lack of self­
esteem at this point. By 1900, his enthusiasms had been redirected into the Moravian folk 
music that was to redefine his musical language and he had completed his third opera,
Jenufay yet, as a figure on the map of Czech music, his presence was marginal.
Professionally, he was recognised in Bmo as a composer, teacher, writer, and theorist, yet 
Prague failed to see beyond the figure of ethnographer, and the refusal of the National 
Theatre to stage Jenufa cast a shadow upon JanaCek until its production in 1916. Personally, 
the deaths of his two children (in 1890 and 1903) had a huge impact and ultimately led to the 
complete disintegration of whatever was left of his marriage. Both personally and 
professionally, Janafcek must have experienced a sense of isolation, and it is in this 
atmosphere that the principal works for solo piano were created.
Table 8: The solo piano works of Noviik, Suk, and Jan££ek in the period 1900-12
YEAR NOVAK SUK JANACEK
1900 Sonata eroica op. 24 Suite op.21 On the Overgrown 
Path -  7 pieces
1902 Spring op. 22a 
Summer
Impressions op.22b
1903 Songs o f Winter 
Nights op.30
1906 I.X.1905
1907 About Mother op.28
1908 On the Overgrown 
Path -  5 pieces
1909 Things Lived and 
Dreamt op.30
1910 Pan op.43
1912 In the Mists
2This is discussed in Tyrrell (2006), pp.453-4.
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Table 8 demonstrates that the period 1900-12 was a key period in the development of Czech 
piano music, and the outputs of Novak, Suk, and Janadek illustrate different facets of this. 
Both Nov&k and Suk can be seen as more ‘cosmopolitan’ figures than Jana6ek, and they 
absorbed many ideas and styles from contemporary European figures in the development of 
their own musical languages. Novak’s piano writing can be seen as distinct from Janacek’s in 
his attachment to the textures and compositional techniques of late Romanticism, and the 
dominance of these throughout his compositional life mean that, despite his engagement with* 
contemporary movements (particularly Impressionism and the music of Strauss), Novak 
remained a conservative figure, something that was emphasised in his status after 1918. After 
the achievement of Czech independence, Novak became ‘institutionalised’ and was 
important as a teacher as opposed to a progressive composer. In this, his career is 
diametrically opposed to that of Janadek, for whom the ‘opening up’ of Czech music to 
progressive twentieth century European influences subsequent to the achievement of 
independence led to the creation of an international reputation.
In terms of piano output, the works of Suk and JanaSek have many points of 
connection and similarity. Janacek is a composer whose mature style fuses many different 
elements, but his connection with Romanticism is constantly felt in his attachment to a 
programme. The piano works demonstrate this fully, exploring and depicting many aspects of 
his personal life, and they illustrate his use of the instrument as a vehicle of intimate 
expression, an element that remained until the end of his life (the final work written by 
Janadek being the pieces in the Pamatnikpro Kamilu Stosslovou [Notebook for Kamila] 
(Vin/33,1927-8)). The beginnings of JanaCek treating the piano in such a way is in the first 
decade of the twentieth century, when a combination of personal and professional crises led 
to a mood of introspection. For Suk, the treatment of the instrument as a way of recording 
personal and intimate emotions was the result of the tragic deaths of Dvofdk and Otilie, 
which led to a change of direction in the composer’s piano writing (away from the more 
formal approaches found in the Suite and Spring). However, despite points of connection (a 
more abrupt, changeable musical language removed from Romantic hyperbole and virtuosity, 
and the importance of personal programme), the fundamental difference is in the derivation
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of the composers’ individual musical languages and the influences that they absorbed. In 
comparison to Novak and JanaSek, Suk was relatively untouched by folk music, and it 
certainly never led to any kind of redefinition of his compositional style. Whilst Novak 
shared many of the same folk music experiences as Janadek, the influence upon his writing 
was minimal, as he responded predominantly to melody as opposed to the instrumental and 
textural elements focused upon by Janafcek. The older composer’s experience of Moravian 
folk music (beginning seriously in 1888) redefined his language, and its effect can be felt 
first in the piano accompaniments that JanaCek wrote to folk melodies he had collected. The 
piano is thus fundamental in transferring the sounds and textures of Moravian folk music 
onto western instruments, and his experience of writing for the instrument was also to be 
influential on his operatic writing.
Significant aspects of Janadek’s musical language are drama and disruption, and these 
elements can be seen as being derived from Moravian folk music. Drama is central to 
Janadek’s operas but is also a crucial element in the piano works, providing a point of 
convergence between the composer’s key operatic works and those for piano, which are often 
seen (because of their lack of volume in the composer’s output) as marginal in Janadek’s 
development. It would be hyperbolic to suggest that the piano was central to JanaSek’s 
development throughout his life, as there are vast periods when he wrote nothing for the 
instrument, and opera clearly emerges as the most important genre from the time of 
completing Jenufa, yet its significance in his transference of the features of Moravian folk 
music cannot be underestimated. The absorption of these features in the depiction of 
intensely personal and autobiographical events and emotions creates a musical language that 
is totally unique in its ability to imbue relatively small-scale works with an emotional load 
far beyond their modest scale. The huge impact of Moravian folk music upon Janadek can 
only be fully appreciated after an exploration of the composer’s style prior to 1888, and it is 
to this that we now turn.
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Early life and educational background3
The period 1900—1912 is the most significant for the piano in terms of the volume of works 
produced for the instrument, but a fundamental change in Janacek’s compositional language 
had occurred much earlier during the period of intense contact with Moravian folk music.
The examination of the composer’s piano music in this chapter will thus emphasise the major 
changes in technique brought about through his ethnological research and the piano works 
created subsequently but in order to demonstrate the upheaval in Janacek’s language that 
these experiences created, a survey of the composer’s early style and educational background 
is also necessary.
Janacek’s earliest musical experiences .were in his involvement with the musical and 
cultural life of Hukvaldy, and his education began with attendance at the Stare Brno 
monastery. The kantor^ tradition t h a t  within f a m i l y  m p a n t  that thlg was followed
with three years (1866-9) at the Stare Bmo Realschule, culminating in his studying for a 
teaching degree at the State Teacher’s Training College in Bmo. A significant figure during 
jMi^Sek’s early developmerit was'Pavel'Kfi^kovsky ('l'820-8*5), and4iis'ifflpaet on the young 
composer can be felt by the fact that Janacek continued to write about him throughout his life 
(from his first published article -  about KMkovsky’s reform of church music (XV/I) to one 
fifty years later when he wrote for Lidove noviny about Krizkovsky’s statue in Bmo 
(XV/280)). MOvSt of Knikovskv’s small output was liturgical,.but he also wrote secular 
choruses based on folk texts from FrantiSek Susil’s Moravske ndrodm pisrie s ndpevy do textu 
vradenymi [Moravian folksongs with melodies added] (8 volumes, 1853-1860), and these 
works had the result of focusing Jan££ek’s nationalism into Moravian arid Slavonic channels. 
Early evidence of the composer’s attitude towards his native country can be found in a letter 
to his uncle dated 26 May 1869,. where he writes ‘Ah,. dear Uncle,.you don’t know how 1 love 
these Czechs, you won’t believe how I hate these Germans, these Germans who don’t have
3The following.texts were useful in preparing, this section Tyrrell (2006Y. Wingfield (1999). Reckerman (1994) . 
Vogel (1981 ^ Hollander (1964), and Stefclraft (1955).
"The Czech term ‘kantor’ is used colloquially to mean schoolteacher, but also embraces the notion o f  a musician: 
kantors were often organists and choirmasters in addition to their everyday teaching activities -  more information 
is given in Tyrrell (2006), pp.24-6.
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their own homeland, who came into our beautiful Czech lands, to take our beautiful 
homeland away from us, attach it to themselves and then Germanise us.’5 Janacek was 
exposed to a great deal of music of tremendous variety under Krizkovsky yet, despite being 
introduced to the innovative and progressive styles of Wagner and Liszt, by the end of his 
schooling he had a conservative taste in music, an element that was to continue until his 
encounters with Moravian folk music.
§
Janadek’s first compositions were male voice choruses for the Svatopluk choral 
society in Bmo and, throughout his early development, he was fully involved with the 
musical life of Bmo, playing the organ at the Bmo Abbey and conducting the Svatopluk 
choral society. However, following his early education in Bmo, Janadek went to study at the 
Prague Organ School during 1874-5, and his involvement with the Bohemian capital came at 
a time when the idea of Czech nationalism and its expression through the operas of Smetana 
was at its height, Dvofak’s involvement with folk sources and the Classicism of Brahms was 
beginning, and Fibich was beginning to follow in the steps of Smetana with his creation of 
programmatic symphonic poems. The distinction between the modem and progressive camp 
of Smetana and Fibich and the more conservative style of Dvofak would have been 
perceptible to the young composer, and the alignment of Janadek with Dvofak’s conservative 
‘camp’ is revealing of his compositional style at this point.
In Prague, Janadek was confronted with a wealth of contemporary styles by FrantiSek 
Skuhersky (1830-92), an adventurous teacher whose daring curriculum reflected the 
innovations of Wagner (in the form of chromaticism and enharmonic modulation). Janadek’s 
exercises from this period6 illustrate both his thorough involvement in and enjoyment of the 
course, and interest in the chromatic soundworld of the age, betrayed by abrupt modulations.7
Whilst in Prague Janacek met Dvofak, and this relationship developed into a deep 
friendship that was to continue until the older man’s death. The circumstances surrounding 
their initial meeting are unclear, but several sources state that the pair met in 1874-5, quite
5Tyrrell (2006), p.61.
6See VIII/1, completed between Oct-June 1875.
7Examples o f these can be found in Beckerman (1994), pp. 9-10.
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possibly at St.Vojtdch’s, where Dvofak was employed at the time.8 Janadek’s enthusiasm for 
Dvofak sits beside his negative opinion of Smetana, whom he saw as, in Hollander’s words, 
‘the epitome of intellectually underpinned urbanity, of the bourgeois romanticism and 
modernism of Prague and of the Westernising trends of Bohemia in general.’9 This comment 
illustrates both Janadek’s conservatism and his suspicion at the creation of a Czech national 
style through the absorption of wider European contemporary Romantic models. The 
influence of Dvofak can be felt in Janadek’s early works for string orchestra, the Suite (VI/2, 
1877) and the Idyll (VI/3, 1878), both of which reflect the musical language used by Dvofak 
in his Serenade for Strings (1875).
JanaSek graduated as a state certified teacher in 1876 and returned to Bmo to resume 
his organist post at the Stare Bmo monastery and his conductorship of Svatopluk. His 
activities as a performer are particularly significant at this point and, from 1876, he began 
having piano lessons with Amalie Wickenhauser (1834-90), and organised a series of 
chamber concerts in Bmo with her between 1877 and 1879.10 The presence of Mendelssohn, 
Rubinstein, and Saint-SaSns confirms Janacek’s orientation towards a solid Romantic 
repertory at this stage, an element that can be further demonstrated by the composer’s plan to 
study with Rubinstein in StPetersburg. Rubinstein was the most famous piano virtuoso of the 
day, and a figure whom Janadek hero-worshipped at this point in his life. His enthusiasm for 
the Russian is illustrated through many of his letters to his future wife Zdenka,11 and it would 
seem that it was not just Rubinstein’s virtuosity, but also his compositional style, that 
fascinated Janadek. The fact that the young composer responded so enthusiastically to ‘such 
conventional if well-wrought music’12 shows both his attachment to the conventions of 
Romanticism at this point and his essential conservatism, reinforcing the huge effect that 
Moravian folk music had on redefining his musical language.
JanaCek’s initial plan to study with Rubinstein never came to fruition, and he 
continued his formal education in Leipzig in 1879. The choice of this city seems to be
8See Tyrrell (2006), p.261.
Hollander (1963), p.49.
l0The repertoire performed at these concerts is outlined in Tyrrell (2006), p. 120.
11 See Tyrrell (2006), p. 151.
12TyrreU (2006), p. 151.
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particularly suitable at this stage in Janadek’s development, being as it was a conservative 
musical centre dominated by Mendelssohn and Schumann. Whilst in Leipzig Janadek 
attended many concerts, the repertoire of which (being predominantly conservative Austro- 
German music and Classical repertory, stopping short of anything as adventurous as Liszt or 
Wagner) would have further reinforced his musical conservatism. Janadek used Leipzig as a 
way of learning about the standard orchestral repertory, and his connection with instrumental 
music in his concert-going matches his interest in these genres in his compositional output. 
Works composed whilst he was in Leipzig include a Piano Sonata (X/5,1879), two 
movements of a Violin Sonata (X/12, 1880), and the piano Theme and Variations (Vffl/6,
1880), all of which demonstrate his emphasis on Classical form and structure during this 
time, a focus which reinforces the composer’s closeness to Dvofak’s musical style from the 
mid-1870s. The distance between the piano Theme and Variations and the composer’s next 
work for solo piano {On the Overgrown Path) demonstrates the huge change in style Janadek 
was to experience during his contact with Moravian folk music. Jirasky has commented that 
the Theme and Variations shows Janadek’s ability to assimilate a number of different styles 
at this point, with variations 2 and 7 being reminiscent of Schumann, 3 recalling the style of 
Tchaikovsky, 4 and 5 reminding of Liszt and Brahms respectively, and variation 6 capturing 
the style of the Baroque era13 (although there is no concrete evidence that Janadek would 
have experienced Liszt or Tchaikovsky by this point). The opening theme of this work 
illustrates Janadek’s piano style at this point, and phrases are balanced and even, the tonality 
is clear, and the texture is predominantly polyphonic (unusual for the mature Janadek, but 
here perhaps a response to the many fixgal exercises completed in Leipzig, or his experiences 
of the piano writing of Schumann) (music example la). Many of the variations have a 
characteristically Romantic sense of virtuosity provided by conventional figuration -  octaves 
(variations 2 and 4), virtuosic counterpoint (variation 4), and rapid figuration (variation 7). 
The only figuration here that is striking when considered along with the later works for piano 
is the accompanimental figure in variation 7, which is remarkably similar to that of the last 
movement of In the Mists, completed thirty-two years later (music example lb).
l3Jirasky (2006), p. 131.
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Ex.la: Janadek, Theme and Variations; opening theme, bars 1-8
Andante
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Ex.lb: Jan££ek, Theme and Variations; variation 7, bars 1-6
Adagio
138
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The fact that Janadek’s focus in Leipzig was on form and structure can be felt in his 
statement that ‘I’ve got to know the state of one of the most musical cities in the world, in 
that I’ve heard many concerts and I have, as I hope, thoroughly studied musical forms -  these 
are the fruits of my time here.’14 However, despite the advances JanaSek made in Leipzig, he 
transferred to Vienna on 24 February 1880, spending the remainder of the academic year at 
the Conservatory there. The composer had a specific agenda for his studies in Vienna, and 
wanted to focus on composition and piano, his ambitions as a concert pianist still being 
significant at his point. However, after a few months in Vienna, these ambitions were laid to 
rest (the precise reasons are unknown) and Janadek focused on composition. Vienna in 1880 
would have been an interesting place for JanaCek to be after the conservative Leipzig, as it 
was a city musically divided between conservative Classicism and the more progressive 
Wagnerian camp. The young composer was at this time siding with the conservative and 
Classical camp of Brahms and Hanslick, remarking that the purpose of his Vienna studies 
was to ‘work further only on Grill’s foundations15 and not let myself be influenced by this 
Wagnerian bombast.’16 However, his studies in Vienna were unsuccessful, the compositions 
from this period (X/15 -  X/18) being neither numerous or significant in Janadek’s future 
development, and after leaving Vienna he became self-taught.
From this outline of Janadek’s early education and musical experiences several 
significant elements are revealed. Fundamentally, the young composer’s conservatism comes 
through as a defining part of his musical language, and his resistance to more progressive and 
innovative musical models (such as Wagner or Liszt) aligns him with Dvofak rather than 
Smetana or Fibich. This image of JanaCek as a conservative is diametrically opposed to the 
modem and progressive composer who redefined Czech opera in the twentieth century, and 
his openness to modem influences in the 1920s can be contrasted with the resistance to 
musical innovators that the composer felt during this early stage of his development.
A further element that is revealed through an exploration of Jana£ek’s early 
development is the limited genres in which he worked during this time of apprenticeship.
l4TyrreU (2006), p. 167.
l5Leo Grill (1846-1919), JanaSek’s composition teacher in Leipzig.
16Tyrrell (2006), p. 175.
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Table 9 outlines the composer’s output until the key turning point of 1888 and perhaps what 
is most interesting with regard to our current perception of Janadek is the lack of any stage 
works, aside from Sarka (1/1, 1887), the definitive version of which comes from 1918. The 
young composer would have been surrounded by examples of Czech opera and melodrama 
(by Smetana and Fibich), and the fact that he chose to go against this, emphasising instead a 
conservative approach to Classical form and structure further reinforces his alignment with 
Dvofak. In addition to the lack of stage works in his output, there is also minimal attention 
given to orchestral works (examples being only the Idyll and Suite), and the focus is on 
works for keyboard (piano and organ) and the choral works he produced for Svatopluk. Table 
9 demonstrates clearly the change in direction gradually emerging through the first part of the 
1880s, at which point the keyboard works become more ‘folk-inspired’, being the result of 
the beginning of JanaCek’s ethnographic collection of sources. From 1888, the emphasis on 
Moravian folk music led to the reinvention of the composer as a musical ethnographer, 
something that was to prove a ‘double-edged sword’ for Janadek. Although the experience of 
the music of Moravia was to prove the key to unlocking his completely individual and unique 
musical voice, it also led to him being seen as a marginal figure in the development of Czech 
music, with his lack of absorption of contemporary Romantic models meaning that he failed 
to fulfill the requirements of a Czech national composer as outlined by Hostinsky and 
Nejedly.
Table 9: Janadek’s early piano works in context
YEAR KEYBOARD WORKS STAGE WORKS VOCAL/
INSTRUMENTAL
WORKS
1875 Prelude MU/2 by 19 
June
Varyto Vm/3 by 24 
June
Choral Fantasy VIII/4 
by 7 July
(all works for organ)
Introitus E/2 ?Jan 
Exaudi Deus (I) II/3 
by 3 Feb
Exaudi Deus (2) II/4 
by 10 Feb
Benedictus IV5 by 17 
Feb
Communio 'Fidelis 
servus' H/6 by 20 June
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1876 True Love IV/8 by 6 
Jan
You cannot escape 
your fate IV/9 by ?Jan 
Vocal Duma IV/10 by 
23 Feb
1877 Exercises in form  
Vm/5: 20 June-13 July
Suite VI/2 by 2 Dec 
Slavonic chorus IV/12 
-  15 July
1878 Idyll VI/3: 31 July-29 
Aug
Slavonic chorus IV/13 
by 8 July
1879 Exurge Domine II/8 
Suscepimus II/9
1880 Theme and Variations 
Vm/6: 29 Jan-22 Feb
1881-3
1884 2 pieces for organ WSUl 
published
1885 Dymak VHI/8 -  tune 
collected in 1885
Four male voice 
choruses IV/17: 
June-Nov
The Wild Duck IV/18
1886 National Dances in 
Moravia Vm/10: 
1886-91
1887 In Memoriam Vm /9 -  
71887
Sarka V I -  1887 version 
by early Aug
1888 SrMtko Vm/11 -  tune 
collected 1888
3 male voice choruses 
IV/19 by 14 May
Janddek’s encounters with Moravian folk music: the redefinition of his piano style
The focus upon folk music in Janadek’s life began in earnest in 1888, and his involvement 
with this activity provides the key to unlocking his individual musical voice. The composer’s 
reinvention of himself as a musical ethnographer may seem like a sudden change in 
direction, yet there are signs before the crucial date of 1888 that this would be the direction 
the composer would take and we can note the key events that provided the final ‘push’ into 
folk research. The beginnings of Janadek noting down folk songs and dances came much
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earlier, the first example occurring in the summer of 1884,17 and the areas investigated by the 
composer reveals that his approach is more that of composer than purely ethnographer, and 
he concentrates his explorations on the musically interesting areas of ValaSsko, Lassko, and 
Slovacko. In addition to his compositional and collecting activities, Janadek was also a 
prolific writer on folk music, and the fact that his first article on the subject occurs also in 
188418 demonstrates that the composer had a detailed knowledge of folk songs and had been 
studying folk accompaniments in detail for some time before 1888.
Several practical events also led to Janadek’s absorption in ethnological research at 
this specific time. The lack of success of his opera Sarka (I/I, 1888) and his resignation from 
activities with the Brno Beseda would have both provided encouragement for a change of 
direction, but the final impetus possibly came from Franti§ek BartoS. An experienced 
ethnographer (having already published the Nove narodnipisne moravske [New Moravian 
Folksongs] in 1882), BartoS became a colleague of Janacek in 1886, when both men were 
employed at the Czech Gymnasium. Together with BartoS, Jan&dek brought out several 
significant folk publications, namely the Kytice z narodnich pisni moravskych [Bouquet of 
Moravian Folksongs] (XDI/I, 1890), the Kytice z narodnich pisni moravskych, slovenskych a 
ceskych [A Bouquet of Moravian, Slovak, and Czech folksongs] (Xffl/2,1901) and, their 
largest collection, the Narodnipisne moravske v nove nasbirane [Moravian Folksongs newly 
collected] (XIH/3, 1899 and 1901), which consisted of 2057 items, the classification and 
ordering of which occupied the two men between 1890 and 1901.
Janadek’s involvement with folk music can be divided into two areas, that concerning 
folk dance and those activities involving vocal music. In terms of the composer’s piano 
writing, the period concerning the study of folk dance (essentially up to 1891) is less 
significant, yet some examples from this period look forward to important events in the later 
folk period of study. Janadek’s redefinition of his piano writing came fundamentally as a 
result of his writing of accompaniments to Moravian folksongs (the features of which will be
17A complete table of JanaCek’s collection of folk materials between 1884 and 1898 is provided in Tyrrell (2006), 
pp.344-6.
18This beingSlovanstvo ve svych z p i v e c h v y d d v a  LudvikKuba [Slavdom in its songs [...] by Ludvik Kuba] 
(XV/65). It was written in 1884 before being published in Hlidka in 1886 and Hudebni listy in 1888.
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examined subsequently), and the individuality of approach in these is reinforced through 
comparison with Janadek’s earlier accompaniments. Kralovicky [Little Queens] is a 
collection of ritual folk dances and songs, and was the result of the composer’s collaboration 
with Lucie BakeSovd (1853-1935). Janadek eventually wrote accompaniments to the songs 
(IV/20,1889) which are chordal, supportive of the vocal line, and lacking any kind of 
independence (music example 2). This style is a world away from the cimbalom-inspired 
soundworld of the later accompaniments, demonstrating thafcit was the music of Slovacko 
that provided the catalyst for a decisive change in Janadek’s language.
Ex.2: Janacek; an example of the accompaniment writing in Little Queens19
Allegro
Ne-se-me, ne-se-me mi - ji - iek,
Further evidence of the significant place that the cimbalom would have in redefining 
Janadek’s piano writing comes in the Ndrodni tance na Morave [National Dances of 
Moravia] (VIII/10,1891). The sixth piece in this collection, the Starodavny, is important in 
documenting the composer’s early response to the soundworld of the cimbalom and, as it is a 
transcription made by Janadek in Petfvald, it can be suggested that it was the cimbalom 
playing of Jan My§ka during 1885-8 that sparked the composer’s enthusiasm.20
An awareness of the structure of the cimbalom and the technique used to produce 
sound is essential to understanding the soundworld of this instrument.21 There are various 
different types of cimbalom, from the concert instrument supplied with pedals to the basic 
portable structure presumably used by folk musicians. This latter type of instrument consisted 
of unfretted strings which are played with hammers or by plucking the strings (although the 
former technique is the most characteristic) and, because of the hammer-playing technique
19Reproduced from Tyrrell (2006), p.391.
20See Tyrrell (2006), p.344.
2lMuch of the descriptive information here has been derived from Kettlewell (2001), pp.679-690.
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and lack of sustaining ability, common musical features of the cimbalom include rapidly 
repeated and alternating notes, both ways of creating a more continuous and constant sound 
from an instrument whose natural limitations mean that sound decays quickly. These features 
can be observed in Janadek’s transcription of the instrument in the Starodavny, which 
illustrates the repeated notes, rapid alternations, and flourishes that constitute the soundworld 
of the cimbalom (music example 3a). This piece shows how Janadek approximated the 
cimbalom sound on the piano, and spread chords and typical Moravian rhythms become the 
accompaniment to a simple melody, which is further elaborated by the‘rapid ‘swirls’ of 
sound (music example 3b).
Ex.3a: Janadek; transcription of the cimbalom in the Starodavny
vSec • ky luik'v y
p r i - k r y  - ta .
>  >  >* :> eg r T T r ^ -----
2-jI--J--- 1 —i r ----tr—1---
Sjf> tf 'P ~
'  '  "M"—  >  >  
■tfP
Ex.3b: Janadek; second part of the Starodavny, transferred onto the piano
Moderato J = as
P P
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What these elements produce is a texture far removed from traditional piano writing, 
and the creation of a more complex soundworld combining a melody line with all of the 
decorative elements absorbed from cimbalom technique. This was the first step towards the 
redefinition of piano writing that was to come to fruition later in the collection of Moravska 
lidova poezie v pisnich [Moravian Folk Poetry in Song] (V/2, 1892-1901). From 1891, 
Jan&Cek’s focus was on the area of Slovacko, and the textures, techniques, and sounds from
t
this musically rich location were to provide the composer with the means through which to 
create a very different musical language.
The music of Slovdcko: the key to unlocking Jan££ek’s individual musical voice
In 1891, Jana5ek travelled to Velka nad Velidkou in Slovacko, and his interest in this area 
can be seen both from the fact that he returned in the following summer and applied for a 
grant to study this area in more detail. In this region, he discovered a completely different 
musical spirit and a harmonic dimension that he had thought absent from Moravian folk 
music, and he notes himself in his grant application ‘what harmonic, contrapuntal, and 
rhythmic forms there are, so far unsuspected in Czech folk music.’22 The area of Slovacko 
was particularly rich and varied in terms of its folk sources, and the map below23 shows that 
this region is positioned in the south east, close to the border with Slovakia, and this accounts 
for many of the differences between the music of that area and that of the more western 
Bohemia.
“ Tyrrell (2006), p.369.
“ Reproduced from Tyrrell (1988), p.xvi.
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Illustration 2: map of Bohemia and Moravia
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Moravian folk music is more independent of the western tonal system and uses more 
colourful, modally inflected scale types, often involving dissonances such as the tritone and 
the minor seventh. Whereas Bohemian folksong is predominantly major, Moravian folksong 
is more varied in mode and in its choice of intervals, and modulates frequently (often to quite 
distant keys), as opposed to Bohemian folksong, which rarely modulates. Moravian song and 
dance is closely connected with vocal genres (in contrast with the more instrumentally 
conceived Bohemian folk music), and many of the melodic-rhythmic structures are derived 
from the textual rhythms. This leads to a greater sense of rhythmic freedom in Moravian 
folksong, which is characterised by the frequent use of irregular, unbalanced musical periods, 
internal pauses, and sharply dotted rhythmic figures (music example 4).24 It is immediately 
clear why this would have appealed to Janacek, the later creator of the theory of speech 
melody. To the composer, the closeness of the structure to the individual voice would have 
made Moravian folksong seem like the most personal evocation of nationalism, towards
24See Tyrrell (1988), pp.246-8 for more information on Moravian folksong.
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which he always strove, stating that ‘the melodic curves of speech are an expression o f the 
complete organism and of all phases of spiritual activity’ (XV/180).25
Ex.4: An example of the ‘Slovakisation’ of a melodic line26
(i) original melodic line
Z a-hu-£a  - fy ho - ry, za -h u -fa  - ty le - sy, aid.
(ii) the same melodic line, subjected to the rhythmic irregularity of Slovakian folksong
Dy-by Ca, m i  mj . t i ,  zka-m e-na  kre-sa - fi atd.
Jana£ek’s writings as a means of understanding his perception of Moravian folk music
In order to understand how JanaCek responded to the Moravian and Slovakian music to 
which he was exposed, what he perceived as the most important elements of this has to be 
explored. Much is revealed about the composer’s knowledge and perception of folk music 
through his article O hudebni strance narodnich pisni moravskych [On the musical side of 
Moravian national songs] (XV/163),27 and this extensive essay summarises the main 
elements of Moravian folk music drawn from the composer’s years of ethnological research.
The texture of Moravian and Slovak folk song was fundamental to Janacek’s 
redefinition of his own musical language. The typical Moravian folk ensemble is made up of 
three stringed instruments, usually two violins and a bass yet, occasionally, there is the 
creation of several layers of instrumental colour with the accompanimental role taken by the 
cimbalom or the gajdy (bagpipe). Many songs with a bagpipe accompaniment illustrate the
25Taken from JanaCek’s article Loni a letos: Hudebni studie [Last Year and this: musical study], first published in 
Hlidka in 1905, and reproduced in Drlikova/Strakova (2003), pp.333-343.
^Reproduced from UOLP (1955), p.266.
27In UOLP (1955), pp.241-380.
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lack of continuity and fragmentary utterance that Janadek found in Moravian folksongs, and 
these elements are demonstrated in the subsequent music example. Perhaps more significant 
than the bagpipe was the instrument that often replaced it in its accompanimental role, the 
cimbalom, whose sound fascinated Janacek, and he compared it to ‘the evening mist with the 
gold of the setting sun’.28 The composer made many transcriptions of the instrument, and 
these reveal the predilection for repeated notes, alternating octaves, and sudden flourishes of 
sound, all elements which create a sense of independence from the vocal line, and a 
relationship which is defined by drama and disruption (music example 5).
Ex.5: Kdyi sem ja  Sel kolem dvorka, kapaly mi slzy z oka -  an example of the cimbalom 
playing of Jan My§ka in Petrvald29
X
This drama is inherent in the texture of Moravian folk music, which is made up of a 
vocal line, the main melody echoed on the fiddle (the hudec) whilst a second fiddle (the 
kontras) provides an accompaniment of rhythmic interest, accenting the second and fourth 
quavers and providing a source of rhythmic dislocation. The texture is therefore defined by 
its emphasis upon the horizontal and its combination of different layers of sound. This idea of 
stratification was to have a wide-ranging influence on Janadek’s musical language, but also
2%LJOLP (1955), p.319.
29Reproduced from UOLP (1955), p.557.
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important was the role played by the different layers. Disruption is inherent in the texture of 
Moravian folk music and is a result of the way in which the instruments interact with one 
another. The vocal line and the violin have a heterophonic relationship, whilst the second 
fiddle enlivens and disrupts the rhythmic structure with off-beat accents. Music example 630 
illustrates the typical texture of a Moravian folk band, with three lines made up of vocal and 
two fiddle parts. The violins provide both an accompaniment and a counter melody to the 
vocal line, and the kontraS part provides rhythmic energy at the lowest part of the texture 
through off-beat emphasis (what Tyrrell terms the ‘double-strike’ accompaniment).31
Ex.6: Dyt mn$ das piredko -  collected by Jana£ek in Lipov in 189232
Zpgv
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r-*" ir-si
Dyzmnedas pe - re -  cko, daj pek-ne ze - Fe - n6,
i f f f
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s f
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Moravian folk song thus has inherent within its texture an in-built disruptive element, and 
tension and agitation are essential parts of this music. This stratified texture, defined by 
independent and disruptive lines, was to have a wide-ranging influence on Janadek’s 
orchestration at a later stage, yet its influence can be felt first within the piano writing, and 
the independence of lines and incorporation of dramatic and disruptive elements can be seen 
clearly in the piano accompaniments created by the composer.
30Reproduced from UOLP (1955), p.576.
31Tyrrell (2006), p.395.
32Reproduced from UOLP (1955), p.576.
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The soundworld of the cimbalom and its transference onto piano accompaniments
The previous section outlined the elements of drama and disruption inherent in Moravian 
folk music and, in its role as an accompanimental force, the cimbalom plays an important 
part in this. In accompanying the vocal line, the cimbalom provides a minimal 
accompaniment, creating an independence between the lines, as the accompaniment is no 
longer merely supportive to the vocal line. This had a huge effect on Jan&Cek’s writing, as it 
‘freed up’ the vocal line and allowed parts of the texture greater independence. This enabled 
the tension that is such an essential element of Moravian folk music to be expressed through 
the relationship between voice and piano in the creation of his folksong accompaniments.
Janadek began writing accompaniments to folksongs he had collected at a previous 
stage with BartoS (the Bouquet o f Moravian folksongs). This collection of 174 songs was first 
published in 1890 and was hugely popular, selling out within a few months of its publication, 
which led to a second edition coming out a few years later (in 1892 or 1893),33 in turn 
leading to the demand for JanaSek to write accompaniments for them. The composer initially 
wrote accompaniments to fifteen songs and these came out at about the same time as the 
second edition, but it was not until about 1901 that the composer created accompaniments for 
a further 38 songs, taking the collection to the total of 53 songs that constitute the Moravska 
lidova poezie v pisnich [Moravian Folk Poetry in Song] (V/2, 1892-1901).
This collection of piano accompaniments provides examples of the way in which 
Janadek’s absorption of both the texture and soundworld of the folk ensemble in general (and 
the cimbalom in particular) created a completely different type of piano accompaniment.
No.9 from Moravian Folk Poetry in Song, Koukol [The Com Cockle] illustrates the imitation 
of the cimbalom in its alternating octaves, and is essentially a modification of the rapid 
repeated notes that are such a defining feature of the authentic folk instrument writing, as the 
piano is physically incapable of exactly recreating this sound. The simplicity of the vocal line 
is typical of Moravian folk music and the accompaniment follows and decorates it with
33These two dates are given in JAWO (1997) on p. 157 and p.341 respectively.
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alternating octaves, and the harmony is also folk-inspired, being coloured by the raised 
Lydian fourth (music example 7).
Ex.7: Janafek, Moravian Folk Poetry in Song; no.9, Koukol
Mo do rat o
ha . ja
la .  mu 
1 ■ K S S B
na so
In no.30, Rozmaryn [Rosemary], the texture of the accompaniment is dominated by 
the spread chords which are typical of cimbalom writing. The vocal line is punctuated by 
piano flourishes which consist of repeated notes and rapid ascending and descending scalic 
passages, and the final line of this song demonstrates the way in which the accompaniments 
to these songs carry a dramatic and expressive force. The penultimate piano interjection 
consists of a three note motif which is repeated in rhythmic diminution, creating a sense of 
drama compounded by the increasing dynamic and addition of accents. The final bars of the 
song illustrate the way in which dynamics play an important role in the dramatic expression 
of these songs, with a change from ffXo ppp occurring within the space of three bars (music 
example 8).
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Ex.8: Jan££ek, Moravian Folk Poetry in Song; no.30, Rozmaryn 
(i) first line of the song
ok . na- ma,
(ii) final line of the song
In many of these songs the sense of drama derives from the fact that there is a lack of 
co-ordination between the vocal and piano lines, and this can be illustrated with reference to 
no. 19 Per echo [The little feather]. This song shows the predominance of uneven phrase 
lengths in Moravian folk music and the disruptive characteristics of the accompaniment, with 
each phrase ending with an expressive, accented piano interjection in direct contrast with 
previous material. The accents and pause marks create a partial sense of rhythmic freedom, 
and the drama is provided through extreme changes in dynamic, with the final line of the 
song illustrating many features of folk textures in its rhythmic unevenness, juxtaposition of 
contrasting dynamics, and spread chords (music example 9).
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Ex.9: Jana&k, Moravian Folk Poetry in Song; no.19, Peredko 
(i) first line of the song
Adagio J
tfu . ka na mna
(ii) final line of the song
va.ra,
rit.
The originality of Janadek’s folksong accompaniments is made particularly clear 
when they are considered in relation to those of his contemporary, Vitezslav Novak. Novak’s 
tours of Moravia in 1897 brought him into contact with JanaCek, and led to the two men 
spending time together during that summer in Hukvaldy. Novak’s knowledge of folk music 
came from two main sources, namely his systematic study of folksong collections (Erben, 
Su§il, and BartoS) and his experiences of live performances on his travels, during which he 
often transcribed melodies. The experience of folk cultures had an immediate effect on 
Novak’s compositional life, and his piano accompaniments within the Pisnicky na slova
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narodmm tonu [Songs set to Moravian Folk Poetry] opp. 16, 17, and 21 (1897-8) are 
contemporaneous to Janacek’s. However, the musical style of the accompaniments in this 
collection could not be more different from Jana£ek’s, and Novak’s approach serves to 
emphasise Janadek’s individuality. Examining a setting of the same text by Janacek and 
Novak reveals much about their individual approaches, and this can be undertaken with a 
study of Novak’s op. 16 no.7, Rozmaryn. In Jan&dek’s setting of this text (illustrated earlier in 
music example 8) each verse is given the same piano accompaniment, which consists 
throughout of spread chords, imitating the cimbalom. The accompaniment incorporates a 
motif which is accented and presented in rhythmic diminution, with the dramatic potential of 
the song being further realised with the addition of extreme dynamic contrasts at the end.
In contrast, Nov&k provides a different accompaniment to each verse whilst the 
melody remains the same, thus responding to models established by lieder composers (music 
example 10). He uses a piano introduction which is then repeated as an interlude between 
each verse, a standard pattern of song setting which is eschewed by Janadek. Novak also 
strives for greater variety and, with each setting of the piano interlude, it changes in some 
way, becoming higher, thicker in texture, and with a greater registral change, creating a more 
conventional and more ‘westernised’ line of change in development. The contrasts between 
Janacek and Novak can be explained by the different elements of folk sources that the 
composers responded to. Novak was clearly more focused upon the melodic aspect (and this 
would have been reinforced through his study of collections of folksong) and paid little 
attention to elements such as instrumentation and texture, which were the main focus for 
Janacek. In concentrating upon melody, Novak’s settings of Moravian folksong do not really 
move beyond those of his teacher, Dvorak, whereas Janacek’s settings are completely 
individual, and lead in turn to a complete redefinition in his piano writing and, eventually, to 
his orchestral textures and operatic writing.
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Ex.10; Novak, Songs set to Moravian Folk Poetry; op.l6 no.7, Rozmaryn
A udaute a m o ro so .
Pod na - si ok - n a  - ilia
■pocof express. poco rit.
express.
o - d u  tuna horoz - mu - ryu pro-kvf-ta, cho-dl-ve k uam So-haj-ko,
77-
N'e - py - tuj
. / express ivo
poco rii.
o - de imia od o t- ca,l e i  ho
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The period of intensive folk study can be said to have reached an end for Janadek in 
1901. However, the composer had been involved with folk sources in detail for such a 
considerable period of time that its features had become absorbed within his musical 
language, which then developed through his return to work on Jeniifa and the set of small 
piano pieces entitled Po zarostlem chodnicku [On the Overgrown Path] (VIII/17,1901-11). 
The importance of the piano in transferring features of Moravian folk music onto 
independent art works continues in Janadek’s output from the first decade of the twentieth 
* century, in the Sonata I.X. 1905 (VIII/19,1906) and the cycle V mlhach [In the Mists]
(Vm/22,1912). Through these works, the features of Moravian folk music were absorbed 
within a musical language capable of creating structures that can support and sustain a 
massive emotional and dramatic load. JanaCek’s operatic writing is at the heart of his output 
and it would seem that, to understand the other genres, reference has to be made to the operas 
in order to acknowledge the fact that his language is inherently dramatic, and this is 
expressed through every genre the composer worked in. However, the dramatic impetus 
behind Janadek’s writing is fundamentally derived from the textural and instrumental 
resources of Moravian folk music and, despite the importance of opera in his output, these 
notions of drama and disruption were first explored at the keyboard, in the transference of the 
cimbalom soundworld onto the piano.
From folk stylisation to independent piano works: the genesis of On the Overgrown Path
Janadek’s writing of piano accompaniments was an important way in which the composer 
transferred the techniques of Moravian folksong onto a traditional Western instrument and, 
from this time, the writing for solo piano builds on the ideas and techniques found in these 
accompaniments. Janadek began work on the series of pieces entitled On the Overgrown 
Path in October 1900, and the set began as a request on 19 January 1897 from Josef V&vra, a 
schoolmaster working in Ivandice, who asked the composer for a contribution to his intended 
series of music for harmonium, stating that ‘I would like to put the most beautiful Slavonic 
melodies harmonised in an easy style in such a way that they would be accessible to even less
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experienced players.’34 Janadek did not respond to this request until 1900 but, by this stage, 
the compositions, which had originally started out as ‘folk arrangements’ for harmonium, had 
now turned into ‘moods’ or ‘character pieces’ for piano. The fact that Janadek was 
approached by Vavra in the first place provides further reinforcement of the way in which the 
composer was perceived at this point, as primarily an ethnographer and collector of folk 
music rather than a composer of independent art music.
Three pieces from this series were published (nos.l, 2, and 10 of the present series) in 
the next volume of Slovanske melodie (vol.5, 1901), and nos.4 and 7 were presented in 
volume 6 of the following year. Along with these five pieces, a further two pieces were 
produced in 1902 but only published posthumously, as part of a partially realised second 
series.35 This reveals that, by 1901, half of the pieces that make up the work we know today 
were in existence, and the remaining five were added in 1908 and later.36 By 23 May 1908 
these seven pieces had become nine, and on 3 June 1908 Branberger wrote back to the 
composer asking him for the programme or ‘poetic contents’ of the individual pieces, as he 
intended to write an analysis of them. Janadek responded (on 6 June 1908) and included 
aphoristic comments on several of the pieces and seven musical quotations (the development 
of the titles of the individual pieces can be seen in table 10). Janacek eventually sent the 
cycle to the Brno firm of Amo St PiSa on 23 September 1911 who, despite his reservations 
about the pieces being ‘too difficult’, published nos. 1-10 in December 1911. The comment 
about difficulty is revealing of the distance between the original conception of the pieces (as 
simple folk harmonisations) and the eventual result (pieces loaded with dramatic and 
expressive power) and, despite the small-scale nature of the individual pieces, they present 
many difficult and unpianistic textures, revealing of the origins of the musical language in 
Moravian folk music.
34JAWO (1997), p.259.
35These pieces are included in the Critical Edition o f Janadek’s works under the definition o f Paralipomena -  a 
term that means additions or supplements to a published series.
36JAWO (1997), pp.260-1.
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Table 10: The development of the titles of the pieces in On The Overgrown Path37
1900 (in 
Slovanske 
M elodie)
after 3 June 1908 
(Branberger to LJ) 
/  =music quoted  
‘description/title’
by 6 June 1908 (LJ to Branberger) 
/  = music quoted; ‘description’;
♦ title
1911 (pubd by Pisa) 
with final no. and 
title
/
/  ‘Glance to ’
/  ‘Declaration’ [of 
love]
/  ‘The Bitterness 
o f  Reproach’
/  ‘A Closed Book’
/  ‘a love song’
/  (final z bars) ‘A letter put away 
for ever’
/ /  (opening and ‘Faraway 
Procession’)
♦  The Frydek Madonna
/  ‘The Bitterness of 
Disappointment’
/  ‘Perhaps you’ll hear parting in 
the number with the m otif [ ..  .]’ ♦  
G ood  Night! [‘the words “Good 
Night! ” suit it’]
‘Perhaps you’ll sense weeping in 
the penultimate number? The 
prem onition of certain death. 
During the hot summer nights that 
angelic being lay in such mortal 
anguish.’
/  ♦  (implicit in description): ‘In the 
last number the om inous m otif o f  
the screech ow l is heard in the 
intim ate song o f  life.’
y  ‘A  com pany on an excursion is 
returning late. The long-drawn- 
out song is punctured by the terse 
m otif o f  w om en’s chattering.’ 
(x/1 1 )
1. Our Evenings 
z. A Blown-Away 
Leaf
3. Come With Us!
4. The Frydek 
Madonna
5. They chattered 
like swallows
6. Words Fail!
7. G ood Night!
8. Unutterable 
Anguish
9. In Tears
10. The screech ow l 
has not flown away!
The titles given to the individual pieces reveal the importance of autobiography and 
programmaticism in the collection.38 No.4 Frydecka Panna Maria [The Frydek Madonna] is 
located in Frydek-Mistek, close to JanaCek’s birthplace of Hukvaldy, which suggests that the 
cycle may in part be based on childhood memories. This is also supported by the title of the 
series, which evokes the symbol of an overgrown path for the recollection of memories from 
long ago. Vogel states that the title of the cycle is inspired by folk poetry, with a folk song of 
TSSin containing the words ‘the footpath to my mother is overgrown with clover’.39 As
37Reproduced from Tyrrell (2006), p.492.
38This issue is explored in greater detail in Perutkova (2006).
39Quoted in Perutkova (2006), p. 107.
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Perutkova proposes,40 the programme for the work needs to be understood on a more general 
level, similar to the titles given by Debussy to his Preludes. Indeed, Janadek himself states 
that ‘it doesn’t matter that the listener knows a concrete situation. Let the listener add to the 
name of the piece [...] whatever they can relate to.’41
JanaCek’s role as ethnographer had a profound influence on his musical style and 
particularly his writing for the piano. The stylisation of the piano, incorporating elements of 
cimbalom writing, had been an important activity for Janadek in the previous decade, so 
features of Moravian folk music and the previous piano accompaniments can be expected to 
find their way into this first substantial work for solo piano. The fact that the cycle began as a 
series of folk stylisations for the series Slovanske melodie must also be considered, and 
Perutkova notes that the style of the pieces is ‘simple and empty’, noting that the composer 
was thoroughly attuned to the colour of individual instruments.42 Despite these humble 
beginnings, the eventual structure and musical contents are far removed from simple folk 
melodies. As Tyrrell notes ‘their impact is quite out of proportion to their modest means and 
ambitions’,43 and these piano miniatures contain within them some characteristically 
profound and disturbing music. Jirasky supports this and proposes that, although Janacek’s 
technique contains a simplicity and transparency that reminds us of folk song, there are 
complex musical procedures at work that show the composer exploring new ways of 
connecting horizontal and vertical aspects. 44 More will be said about Janacek’s harmonic 
thinking in this cycle later in the chapter.
To understand Janacek’s fusion of folk elements with other aspects of his musical 
style, it is appropriate to outline first the components of Moravian folk music that are evident 
in the cycle. No. 1, Nase vecery [Our Evenings], provides the first example with its Dorian- 
inflected melody structured in uneven phrases, and the importance of modal inflection is also 
felt in the middle section, where the Phrygian mode is used. The piece is constructed from a 
ternary form with variations, and this allows the composer to explore the idea of past and
^See Perutkova (2006), p. 110.
4Tetter to Bohumir StSdfofi, quoted in Perutkovd (2006), p. 111.
42Perutkova (2006), p. 106.
43Tyrrell (2006), p.490.
44Jirasky (2006), p. 139.
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present so crucial to his programmatic framework. Throughout the series, the pieces are 
constructed from framing lyrical outer sections which then give way in the middle to music 
characterised by tension and agitation, constituting an arrival of the painful present within an 
idealised, romanticised image of the past. No. 1 also introduces the important dialectic of 
unity and contrast within JanaSek’s style, with the sections being dramatically contrasted in 
mood and yet unified motivically. This is illustrated in the way in which the agitated motif of
i
the middle section is derived from the extended cadence point of the first phrase, and 
subsequently becomes the ostinato accompaniment in the subsequent Adagio section (music 
example 11a).
Ex. 11a: Jan££ek, On the Overgrown Path; motivic transformation no.l
(i) the motif from the end of the first phrase (marked V )
m f
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(ii) the agitated motif of the middle section
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(ii) the final Adagio
A dagio
doldssim o
This idea of agitated fragments breaking up an overall mood of lyricism can also be 
found in no.2, Listek odvanuty [A blown away leaf]. From bar 24 there is the dramatic 
acceleration of a motif which forms a point of punctuation, with the melodic shape becoming 
gradually transformed into a disruptive trill (mirroring the ‘cimbalomesque’ flourishes of 
sound at the ends of phrases in the accompaniments of Moravian Folk Poetry in Song) and, 
in a further example of unity, this motif then becomes the accompaniment for the next 
section (music example 1 lb).
Ex.llb: Jan££ek, On the Overgrown Path; no.2, A blown away leaf, bars 23-33
23 accel.
Con moto
leh.ce [leggiero]
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No. 8 Tak neskonale uzko [Unutterable anguish] contains a typically Moravian sparse texture, 
with its accompanimental figures relating to the cimbalom punctuation in the folksongs 
previously considered (music example 11c (i)). There is also a rhythmic similarity between 
this figure and that used in the earlier Theme and Variations and the last movement of the 
cycle In The Mists, to be discussed subsequently (see music example 1 above). A further folk 
element is the heterophonic texture at the culmination of the poco mosso section from b.40 
(music example 11c (ii)).
Ex. 11c: Jan££ek, On the Overgrown Path; (i) opening of no.8, Unutterable anguish
a c c e l .
(ii) Unutterable anguish, bars 31-41
Poco mosso
a cc e l .
cresc.
r i t .
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There are further examples in the collection which recall the use of the cimbalom. No. 10, 
Sycek neodletel! [The bam owl has not yet flown away!], begins with rapid, widely-spaced 
figuration typical of folk settings, and the accompaniment in this opening section is 
characteristic of the figuration of the cimbalom accompaniments transcribed by Janadek in 
his folk research (music example 1 Id). A similar type of accompaniment can be found in 
no.4 The Frydek Madonna and, it could be suggested that, as these two pieces were 
conceived in the earlier phase of the work’s development (along with nos. 1,2, and 7), maybe 
Janadek was thinking about writing more for the harmonium than the piano. Indeed, Dole2el 
notes the appearance of pedals in nos 9 and 10 of the cycle, stating that these illustrate 
Janadek recreating the sound ideal of the harmonium and organ.45 However, it seems more 
likely that the composer was in the process of synthesising characteristic elements of 
Moravian folk music with his own piano style than thinking specifically for another 
instrument, as the above chronology suggests that the composer abandoned the harmonium 
early on in the set’s genesis.
Ex.lld: Janadek, On the Overgrown Path; opening of no.10, The Barn Owl has not yet 
flown away!
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The juxtaposition of structural unity and surface spontaneity and changeability in 
Janadek’s writing is explored by Jaroslav Jir&nek in an article discussing the dramatic
45DoIe2el (2006), pp. 125-6.
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potential of Janadek’s piano works.46 He notes how the composer creates the ‘maximum 
expressive impact with the utmost economy of means’ by what he defines as the 
thematisation and dethematisation of elements. An example of this can be found in no. 1 of 
this cycle, where the agitated figure that is the source of dramatic tension in the second part 
is derived from the end of the phrases of the opening section and, hence, it is ‘dethematised’. 
This process continues in the Adagio where the agitated figure is recharacterised to become 
the static ostinato accompaniment. The same technique can be found in no.2 (where the 
accelerando figure becomes the accompaniment of the con moto section, and is initially 
derived from the opening section) and no.6 (where the melody in bar 3 is dethematised to 
become the rhythmically repetitive, sequential, accelerando figures which follow). This 
concept illustrates Janddek’s capacity to both investigate his material thoroughly and to think 
hierarchically in his generation and development of material, with elements surfacing and 
then disappearing within the musical texture, creating the duality of inner unity and surface 
contrast within the framework of a stable motivic core for each piece. It also enables the 
contrast of lyricism and agitation, a feature which permeates the whole cycle.
The composition of On the Overgrown Path also documents Janadek’s developing 
harmonic thought. There are the obvious modal inflections observed previously that the 
composer absorbed from his folk research, but his harmonic thinking was far deeper, more 
structural, and multi-faceted than this, as Thomas Adds discusses in his article on Janadek’s 
piano music.47 He begins with In Memorium VIII/9 as an illustration of the seeds of 
Janadek’s single most far-reaching quality, namely ‘the redefinition of structural tonality 
through an unprecedented concentration on ambiguous, enharmonic key relationships’.48
^Jiranek (1978), pp. 139-148. 
47 Adds (1999), pp. 18-35.
48Adds (1999), p. 18.
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Ex.12: Janacek: In Memoriam49
(Piano
A tem po
A tempo
In Memoriam consists of three paragraphs, each underpinned by the same ostinato 
accompaniment. Ades notes the cadence at bars 15-16, with the enharmonic reinterpretation 
of D sharp as E flat in the same register, stating that the conclusiveness of the D flat major 
pause chord at the end of the piece is a result of the following-through of a curve in the LH 
line beginning with the previous cadence, with the line moving through D sharp-E-E 
flat-E-F. The F flat of the penultimate bar provides a similar connection with the parallel E 
natural of bar 12, so the E in bar 12 resolves in bar 16 in a similar way that the F flat of the
49Reproduced from Ades (1999), p. 19.
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penultimate bar resolves into the final chord. The piece illustrates a traditional, tonal, 
conventional ABA structure, and yet within this the structure is defined by texturally and 
melodically defined harmonic shifts, with the tonal functions being subservient to the main 
structural event, which is the enharmonic progression outlined above. Ades states that, 
subsequently, Janadek’s control of enharmonic devices becomes ever more profound, and the 
pieces in On the Overgrown Path become highly sophisticated reinventions of binary and 
ternary structures ‘exhibiting long range events which rely on relationships between 
individual harmonic/colouristic objects to the almost exclusion of conventions of tonal 
logic.’50
An example of this idea can be found in no. 3 of the series, Pojd’te s nami! [Come 
With Us!], where the structural process is generated through the introduction of a C sharp 
major chord in bar 4. This constitutes the ‘germinal harmonic event’51 which finds its full 
dramatic expression in the enharmonic reinterpretation of C sharp major as D flat major in 
the second part of the piece (music example 13a), allowing the colourful harmonic shift 
between D major and D flat major to occur. What Adds reveals is that, rather than relying on 
tonal functions for structure, Janadek allows alterations (melodic, and often modal, 
inflections) to provide pivotal structural moments and create colourful, unrelated harmonic 
shifts.
Ex.l3a: Janadek, On the Overgrown Path; no.3, Come With Us!
(i) opening four bars, illustrating C sharp major chord in bar 3
50Ades (1999), p.22. 
51 Adds (1999), p.23.
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(ii) shift from D major to D flat major, bars 14-20
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These ideas can also be applied to other pieces within the series, and the D sharp 
which creates a sharp dissonance at the beginning of no. 9 becomes resolved within its E flat 
reinterpretation later in the piece, creating both a semitonal harmonic shift (between E and E 
flat major) and a resolution of the initial dissonance on the same note. This illustrates that 
what Jan&dek creates, through the alteration of certain notes, is a macrocosmic structure 
derived from microcosmic details. This can be illustrated with further reference to no.9, 
where the opening melody has an A sharp (Lydian fourth) added, which is then reinterpreted 
as B flat in E flat major. Also important in this piece is the way in which the adagio final 
cadence includes the pivotal structural notes of the piece (E flat and A flat), creating a 
statement of the important structural movements in microcosm (this can also be noted in 
no. 1, where the A sharp, which has a crucial role in connecting C sharp minor and B flat 
minor, becomes a melodic part of the cadence figuration, with Janadek eschewing traditional 
tonal functions for more microcosmic melodic ones).
On the Overgrown Path demonstrates Janadek’s ability to transform small-scale 
changes into larger, long-range structural formations, enabling the composer to create 
dramatic structures whose aims are far beyond their small scale. He also handles sectional 
structures with a more cumulative, linear approach in no.4, The Frydek Madonna, and the 
opening four bars establish a harmonic tension derived from the lack of resolution onto the 
tonic and the introduction of the minor inflection of the tonic. With each presentation of this 
opening ‘chorale’, the harmonic ambiguity and lack of resolution intensifies, with the
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constant ending on an unstable second inversion chord compounding the lack of a definite 
cadence point. The main section of the chorale (the un poco pm mosso section from b.25) 
fully realises the dramatic potential of the previous fragments (music example 13b), within 
which the climax is reached through the presentation of the tonic minor (decorated with 
appoggiaturas) and then an extended cadence moving between II and I in second inversion, 
constantly implying a V-I cadence which never arrives until the following Tempo 1 
statement. The final adagio bars sum up the harmonic motion underpinning the whole 
structure, creating a piece whose form moves beyond the simple, illustrative conception of 
the work’s title.
Ex.l3a: Janddek, On the Overgrown Path; the un poco piu mosso ‘chorale’ section of 
no.4, The Frydek Madonna
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In terms of his treatment of the piano in On the Overgrown Path, JandCek sows the 
seeds of the daring instrumental technique that can be found in his later piano works. Many 
of the innovations in his technique can be related to some of the Moravian folk song features 
outlined earlier, as illustrated in no. 8 Unutterable anguish, which contains pianistic
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challenges in the management of the different layers of the heterophonic texture in the poco 
mosso section. This piece also presents widely-spaced figuration in rapid, uneven rhythms of 
the type to be found in no. 10. Jirasky has proposed that the creation of Janadek’s piano 
technique may well have been the result of his explorations of the soundworld of his own 
piano, which was closer to the cimbalom in its ability to create layers of sound, giving the 
impression of a ‘sound mist’ above the resonant board, meaning that figures retain clarity 
even when the pedal is applied.52 Perhaps the most unusual element of this series is the 
sudden changeability of the individual pieces, and the musical argument is extremely 
spontaneous, lacking a secure linear argument or overall structure to take hold of or 
communicate. Rhythm and tempo are irregular and move against each other in layers, and 
there is a constant interruption of lyricism with more aggressive interjections. The main 
innovation in Janadek’s writing is to combine this surface spontaneity and changeability with 
sound structural foundations and a common motivic basis. The series demonstrates Janadek’s 
lack of concern for glitter or effect in his piano writing, thus removing himself from the 
Romantic thinking of figures such as Liszt. For Janadek, the piano offered many rhythmic 
possibilities and provided him with the ability to explore a more ‘layered’ style of writing 
through the presence of the pedals.53 The fact that the cycle has such a powerful impact 
despite its apparent simplicity is noted by Kundera, who states that ‘Janadek’s style is 
without harmonic filling, embellishments, or decorations [...]. The individual tone is quite 
capable of bearing the weight of the piece’.54
Music as socio-political commentary: the piano sonata I.X.1905
The next significant piano work to be completed was the sonata IX. 1905 (Z ulice dne 1. rijna 
1905) [From the Street, 1st October 1905) (VIII/19,1906) and, as with the previous piano 
work, there is an autobiographic programmatic background. In 1901 Czech delegates went to 
the Viennese parliament to demand the establishment of a Czech university in Moravia. The
52Jirasky (2006), p. 131.
53Discussed in DoleSel (2006), p. 124.
54Quoted in Doleiel (2006), p. 128.
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Czechs were overwhelmingly in favour of Brno, but this was designated as a ‘German’ town, 
and the result of this was that a demonstration took place in Brno on 1 October 1901, where 
Germans rallied representatives of German speakers from Moravia. In response, Brno Czechs 
organised a counter-demonstration, and a rally of Czech delegates took place in the Besedni 
dum, leading to mass demonstrations and ugly scenes which culminated in the death of a 
worker, FrantiSek Pavlik, who was bayonetted by one of the soldiers.
The event created a great resonance in Czech Brno and, with his nationalistic fervour, 
Janadek was involved in the event. He had been present in the crowd and also attended 
Pavlik’s funeral, and the powerful emotions stirred up by this provided the inspiration for the 
Sonata I.X. 1905. The work was first referred to as ‘Z ulice dne 1. rijna 1905' [From the street 
on the day of I.X. 1905] on the handbill advertising its first performance. Press reports 
however referred to it as Veder dne prvniho rijna 1905 [The evening of the 1st October 1905] 
and also suggest that the second movement was originally called Elegie. For publication the 
title was shortened to I.X.1905 and the inscription of the first edition was as follows:
The white marble staircase o f the Besedni dum in Brno. A simple worker, FrantiSek Pavlik, fell there, stained with 
blood. He came only to demonstrate his enthusiasm for higher education, and was killed by cruel murderers. Leo§ 
JanaCek. In memory o f a worker bayonetted during demonstrations for the university in Brno.55
The question remains as to when the title of sonata was attached to the work. It first appeared 
in Kune’s list of works by the composer, which describes the work as ‘the programmatic 
piano sonata (from the turbulent Volkstag days in Brno)’, and the title ‘sonata’ was taken 
over in the worklists of Brod’s biography in 1924 (which refers to the work as ‘Sonata for 
piano’) and in Janadek’s autobiography (Vesely (1924), which refers to the work as Z ulice 
I.X. 1905 -  sonata in three movements).56
In Vesely the work is referred to as being ‘in three movements’, yet the work as it 
exists now has only two, as Janadek destroyed the final movement (apparently a ‘gloomy
xJAWO (1997), p.265
56SeeJAWO (1997), pp.264-6.
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funeral march’)57 at the rehearsal on the day of the performance of the work by Ludmila 
Tudkova and, after the second, private performance in Prague, he threw the remaining 
manuscript into the Vltava. It has been proposed that Tuckova had made a private copy 
which she played to the composer on the occasion of his seventieth birthday in 1924,58 yet a 
more plausible theory has been suggested by Jifi Zahradka, in that Tudkova could have 
played from the copyist’s version of the work which she would have been given to work with 
originally.59
The destruction of manuscripts was common in Janadek’s compositional life for the 
next decade (until 1916) and can be seen as indicative of the uncertain state of mind the 
composer experienced as a result of the huge blow to his confidence by the refusal of Prague 
to stage Jenufa. The destruction of the above sonata may also be connected to the context of 
the works’ premiere. It was first performed at a Klub pratel umeni v Brne [Friends of Art 
Club, Brno] concert on 27 January 1906 and other works performed on that occasion 
included Foerster’s Dreaming, Suk’s Spring op.22a (the movements entitled The Breeze and 
Longing were the only ones performed on this occasion),60 Novak’s My May op. 20, and a 
piano version of his Slovacko Suite op.32. The main focus of interest was Janadek’s work, for 
many reasons, amongst them being that he was a well-known figure in Brno, in addition to 
the fact that the work responded to an event which would have provoked local comment, and 
perhaps this put a pressure on Janadek that he felt he was unable to satisfy. There is also the 
fact that his work was very different from anything else on the programme, and a comparison 
between the Sonata and the other works on the programme truly underlines his individuality.
Novak’s My May was composed in 1899, a time which saw him moving away from 
the Romantic models provided for him by Brahms and Dvofak and looking towards Moravia 
for inspiration. However, Nov&k’s use of folk materials differs significantly from Janadek’s, 
providing a veneer of nationalism which did not fundamentally affect the composer’s late 
Romantic outlook. Spring (1902) shows how different Suk’s path of development was to that
57From Kune (1911), quoted in JA WO (1997), p.256
5*JAWO (1997), p.256.
59Tyrrell (2006), p.643.
^Tyrrell (2006), p.643.
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of Novak. In this cycle he moves away from the technical and abstract concerns of the Suite 
towards something more intentionally subjective, whilst still retaining the large-scale 
structural elements established in the former work. The musical language of Spring is, to a 
large extent, closer to Janadek than Novak, with motif playing a significant role in the 
generation of material and enharmonic reinterpretation important in the harmonic argument. 
However, the contrapuntal development in Suk’s cycle is not related to Janadek’s technique, 
nor is the recharacterisation and transformation of material (which is more akin to Novak). 
Suk’s exploration of sound in the second movement (The Breeze) is Impressionistic and 
fleeting and is an exploration of sound per se rather than thematic development, lacking the 
structural and harmonic rigour of Janadek. Perhaps the only piece in the cycle which has 
some affinity with the older Czech composer is the unnamed fourth piece (not performed at 
the above concert), which contains within it a condensed emotional drama, illustrating the 
power of Suk’s expression in an impact which goes far beyond its small physical scale. The 
obsessive motivic working, harmonic changeability, and use of a non-functional harmonic 
language, combined with rhythmic changeability and an appearance of surface spontaneity 
all illustrate an affinity with Janadek.
The above comparison highlights Jan&dek’s individual approach of fusing folk 
elements with harmonic originality, and presenting them within a coherent large-scale 
structure and a layered approach to motivic development (in terms of dethematisation). This 
ensures underlying unity and coherence within a surface appearance of spontaneous gesture 
and contrast, all of which point to the composer’s mature musical technique.
These ideas are all illustrated clearly in I.X. 1905, and Tyrrell notes that the work’s 
designation as a sonata reflects both the perceptible sonata form of the first movement as 
well as ‘the density and stature of the work.’61 This piece is a large-scale dramatic structure 
which fully realises the dramatic potential inherent in some of the small pieces of the 
previous On the Overgrown Path. There is present from the start Janadek’s characteristic 
juxtaposition of lyricism and agitation, and the first subject is an expressive, cantabile 
melody, with the avoidance of the first beat with ties and rests emphasising the lack of
6lTyrrell (2006), p.639.
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regularity. The motivic core is presented in bar three, and this becomes the main source of 
ideas and development throughout the movement. Immediately, in bar four, it is transformed 
into a dramatic accompanimental interjection, and Janadek subsequently achieves expressive 
contrast throughout the movement through the metamorphosis of this motif, creating a 
layered and hierarchical approach to motivic development (music example 14a).62 Kfupkova 
notes that Janadek’s method of motivic development is not straightforward, and that the 
composer creates thematic changes through reduction and extension of the motif rather than 
relying on the standard Romantic technique of recharacterisation (as used extensively by 
Novak in the contemporaneous Sonata eroica)62
Ex. 14a: Janadek, I.X.1905; the opening of the first movement, bars 1-14
Con moto(J--72)
a tem p o
62These ideas are discussed by Jirasky (2006), p. 137, and can usefully be linked with Jirinek’s notion o f  
dethematisation.
63Kftjpkova (2006), p.20.
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The sense of drama and disruption created through this thematic and motivic transformation 
has parallels in the essential elements of contrast and disquiet that are such an important part 
of the texture of the accompaniments of Moravian Folk Poetry in Song. The first subject also 
presents pianistic challenges with unusual, unidiomatic writing, and the lyrical melody is 
accompanied by a widely spaced version of the dethematised fragment from the opening, 
creating uncomfortable shifts across the keyboard. The texture becomes even more complex 
at the climax of the first subject, with widened intervals and the combination of three layers 
in an imitative texture that creates huge virtuosic demands. The lack of co-ordination 
between the motifs creates a dissonant soundworld due to the blurring of harmonies as the 
horizontal element takes precedence over the vertical (music example 14b).
Ex.l4b: Janadek, I.X.1905; first movement, bars 18-23
r i t - 2:3
j y f  tvrdo (con durezzaJ
A A
a tem p o
una corda
The blurring of the motivic shapes at this point perhaps provides musical evidence of 
JanaCek’s earlier theoretical concerns, particularly that of chord connection. This investigates 
our perceptual abilities to hear a chord or note even after it has ended, meaning that between 
two chords/notes there is a chaoticky okamzlk [chaotic moment] at which both can be
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perceived, with the chords being connected through a spletna [a ‘tangle’ or ‘twine’].64 This 
theory was presented in the article Novy proud v teorii hudebni [New Current in Music 
Theory] (XV/147, 1894), with the idea that memory has an important part to play in how we 
hear consecutive sounds. The motivic ‘collisions’ in the first subject of the sonata seem to 
illustrate this idea of a ‘chaotic moment’ aptly, and illustrate how Janadek’s theoretical 
writings may have influenced his compositions. The ‘motivic overlappings’ within the Sonata 
create a dissonant and dramatic soundworld which culminates in the f f f  trill of bar 21, where 
the disintegration of motif into an unmetered ornament recalls no.2 of On the Overgrown 
Path, but here the dramatic impact is intensified, with the subsequent dissonances and 
virtuosic texture contrasting with the stark figuration at the f f f  point. The sudden change in 
dynamics, combined with the enharmonic shift, increases the dramatic effect of the section. 
This passage illustrates the way in which Janadek creates a unified structure which also 
embodies much spontaneous change and contrast, as the common motivic basis ties together 
all of the strands, creating a structural coherence that supports and unifies the surface change.
The contrasting thematic and textural areas in this ‘exposition’ illustrate Janadek’s 
response to the sonata genre. The second thematic area is connected motivically and contains 
the same combination of agitation and lyricism, with the agitated interjection from the first 
subject forming an accompaniment (as in the first subject, but the dramatic impact is subdued 
by the narrower range and lower dynamics) whilst the lyrical melody is presented in 
imitation, creating a distinctly unpianistic texture which combines different rhythms and 
melodic strands (music example 14c). The duplet added to the end of the lyrical upper part 
becomes important as a generator of material in the subsequent section, as a ‘filler’ and as an 
accompanimental figuration. The fragment becomes dethematised and, presented in 
conjunction with the lyrical element from the second subject area, creates a contrasting 
texture whilst still retaining underlying coherence and continuation.
^ h e s e  ideas are defined in Beckerman (1994), pp. 134-5.
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Ex.l4c: Jan££ek, I.X1905; bars 29-44
j . r~n
cresc.
2 : 3
2 : 3
2 : 3
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The writing in the second time bar illustrates Jana£ek’s long-term structural and 
harmonic planning. Within this bar, the F flat from the first time bar is enharmonically 
reinterpreted as an E which facilitates the transition into the G major development section. 
The F flat reappears at the end of the movement and makes sense of the unusual cadential 
harmony of V7/C going to E flat minor, completing the line of F flat-E flat-D-E flat and 
demonstrating the completion of a long-term linear progression rather than a conventional 
harmonic combination. Ades also notes the bringing together of textural strands in the final 
cadence, commenting upon the way in which the final chord spans three registral layers 
which ‘define the orchestration of the entire movement’ (music example 14d).65
65Ades (1999), p.27.
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Ex.l4d: Janadek, I.X1905; conclusion of the first movement, bars 107-111
107
Ades makes a subsequent point relating to the way in which Janadek presents the 
same thematic material (at the same pitch) in the recapitulation, with a different 
harmonisation (an E flat minor (tonic) accompaniment). The melodic material is presented in 
the recapitulation virtually untouched and only the lower parts provide ‘an empirical 
distinction’ with the section giving ‘every sense of violence undergone.’66 Jan&dek’s piano 
writing at the climax of the movement in the development section at bar 64, in its use of 
registral space, mirrors the composer’s use of the orchestra in the later operas, with the 
utilisation of extreme registers leading to ‘space’ in the middle of the texture. High chords 
are starkly contrasted with deep bass interjections, and the build-up to bar 68 allows this 
texture to have a huge dramatic power, illustrating Jan&dek’s individuality by going against 
the standard principle of having thicker textures at climax points (music example 14e).
Ex.l4e: Janadek, I.X1905; climax of the first movement, bars 65-72
i— 2:3---- 1
66Ades (1999), p.26.
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The first movement of I.X. 1905 illustrates Janadek’s individual approach to creating a 
sonata structure, and he constructs a monothematic movement which generates drama 
through contrasting textures and manipulation of material. The second movement, Smrt 
[Death], continues the obsessive monothematicism, and the agitated accompanimental 
figuration from the first movement becomes ‘thematised’ into a fragmented melodic line 
which, through its avoidance of the strong metrical first beat, dislocates the overall metre. 
Adds notes that the composer creates a hugely dramatic structure derived from both the 
motivic unity and the way in which the movement’s monumental power is derived from the 
tiniest harmonic inflection in the melody. As the melody is so often dislocated from the 
strong metrical beat, the chords which are on the downbeat assume an important structural 
significance, and this occurs at bar 9, with an F major chord enabled by the A natural in bar 
8. This becomes B double flat in the following cadence into D flat major, which is 
enharmonically reinterpreted as a C sharp in bar 14, enabling the progression into the next 
section, where there is harmonic tension between C sharp minor and A major (music 
example 15 a).
Ex. 15a: Janadek, I.X.1905; second movement, bars 8-21
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The D flat/C sharp also assumes a structural role in the subsequent ‘development’ section, 
being present as a pedal either in the bass or within another part of the texture. D flat minor 
arrives powerfully at bar 33 and, through the intense silence on the first beat, the composer 
captures the drama within the emptiness at this point. Ades notes here the descriptive 
importance of silence, in that the movement portrays the emptiness of death, the silence and 
finality of that state. The juxtaposition of hugely thick textures and silence therefore aptly 
summarises the violent action and the subsequent silence of death (music example 15b).67
Ex.l5b: Janddek, I.X.1905; second movement, bars 33-6
33
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Janadek’s individual and unpianistic style of writing is shown initially through the 
fragmented melodic utterances of the first part which, in the second section, develop into a 
jagged, dotted accompanimental figuration. This permeates the section, creating a thick, low
67Ades (1999), p.29.
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texture, which moves against stark octave lines in the treble, and the resultant stratified 
texture is typical of Janadek’s orchestration. The middle section of the movement continues 
the metrical ambiguity of the opening, and layers obscure metre, as does the continual dotted 
rhythm (music example 15c). The ‘recapitulation’ illustrates the dramatic journey which the 
material has traversed by incorporating widely spaced ‘dotted’ figuration in between the 
fragmented melody (music example 15d).
Ex. 15c: Janadek, I.X1905; second movement, bars 41-3
Ex.l5d: Janadek, I.X.1905; second movement, the recapitulation of previous material, 
bars 46-9
a tem po
M."
As a postscript to this discussion on Janadek’s I.X.1905, connections with Novak’s Sonata 
eroica can be considered. Lenka Kfupkova68 notes the chronological closeness of the two
6®Khipkova (2006).
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works and also discusses the fact that, despite the works being composed at around the same 
time, the status of their composers could not have been more different. Novak was at his 
peak and was experienced with piano writing at this time, whereas Janadek was relatively 
unsuccessful and marginalised in Brno. Although both composers were involved with 
Moravian folk music, its effect on Janacek’s textures can be seen fully when these two works 
are considered side-by-side. Novak’s textures and development respond to the Romantic 
ideal whereas Jan&dek aims for a greater ‘tonal plasticity’ in linking vertical and horizontal 
perspectives, and divides the sound space into three distinct layers.69 Both composers create 
‘indistinct tonal boundaries’70 and avoid the traditional tonal opposition of I and V that 
defines standard Classical sonata form. The sonatas are also both monothematic, yet it is in 
the area of motivic development that Janadek demonstrates both his originality and removal 
from traditional Romantic thinking. Whereas Novak’s musical argument progresses through 
the Lisztian technique of thematic recharacterisation, Janadek creates ‘partial links’71 
between thematic material, creating a surface appearance of polythematicism, yet retaining 
underlying unity and coherence through a well-thought out motivic core. Because of this 
multifaceted approach to motivic development, and the redefinition of texture enabled 
through his study of Moravian folk music, Janadek’s sonata demonstrates his truly individual 
musical language, whereas Novak’s work remains thoroughly connected with Romanticism.
In The Mists: a consideration of the influence of Debussy
The piano sonata as a whole shows Janadek developing techniques found in On the 
Overgrown Path and extending them to be able to support a dramatic structure imbued with 
monumental power, and Janadek’s final large-scale work for solo piano, the four-movement 
cycle V mlhach [In the Mists], continues to some extent ideas that have been commented on 
previously. Although this work was completed by 21 April 1912,72 the impetus behind its
69These points are noted in Kfupkova (2006), p. 114.
70Kfupkova (2006), p. 115.
71ZdenSk Sadecky, quoted in Kfupkova (2006), p.l 19.
72JAWO (1997), p.267.
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creation goes back as far as 1907, when the Club of the Friends of Art in Brno had aimed to 
publish new Czech compositions. By 1909 the club needed its next edition, and a competition 
was announced in June, when 35 Moravian composers were invited to send compositions, 
either piano pieces or songs. Results were disappointing and, because of this, the competition 
was relaunched with the submission date of 1 November 1912. However, as Tyrrell states, 
this probably is not the full impetus for In the Mists, as Janadek sent a copy on 21 April to 
Jan Branberger, a figure who had been enthusiastic about On the Overgrown Path, and the 
composer clearly believed that his supportive comments had aided the work’s publication 
and would contribute to the success of the new cycle.73
Tyrrell also notes that Debussy may well have provided the final trigger for the 
creation of this cycle. During the autumn of 1911 ‘sonata hours’ existed at the Organ School, 
and the third concert of the 1911-12 season occurred on 28 January 1912 and was a chamber 
concert which included d’Indy’s Violin Sonata op.59, Franck’s Piano Trio op. 1, songs by 
Duparc, Chausson, and Debussy and, perhaps more importantly, Debussy’s Reflets dans I 'eau 
(composed in 1905). Debussy was at this time a little-known figure in the Czech lands and, as 
Milo§ Stddroft notes in his list of Czech performances of Debussy that Janadek may have 
attended,74 these began only in 1908 and were mostly confined to orchestral works in Prague. 
The consideration of the influence of Impressionism on other Czech composers in previous 
chapters has indicated that, during the first decade of the twentieth century, composers such 
as Suk and Novak produced works that betray some of the features of Impressionism (in 
Spring and the Songs o f Winter Nights respectively) without necessarily having any 
knowledge of Debussy (indeed, Novak actively stated his lack of knowledge of the works of 
the French composer). Thus, the Bmo performance of Reflets dans I 'eau may have been 
Janadek’s first encounter with his French contemporary, and Stedron notes that Janadek did 
have a programme from this concert. Although this is not definite evidence that he attended 
the concert, he was the arranger of the sonata hours and it would have been unusual for him 
not to attend. On the surface it would seem that there are several points of connection
73Tyrrell (2006), pp.781-2.
74§tSdrofi (1998), p.64.
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between the two works, with the evocative title of Janadek’s work bringing to mind the 
Impressionistic images of some of Debussy’s titles. The relationship of the cycle to 
Impressionism and Debussy’s musical language will be considered after a discussion of the 
work’s musical and structural elements.
In The Mists retains and extends the structural security of the earlier piano works, and 
all four movements (as noted by Ades) retain features of binary form, operating with two 
clearly distinguishable groups of material. Movement one juxtaposes a lyrical opening theme 
with the poco mosso chorale theme of the middle section, whilst also creating connections 
between the two in shape and motivic content. Harmonically, Janadek creates ambiguity and 
changeability within an overall stability achieved by the presence of a tonic pedal. Despite 
the almost constant presence of D flat/C sharp, the various inflections within the melody 
create a more ambiguous harmonic perspective. Janadek’s enharmonic connections create a 
colourful harmonic landscape, and the C flat of the opening melody is enharmonically 
reinterpreted as B, leading to a C sharp supported by an A major chord. This is V7 in D minor 
and leads to V7 in E flat major which never resolves to the expected E flat major chord, 
instead deflecting to D flat minor, illustrating the typical play of tonic major-minor in 
Janddek’s works (music example 16a).
Ex.l6a: Janddek, In the Mists; first movement, bars 6-12
rit.
cresc.
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Dethematisation can also be found in this cycle as an underlying structural concept. 
The rhythmic and melodic shape of bar 9 is transformed in the middle section into 
descending figuration, at first contrasting with the chorale theme and then becoming the 
accompanimental figuration (music example 16b). In its accompanimental role, the 
figuration becomes distinctly Janacekian, and its depth of register and continual repetition of 
motivic shape create tension and drama. This idea of a consistent rhythmic ostinato is a 
crucial part of the dramatic backbone of his musical language, and the extrovert chordal 
statement (a recharacterisation of the middle section ‘chorale’) in the RH adds to this drama 
(music example 16c).
Ex.l6b: Janadek, In the Mists; first movement, bars 44-53
Poco m osso (J = 133)
rit.
p p  c a n ta n d o
(con) P
le g g ie ro  e veloce
P
Ex.l6c: Janadek, In the Mists; first movement, bars 63-8
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The creation of a binary form built around contrast (yet being unified through motif) 
in the first movement is replayed in the second. D flat major creates a sense of continuation 
(and large-scale structure) and, much like the first movement, there is underlying harmonic 
stability. The D flat/C sharp pedal is a constant presence and the harmonic foundations of the 
sections outline a clear I-V-I structure. Adds also notes how Janadek generates contrast 
whilst maintaining unity by presenting A and B themes in both fast and slow ‘personalities’, 
and the overall plan of the movement is presented below.75
Motivic groups: A a A / a  + b A a  B / a  + B a  B 
Harmony: I V I V I I I  I V I
The structure of the opening theme is typically Janadekian, and the avoidance of the 
first beat creates rhythmic dislocation, with the rests reinforcing the fragmented nature of the 
delivery (a similarity with the second movement of I.X. 1905). The presentation of material in 
fast and slow personalities creates temporal layers which correspond with the motivic layers 
created through the process of dethematisation. The first Presto section dethematises the 
opening melody, creating rapid interjections reminiscent of some of the musical arguments 
found in the earlier piano works (music example 17a).
75Taken from Ades (1999), p.32.
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Ex. 17a: JanAdek, In the Mists; second movement, bars 1-21
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This idea of continuity and contrast is embedded within the second Presto section (from bar 
28), where the dethematised first idea accompanies the agitated, aggressive new motif, 
culminating in octaves (music example 17b). The Grave section (bars 51-62) is the ‘slow’ 
presentation of the motif of the second presto, and illustrates how Janadek juxtaposes 
chromatic, dissonant areas with more clearly tonal ones, with chromaticism used for dramatic 
and expressive impact (music example 17c).
Ex.l7b: Janadek, In the Mists; second movement, bars 28-33
28 Presto
PP rubato  e cresc.
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Ex. 17c: Jan££ek, In the Mists; second movement, bars 50-9
Grave
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The third movement demonstrates a simpler musical language, providing a sense of release 
after the tension and drama of the previous two movements (further illustrating the 
connection between movements and the conception of the cycle as embodying a continuous, 
linear trajectory). The opening theme contains the motivic ‘germs’ of the movement, and 
again illustrates Jan&dek’s ability to generate large-scale tonal drama through small-scale 
alterations and enharmonic reinterpretation. The fifth bar of the melody is written as G flat-C 
flat-E double flat, which is then enharmonically reinterpreted as B minor in the final bar of
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the first section,76 an enharmonic shift which creates a tonal connection with the middle poco 
mosso section. This is matched by the thematisation of the middle accompanimental layer of 
the opening melody juxtaposed with the descending fourth from bar 2. Ades notes that the 
middle B minor section ‘drives an enharmonic wedge into the crack of doubt’ opened by the 
enharmonic rewriting of bar 7,77 and the generation of the middle section from this bar 
illustrates the impact of chromatic alteration on the whole structure (music example 18a).
Ex. 18a: Jana£ek, In the Mists• (i)* third movement, bars 1-10
A ndantino (J = so
(P) (P) (P) (P) (P) P
r iL .'
|Jj>.UL, J J - J — = 1 Poco mosson t e f r  '  — -~ i =1=-------1----1----
»  - " j  L tr r r r 4niflehce [leggierol
-a ---------------
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(ii) compared with bars 37-48
Poco mosso
'~ '£ L
P
tre  corde
P (P) (P) (P) (P)
76This chord is written differently in many editions, undermining the structural connections within the movement:
in the Klub pfatel umSnl edition (Brno, 1913) and the Hudebnl matice edition (Prague, 1924) the chord is written 
in B minor, whereas in the CE of Janadek’s works (Prague 1978) and the volume of Klavierwerke (Frankfurt, 
1987) the chord is written in C flat minor. These issues are discussed in Murphy (2001).
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The above section is quoted in the final movement of the cycle, reinforcing the large- 
scale cyclic intentions behind the work’s construction. It is presented in the original key of B 
minor and, in its appearance in the fourth movement, is constructed from the diminished 
seventh of B minor (written enharmonically), and these chordal statements are juxtaposed 
with demisemiquaver ‘cascades’ that also elaborate this diminished seventh (music example 
19a). This virtuosic figuration both connects to the third movement (the accelerando rising 
and falling figures) and the previous stringendo figuration in the fourth movement, thus 
resolving and connecting the two movements. Rather than simple quotation, Janadek 
integrates the third movement material both harmonically and motivically, betraying a 
carefully thought-out structural foundation.
Ex. 19a: Janacek, In the Mists; presentation of third movement material in movement 4, 
bars 121-130
precipitando
Vivo121
a.
m d
123
127
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The fourth movement returns to D flat major (performing a concluding function 
within the whole cycle) and contains some of JanaCek’s most original and individualistic 
piano writing. There is a sense of contrast, change, and spontaneity in this movement, but it 
is underpinned by the structural solidity provided by a barely adorned rondo structure. The 
opening melody contains the uneven metrical structure and widely spaced demisemiquaver 
accompaniments noted previously in the Theme and Variations, and is tonally anchored in D 
flat minor, which allows the intervening sections to be more chromatic without losing a sense 
of overall harmonic direction (music example 19b).
Ex.l9b: Jan££ek, In the Mists; fourth movement, bars 1-8
Presto (J = iso)
5 / j  sost. accel. m olto
Meno mosso
1/s 2u
Meno mossoPresto
accel. m oltosost. rit.
The initial meno mosso episodes restate the end of the opening improvisatory theme at 
different pitches, creating tension through repetition and lack of development. The third 
Andante episode (bar 56) creates a respite from constant repetition with a lyrical theme, yet 
repetition is still present, and the insistent rhythmic ostinato of the accompaniment is 
typically Janadekian. There is a connection with the opening here and the inteijections from 
the opening theme play a significant part. This section gradually builds up elements, and the 
texture is rhythmically stratified, with the theme, stringendo figuration, and triplet figuration 
all combining in the molto pesante section to create a sense of expected climax that is 
subsequently deflected (music example 19c). What occurs instead is a disintegration o f the
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previous sense of development into the ppp trill figuration that ends the section, and the 
sense of interruption creates further correspondences with the accompaniments from 
Moravian Folk Poetry in Song and JanaCek’s earlier piano pieces, such as no.2 from On the 
Overgrown Path (music example 19d).
Ex.l9c: Janafek, In the Mists; fourth movement, bars 54-65
58 i  II
espressivo
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' -----------8:4 — >
f f f e r o c e
Ex.l9d: Jana£ek, In the Mists; fourth movement, bars 90-97
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The fourth episode (from bar 102) is unusual in terms of its unidiomatic writing for the 
instrument. The texture is dissonant and the lyrical improvisatory shape of the opening theme 
is transformed into a driving LH theme accompanied by sparse demisemiquaver leaps (also 
derived from the opening). As the theme progresses, the registral space it occupies becomes 
increasingly wider and both hands present demisemiquaver leaps until the tension amassed 
through dissonance, repetition and register explode into the cascades which begin at bar 121 
(music example 19e).
Ex.l9e: Jana£ek, In the Mists, fourth movement, bars 102-122
102 Adagio
f  e n e rg ic o
i —i- i  J i
m o lto  p e sa n te y non  troppo  legato
(con) P
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In The Mists contains evidence of Jan&£ek’s most pianistic writing (particularly in 
movement 1) and this is perhaps in some part due to his absorption of the influences 
surrounding him at that point. However, despite the greater sophistication of the cycle (in 
comparison to the ‘folk’ soundworld of On the Overgrown Path and the harsh, unpianistic 
writing of I.X1905) the composer’s individual voice is still unmistakably present, and his 
awareness of large-scale dramatic structure permeates the work. As a postscript to the above 
comments, it is useful to see how the composer’s dramatic thinking developed through the 
cycle’s genesis, and evidence gathered from autograph and authorised copy material reveals 
much of Janadek’s developing dramatic thinking.
Much work on the manuscript material for the cycle has been done by Paul 
Wingfield,78 and in his study he notes the major changes that have been made, particularly to 
the first and fourth movements. The genesis of the middle section of the first movement 
provides evidence of the composer becoming more aware of utilising the dramatic potential 
inherent in his material. Example 20a is the first complete version of this section and 
contains a less harmonically unified musical argument in which the division between the two 
musical ideas (the chorale and the figuration) is blurred as they are presented together, 
lessening the sense of dramatic contrast and cumulative tension characteristic of the final 
version.79 The manuscript material, as well as demonstrating Janacek’s heightened sense of 
dramatic thinking, also illustrates his developing sense of pianism. In the next stage of the 
section’s development (ex.20b)80 the composer separates the two elements in order to exploit 
contrast, but the rhythm here is far removed from the smooth triplet figuration of the final 
‘cascades’, the passagework here being more akin to the disruptive, uneven rhythms found in 
some of the Moravian folksongs transcribed by Janacek.
78See Wingfield (1987).
79This version is to be found on leaves 22-3 of manuscript BmJA A23.494, and was transcribed by the author of 
this study on a research trip to the Janadkuv archiv [Janadek Archive], Brno in 2000.
“ Contained in the autograph material o f A.23.525 in the JA, Brno.
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Ex.20a: The middle section of movement 1, found on leaves 22-3 of A.23.494
26
i r
PP
un
Ex:20b: The version of the middle section of movement 1 in A.23 525
Piix mosso
52
&  i n .
m m ^------^  " j * *»:' 1Cfl" E£T
S e I
0 '
------
5 a.
m ii
The developments which occur in the first movement’s genesis are mirrored at 
several other points in the cycle. The second section of the third movement is far less 
dramatic in its original guise81 and concentrates on one idea as opposed to the contrast of 
chordal and figurational material to be found in the final version. As in the first movement’s 
middle section, the main difference here is the lack of a clearly graded climax point (music 
example 20c). The sense of accumulation in the published version is achieved through a 
fusion of contrasting ideas, register, dynamics, and tempo, all combining to create a directed 
musical argument. In this earlier version of the third movement’s second section, the musical 
argument is fragmented by rests, and the direct opposition of dynamics creates extreme 
change as opposed to a feeling of momentum and accumulation.
81 To be found on the lower layer of leaf 9 of A.23 .494 in the JA, Brno.
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Ex.20c: The earlier version of the second section of movement 3 of In The Mists
Poco mosso
LJ
48
S3
59 Meno mosso
Similar points can be made with reference to the fourth movement, and this received 
the most attention from the composer, with the original version being very different to that 
published.82 The earliest version has a less clearly demarcated structure, and ideas are far 
more compressed, contrasting with the expanded rondo structure that defines the published 
movement. This compression and changeability of ideas lessens the dramatic impact of 
contrast and, again, the lack of a clearly graded climax leads to the absence of a directional 
musical argument. There is also little evidence of long-range structural planning and
82This first version is printed in the CE of Janafiek’s works, (Prague, 1978), pp. 123-8.
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connection on Jana£ek’s part at this stage, as third movement material is not included in this 
final movement (the element that provides the climax of the published version). The piano 
writing is also less individual, and the last section in particular contains conventionally 
virtuosic piano writing, with the thick chordal texture and increased speed forcing the 
movement to its close (music example 22). In the published version, the reappearance of the 
‘refrain’ after the cascades of the climax gives a sense of the material being so thoroughly
4
investigated that there are no more possibilities, and the closing D flat minor cadence, with 
its stark solo line and jagged accompaniment, encapsulates the emotional journey undertaken 
throughout the work.
Ex.22: Janatfek, In the Mists; original fourth movement, bars 116-end
116
cresc.
121
126
131
This complex genesis demonstrates Janadek becoming far more aware of the dramatic 
potential contained within musical ideas, and his growing ability to construct a musical 
argument that exploits this fully. The piano writing in In the Mists illustrates that, although it 
may be asserted that the pieces have a greater sophistication than On the Overgrown Path, 
the fourth movement of the cycle is pure Janadek (in terms of unpianistic writing and surface 
spontaneity), and many of the ideas and techniques found in the previous piano works can
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also be found here on a larger scale. Typically Janadekian textures occur in this cycle, in the 
fourth movement’s stratified writing and rhythmic complexities, in the third movement 
(where the middle section piles up accompanimental figuration to a climax, and the ending is 
sparse and ambiguous, making perfect sense within Janadek’s overall structural plan for the 
four movements, with the third movement essentially leading into the final movement), and 
in the presto sections of the second movement, which contain unpianistic writing at the 
climax points, accumulating layers, and exploiting the registral and sonic possibilities of the 
instrument. ^
In the Mists: an Impressionistic work?
The question of influence with regard to Debussy is a complex one, as much of Janadek’s 
technique and soundworld is so far removed from his French counterpart that it would, on the 
surface, seem that the case for influence and transference of ideas is virtually non-existent. 
However, Debussy was a figure of interest to Janadek, and his connection with him can be 
split into two distinct periods, namely from 1909-1910 and from 1921 onwards. From the 
point of view of the piano works, the earlier period is obviously of significance, and the list 
of pieces discussed previously83 shows that Debussy’s piano pieces were among his first 
experiences of the French composer. The fundamental question is to what extent 
Impressionism in general, and Debussy in particular, had an impact on Janadek’s musical 
language, and whether his contact with the movement instigated a change in style or merely a 
reinforcement of aspects of his style that were already formed.
Janacek heard Reflets dans I 'eau in January 1912 before composing In the Mists and, 
at a similar time (1910), a performance of La mer was given in Prague. StddrorTs list of 
Debussy performances begins in 1908, but consists only of his orchestral works performed in 
Prague. Although Janadek visited Prague many times between 1908-12 (the latter being the 
date of composition of In the Mists) there is no evidence to suggest that he heard any 
Debussy and, in light of the composer’s habit of writing about any musical experiences that
“ StSdrofi (1998), p.64 -  see footnote 74.
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attracted his attention and enthusiasm, the lack of any mention of his French contemporary 
would suggest that he knew none of his music before Re/lets dans I 'eau This lack of' - — -  CAi/* - - -   . . . . .
documentary evidence of any response to Debussy becomes more significant when we 
consider Janadek’s reaction to his later experience of hearing Z,# mer. Debussy’s symphonic 
work was given in three performances in 19IS in Prague and then three further performances 
in the first part of 1921. No programme from any of these performances survives in the 
Janadek archive., but he was in Prague at the same time,, so it is highly likely that he would 
have attended,84 and further evidence for this comes from the writing of a substantial essay 
(XV/336) on La mer. This essay is dated 11 March 1921, and is revealing of both Janadek’s 
attitude towards Debussy’-s musical language, and-(.in -his method-af analysing -the work) his 
own compositional technique.
Paul Wingfield notes that the analysis combines a literal-descriptive approach 
(concerning the ‘game of waves’ and ‘flung-about wavelets’) with affective commentary 
(discussing ‘desolation’ and ‘isolation’) and philosophical interpretation (‘a human being 
into Fate’-).85 The focus-is upon-motivic-transformation rather-than anyconcem -for musical 
narrative, although Janadek clearly appreciates the French composer’s approach to colour, 
stating, that ‘the music of Debussy is a continuation in shimmering, colours [and! in gleaming. 
lustre’.86 This essay was never published, a fact that would suggest that the composer wrote it 
purely for himself, and it therefore provides evidence for his enthusiasm for Debussy around 
.1.920. As well as-having an in-depth -knowledge-ofZtfJBer, Janadek was also aware-of 
Debussy’s Pelleas et Melisande, and the composer attended the opening night of this work 
when it was performed in Rmo on 4 February 1921. His reaction to it was not entirely 
positive, and he stated that ‘it is too much speech and too little song. Melody cannot be 
replaced in music, and I prefer a better balance of symphonic style and musical diction than 
-Debussy believed-in.’87 Janadek also-experienced-Debussy-s-orchestral Nocturne-s -in -1-924, 
and the composer’s comments and the above analysis are evidence of Janadek’s experience
84T yirell (2Q07),- p.~393.
85Discussed in Tyrrell (2007).
86Tyrrell (2007), p.390.
87Tvrrell (2007). p.486.
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and enthusiasm for his French contemporary at the beginning of the 1920s. However, there is 
no evidence of the Czech composer being enthusiastic about Debussy before this point, and it 
would seem that, even though he experienced Reflets dans I ’eau in 1912, the French 
composer was not a significant figure to Janadek until almost a decade later. Even when 
acknowledging his appreciation of Debussy, Janadek constantly asserts his own individuality 
(and therefore undermining the Frenchman’s influence upon his thinking), stating that ‘I 
proclaimed freedom in harmonic progression long before Debussy’.88
In light of the fact that Janadek knew very little of Debussy’s music before writing In 
the Mists, it is revealing that the two composers share many musical characteristics.
Janadek’s musical language at the time of the composition of the above piano work used 
harmony in a freer manner, independent from its functional responsibilities and taking on a 
primary role in terms of shaping the work (see the earlier discussion of Ades’ analysis of the 
relationship between micro- and macrostructural harmonic shifts in Janadek’s music). 
Stddron notes that further similarities exist between the two composers in the creation of 
stratified, montage-like textures defined by colourful sonic areas, and he points out that both 
men explore ‘sonic stylisation’, defined as an investigation of instrumental timbre.89 
However, although both composers share these characteristics, it has to be appreciated that 
they have very different derivations. Janadek’s approach to sonic stylisation can be 
understood through his appreciation of the primacy of instrumental colour in Moravian folk 
music and, in his approximations of the cimbalom sound on the piano, he demonstrates his 
awareness of the way in which the soundworld of an instrument can play a role in redefining 
the texture and structure of a work. The individuality of Janadek’s textures (the 
‘stratification’ and ‘montage’ aspects) is also derived from Moravian folk music and, in this, 
the comparison with Debussy becomes more revealing. Debussy’s sensitivity to sound was 
heightened through his experience of the Indonesian gamelan at the 1889 International 
Exposition in Paris and, as with Janadek’s response to the cimbalom soundworld, he 
approximates the sound of the gongs and bells that define the gamelan sound through his
88Tyrrell (2007), p.508.
89§tSdrofi (1998), p.62.
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piano writing. Debussy’s stratified textures are also derived from his experience of the 
gamelan, which is characterised by its multi-layered, heterophonic sound combinations. The 
French composer therefore creates, through his piano writing, a completely new approach to 
the instrument, and one that was derived from the sounds of other instruments. In this, both 
Janadek and Debussy create in their piano works a new approach to the instrument, and their 
sensitivity to sound and texture are derived from their responses to other musical cultures.
For Debussy, the music of the Indonesian gamelan provided a model for a new soundworld, 
whereas for Janadek, the textures and sounds of his native Moravia were essential in 
unlocking his individual musical voice. Folk music brought to Janddek an awareness of 
stratification, timbre, and colour that were in place well before the composer’s contact with 
Debussy.90
Therefore, although some of the piano writing in In the Mists would seem to 
demonstrate the influence of Debussy on Janadek, it can be suggested that the effect of 
Impressionism on the Czech composer was to illuminate and intensify elements of his 
compositional technique that were already present due to his involvement with Moravian folk 
music. The examples that Stddron gives of Janadek’s Impressionism are confined to the way 
the composer creates opposing sonic areas, for example the beginning of the middle section 
of the first movement of In the Mists, where the chorale theme alternates with ‘cascading’ 
figuration, creating thematic/motivic and purely sonic areas.91 However, aside from these 
‘sonic’ areas (which are also present in other movements) there is little to suggest that 
Debussy played any part in significantly changing Janadek’s writing for the piano. Indeed, as 
much of the previous discussion of In the Mists had suggested, this piano cycle further 
demonstrates the composer’s individuality (particularly noticeable in the final movement), 
illustrating many features already observed in I.X. 1905 and On the Overgrown Path. All of 
this evidence suggests that, although Debussy was a significant figure in Janadek’s 
development in the 1920s, during this earlier period the contact with him would seem to have 
merely reinforced elements that were already existent within Janadek’s style.
"StHroflO^Xpp.Sg-^.
9lDiscussed in StSdroft (1998), pp. 76-7.
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In the Mists was Janadek’s last significant contribution to the genre of solo piano and, 
although he continued to write for the instrument, pieces tend to be small-scale and relatively 
insignificant (see VHI/26-32). After the above cycle, Janacek’s next work for solo piano was 
the Moravske lidove plsne [Moravian Folksongs] (VIIJ/23, 1922) and the presence of this 
work in the 1920s (when the composer was being exposed to many different musical 
influences, as demonstrated through the composition of the Concertino (VII/11, 1925) and 
the Capriceio (VII/12,1926)) illustrates the way in which the piano remained connected to 
Moravian folksong throughout the composer’s life. The final piano compositions in 
Janadek’s output are again linked with his own intimate life, being the pieces written in the 
Notebook for Kamila Stosslova (VQI/33). These pieces were written in Kamila’s album 
during visits by Janadek to Pisek (from October 1927- June 1928) and her visits to Hukvaldy 
in August 1928, and the album is a small bound volume with blank ages into which the 
composer wrote various a combination of words and music, the words ‘leading straight into 
the music and forming a context for it’.92 The pieces are short, only six of the thirteen pieces 
have titles, and the album also consists of existing pieces and examples of speech melodies.93 
As musical works, the pieces cannot really be considered in an independent way and, lasting 
between a few seconds and a minute, they are too short to make much impact when 
performed. The pieces are clearly programmatic and document events experienced with 
Kamila, or various aspects of the fantasy life that the composer created around her,94 and are 
a development of a line of miniature compositions that had always appealed to the composer 
(from the first series of On the Overgrown Path). What the two solo works that Janadek 
produced for the piano in the last decade of his life demonstrate is that the piano remained 
attached to two significant directions in the composer’s life, namely the connection with 
Moravian folksong and the exploration of a programme derived from the arena of the 
personal and autobiographical, both directions with which the instrument had been associated 
in Janadek’s output for solo piano during 1900-12.
92Tyrrell (2007), p.254.
93Details given in JA WO (1997), p.276-7.
^For example, references to their imaginary children (Our Children, no. 1) and the ring that would unite them 
{The Golden Ring, no. 13) -  further discussion of these ideas can be found in Tyrrell (2007), p.254.
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The definition of the piano as a vehicle for intimate and personal expression to some 
extent explains the presence of the greatest volume of works for the instrument during the 
first decade of the twentieth century, a period during which Janacek was experiencing a sense 
of isolation both personally and professionally. The refusal of Prague to stage Jenitfa until 
1916 meant that, until that date, Janacek was struggling to establish his reputation as a 
significant Czech composer, and was being usurped by his younger contemporaries Novak 
and Suk. Therefore, the period between the completion of Jeniifa in 1903 and its Prague 
premiere in 1916 was a time during which the composer experimented with a variety of 
different approaches to operatic writing and, within this context, the piano works can be seen 
as a kind of ‘refuge’ for the composer, and the instrument was to remain a vehicle of intimate 
expression for the remainder of his life.
The success of Jeniifa in 1916 changed the status of Janadek from marginalised 
ethnographer to a figure at the forefront of Czech music and, with this opera, he was thrust 
onto the international scene, achieving fame as it was performed in numerous opera houses 
around Europe. This success reinforced the importance of opera in Janadek’s compositional 
output, resulting in the piano receding completely into the background. The fact that the 
composer also met Kamila Stosslova at this time provided a further impetus for his operatic 
composition, with Janadek aiming to recreate his muse in many different operatic roles. The 
importance of the composer’s relationship with Kamila during the last decade of his life 
cannot be undermined and it would be expected, taking into consideration the previous status 
of the piano in his output as a vehicle of intimate expression, that the instrument may have a 
significant role to play in the musical depiction of that relationship. However, the only 
example of the piano being linked with Janadek and Kamila’s relationship is in the collection 
of tiny pieces in the Notebook for Kamila completed during the last two years of the 
composer’s life, and this can also be seen as being an issue of practicality rather than choice, 
with Janadek writing purely for an instrument that was present in both of their homes.
Indeed, until the beginning of the creation of the Notebook in 1927, the piano began 
to be explored from a different perspective. In both the Concertino and Capriccio the piano 
is treated not as a vehicle of intimate expression but as the means for the expression of more
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abstract sentiments, and these works demonstrate Janadek’s involvement with contemporary 
European musical movements. Particularly significant in the above works is Neoclassicism 
(which Janadek would have experienced through his attendance at ISCM festivals during the 
1920s), and the creation of works which recall Classical forms and structures (and, 
particularly in the Capriccio, looking back with humour and irony) sees the composer 
approaching the piano in a very different way. The influence of contemporary musical 
movements can also be felt in the Moravian Folksongs from 1922, and many of these folk 
song settings are significantly different from the composer’s previous ‘folk-derived’ piano 
style, as demonstrated in the accompaniments to the Moravian Folk Poetry in Song and On 
the Overgrown Path. Therefore, the 1920s see the composer treating the piano in a different 
way and, rather than being a vehicle for intimate expression, it is used in the composer’s 
more ‘abstract’ works of the period, and his relationship with Kamila (and the intense 
emotions involved with that) was to be musically depicted in, primarily, the operas, but also 
in the string quartets and the song cycle Zapisnik zmizeleho [The Diary of One Who 
Disappeared] (V/12) (1917-19).
Through a consideration of Janadek’s output as a whole, it becomes clear that the 
composer did not place a huge amount of significance in writing for the piano. His works for 
the instrument are not numerous (in comparison with his contemporaries Novak and Suk, he 
wrote veiy little piano music) and are mostly produced in the first decade of the twentieth 
century, a period when the composer was unsure of his musical direction. It would seem that, 
throughout most his life, Janadek’s focus was opera and, once he had achieved success with 
Jeniifa, that was the genre which he concentrated upon and which his posthumous reputation 
is built upon. However, it would be wrong to say that the piano was completely insignificant 
in Janadek’s development, as it was an instrument that was present at a fundamentally 
important stage within the composer’s life. Janadek’s complete absorption of the sounds and 
textures of Moravian folk music provided the key to unlocking his individual musical voice, 
and the piano played a crucial role in transferring the sounds, textures, and techniques used in 
folk music onto western instruments. This process of transference began with the writing of 
piano accompaniments in the Moravian Folk Poetry in Song and was then extended into the
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realm of independent art music in the collection of small pieces from On the Overgrown
Path. Through these pieces Janacek created an individual language defined by disruption and
drama, elements which he had absorbed from Moravian folk music. The composer’s
experience of textures comprised of independent parts working against each other was hugely
influential upon his operatic writing, and the element of stratification present in folk
ensembles is a crucial part of Janadek’s orchestration, and in the unique relationship he
creates between orchestral and vocal parts. Drama and disruption are the key elements of
>
Janadek’s musical language and, although this can be most clearly seen in the operas, the 
seeds of this can be observed in the piano works, which constitute a crucial link between the 
folk music of Moravia and the mature language found in the operas produced in the last 
decade of the composer’s life.
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CONCLUSION
Tn exploring the development of Czech piano music from 1840—1912.. this dissertation covers 
a significant time in Czech history, a period during which the notion of the development of a 
specifically national form of expression became crucial to composers. Because of the 
^significance ofnationalism'within this'period, many previous-studies have focused upon the 
genre of opera, as this was the dominant carrier of these sentiments. However, focusing upon 
Jthis .genre provides only a  partial view of the development of Czech music^and has Jed to 
certain elements of composer’s outputs being highlighted at the expense of other aspects that 
can provide a more multifaceted and rounded picture of their development.
The pi^ious chapters have explored a tine o f development in Czech music through 
the outputs of many composers who are often neglected, and the reason for their 
marginalisation is much to do with the creation of a  map of Czech music by contemporary 
commentators of the period. A fundamental issue to be explored was the way in which our 
current view of Czech music -  with the figures of Dvorak and Janadek being predominant -  
contrasts with the-opinions of writers at theend of the-nineteenth and the-beginning of the- 
twentieth century. The influence of Zdendk Nejedly was fundamental in defining the 
development of Czech music>and the issue of whata Czech .national .style sbouJd be was 
crucial in his assessment and evaluation of composers, and his opinions were influential in 
the careers of many composers explored within this dissertation.
As outlined in the- introduction, Nejedly believed that Smetana was the-definition, of 
what was required of a nationalist composer, and an understanding of how Smetana fulfilled 
that .role also requires an appreciation of what Czech .nationalism was perceived as being .in 
the key decade of the 1860s. By the time of his return to Prague from Sweden, Smetana had 
composed a great deal, yet these works are neglected when the operatic works are the sole 
focus. An undexstanding Gf Smetana’s relationship with Czech nationalism requires an 
appreciation of the type of musical personality that the composer had formed prior to his 
concentration upon produciogopcras^and this is fundamcotalJy .revealed through an 
examination of his piano works. What Smetana’s piano works up to 1860 reveal is a
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composer thoroughly connected with wider contemporary Romanticism, initially through the 
cycles of piano pieces>n1bnmJeaves.>nDd .sketchevnnd ialer through jtbe absorption of the 
innovative and progressive musical language of Liszt.
As a result of this, Smetana entered Prague musical life at the beginning of the 1860s 
(the height-of the National-Revival) as a progressive composer-connected with the most 
innovative strands of contemporary Romanticism, and his outlook corresponded with the 
musical environment of Ibe oily nl that time,. whiob was fully .receptive to the most innovative 
composers and their works. Because of this environment, contemporary commentators 
(particularly Hostinsky) were enthusiastic about Smetana’s status as a modem and 
progressive' composer and' believed that -it - was favourable -for Czech nationalism to be 
connected with the most modem musical styles.
This connection between nationalism and modernism in the output o f Smetana can 
only fully be appreciated through an examination of the piano works completed before the 
composer turned his focus to opera. From 1860, the frequency of piano works diminishes 
dramatically, demonstrating the genres which were vdtred vvithinthe development of a 
national style. However, the piano plays an important role in highlighting another aspect of 
the nationalist dehate in the Fantasia an CjeahFaltenngfijiameSy. the place that folk music 
had in the creation of a specifically Czech form of expression. Opinions on the role of folk 
music created a divide into progressive and conservative camps, with the latter seeing it as 
key to,the- creation- of a  national styleand the-former (including. Smetana and Hostinsky). 
seeing folk music and its imitation as being restrictive upon composers and forcing Czech 
music to took inwards mibcr than ahsarhinglhe most progressive and inDovative 
contemporary influences. The Fantasia highlights this debate by presenting a collision of 
different styles, and the quotation of Erben-Martinovsky melodies reveals much of Smetana’s 
position at the beginning of the 1860s and the society in which he was trying to forge his 
career.
Opinions on what constituteda uational form of expression were thus divided into Jtbe 
progressives (who believed that nationalism should be linked with contemporary 
Romanticism) and conservatives (who believed that folk music was an essential ingredient in
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a national style), and these two approaches became translated into the polemical battle 
between Smetana and Dvorak that was to define Czech music .for decades These two 
composers were responsible for the formation of a Czech national school, and the fact that 
they were perceived as having contrasting musical languages created two distinct directions 
in Czech music. Smetana’s connection with Liszt and the most progressive musical 
movements of the nineteenth century was juxtaposed with Dvofak’s more conservative 
.approach., which was Jtbe Jesuit of tumingaway from Wagnerian influences and towards Jtbe 
Classical approach of Brahmfc at the same time as responding to Czech folk sources. Dvofak 
also focused upon writing orchestral music, and his subsequent promotion abroad and 
international success .was.contrasted .with Smetana’s perceived focus and loyalty towards his 
native land. The younger composer’s international fame reveals much about the contrast 
between bow a  Czech nationalism was perceived abroad and atbomfi, with .foreign audiences 
responding to the folk sources as the key element of ‘Czechness’, whilst the more progressive 
Czech commentators and composers saw the focus of Czech nationalism as being the 
absorption-of ihe most -progressive -elements-of-wider .Romanticism.
The conflicting approaches to creating a Czech form of expression and the polemical 
battles between .Smetana and Dvorak can be appreciated through an examination o f their 
piano works. A comparison of the former’s Czech Dances and the latter’s Slavonic Dances 
reveals much of the different musical languages used by the two composers, meaning that an 
-expleration-ofthe piano music illustrates important aspects-ofthe-rektionship-between 
Smetana and Dvofak and their role in the creation of a national school. An investigation of 
tbe piano works of .Smetana is important in jmdenstandingbotb bow his musical personality 
developed before the key period of the 1860s and how Czech nationalism was understood at 
this point, yet it would seem that the piano was always less significant to Dvofak, and he 
wrote relatively tittle for the instrument. HoweVeiythe preseneeofthe Poetic Tone Pictures 
is revealing both of a further element of Dvofak’s musical personality and of the atmosphere 
in Czech musical .society in Jtbe J &9fls Tbe way in which Jthis collection of piano pieces 
instigated a change in Dvofak’s output (with their production being followed by concert 
overtures and symphonic poems) illustrates the composer’s connection with both the
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progressive and innovative aspects of Romanticism and the compositional outputs of Foerster 
andJFihich
The connection of the Poetic Tone Pictures with the musical languages of Foerster 
and Fibich is revealing of many of the contradictions within the opinions of Nejedly, and how 
Ms opinion's create a* partial and biased account of the development of Czech music. Nejedfy 
believed that the successors to Smetana in the continuation of Czech music were Fibich and 
Toerster^and thall>vnrak .had no .significant part to pbyNow£y£rdfvniak’_s output in the 
1890s brings his musical language and compositional approach in line with both of these 
composers (and, significantly, that of Smetana), meaning that a consideration of his piano 
works is revealing* of a* significant facet of his musical personality, one* which undermines 
and refutes the simplistic and biased assertions of Nejedly.
The fact fhafJSfejedJy .saw Foerster andJjbicb as tbe next .stage in the development of 
Czech music demonstrates how his assertions have been refuted by history, as neither 
composer is perceived as significant in any contemporary account of Czech music. Their 
importance in Nejedly’s eyes was based on their continuation of Smetana’s approach, with 
both composers writing for the stage and creating symphonic poems, both genres associated 
with a  Czech form of expression through .Smetana Despite their marginal positions in 
accounts of Czech musical history, an exploration of the outputs of Foerster and Fibich is 
revealing of important aspects in the development of Czech music and, fundamentally, its 
connection with thzfin-de-siecle during the 189f)s. As well as being a composer, Foerster 
was also significant as a critic, and his promotion of both Fibich and Smetana in his writing 
can be seen as concurring, with Nejedly’a opinions on Czech music
An exploration of the piano music of both of these composers is revealing of 
important elements of their musical personalities. Although neither Foerster or Fibich wrote 
for the piano .with the same intensity as Smetana , the .works that they .created for the 
instrument have many similarities and connections with later Czech composers such as Suk 
and Janadek. Juhicb ’a piano works demonstrate tbe diversify of bis .influences,, and combine 
poetry and visual art with his own subjective experiences, and this wide spectrum of source 
material was something that the composer was also to apply in his operatic output, thereby
diversifying and widening the subject matter of Czech opera. With the Moods, Impressions,
both created cmineciions with the Viennese jm-de-juede and 
established the piano as a vehicle of intimate and subjective expression, a role which was to 
be explored and developed by subsequent Czech composers.
-Eoerster’-s -works -for the piano appears -relatively-insignificant -in -terms -of-volume 
within his output as a whole, yet his writing for the instrument is important in revealing 
sigmJjcant dements of Ms musical personality.,, dements which aid on appreciation of Jtbe
composer’s eventual marginal position in the development of Czech music in spitd of 
Nejedly’s enthusiasm. Upon his return from Vienna in 1918, he occupied a significant 
position as a teacher (being-principal at thc Prague-Conservatoire during -1-922-3,1927-8 and 
1928-9) rather than being a progressive composer at the centre of the development of Czech 
music in Jtbe new independent JSepuhJic His marginal position post-19J 8 is initially bard to 
understand as, during his time abroad in Hamburg and Vienna, he had experienced the most 
progressive and innovative musical ideas of Mahler, Strauss, and the Second Viennese 
School, ail contemporary tendencies that were embraced iff Prague la  ths 1920s. However, 
despite being surrounded by the most innovative contemporary developments, Foerster
Nejedly) and, although he documented the musical styles he experienced in Vienna, he never 
absorbed them into his own language, which remained conservative throughout. The piano 
works were-produced-as a*result of the-fsdings of isolation he- experienced whilst in 
Hamburg and Vienna, illustrating his conservatism (looking back to Schumann in Dreaming 
and using. Classical theme and variation form in Urns IsMasks)^nd demonstrating. Jtbe 
distance between his works and the contemporaneous works for piano being produced by 
Novak, Suk, and Janadek. In illustrating his isolation from the surrounding contemporary 
musical ideas of Vienna,- Foerster’s piano works show thrregressive-and conservative- 
elements of his personality, thereby revealing why he played little part in Czech musical life 
.(as a  composer) posl-J,9J 8 and why be is marginalised in accounts of Czech musical history 
Foerster’s conservative and backward-looking musical language is demonstrated 
through a comparison of his piano works with those of Novak and Suk during the first decade
>
.(an element which would ba ve appealed to
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of the twentieth century (with Pan and Things Lived and Dreamt being produced at a similar 
time to Pirns JJowever.,. despite the-huge creative distance between Foerster and
Novak and Suk, all three of these composers ended up in the same position in Czech musical 
society after 1918, yet whereas Foerster had never occupied a hugely significant position as a 
composer in Czech society, both Novak and Suk were, highly esteemed and significant figures 
during the period 1900-10 so it is revealing to look for reasons for their dramatic reversal in 
.status between 1912-J j^and to explore the part: that the piano works o f these composers play 
in facilitating an understanding of this situation.
In terms of the prescribed direction of the development of Czech music defined by 
Nejedly, hoth Novak and Suk were immediately evaluated and assessed in a negative way as 
a result of their involvement with Dvofak. Both composers were accused of neglecting the 
influence of Smetana and their Failure to be fijUy involved in creating, works for Jtbe stage 
exacerbated Nejedly’s lack of support for them. However, despite the efforts of Nejedly to 
undermine their place in Czech musical society, both composers succeeded and achieved 
-significant fame and .recognition during -1-900—-10. -Indeed, Novak and Suk should have taken 
over the mantle of Czech music after Dvofak’s death in 1904 and, for several years, they did, 
but their suddenly dimini shed status jequires Further explanation und^condtrary to aJJ 
predictions, neither Novak or Suk was able to maintain his significant position unchallenged 
for more than a decade. Reasons for their change in status, and the fact that both Novak and 
Suk-experienced the -same -fate posfil-9-18 despite -their very different-musical languages, -have 
to be searched for within the individual developments of each, and the piano plays a 
significant part in jevealingjhnportant Facets of-Novak and Suk’s  style
Reasons for why Novak experienced a change in status, from being at the zenith of 
his career in 1910 to being marginalised post-1918, may be found in his development, which 
waS’defined-by^changeS'Of direction and-crises-fromFhe-start,-resulting.in a-musicai language 
that absorbed many different stylistic elements. The piano was an important presence at each 
change in direction^eaninglhal Novak’s output for tbe iostrumcntilJustrales many Facets of 
his development. The composer’s initial Romanticism and connection with Dvofak led to an 
exploration of Moravian folk music, yet his involvement with this essentially provides a
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demonstration o f the conservatism that characterises Novak’s language despite his later
absorption of many contemporary musical ideas-A ccimparison o f Novak’j? approach to
Moravian folk music with that of Janadek reveals that Novak, in paying attention to melody
rather than any other musical elements, is closer to the approach of Dvofak, and his
combination of folk music and; Classical-form-is-illustrated in the -Sonata oroica. The
composer’s fundamental attachment to Romanticism can also be observed in the Songs o f
*
Winter.MgbXs andP/in where, despite Jtbe absorption of Impressionism and .SJtraussian 
elements, Novak’s compositional techniques and textures still owe much to the style of Liszt 
established decades earlier.
The career of Novak is a demonstration of the influence that the polemical battles 
between Smetana and Dvofak discussed previously had on Czech composers. The 
perpetuaJjon of Jthese issues Jthrougb Jtbe wrhtingofNejedJy jeached a  peak in 19J0 in Jtbe so- 
called ‘Battle for Dvofak’, with Nejedly, along with Helfert and Bartos, outlining the 
continued importance of Smetana against Dvofak. Novak, as a pupil of Dvofak, naturally 
defended his deceased teacher, and this resulted in a conflict that created a crisis point in the 
composer’s life and led to a series of insults and slurs on his character that dramatically 
jmderminedbis confidence Novak’s .sudden expJorafion of .stage genres at Jthis point thus 
demonstrates both his lack of direction and experimentation during this time, and his 
response to attacks from Nejedly et al. Therefore, an examination of Novak’s development 
through his piano works reveals elements that perhaps led to the composer occupying a  less 
significant position in Czech music after 1918, and it would appear that the combination of 
hackward-JookiDgnnd conservative elements in bis slyJe with Jbe attacks from NejedJy as a  
result of his alignment with Dvofak creating a crisis of confidence that Novak never 
recovered from, and his position in the independent Republic was institutional. He was 
respected as a-teaeher rather than a-progressive-composed meaning thathis status was 
marginal, constituting a complete reversal of his fame ten years earlier.
An examination of Jtbe compositional development of Suk reveals a  very different 
musical personality whose style was not the result of periods of crisis and changes in 
direction, but developed cumulatively, culminating in a language defined by harmonic
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complexity, rhythmic asymmetry, textural variety, and an abrupt and fragmented form of 
expression that takes his style xdnser to Janacek than Novak Howevex^Snk’s creative life 
was redefined by the deaths of Dvorak and Otilie, and his output became focused upon 
autobiographical and intimate elements (which had played a part before, but were now the 
focus). His musical .style became increasingly isolated and self-xeferential, and this element 
links him to Fibich, whose Moods, Impressions, and Reminiscences were the first example of 
a Czech composer treating the piano as a vehicle of intimate expression This element of 
introspection is clearly demonstrated in the piano works, and we find self-quotation from 
Asrael and Raduz and Mahulena in both About Mother and Things Lived and Dreamt.
Therefore, at the^nd of the penod under coftsidemtion in this dissertation, Suk was a 
successful performer and composer, but the seeds of the elements that were to lead to his 
diminishing nosition within Czech musical life in the subsenuent decade had alreadv been* - * * • • * * —  * *■ * —  y ......................  -• - ^   w* - - •
sown, and can be observed clearly in the piano works. Suk’s increasingly personal, intimate, 
and self-referential style gradually led to his output decreasing, and he became involved with 
reworking and revising old projects as opposed to the creation of new works. The composer’s 
position post-1918 can be compared with that of both Novak and Foerster, yet we can 
contrast the situations of Novak and Suk at the end of the period in question Novak’s career 
experienced a time of crisis as a result of very public battles, and yet he kept composing after 
1918, demonstrating that he still had a need to create. In contrast, Suk’s diminishing 
compositional activity was the result of very personal events and, after 1918, he composed 
much less, focusing upon teaching and performing.
The examination of the piano works of the composers included in this dissertation 
reveals that Novak, Suk, and Janacek produced their main piano works during the period 
1900-12, so before exploring the status of these composers in the period following the 
achievement of independence, it is interesting to consider the piano works of Janddek and to 
compare them with those of Novak and Suk. Janadek’s career took a different trajectory to 
that of Novak and Suk and,, if his career were considered on the basis of the period 
considered in this dissertation, it would seem that he was not a significant figure in the 
development of Czech music. His status after 1918 contrasts with the relatively unsuccessful
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and marginal position he occupied until that point, and it is interesting and revealing to 
consider the elements o f .TanaSek’s musical nersonalitv and comnositional language that• - - ............................................* ............................... - — r v ■ - - . r -..............................—o'........................
ensured his success within the final decade of his life, and the part his piano works have in 
this transformation of status.
When considering Jand5ek’s musical development, chronology is a significant issue. 
Bom in 1854, the composer is essentially of the same generation as Fibich and Foerster, yet 
he can also be perceived as part of the same generation as Novak and Suk (particularly in 
terms of his piano works, produced in the first decade of the twentieth century). However, the 
inclusion of JanaCek in the same generation as Novak and Suk does not really take into 
account the composer’s absorption of contemporary musical influences in the 1920s or his 
international fame during the last decade of his life. Reinforcing the difficulty in placing 
Jana£ek in a particular generation is the fact that he composer he became in the 1920s was 
diametrically opposed to the point from which he started in the 1870s, and an examination of 
his piano works reveals much about this process of transformation.
Despite his eventual involvement with the twentieth century avant-garde, Janacek was 
initially a conservative composer who favoured Dvorak over the ‘intellectual urbanity’ of 
Smetana and his reiection o f innovative and progressive movements whilst studving in~ % / ■ - - -  - . . . . . .  “ r     ~ . . .  - . . . .  . . . . . . .  - ^
Leipzig and Vienna reinforces this. However, from 1888, the study of Moravian folk music 
redefined his musical language and, with an exploration of the composer’s ethnological 
study, the dissertation comes full circle in a consideration of Janadek’s form of nationalist 
expression. Smetana’s approach was to reject the quotation of folk music and to create a 
national style from the absorption of the most progressive and innovative movements of 
contemporary Romanticism, thus intensifying the connection between Czech music and the 
rest of Europe. Janadek’s approach was diametrically opposed to this, and his involvement 
with Moravian folk music led to him being defined as a ‘Moravian separatist’ by Nejedly, 
who was already less than enthusiastic about him as a result of his alignment with Dvorak.
The encounters with Moravian folk music thus had both positive and negative effects on 
JanaSek’s career. The positive effect was that he was exposed to music which contained 
many features not appreciated by previous composers (who had only been exposed to the
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‘Classical’ melodies of Erben and SuSil), elements which planted the seeds of a new 
compositional language,, vet the negative effect o f this involvement with Moravian folk 
music was that Janacek became defined primarily as an ethnographer rather than a composer 
(which reveals further the separation of folk music and art music in Czech music at the end 
of the nineteenth century), a definition that marginalised his influence and removed him from 
the mainstream of Czech musical development.
/
The individuality of Janadek’s approach to folk music can he seen through a 
comparison of his output with that of Novak, who experienced the same music. Novak’s 
encounter with Moravian folk music resulted in an approach close to that of Dvorak (which 
further reveals the inherent conservatism of Novak’s language), whereas Janadek’s focus on 
texture and timbre redefined his language, and created a more abrupt and direct form of 
exnression This redefined language was first exnlored through the niano accomnaniments in ^ r ' ~ ~ *• *  v ■  * ' r ..........o* * r   r ‘
Moravian Folk Poetry in Song and in the collection On the Overgrown Path, demonstrating 
that the piano was crucial in transferring the features of Moravian folk music onto western 
instruments and independent art works.
Janadek’s posthumous reputation is defined by his operatic output, and the fact that 
the niano receded into the background after 1912 would seem to indicate that the instrument 
was not hugely significant in the composer’s success after 1918. However, Janadek’s operatic 
writing underwent dramatic changes through his work on Jenufa, and the redefinition of the 
relationship between vocal and orchestral lines to create a greater sense of dramatic 
interaction occurred as a result of the composer’s experimentation within his piano 
accomnaniments and On the Overgrown Path meaning that the niano was a significantr    * CT  ^  ST -- " ' c/*
instrument in terms of Janadek’s redefinition of his operatic writing, and can thus be defined 
as important in the transformation of the composer from conservative Romantic to avant- 
garde twentieth century figure.
The fact that Janadek’s main works for solo piano occur during the first decade of the 
twentieth century enables a comparison with Novak and Suk The common involvement with 
Moravian folk music of Novak and Janadek has already been considered, and Janadek’s 
emphasis upon subjectivity, intimate expression, and autobiography also creates similarities
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with Suk’s output for piano. Indeed, Janadek’s situation in the first decade of the twentieth 
centnrv has manv noints of connection with Suk and both comnosers exnerienced a sense of*■  ^  ^r • • ~ ' ' ' * '   r --------  ~ r - ..............................
isolation at this point (Suk’s as a result of the deaths of Dvorak and Otilie, and Janacek’s as a 
result of the refusal of Prague to stage Jenufa, along with the problems he had experienced in 
his personal life). However, despite these similarities and points of connection, their statuses 
after 1918 were completely reversed, with Novak and Suk receding into the margins of 
musical development whilst Janadek became its centrifugal force An understanding, of the 
changes that took place in the musical environment of Prague will lead to a fuller 
understanding of why this situation occurred.
1918 was a momentous date in both Czech and world history, with the end of the First 
World War also bringing the dissolution of the Habsburg Empire, leading to Prague 
becoming, the capital of the new Republic of Czechoslovakia This> in tum> led to a return to 
political importance for a city that had been Germanised and controlled by foreign governing 
forces for many centuries, and this change in socio-political environment had a huge effect 
on the musical life of the city. A comparison of the musical situation at the end of the 
chronological period in question and that post-1918 is revealing of important directions and 
developments that were to occupy Czech music during.the inter-war period An examination 
of the status of composers in 1912 would seem to suggest that Novak and Suk would take 
over from Dvorak, with both of these composers achieving great success within the first 
decade of the century.
Parrott suggests that the compositional careers of both Suk and Novak were disturbed 
by epoch-™ aiHr>g events of the. First World War the. creation of the new P.epublic,9^
yet, as has been examined previously, there were signs before 1914 that both of these 
composers were diminishing in importance. It would appear that ‘the rebirth of the nation 
within the framework of an independent republic seemed to call for a new generation to 
serve and celebrate it. The traditions of pre-war Bohemia which had been sacrosanct before 
were now, for the first time, in dispute’96 and, for contrasting reasons, neither Novak nor Suk
95Parrott (2002),. p.43
%Parrott (2002), p. 44.
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were able to continue their positions at the forefront of Czech music. Certainly the opinions 
and powerful position o f Neiedlv had a detrimental effect on their careers but it would seem• • r - - r ■ ' * v * ‘ ^ .................... " ' ............................. ...............................................
that, even before the outbreak of the First World War, there were signs that these composers 
could not carry the mantle for Czech music post-1918. Both Novak’s regressive attachment 
to Lisztian Romanticism and Suk’s introspective, isolated, and self-referential language 
meant that, with the atmosphere of cultural regeneration and the ‘opening up’ of Prague to 
the most innovative and progressive musical figures and movements,, they were respected as 
‘past masters’ rather than the catalyst for future Czech musical development. Indeed, it is 
revealing of the musical changes in Prague in 1918 that both Novak and Suk should be 
usurped by a figure who had been marginalised prior to the First World War, namely Leos 
Janadek, and an appreciation of the musical developments in Prague after 1918 will aid an 
understanding of the reversal o f fortunes of these composers*■ ~ - ............  c/* * ■ * - . - “ ~ - -  . r  * * ■
The musical environment of Prague after the achievement of independence was 
modem and progressive, and fully embraced contemporary developments in wider Europe 
and America. The National Theatre remained a prominent institution which, from 1920-35 
was led by Otakar Ostrdil, who was a significant figure in bringing the most contemporary 
operatic works to Prague audiences (including Berg’s Wnzzeck. in November 1926Y■ t r    * ' • -.C'*...................................................r   c/’ * c/* * . - . . • - /*•
Alongside the National Theatre was the Neues Deutsches Theater, which reinforced the 
progressive and modem outlook at the former with performances of Schoenberg, 
Shostakovich, Hindemith, and Milhaud. In the field of orchestral music, the Czech 
Philharmonic Orchestra increased and became more significant after 1918, and the creation 
of Czech Radio in 1923 led to the subseouent development o f the Svmfnnickv nrchestr    ~ - x............................. ■ ‘r ...................................v  ✓-
Ceskoslovenskeho rozhlasu [Czech Radio Symphony Orchestra]. A further element which 
reinforced the positive and receptive attitude to innovative and progressive works was the 
flourishing of the Spolekpro moderni hudbu [Society for Modem Music] between 1920-39. 
Therefore, throughout the 1920s and 30s, Prague re-established its position as an important 
centre of contemporary music (as opposed to being, secondary to Vienna throughout 
Habsburg rule) and, in addition to the institutions outlined above, several International
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Society for Contemporary Music (ISCM) festivals took place in Prague, meaning that the city 
had a further connection with the most progressive and innovative contemporary works
Prague in the 1920s was thus a city dominated by contemporary music, and the 
achievement of independence and the end of World War I had a liberating effect on the city. 
This change in musical environment had an effect on the composers examined in this 
dissertation and, as has been previously discussed, both Novak and Suk had retreated from 
their central position in Czech music and a ‘new guard’ of composers rose to prominence,, 
with major figures in post-1918 Czech music (and particularly Czech piano music) being 
Bohuslav Martinu (1890-1959), Alois Haba (1893-1973), and Jan&Sek. These composers 
demonstrate the way in which the composers explored previously had become 
‘institutionalised’ in the new Republic, and Martinu attended Suk’s composition class 
between 1920 and 1923 with Haba stud vine with Novak during 1914—15 The outnuts of~ ■ — r- ‘  ..................................w’ O '  '  '  '  ”  O '  • ~C~ — — -
both Martinu and Haba were fully in line with the contemporary music of the 1920s, with 
Martinu leaving Prague for Paris to absorb Stravinsky, jazz, ragtime, and Neoclassicism. He 
was a prolific composer of piano music throughout his life, beginning with the Loutky 
[Puppets] in 1912-14, and had also attended the Prague conservatory in 1906 and been 
exposed to Debussy.. Strauss.. and the music of Suk and Novak during, that time* so an 
examination of his piano music would make an interesting comparison with the composers in 
this dissertation. After time both in Paris and the USA, Martinu’s language had absorbed 
many influences, from Neoclassicism and jazz to Notre Dame polyphony, meaning that his 
works are emblematic of the open and accepting musical environment of the new Republic.
Marti nil’s cosmopolitanism and internationalism is complemented hv the innovations 
of Alois Haba. Like Martinu, Haba’s influences are diverse; he was a Moravian (like 
Janacek) and, early in his life, absorbed features from his native Valassko. Following study 
with Novak, he had a further period of training with Schreker in Vienna, and his time in the 
Austrian capital led to him absorbing the most progressive contemporary ideas of the Second 
Viennese School (indeed,. Haba.’s ea.rlv piano works are defined by an extreme chromaticism 
which encourages a comparison with Schoenberg and Berg’s piano music). Haba discovered 
Janddek by being a proof-reader at Universal Edition, meaning that he remained in contact
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with the music of his native country even whilst abroad. In 1920, Haba spent time in Berlin 
and began making.plans for what was to be his most forward-1 ooking.proposal> namely that 
of quarter-tone instruments. He returned to Prague in 1923, where he established a 
department of microtonal music at the Conservatory, finding support in his colleague Suk 
(demonstrating that the older composer, even though not prominent as a composer at this 
point, still appreciated innovation, an element that had been demonstrated in his works from 
1900-10)
Also connected with Haba’s microtonal works was Ervin Schulhoff (1894-1942), a 
hugely successful and acclaimed pianist who lived in Berlin from 1919, and absorbed avant- 
garde art (in the work of Paul Klee) and jazz. During 1919-23, Schulhoff organised a series 
of concerts providing a platform for the performance of works by the Second Viennese 
School demonstrating.his full involvement with both atonalitv and Expressionism In 1923 
he returned to Prague and combined his previous musical enthusiasms with that of Janacek 
and Czech folk music. The work of Schulhoff (in its combination of a full involvement with 
contemporary music and folk elements) thus has parallels with the work of Janacek, creating 
a further area for exploration. Schulhoff was also a significant performer and interpreter of 
Haba’s quarter-tone piano works and,. therefore,, from this outline of composers active in the 
1920s in Prague, it can be suggested that the piano played a significant part in their musical 
outputs, encouraging a comparison with the figures considered in the time frame of this 
dissertation.
Through Martinu, Haba, and Schulhoff, Czech music embraced the contemporary 
ideas of wider Europe,, and it is interesting to finally consider the position of Janacek within 
this environment. In comparison to the other Czech composers who were active in the 1920s, 
Janadek appears to stand out for many reasons. At the beginning of the 1920s, JanaCek was 
66 years old, and yet was only just starting to carve an international reputation after years of 
marginalisation. In many ways, the older Czech composer’s compositional technique was 
completely out of place with the mood of the decade in his fundamentally Romantic 
attachment to programme, and the explicit linking of his music with autobiographical 
elements. How did this composer, essentially in the latter stages of his career, and who had
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been isolated for so many years, gain such a stronghold and position of respect within a 
Praeue defined bv innovative and nrogressive contemnorarv musical ideas? An answer to this■ o — . . . .  - — - ■ *• ■  r  * c^'  '■ •/* " '  —  "  ~ —  *
question involves an exploration of Janacek’s relationship with modernism in order to reach 
an understanding of how the different elements of his language are reconciled within the 
concerns and aesthetic framework of this movement.
In the introductory chapter of this dissertation, the incompatibility of modernism and 
nationalism was outlined hv Rohlman Tn line with his statement that national music cannot 
be modem, at the beginning of the chronological period in question Smetana rejected the 
notion of formulating a specifically Czech form of expression through the simplistic 
quotation and imitation of pre-existing folk melodies. The composer at the end of the period 
in question, Janadek, took exactly the opposite approach, and his initial musical language 
was completely redefined as a result of his contact with Moravian folk music Janacek’s 
attention to the textural and timbral elements of this music were essentially the elements that 
provided him with the means to reconcile his language with that of modernism in the 1920s 
and, as Tyrrell notes, ‘Janacek’s forays into documenting folk material and speech patterns 
represented the assertion of a preserved rural tradition against a progressive, cosmopolitan
iirhan culture. ThS- p3 ?t, in thn nrm/inrial nrp><;pnt^  hplrj lr£y fnr mnHprnitv’ 97
Moravian folk music contained within it many elements that could be perceived as 
‘modem’, and disruptive and heterophonic stratified textures combined with rhythmic 
irregularity all correspond with an important element of twentieth century modernism, 
including the importance of collage and montage (in the visual art of Braque and Picasso). 
Janadek’s abmpt and direct form of expression, along with his limitation and restriction of 
means also often creates a fragmentation of textures and sounds as a result of his absorption 
of the inherently disruptive and dramatic elements of folk textures and instruments.
Therefore, before 1918, certain ingredients were in place that meant that Janadek’s 
musical language would be responsive and able to absorb many elements of contemporary 
modernism. The Czech composer was hugely enthusiastic about modem music in the 1920s, 
and had a great deal of knowledge about Schoenberg, Berg, Hindemith and Bartok, as well as
^Tyrrell (2007X_p.719.
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contemporary Czech composers such as Haba. He also encountered Henry Cowell, who 
visited Rmc* in 192.6.,9* so- would, have. a full awareness- of the ctranHc of miigirai 
developments in the 1920s. Janadek also attended ISCM festivals in Salzburg (1923), Vienna 
(1925), and Frankfurt (1927) and, despite a lack of knowledge of exactly what he heard, his 
reactions to modem music in general are far from what would be expected of a 
septuagenarian composer, and he stated that ‘In Prague, we have had an international music 
festival. I can say for myself that I like listening to extremes.’.99
Janadek’s absorption of contemporary musical movement can be seen in all genres of 
his output in the 1920s; the piano Capriccio and the Concertino show the composer 
absorbing the humorous and ironic aspects of Neoclassicism, whilst his operas demonstrate 
many modernist tendencies. Leon Botstein notes that the ‘economy of means and surface 
simplicity had initially concealed his capacity to confront the dilemmas of modernism’, 
whilst Adorno (who had previously denied Janadek connections with modernism because of 
his involvement with folk materials) observes modernist tendencies in the fragmentary 
scoring of the later operas such as The Makropolus Case and From the House o f the Dead.100 
Indeed, this last opera reveals much of the composer’s relationship with modernism, with its 
utilisation of extremes of register, realistic sound effects, lean textures, and unusual 
juxtapositions of instmments. Clearly, these elements demonstrate Janadek’s relationship 
with> absorption of, and enthusiasm for the contemporary music he was surrounded by rather 
than being directly derived from Moravian folk music, yet, in its disruptive textures and 
attuning of Janadek’s compositional ear to distinct sonorities, Moravian folk music had 
provided the composer’s language with the ingredients with which to develop a musical style 
which was compatible with many elements of Modernism.
History has proved thatNejedly’s map of the history of Czech music was misguided,, 
partial, and biased, and the international fame of Dvorak and Janadek requires a more 
multifaceted and unbiased approach. Many previous accounts of Czech musical history have 
disregarded figures such as Foerster, Fibich, Novak, and Suk, yet an appreciation of the
98Tyrre11 (2007),. p. 720
"T yrrell (2007), p.720-.
1 "Tyrrell (2007), p. 723.
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output of these composers demonstrates the changing focus of Czech music through the end 
of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century A focus on niano music 
illustrates the close relationships between Prague and Vienna in the fin-de-siecle period, as 
well as demonstrating aspects of Suk and Novak’s techniques which may have resulted in 
their marginalisation post-1918. Equally, an appreciation of the derivation of the individual 
elements of Janadek’s musical language can be gained through an exploration of his piano
j
works,, which are a fundamental step in the composer’s absorption and transference of the 
same features of Moravian folk music which were to be essential in the composer’s 
acceptance and involvement with the modernist musical world of Prague in the 1920s. This 
dissertation therefore ends with a complete reversal of the picture of Czech music presented 
at its beginning, with folk music being not only about national identity, but also the key to 
internationalism and ..hence,, at the heart of the creation of modem Czech music in the works 
of Janadek.
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